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Delta cancels all flights to Israel indefinitely

Russia moves to enact
anti-gay law nationwide

MOSCOW (AP)
— Kissing his
boyfriend during
a protest in front
of Russia's parlia‐
ment earned
Pavel Samburov
30 hours of de‐
tention and the
equivalent of a
$16 fine on a
charge of "hooli‐
ganism." But if a bill that comes up for a first vote later this
month becomes law, such a public kiss could be defined as ille‐
gal "homosexual propaganda" and bring a fine of up to
$16,000.

The legislation being pushed by the Kremlin and the Russian
Orthodox Church would make it illegal nationwide to provide
minors with information that is defined as "propaganda of
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sodomy, lesbianism, bisexuality and transgenderism." It in‐
cludes a ban on holding public events that promote gay rights.
St. Petersburg and a number of other Russian cities already
have similar laws on their books.

The bill is part of an effort to promote traditional Russian values
as opposed to Western liberalism, which the Kremlin and
church see as corrupting Russian youth and by extension con‐
tributing to a wave of protest against President Vladimir Putin's
rule.

Samburov describes the anti-gay bill as part of a Kremlin crack‐
down on minorities of any kind — political and religious as well
as sexual — designed to divert public attention from growing
discontent with Putin's rule.

The lanky and longhaired Samburov is the founder of the Rain‐
bow Association, which unites gay activists throughout Russia.
The gay rights group has joined anti-Putin marches in Moscow
over the past year, its rainbow flag waving along with those of
other opposition groups.

Other laws that the Kremlin says are intended to protect young
Russians have been hastily adopted in recent months, including
some that allow banning and blocking web content and print
publications that are deemed "extremist" or unfit for young au‐
diences.

Denis Volkov, a
sociologist with
the Levada Cen‐
ter, an indepen‐
dent pollster,
says the anti-gay
bill fits the "gen‐
eral logic" of a
government in‐
tent on limiting
various rights.

But in this case, the move has been met mostly with either indif‐
ference or open enthusiasm by average Russians. Levada polls
conducted last year show that almost two thirds of Russians
find homosexuality "morally unacceptable and worth condemn‐
ing." About half are against gay rallies and same-sex marriage;
almost a third think homosexuality is the result of "a sickness or
a psychological trauma," the Levada surveys show.

Russia's widespread hostility to homosexuality is shared by the
political and religious elite.

FILE - In this Wednesday, Dec. 19, 2012 file
photo police officers detain gay right activists
during …
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Lawmakers have accused gays of decreasing Russia's already
low birth rates and said they should be barred from government
jobs, undergo forced medical treatment or be exiled. Orthodox
activists criticized U.S. company PepsiCo for using a "gay" rain‐
bow on cartons of its dairy products. An executive with a gov‐
ernment-run television network said in a nationally televised talk
show that gays should be prohibited from donating blood,
sperm and organs for transplants, while after death their hearts
should be burned or buried.

The anti-gay sentiment was seen Sunday in Voronezh, a city
south of Moscow, where a handful of gay activists protesting
against the parliament bill were attacked by a much larger
group of anti-gay activists who hit them with snowballs.

The gay rights
protest that won
Samburov a fine
took place in De‐
cember. Seconds
after Samburov
and his boyfriend
kissed, militant
activists with the
Orthodox Church
pelted them with
eggs. Police in‐
tervened, round‐
ing up the gay activists and keeping them for 30 hours first in a
frozen van and then in an unheated detention center. The Ortho‐
dox activists were also rounded up, but were released much
earlier.

Those behind the bill say minors need to be protected from "ho‐
mosexual propaganda" because they are unable to evaluate the
information critically. "This propaganda goes through the mass
media and public events that propagate homosexuality as nor‐
mal behavior," the bill reads.

Cities started adopting anti-gay laws in 2006. Only one person
has been prosecuted so far under a law specifically targeted at
gays: Nikolai Alexeyev, a gay rights campaigner, was fined the
equivalent of $160 after a one-man protest last summer in St.
Petersburg.

In November, a St. Petersburg court dismissed a lawsuit filed by
the Trade Union of Russian Citizens, a small group of Orthodox
conservatives and Putin loyalists, against pop star Madonna.
The group sought $10.7 million in damages for what it says was
"propaganda of perversion" when Madonna spoke up for gay

FILE - In this Saturday, May 16, 2009 file photo
a gay rights activist is detained by a police off‐
ic …
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rights during a show three months earlier.

The federal bill's expected adoption comes 20 years after a
Stalinist-era law punishing homosexuality with up to five years
in prison was removed from Russia's penal code as part of the
democratic reforms that followed the Soviet Union's collapse.

Most of the other
former Soviet re‐
publics also de‐
criminalized ho‐
mosexuality, and
attitudes toward
gays have be‐
come a litmus
test of democrat‐
ic freedoms.
While gay pride
parades are held
in the three former Soviet Baltic states, all today members of
the European Union, same-sex love remains a crime in authori‐
tarian Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan.

In Russia, gays have been whipsawed by official pressure and
persistent homophobia. There are no reliable estimates of how
many gays and lesbians live in Russia, and only a few big cities
such as Moscow and St. Petersburg have gay nightclubs and
gyms. Even there, gays do not feel secure.

When a dozen masked men entered a Moscow night club dur‐
ing a "coming out party" that campaigner Samburov organized
in October, he thought they were part of the show. But then one
of the masked men yelled, "Have you ordered up a fight? Here
you go!" The men overturned tables, smashed dishes and beat,
kicked and sprayed mace at the five dozen men and women
who had gathered at the gay-friendly Freedays club, Samburov
and the club's administration said.

Four club patrons were injured, including a young woman who
got broken glass in her eye, police said. Although a police sta‐
tion was nearby, Samburov said, it took police officers half an
hour to arrive. The attackers remain unidentified.

On the next day, an Orthodox priest said he regretted that his
religious role had not allowed him to participate in the beating.

"Until this scum gets off of Russian land, I fully share the views
of those who are trying to purge our motherland of it," Rev.
Sergiy Rybko was quoted as saying by the Orthodoxy and
World online magazine. "We either become a tolerant Western

FILE - In this Saturday, May 28, 2011 file photo
Russian police officers detain a gay rights ac‐
tivis …
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state where
everything is al‐
lowed — and
lose our Chris‐
tianity and moral
foundations — or
we will be a
Christian people
who live in our
God-protected
land in purity and
godliness."

In other parts of Russia, gays feel even less secure. Bagaudin
Abduljalilov moved to Moscow from Dagestan, a predominantly
Muslim region in southern Russia where he says some gays
have been beaten and had their hands cut off, sometimes by
their own relatives, for bringing shame on their families.

"You don't have any human rights down there," he said. "Any‐
thing can be done to you with impunity."

Shortly before moving to Moscow, Abduljalilov left Islam to be‐
come a Protestant Christian, but was expelled from a seminary
after telling the dean he was gay. He also has had trouble find‐
ing a job as a television journalist because of discrimination
against people from Dagestan.

"I love Russia, but I want another Russia," said Abduljalilov, 30,
who now works as a clerk. "It's a pity I can't spend my life on
creative projects instead of banging my head against the wall
and repeating, 'I'm normal, I'm normal.' "

FILE- In this Saturday, June 25, 2011 file pho‐
to, a boat carrying a rainbow flag sails on the
Neva R …
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3  2  
Normal people are not homophobes. Nobody is afraid
of homosexuals, we just hate their lifestyle and what
they are trying to do to society. I don't care how much
money Tim Gill throws at politicians or how many hate
laws Obama passes it won't change the way normal
people feel about homosexuals and their disgusting
approach to sexual congress. Who would have
More
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talerico5j 11 months ago 1  0  
I think Putin needs to come out of the closet. He re‐
minds me of the army dad in American Beauty

Reply

Gregory 11 months ago 0  0  
While boycotting Russian vodka, be sure to support
Polish vodka! (If you drink vodka of course.)
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All of you wonderful homophobes out there make sure
when you pop out another baby you do your best to
raise it til it's grown and out of the house. No more
having babies because it's your "duty" then dumping
them on the government because you don't want it.
Too many in foster care because you losers didn't
even try. Keep your marriages intact no matter what,
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How can Americans say we should respect the law
and adopt it here? This law nullifies freedom of
speech. I thought conservatives not only die by the
Constitution of our founding fathers, but advocate
small/reduced government. On this issue, they are
against unalienable rights and all for a government
that regulates speech? Thinking before speaking is a
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this is the only time I have envied russians . too bad
the special interest groups want to continue to shove
the homosexual agenda down the Americans throats
so to speak . GO RUSSIA put them out where they
belong.
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I don't believe the Kremlin will ever cave into pressure
you people are wasting your time. So lets see Russia
the entire middle east most of Africa and China. I
guess that leaves the Americas and Europe as the
only places where perverted sexual practices are per‐
mitted.More
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I LOVE Russia. Screw the cave explorers
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Commenter 11 months ago 4  2  
Who would've thought this possible 30 years ago?

Russia has it right
and now America's society is pathetic and decadent.

America is the new Soviet Union.More
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Russia might be communist, but you gotta respect a
law like that.
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Commenter 11 months ago 0  0  
I did not think the guy was gay the first time he kissed
me, buy the second time when he slipped me his
tongue.
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Go Russia. Shows you what country know about
morals Gays cannot push RUSSIA AROUND.Homo‐
sexuals want our churches to marry them Why if they
ever read the Bible they will learn it unnatural
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I think the Westboro Baptist Church cult would feel
more at home if they relocated to Russia.
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Commenter 11 months ago 1  1  
That's why GOD loves Russia now and not America. I
don't ever hear about bad storms, Hurricanes, Torna‐
does Flooding, Earthquakes or volcanos in Russia.
GOD loves Russia cause they obey the bible.
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2014 Sochi Olympics SPOILER ALERT: 

Chick-fil-a is going to have a location in the Olympic
Village and a title sponsor
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In Russia, the Orthodox Church is in cahoots with the
government as the far-right Christian churches are in
cahoots with the Republican Party in the United
States. So much for..."with Liberty and Justice for all."
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In countries such as Canada, the gay rights move‐
ment publicly and aggressively pushes a strong agen‐
da to legitimize abnormal, sinful behavior and mar‐
riage. They have many heterosexuals believing their
behavior is acceptable. The Russian law is not against
the practice of homosexual behavior but against trying
to shove acceptance of it down people's throats. The
More
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what would be helarious if the entire crowd during the
olympics turned to the nearest same sex and started
making out in protest ^_^. thier are worse things than
homosexuality including being a racist homophobic
sexist conservative republican.
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May Russia be blessed and devoid from the tyranny of
monkey sex. Yay Russia
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wow...really disappointed by some of the comments
on here.
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to bad we cant do it in this country
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David David 1 year ago
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Do you expect other countries have the same social
tolerances you enjoy in America?
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But; 'You're NOT normal, you're NOT normal'
Bagaudin! You seem to miss the crux of the problem
this new law is intended to address! Decent people
everywhere are sick of you perverts. Too bad the sick
perverts and liberals in the US doesn't get it yet!
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It's amazing how easily you are offended. You would
think, if you can take a C()(K up the butt, you might
not be such a p))**sy.
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Dasha Fomina 1 year ago 0  0  
Guess what? I found a site that's giving Minecraft
codes away for free! freeminecraft[dot]cc
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Stanley 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 
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Life is better when you're an Atheist. At least you
don't have to conform to what some book of lies tells
you to think. So instead of politicians tell you to think,
you do what a book tells you to think.
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What stupidity would need to go through someone's
head for them to become ultra religious? Seriously?
Have you read the #$%$ these people type? Maybe if
there was less religion in the world, there wouldn't be
discrimination, oppression of freedom from the right to
choose what to do with your body as a woman, this
ongoing lie that marriage is a religious institution..what
More
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Expand Replies (2) 
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The law doesn't mess around over there. The US
could learn a thing or two from Russia. Unfortunately
we have morphed into a nation of overfed, overfemi‐
nized, overindulged softies.
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Stanley 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 
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Lets ban christianity in America, i think that will fix all
of our problems.
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Commenter 1 year ago 3  4  
Great law, we used to have that here in America, Well
actually we do it is called the DOMA and was support‐
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ed by Hillary, Bill Clinton and Obama, All democratic
and republican leaders and some homosexual groups
at that time who only want civil unions or so they said.
So in America right now as we speak all perverted sad
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How about instead of banning gays, America bans
christianity. Now that I would be in favor of!
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I guess this means Lady Gaga won't be entertaining
there in the near future?
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We need to charge our gang bangers with "Hooligan‐
ism".
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Expand Replies (218) 

158  1.6k 
California, get ready to receive a slew of immigrants.
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Obviously they're not russian into the gay rights thing
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In Russia, the TV watches you.
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Expand Replies (43) 

50  515  
"Don't aski, don't tellski."
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Looking forward to reading about the new "Little Rus‐
sia" in San Francisco..
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$16,000 a kiss....... if they did this in San Francisco......
Gerry Brown's debt problem would be solved.
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25  215  
Back in the closet Ivan.
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Expand Replies (18) 

23  202  
They have China town in California now they will have
Russia town there also.
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Flareside 1 year ago
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30  247  
The Kremlin doesn't want any new forms of corrup‐
tion. They are perfectly happy with the old ones.
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That outta bring the country together...
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18  137  
I better cancel my plans for gay pride in Moscow this
year.
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I can't wait to see Obama lecture Russia about this.

Reply

3FL 1 year ago 2  21  
Looks like Russia will be removed from the list of gay
tour destinations.

Reply

Eric 1 year ago 0  2  
Uh-oh - looks like more conflict between Obama and
Putin!
Of course, Russia isn't exactly on the "Best Gay Vaca‐
tion Destinations" listed by the LGBT Travel Guide.
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This is a bit too much. While I oppose Obama's agen‐
da I do support "live and let live".

Reply
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Noodlerr 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  2  
Russia's Birth rate is really dropping ... this was re‐
ported a decade ago

Reply

Fox Mulder 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

5  34  
I have to wonder if some of the "posters" here putting
up inflammatory posts round the clock are in fact ei‐
ther bots or cyber criminals, looking up the profiles of
anyone who posts in response to try to hack in your e
mail account and steal information off your comput‐
ers.More

Reply

Uncertainty, Inc. 1 year ago 0  3  
Is Russia taking this measure to counter declines in
Russian Military run brothel profits? jmo

Reply

ToothAche 1 year ago 0  0  
They are not happy with Himalayan.

Reply

denise 1 year ago

Expand Replies (79) 

132  675  
Most people do not care what consenting adults do in
the bedroom.We are just tired of the in your face atti‐
tude.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 0  2  
hmmmm!!!!

Reply

POW! Right in the Kisser! 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  
16  There are no gay people in Iran; they've been

outlawed by President I_Ama#$%$.

Reply

Noodlerr 1 year ago 0  2  
Russia dont want USA to Adopt, but soon they will
adopt ours, if in time to maintain their idiocy of follow‐

ing the Fr Revolution in 1787 and woke up to Commie
ville in 1917

Reply

David 1 year ago 6  47  
Youth should be protected from all sorts of propagan‐
da.......read into that statement what you will!!!!!
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Expand Replies (2) Reply

3 of 5 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  9  
So i take it all this allowing gays in the military and gay
marriage is probably not allowed in Russia either?

Reply

BOB 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  9  
I don't know what bothers me the most. 

The fact that less then 5% of the worlds population
carries so much political influence or the fact that so
many care enough about this less then 5% of the pop‐
ulation that they spend their time passing laws against
them.
More

Reply

Noodlerr 1 year ago 0  2  
btw an A-10 Pilot with Air refuels can out wait a
Ruskie Sub..

Reply

Noodlerr 1 year ago 0  2  
A-10s USAF are working on Anti Sub shxt now run
silent run deep sink DEEEEEP

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  11  
if they outlaw pop and hip hop im for sure moving to
russia

Reply

Smjr. Milktoast 1 year ago 1  12  
Stalin would be proud....

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (10) 

32  168  
So Russia is turning into the "Former America", and
America is turning into the "Former Soviet Union".
These certainly are interesting times.

Reply

Prince 1 year ago

Expand Replies (52) 

50  276  
But they keep telling us America is way behind on the
Gay issue. Been to a lot of places around the world.‐
MOST ARE ANTI GAY. With the exception of a couple
of european countries.

Reply

Mr. Mackey 1 year ago
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0  0  
Written by Slobadon Mycokyubic

Reply

Craig 1 year ago 0  0  
Socialist paradise!!

Reply

Noodlerr 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  6  
Bottom Line Russia is worried no New Kids, Popula‐
tion in decline

Reply

OldCodger 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

1  9  
America can now expect a whole boatload of Russian
#$%$ applying for entry into the country claiming that
they are being discriminated against in their own
country - that their human rights are being violated.
And, America will let them in...

Reply

Splacksht 1 year ago

Expand Replies (11) 

4  31  
Two points:
1. Seeing gay people kiss will not make kids turn gay.
2. Gay people will be more respected if they stopped
the outlandish displays of their sexuality.

Reply

madhusudhan 1 year ago 0  4  
Hi cdogfla: You said in Russia, TV watches you. In US
you see the Russia through the window.... It looks hi‐
larious....

Reply

David Marion 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

0  6  
As much as Americans are divided on the topic of
same sex marriage and gay rights, does anyone really
think we need a law like what they are introducing,
here in the U.S.?

Reply

Tenoch 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

0  12  
I hope some of the homophobes in America realize
how their intolerant ideologies falls in line with a Russ‐
ian dictator. This goes all the way back to WWII when
the #$%$ bore the same type of intolerance. The Rus‐
sians are taking steps backwards in time.

Reply

tom 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (38) 

49  248  
I am moving to Russia.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

38  188  
I don't care if you're gay or not, just stop trying to ram
down my throat.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (7) 

4  21  
Russia moves to the hard right and a low tax, free en‐
terprise, capitalist society.

America moves to the hard left and a high tax, welfare
dominated, highly regulated and "progressive" (aka
Marxist) society.More

Reply

jkeyner 1 year ago 0  2  
Time will tell.

Reply

JustLooking 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  17  
ROFL - Gotta Love Mother Russia. They will do any‐
thing to P American Liberals off.

Reply

Poverty Declares War 1 year ago 0  1  
So...what are we supposed to make of this, you know,
Dimitri, watch my back switch-a-roony thing with
Putin..

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  5  
I really don't care, never have. Waste of time to think
laws stop gay people just like laws 
don't stop people from killing with guns. Nothing
wrong with two girls and myself, I always 
say..

Reply

Gregreedan 1 year ago 0  2  
It would be more to Russia's advantage to work on
corruption and crime. The whole nation is completely
riddled with both. The two evils extend from the high‐
est level of government to the local neighborhood lev‐
el. The Russian Mafia has extended its operations in‐
ternationally. Sex trafficking, drugs, money laundering,
and every other facet of criminal ugliness is represent‐
More

Reply
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Huckleberry 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

6  30  
As bad as they are, things are actually getting better in
Russia. At least now the government acknowledges
the existence of the Church and the government and
the Church are actually working together on some‐
thing. And, instead of Molotov cocktails, angry crowds
are now throwing snowballs at each other. It is small
progress, to be sure, and it has its dark side, but, hey,
More

Reply

Jan 1 year ago 3  19  
So your gay. What you do behind close doors is your
business. I don't care to see any type of making out in
public be it straight or otherwise. There are those that
don't accept it and those that do. So why push for
everyone to agree? We are who we are.

Reply

Sweetness 1 year ago 0  11  
The thing is: laws do not stop homosexuality, it just
makes them hide. 
Laws do not prevent abortions - they go underground
and laws do not stop gun lovers from loving guns they
buy illegal guns and shoot students anyway

Reply

Alpha 1 year ago 5  38  
Russia ain’t BSing !!!!

Reply

Larry Hicks 1 year ago 0  1  
So now in order to do everything as opposite to the
U.S. as possible, the wannabe Soviet Premier Putin is
enlisting the help of the KGB-riddled Russian Ortho‐
dox "Church" (the real Church is in exile-- I know
many of them) to go after another target.

Reply

new yorker 1 year ago 1  5  
no one wants to see them kissing ,, strange it makes
the news with so many problems in the world

Reply

Javid 1 year ago 1  5  
Has anyone read Animal Farm? Anything to keep
Putin in charge will be forced down on the people of
Russia under false premises.

Reply

Y 1 year ago 0  2  
Priest wishes he could beat up gay people....
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Is that the same priest who last week drove his Mer‐
cedes 600 over the team of construction workers,
drove off and refused a breathalizer test when caught?More

Reply

Easy Now 1 year ago 1  3  
Title should read, "Putin cuts deal with Russian Ortho‐
dox Church to institute hate against gays and collect
money for the church."

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  8  
"Beginning in 1933, gay organizations were banned,
scholarly books about homosexuality, and sexuality in
general, were burned, and homosexuals within the
Nazi Party itself were murdered. The Gestapo com‐

piled lists of homosexuals, who were compelled to
sexually conform to the 'German norm.'"More

Reply

hansblix222 1 year ago 0  2  
Find it funny that many joke about a sudden influx of
gay Russians to the US. Actually, western Europe is a
lot more tolerant than we are with regard to these mat‐
ters, so if they were to leave Russia, most will proba‐
bly go there.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  11  
The theocratic attitude being displayed by the ROC
and the Russian government has been the cause of
countless attrocities over the millenia. Believe whatev‐
er you choose to believe, but mind your own goddam
business and keep your nose out of other people's
lives.More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 0  1  
Pond #$%$ is not safe to eat. But Yahoo censors do it
every day.

Reply

Q 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  6  
Ban guns, ban gays?

Reply

cjj 1 year ago 2  10  
This is a great country..and reguardless of all of the
losers right now that are trying to bring it down
....They will not suceed...!!!! Its just trully sad that peo‐
ple cant follow laws...Gods laws..or...Mans laws...!!!!
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Expand Replies (5) Reply

Genes 1 year ago 0  0  
No but I wish she would be stupid enough to try. I be‐
lieve she is.

Reply

James 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

1  7  
As someone who spends 5 months a year in Russia
and speaks decent Russian AND dates Russian girls I
will say that this is not news in Russia. I get asked by
girlfriend's fathers why Americans let Jewish people
and gays control them. I swear. Meet the father and
within 30 minutes he just comes out with it...lol. I don't
even need a clock. 25-30 minutes in and then goes
More

Reply

Brian B 1 year ago 1  7  
You do realize of course that Moscow will pay for their
tickets to America ridding themselves of their unwant‐
ed citizens if thats the case lets round up all OUR ille‐
gal immigrants and drop them off in Moscow seems
fair to me LOL

Reply

Edward 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  5  
"Traditional Russian values"? wow, and you thought
American had a monopoly on 'values'.

Reply

ExDemocrat 1 year ago 1  6  
So does this mean the Soviet inspired gay liberation
movement in the US has no real future? You mean to
tell me that the gay are being exploited? Again?

Reply

Richard 1 year ago

Expand Replies (15) 

10  46  
Russia is going back to its soviet roots.

Reply

Steve 1 year ago 0  2  
Wow, didn't see that coming.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  5  
@Cddsf, you seem to be under the impression that
you can just make up whatever lies you think of, and
claim them to be true. Sorry, you're wrong.

Reply
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Concerned In Ca. 1 year ago 0  2  
Hahahahahahahaha

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  4  
Is this intended to make Socialism attractive? I'm all
for live-and-let-live, as long as someone doesn't force
their beliefs onto me. I'm straight, but don't like other
straight couples engaging in lip-locks while I'm trying
to enjoy my dinner...TYVM!

Reply

Hand of Fate 1 year ago 5  28  
Definition: "Hooliganism" = Any activity that may
threaten Putin's controlling pathology.

Reply

Jim 1 year ago 2  8  
Damn, I was going to open a fudge factory in Mos‐
cow........

Reply

tmh 1 year ago 0  2  
In the old Soviet Union you could get 10 years in
prison for being gay there was a 5 year waiting list

Reply

Penny 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  3  
who would have ever thought the kremlin and the or‐
thodox church would agree on ANYthing? i guess
having a common enemy does make for strange bed‐
fellows?

Reply

dealwithit 1 year ago 1  7  
Evidently Freedom doesn't mean free for everyone.
The Conservatives like Russian style politics.

Reply

Russell Onks 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  6  
Look if you hate gay people, look at the kind of people
you are throwing your hat in the ring with.How many
of the worst people on earth have to join your cause
before stop and look at what you believe?

Reply

Matthew 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

0  0  
I'd like to hear what Russians think about this. After
all, their opinions are only ones that matter.

Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago 0  0  
RETURDS = LOSERS

Reply

DTB 1 year ago 0  3  
Makes me wonder about Putin. You all know what ho‐
mophobia really means, right?

Reply

Fu2 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  4  
considering Russia is the biggest producer of child
porn and #$%$ videos doubt the mafia will allow that
to happen

Reply

Boomer 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  33  
Melanie---I wonder what it is like to be so much of a
nobody... that you have to spend 20 hours a day on
the computer posting hate... to feel important. A sad
miserable life... you are a waste

Reply

Q 1 year ago 1  5  
"traditional Russian values as opposed to Western lib‐
eralism" - funny, given that in 1716, Tsar Peter the
Great banned homosexual relations in the armed
forces: part of an attempt to modernize (Westernize?)
the country. 
LOL - they've come full circle with the propaganda,
and it only took 200 years.
More

Reply

Michael 1 year ago 1  6  
Then were will they get their balerina's.

Reply

loren 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

3  14  
The page about sitting in Judgement of Others is
stuck together so they just skip it.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  21  
People make laws according to their own sensiblilities;
Many look into a mirror and see not only an image of
themselves, but a reflection of how they think the
whole world should look , act, and believe. It takes
wise and mature souls to know not everyone sees
things as you.More

Reply
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Y 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

1  6  
Russians will never be Europeans, doesn't matter how
much they aspire to be

Reply

nondescript 1 year ago 1  4  
make way for the Russian gay emigres

Reply

Red Catcher 1 year ago

Expand Replies (33) 

75  304  
A super-power with lower taxes, a booming economy
and a drive for responsible social conservatism... It
sounds like America fifty years ago.

Reply

Edwin 1 year ago 1  5  
Justin Bieberski is up in arms about this news and
crying. I hope he moves there.

Reply

Earthquakers 1943 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  9  
Last week France had a big anti-gay protest too.
Looks like the world is finally awakening.

Reply

mangimages5 1 year ago 1  7  
Rev. Rybko is worried that Russia is losing their moral
founations and Christianity. I find that extremely obec‐
tionable, coming from a man of god whose church
was complicit in the murder of over 30,000,000 peo‐
ple, many of them Russian citizens...

Reply

Nanook50 1 year ago 0  1  
Putin needs more babies, not more #$%$. nomesayin'

Reply

El Matador 1 year ago 0  2  
This is what happens when the powers are concen‐
trated at the Federal Level.

This is what can happen if the Collectivization contin‐
ues to spread in America.

When the powers are concentrated, it will become
More

Reply

g-money 1 year ago 0  3  
Why do so many people think California is going to
see an increase in Russian speeking residents? I don't
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Expand Replies (1) 

get it. Yeah, right!!! I just #$%$ myself laughing! Thank
you Yahoo, I needed a good laugh today.

Reply

James Croton 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  2  
...does that mean your banning us from watching les‐
bians too?..now thats criminal!!

Reply

droog 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  5  
Some country. "Hooliganism." Reality is stranger than
fiction.

Reply

George 1 year ago 2  11  
the power of the bureucrats with the blessings Czar
Putin.

Reply

Tim 1 year ago 1  6  
I think some Russian lawmakers get a little tingle
when the are in the locker room

Reply

Peter Robinson 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  6  
Of course, this will mean the end of ballet in Russia
since 95% of ballet dancers are gay.

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

8  39  
They can do that with out the USA's permission?

Reply

Max 1 year ago

Expand Replies (13) 

19  87  
That's it, I'm moving to Russia.

Reply

Brian 1 year ago

Expand Replies (7) 

8  38  
I personally don't care what your sexual orientation is,
as long as you're a nice person. I have other things I'd
rather waste my energy on.

Reply

Joe 1 year ago 2  8  
"Until this #$%$ gets off of Russian land, I fully share
the views of those who are trying to purge our mother‐
land of it," Rev. Sergiy Rybko was quoted as saying...

Just the kind of love and compassion that I look for in
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Expand Replies (2) 

a religious leader...More
Reply

Nightwing 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

3  13  
"Be merciful, just as your Father is merciful. Do not
judge, and you will not be judged. Do not condemn,
and you will not be condemned. Forgive, and you will
be forgiven. Give, and it will be given to you. A good
measure, pressed down, shaken together and running
over, will be poured into your lap. For the measure by
which you measure with, it shall be measured back to
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  6  
putin is a republican?

Reply

Barbarossa 1 year ago 0  0  
russel brand better stay away....

Reply

Noodlerr 1 year ago 1  4  
Russia is Jelous they have no founding Fathers as we
had in 1775-1787

Reply

Gordon 1 year ago 0  2  
Wow interesting article

Reply

friend 1 year ago 0  5  
Looks like San Francisco is going to have to build a
bigger Russian sector.

Reply

Strutless 1 year ago 2  10  
If you love Russia, then don't try to change it...

Reply

Eliot 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

3  12  
Will they go after the pedophiles in the Church?

Reply

Buckwheat 1 year ago 0  1  
Nasty

Reply

Rod 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (9) 

6  32  
there are no gays in Iran

Reply

Wyatt 1 year ago 1  11  
Look on the bright side: we now have a place to send
the Westboro Baptist Church to.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  6  
Look at the conservative animals, licking their chops
at the promise of oppression and fascism. Fortunately
in the U.S., we have the Constitution to serve as a
"leash" on these filthy right-wing animals.

Reply

zero 1 year ago 0  0  
I posted the other one to see just how many hits i
would get LOL

Reply

shane h 1 year ago 3  34  
And thus, the great beast of religion rears it's ugly
head.

Reply

Jan B 1 year ago

Expand Replies (10) 

3  11  
The Putin effect. He is a manly man, not a girly man.
He does have a huge ego though.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 5  23  
AWESOME, I always knew the Russians were smarter
than the U.S...., just PLEASE don't send the Gay Rus‐
sians here, we have enough problems as it is with
these Militant Flamers going after our children in our
schools... Russia is now a country to be admired for
its COMMON SENSE!More
Reply

Manny 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  10  
Maybe they will allow us to adopt only gay babies.

Reply

RonP 1 year ago

Expand Replies (22) 

28  117  
About 2% of the U.S. population is gay, lesbian, or Bi
yet watch TV or other media and you would think half
of humanity were homosexual.

Reply
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Lucy Fir 1 year ago 1  4  
Just another distraction to hide the fact that the crimi‐
nal businesspeople in Russia have robbed the country
blind. The extremely wealthy Russians in the U.S.?
They didn't become that way just by hard work. And
the Russian Orthodox Church either benefits from the
criminals or is too stupid to know what they are doing.More
Reply

Herbert Hoover's Ghost 1 year ago 1  
4  Putin: We love the American Republikans. Like

us they concentrate all wealth into the hands
of a tiny few. This is the best way to kill capi‐
talism. 

Republikans listen to us carefully. Homopho‐
bia is a good tool for recruiting weak minds to
More

Reply

Strutless 1 year ago 1  4  
Go Russia !!!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

3  11  
I don't care if they want to be, or are gay/lesbian. But,
I am sick of having to watch them flaunt their sexuality
in public. Fewvpeople want to watch heterosexuals
making out in public either. Do your own thing, but
stop ramming it down my throat! I don't ram my c[rap]
down yours!More

Reply

SkyBluePink 1 year ago 5  22  
No one should have sex except married couples that
consist of one male and one female. Then there would
be absolutely NO controversy at all. I have seen or
heard of no person, no religion, no hate groups saying
that a married man and woman should not have sex.
It's been understood since the beginning of time that
that is the accepted criteria for having sex. Let's get
More

Reply

TedEx 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  1  
Now Russian gays will emigrate to America in the
name of ""freedom of religion.""

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  8  
Fortunately for America, we have the Constitution, and
even though many people on the far right here have
been trying to find ways to get around it on the sub‐
ject of homosexuality, the fact remains that the Con‐
stitution is our supreme law, and it prevents anything
like what they're doing in Russia. If you are not happyMore
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Reply

rivierabrad 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  4  
There's an "In Soviet Russia" joke in there some‐
where.

Reply

Jonathan 1 year ago 1  3  
Obam did promise Putin more flexability when he was
re-elected

Reply

Udo 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

2  7  
These practices must be stopped to save the entire
society from being valueless.

Reply

Mr. Turner 1 year ago 1  15  
You can debate how being gay is normal and right etc.
Others can debate it and say you are wrong until they
are blue in the face. Me, I've read the end of the book
and I know how it ends.

Reply

NotThisUHaul 1 year ago 3  19  
A "government intent on limiting various rights"??
Sounds a lot like the USA under liberalism and Obama
- always pushing to erode various rights of the people
by an all-too-powerful government.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  5  
dont worry folks, our lives are all equally meaningless
in the greater scheme of things.

Reply

The Bob 1 year ago 1  4  
Awwww, now Justin Bieber might not feel welcome
there. That's what he gets for looking for love in all the
wrong places.

Reply

Porcelano 1 year ago 1  12  
t appears Russia is returning to their old values like,
"There is no such thing as a gay Russian ballet
dancer."

Reply

mott k 1 year ago
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mott k

Expand Replies (7) 

21  91  
This is why yhe Russians won't let Americans adopt
their kids, Rosy O'Donnell could end up with them.

Reply

Leo P. 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

1  8  
I like how liberals claim conservatives are like Russia
and want to take away your rights. But we aren't the
ones limiting soda, weapons, oil, freedom to disagree,
etc. Where is your tolerance at for dissenting opinion?

Reply

nowornever 1 year ago 1  3  
KY stock just dropped

Reply

mioana 1 year ago 1  8  
why they do not kiss at home? or whatever? whatever
people do in their bedrooms should be kept in the
bedrooms...and i am not conservative

Reply

omerlm 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  13  
Keep tightening the grip. See what happens.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  4  
Ohsky crapsky...no gayski for the Ruskies.

Reply

Anne Onymous 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  3  
At least the old USSR was officially atheistic. Maybe
they need to return. And we need to cut off any and all
aid that we give them if that bill passes.

Reply

pauluap 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

4  14  
yes!! good thing Iran has no homosexuals!!

Reply

Martin 1 year ago 1  5  
The further to the Left we go the Further to the Right
Russia seems to go. Pretty soon we will be comminist
and they will be a free Capitalist nation.

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago 1  6  
Luckily, this country continues to be more and more
moral. Back when I was growing up in the 1950's, so‐
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ciety's morals were based on racial, religious and gen‐
der discrimination, and spousal abuse and child mo‐
lestation were rampant, government cronyism was
hidden from public view, etc. As one can see fromMore

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

3  10  
they be at Americans doorsteps SOON enough ..imi‐
grating ...and enjoying ..FREEDOM ..lol

Reply

Gary 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  9  
They think they have prejudice in this country.

Maybe they should move and find out how good they
REALLY have it.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  5  
Life expectancy for Russian men has collapsed to 55
years since the fall of communism, mainly due to alco‐
holism, women are treated like #$%$, the country is
ruled by gangsters and murderers, if you are black or
Asian, do not go out at night, they will kill you. Alto‐
gether a pathetic excuse for a nation.More
Reply

A Taxpayer 1 year ago 2  7  
Well that's their business. Just as I don't expect for‐
eigners to interfere with American politics and gover‐
nance, I say we have no business telling Russia what
they can or cannot do.

Reply

howie1 1 year ago 0  1  
no new normal on TV what gives with our russian bud‐
dies

Reply

Forward thinking 1 year ago 0  2  
Why is a sick individual with a strange view of life and
reality fair game for physical attack, employment and
housing descrimination, and not protected by the
same laws that protect others with differing views. The
conservative view or religious piety does not justify
otherwise criminal behavior toward others.More
Reply

Gary 1 year ago 3  20  
Should round them all up and send them to their Iran‐
ian buddies, where being gay is a capitol offense.
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Reply

Werner 1 year ago 1  2  
Headline: "Gays PULL OUT of Russia". lol

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  7  
So, in Russia the government listens carefully to the
church and respects religious views?

Reply

ken 1 year ago 0  0  
Watched the movie Owl & the Pussycat and was sur‐
prised how many times Barbara Streisand called her
co star a #$%$, #$%$, #$%$. and it was the 1960's !

Reply

Buddy 1 year ago 0  8  
It wouldn't be Russia if minorities weren't being op‐
pressed.

Reply

Yahoo User 2,000 1 year ago 3  15  
The US gov just better pay attention to its own prob‐
lems and not Russia's for once.

Reply

gene s 1 year ago 2  8  
Suppose Putin will ship them all here !!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  8  
More Russian "morality" for you: they have about a
million children languishing in orphanages, that NO‐

BODY over there wants, and thousands of American
parents eager to adopt, yet to spite the US over valid
charges of human rights violations, they will condemn
these innocent children to a slow death, a miserable,
useless waste of their life, and will see nothing wrong
More

Reply

a 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  14  
hate to tell the russians, homosexuality has been
around since the dawn of time. Just because our left-
wing nuts accept it, doesnt mean we created it.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 11  48  
and the Russian pendulum swings further to the right.
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Expand Replies (6) Reply

Jeb Stuart 1 year ago 2  12  
See, conservatives, there's a place you can move to.

Reply

Mike 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  11  
May not be many actors/actressesor musicians there
in the near future.

Reply

Ethan T 1 year ago 1  4  
If nothing else, this gives the gays something else to
whine and snivel about besides a few "red" states in
the US that won't legalize same sex "marriage".
Here's suggestion: if you're gay and don't like this, go
to Moscow and waive your rainbow flag and pink tri‐
angle in Putin's face and see where it gets you.More
Reply

The Dude 1 year ago 0  0  
And I'll be putting down the ten foot pole..........

Reply

Jerry 1 year ago 0  1  
no wonder the dude left Islam

Reply

Sara 1 year ago 0  2  
Lol! Can't wait to see how that works out for you Rus‐
sia!

Reply

Fleagle 1 year ago 0  1  
This and more in this week's episode of "Suck it,
America! Signed, Mother Russia."

Reply

GXY 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  3  
Expect a mass migration of Russian ballet and circus
performers.

Reply

Martin 1 year ago

Expand Replies (9) 

3  9  
I guess its not a good time to be a fudgepacker in
Russia right about now...

Reply
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mario andretti 1 year ago 0  1  
Trading them for gays with skills even up for Yahoo
posters who would fit in with their way of thinking
sounds fair to me.

Reply

acdcfan 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  5  
that is the best news i have read yet! i should move to
russia! it's too bad the united states can't make a law
against being gay. Gays are nothing but sick perverts.
they are no different than rapists, child molestors,
child porn people, and other sex offenders. there is
nothing normal or natural about being gay. man was
made for a woman and woman for a man. end of dis‐
More

Reply

Badger 1 year ago 0  1  
does that apply when the putin does his man bear

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  8  
So these worms think its ok to act like trash. To bad
they didn't shoot them.

Reply

eric 1 year ago 0  2  
back to the closet

Reply

Divided. Conquered. Vote Libertarian. 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 
3  12  Back door politics.

Reply

Robert 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  7  
Promoting traditional Russian values? Like what, gu‐
lags?

Reply

Adrian 1 year ago 2  8  
According to the Commiecrats, their perfect utopian
society must be free of "homophobes", "racists",
"Bible nuts", heterosexuals, sick and ill, the unborn.
Far left and liberals have more to do with Nazism than
people who try to protect societies from their Marxist
"progressiveness." French Revolution claimed 1 mil‐
lion victims, 20 million people died in Soviet Union
More

Reply

DAVID 1 year ago 0  0  
I can't wait to hear Obama's comment on this, or at
least Malia an Sasha's comments.
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Reply

Leon 1 year ago 0  2  
Oh Lawd! The Ruskies are getting tough on gays.

Reply

C.S. 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  14  
Look at all these hypocrite "conservatives" calling
Russia the new mecca for "morality". You are up for a
surprise! Russia is just creating the right atmosphere
for a war against U.S., and all you "christians" are
putting the rope on your OWN neck. I will never praise
any country that oppress its own people because I
know thatthey will stab others in the back as soon as
More

Reply

HaveGunWillTravel 1 year ago 1  4  
Were are all the bleeding heart, bed wetting liberals.
Why aren't they going to Russia to protest. Oh wait...I
know why...because they would get their butts
whipped for mouthing off their trash.

Reply

Sir Rober De Peeples 1 year ago 0  0  
1984. Obrien wins...

Reply

Jimmy T 1 year ago 0  3  
So they will put you in jail for being gay where you will
have sex with other men, kind of ironic isn't it...

Reply

Noodlerr 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  2  
Fk Putin!

Reply

JaredD 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  0  
Oh, the undeveloped nations in the world are so silly.

Reply

kevin 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  2  
so.........being gay is a western thing?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  6  
Russia has really been taken over by the crazies in the
Orthodox church. Going from communism to christian
fundamentalism, these poor have never known free‐
dom.
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Reply

Tim 1 year ago 1  3  
"Italian Homosexual"- A guy who likes women more
than he loves Sports Cars...

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  4  
WOW!!!! Gandhi HATED CHRISTIANS.......so does gay
people. "In as much as you did it to one of these,
you've done it to me also" - Jesus

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  5  
LOL at these posts. Conservatives giving praise to
Russia because of one issue. Only conservatives
would want the US to be more like Russia!!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  2  
"The legislation being pushed by the Kremlin and the
Russian Orthodox Church" Well considering The
things that God promoted.. this really doesnt seem off
the mark.. God, according to the Bible, is directly re‐
sponsible for many mass-murders, rapes, pillage,
plunder, slavery, child abuse and killing, not to men‐
tion the killing of unborn children, so why not be Anti-
More

Reply

João Lucas 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  3  
Proof positive that Russia wasn't an authoritarian shit‐
hole during the Cold War because it was communist.
It was an authoritarian shithole during the Cold War
because it's Russia.

Reply

LUCKY LEROY 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  3  
lay the lumber to them, long and hard, with no Lube.

Reply

John 1 year ago 1  6  
You gotta love it...........

Reply

John John 1 year ago 1  2  
A recent article in Pravda pointed out that they gave
up their right to bare arms and why Americans should
defend that right. Guess this is one reason why.

Reply
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william H 1 year ago 2  13  
And the Homosexual population in this country calls
the rest of us intolerant. Whatever.

Reply

1America 1 year ago 1  5  
Well, Russia IS a red state....

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  4  
im no gay supporter, but dammit people you're acting
like a bunch of fhucking hypocrites, we have a consti‐
tution, which all of you bring up when we're defending
our guns, and that consitution also defends these
phags, so grow up and deal with it, liberty and justice
FOR ALL, even the ones the i dont like!!More
Reply

ObamaCares 1 year ago 0  4  
Russian government-meet Republicans. Oh, I see you
are already very close.

Reply

Karen 1 year ago 0  3  
"All of us are created equal" unless you live in Russia.
Prayers to those very brave men and women who de‐
serve to live free.

Reply

Scooter 1 year ago 0  6  
religion and hatred, going hand in hand for 3000
years...

Reply

hobonc 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  5  
Q: How do you know when you are in a gay church?
A: Only half the congegation is on their knees.

Reply

Danny 1 year ago 2  20  
If all you rainbow folks would just quietly go away and
do your own thing. I don't have to go out have sex in
public to prove I'm hetersexual.Not only are your pub‐
lic display of affections disgusting it's like you just
want to be "In our faces" about it all the time. Leave
sex in the bedrooms, most of us don't want to know
anything about how people have sex.
More

Reply

kimchee 1 year ago
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1  2  
They will now move Russian terror support further to
Iran.

Reply

DD 1 year ago 1  8  
The Russians claim this is hurting their population.
Um, ok...what about the 100,00+ orphans you have
that your own people won't take care of.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  4  
Time to move to Russia

Reply

KsDevil 1 year ago 1  3  
Russia has always been a dictatorial government.
Those in power have always used fear, disinformation,
propaganda to control the people for their own per‐
sonal advantage...and the Russian people keep falling
for it.

Reply

Undex 1 year ago 1  7  
Looks like AMERICA has moved passed the 30th Lon‐
gitude. Did Reagan make a deal to swap countries
and we missed the memo?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  6  
Anti gay and 13% tax rate..Im liking Russia more and
more everyday

Reply

Randy 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  17  
Wow, Russia with it's 13% flat tax, and moral laws is
looking better and better.

Reply

Jeff 1 year ago 1  2  
"Please throw me in the pokie" 
Must be a catcher.

Reply

Divided. Conquered. Vote Libertarian. 1 year ago
1  2  Russia prefers the buggering be

kept to Russians' rights.

Reply
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James 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  7  
Five percent, tops, of the population have "redefined"
marriage. "Gay marriage" doesn't exist. Marriage is
between a man and a woman.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  4  
TEABAGGERS from Russia?

Reply

J. Snow 1 year ago 1  7  
Institutionalized homophobia.

Reply

Herbert Hoover's Ghost 1 year ago 1  
4  So it turns out that homophobia is a tool of

communism...

Reply

rann 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  7  
A whole country now being ruled in part by the Russ‐
ian Orthodox Church, corrupt, backwards govern‐
ment, poverty stricken homeless adults as well as or‐
phans flood the streets, rampant crime and complete
gun control. 
Looks like you right wingers can't be bothered to do
even minimal research before spouting off. Words and
More

Reply

John 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  4  
You realize that Russia will miss out on all that "Diver‐
sity" by making perverts Illegal! Not to mention not
having Combat Color Coordinators in every Army Divi‐
sion.

Reply

Chris 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  7  
It's amazing how all these bigoted rednecks are
agreeing with Russia on this denial of human rights
when it conflicts with your dumb religion issue... they
were the one's just 30 years ago who wanted to pre‐
emptively obliterate Russia with nukes, denying sus‐
pected subversives of their rights... it's fascinating
how the extreme right and the extreme left ultimately
More

Reply

Nelly 1 year ago 1  3  
No Russian babies but give me your tired, your poor,
your Gay huddled masses yearning to breathe free......

Reply

Denne herre betaler! 1 year ago
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1  2  
Interesting that Putin pulled the wool over Bush and
Obama and Hilary's eyes. Bush said he looked him in
the eyes and saw he could trust Putin. What a joke.
Then Obama and Hilary began a :reset" with Russia-
meaning no more of the Bush cold shoulder but an
open embrace of Putin. An even bigger joke. More

Reply

Hogan 1 year ago 2  9  
Oh no , now they will want to come here and get mar‐
ried in the white house

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  10  
Hitler also repeatedly called his cause a "Christian
cause."

Reply

don juan de marco 1 year ago 1  4  
There are more important things to worry about .

Reply

Wendy Darling 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  10  
“I don’t know how people get so anti-something. Mind
your own business, take care of your own affairs, and
don’t worry about other people so much.” – Betty
White

Reply

boaz 1 year ago 2  9  
Soon Mr. Putin will say:

Mr. Obama, tear down the walls, the walls of this per‐
verted gay bar !!!

Reply

C 1 year ago 2  9  
Traditional Russian values. Alcoholism, corruption,
anti-semitism, etc

Reply

Mr.Wisenheimer 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  6  
Gay people are bad for society. Just because we ac‐
cept there agenda does not mean we have the right to
force our philosophy on all other countries. Less than
ten percent of a population does not equal a majority
vote. There is a difference between race and a behav‐
ioral characteristics. They are not the same thing.More

Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago 6  36  
Strange. Stalin banned religion and persecuted a lot of
religious people. Now those very same religious peo‐
ple have power and they are behaving like Stalin. Je‐
sus must be turning in his grave.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

3  7  
In NYC the Mayor bans certain size of canned and
bottled sodas but he turns blind to ban public kisses
by gay people on NYC streets. I'm not against gay
people I just do not want my grand daughters to see
improper behavior on public places .

Reply

George Washington 1 year ago 1  2  
I didn't know that kissing in front of a parliament is a
crime ???,......is farting in front of a parliament a crime
too now ???,.....I do it all the time !!!

Reply

John John 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  5  
Would this be possible for Putin if the Russians had
not given up their right to bare arms almost 100yrs
ago?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  14  
I have a question, if you ignore god, because we are a
country that allows freedom OF and as an extension,
FROM religion, there is no actual basis for being anti-
gay, at the very most you biologically can't have chil‐
dren, but if that is all being married is about is having
children then....More
Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  5  
Fred Phelps needs to move here

Reply

Biggreyoldman 1 year ago 2  6  
The GOP and the evangelical christians are agreeing
with Russia. They love Pinko Commies.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  10  
Did you know that they can see Sarah Palin's house
from Russia?

Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago 1  2  
I guess Ted Haggard won't be moving to Russia after‐
all.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 0  5  
Boy being able to charge hooliganism seems to go a
long way in Russia.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  8  
Now, THAT'S what I call Gay-in-Your-Face news! You
can print this all you want, Yahoo!

Reply

xforte 1 year ago 2  20  
If being gay is normal, shouldn't statistically a large
population be gay? How can 0.5% of the population
be normal according to statistics? 

Normal means within ±1σ of the mean... Sorry guys,
no normal for you.More
Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  4  
Just because they make a law does that mean homo‐
sexuals don't exist?

Reply

fairleyj51 1 year ago 1  4  
..talk about infiltration, 'Gays' are 'EVERY‐
WHERE...!..and I thought Key West was the 'Home‐
land'..?

Reply

A Yahoo User 1 year ago 2  7  
The Conservatives, Tea Party and Evangelicals have a
tough choice to make.

Go to Russia where being gay is illegal or stay in
America, where they sleep with their sisters and
cousins !!More
Reply

Friendly Fire 42 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  8  
"Dammmmnnnn...;I think Russia may not be quite so
bad after all!"
("Not planning on leaving the U.S. anytime soon
though!")

Reply
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Ray 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

19  76  
U.S.S.R is making a slow comeback.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  12  
Conservatives and Christian Talibanists applauding
church-state fascism. Shocking!

Reply

Rooster 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  8  
would make it illegal nationwide to provide minors
with information that is defined as "propaganda of
sodomy, lesbianism, bisexuality and transgenderism."
Very nice.

Reply

Styxkid 1 year ago 1  4  
Sigh. I have 12.5% Russian blood, and I swear it's the
part of me that whispers: "C'mon, do things com‐

pletely backwards. Totally the opposite of what every‐
one else is doing. It'll be cool just because it's back‐
wards." Kind of like half of their alphabet, which part
of me thinks is cool.More
Reply

Werner 1 year ago 1  1  
Russian hands
and Russian fingers,
Gays beware,
Communism lingers. lol

Reply

Ken 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  12  
It is sure good to see someone doing the right respon‐
sible thing. If you want to be gay go right ahead but I
don't want ot see it on the strrets and I don't weant to
see it on TV.

Reply

Let_Us_Reason_Together 1 year ago

Expand Replies (10) 

2  
4  Leave it to the orthodox churches to once

more spew hatred and violence in "the name
of God."

In the words of a character in Woody Allen's
movie, "Hannah and Her Sisters":More

Reply

Gary 1 year ago 3  11  
I guess Obama and his crew will want to place US
trade restrictions on Russia for they consider human
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Expand Replies (2) 

rights violations!

Reply

Joseph 1 year ago 2  14  
Don't none of you gay male's look or say anything
about my "groin" with in my pant's for the wrath of my
fist will #$%$" across your lip's !

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  3  
Many of the posters here criticize gays because of
their interpretation of a 2000 + year old manuscript
that condones genocide, executions, torture, incest,
rape and other immoral acts. They base it on a con‐
cept of "sin", a concept created by man. Luckily as
evil attitudes towards racial and gender discrimination
is dying out, immoral attitudes against gays will con‐
More

Reply

Dataman 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  6  
Yeay! Great news. All our ultra-right wing Pseudo-
Christians can now move to Russia.

Reply

Christine 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  8  
Obama will welcome them all with open arms.. being
that they'll be deemed "illegals" in there Country..
they'll get a free pass into the U.S.

Reply

Maranatha 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  10  
Maybe Russia is becoming a more God Fearing Coun‐
try

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 0  0  
The Russian Family will prevail..

Reply

Levi 1 year ago 0  0  
they can't even look each other in the face and they
think making the rest of the world watch is going to
get them what they want

Reply

marvin 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

1  5  
Russia moves to enact anti-gay law on the same day
as Obama says gays should have the right to marry.
Too strange for words.

Reply
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Michael 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

2  5  
"Homosexual propaganda" Doesn't look like America
is too far behind those "commies" you all so fondly
talk about.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  14  
Imprison ALL fruits.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

1  5  
How bad are US conservatives when they demon‐
strate the same morals as the commies in Russia and
the National Socialists in Germany?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  11  
When I think of freedom and equality I automatically
think of Putin and Russia in general. lol. We've got the
Russian mob pouring into our country so apparently
everyone can come here except children who need
adopting.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

7  40  
The ultra-conservative mind is a fascinating thing
(much the same way that a train wreck is facinating).
Take this country. Mitt Romney was villified by pretty
much every Republican as too liberal, called "the
worst Republican in the country." But as soon as he
got the nomination and started spouting the party line,
including bashing gays, the right held him up as their
More

Reply

Tom 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

7  32  
This is what conservatives would love to do in this
country.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  7  
Why do some of you still not understand that anything
your bible has to say is completely irrelevant in mat‐
ters of civil rights and law?

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago 2  7  
Luckily, this country continues to be more and more
moral. Back when I was growing up in the 1950's, so‐
ciety's morals were based on racial, religious and gen‐
der discrimination, and spousal abuse and child mo‐
lestation were rampant, government cronyism was
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Expand Replies (3) 
hidden from public view, etc. As one can see fromMore

Reply

Brad 1 year ago 1  1  
I bet they got chapped lips kissing out there in the
cold.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  7  
finally a place for the evangelical christians to live!!!

Reply

Gendora 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  5  
Russia, The Great Satan

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  5  
If you think that you never have contact with homo‐
sexuals, you are an idiot. Unless you live like a hermit,
you encounter gay people all the time. Some of them
treat you in the hospital. Some teach your children, or
you. Some respond when you call 911. Some put out
the fire in your neighborhood. Some built your house,
unclogged your drain, repaired your furnace, fixed
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  18  
Conservatives applauding fascism and big govern‐
ment. Color me surprised!

Reply

Niners2015 1 year ago 1  4  
ewwww. Picture is hard to look at!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  7  
Wish we could do that in the U.S.

Reply

Inner Space 1 year ago 2  1  
apparently Russia still lives in the Dark Ages. What a
shame, they had promise and now they jsut wont
learn.

Reply

American Dream Woody 1 year ago 1  
2  President Putin had better be careful Gays do

not attack him and assault him and force him
to become a homosexual and perform homno‐
sexual acts upon other homosexulas right in‐
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side the Kremlin in front of all the Russian
politicians who will let out a BIG GASP!More

Reply

Jack 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  5  
Ok so Russia is going back in time like America used
to be before we turned into Liberal flamers.

Reply

Andrew 1 year ago

Expand Replies (10) 

4  12  
The Bible forbids homosexuality - period.
The Russians appear to be more Christian than the
USA. What a turn about from what we had 50 years
ago!

Reply

hutta 1 year ago 0  6  
Republicans will be happier living in Russia

Reply

Joe 1 year ago 1  2  
Amazing... All the folks on here usually calling people
communists or socialists or any other kind of "ist" love
Mother Russia today.

Reply

Bilbo 1 year ago 1  2  
OK, we'll take the hot lipstick lesbians. The rest you
can send to France or wherever.

Reply

Javid 1 year ago 1  1  
Advocating for discrimination is never a long term sur‐
vival strategy.

Reply

Noodlerr 1 year ago 1  2  
Red dawn is coming Get rdy

Reply

Fnorb 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  9  
Sometimes I wonder if Hells Angels, Everette, Aaron
and the like are all the same unemployed ignorant
dude, who spends 90% of his time to troll around on
the internet.

Reply

Noodlerr 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (1) 

1  1  
When Russia collapses, let us hope Putin has the
brains to sell out that Massive Land to the USA

Reply

Yahoo User 2,000 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  2  
Sorry but Russia isn't Westerized. 

If they are putting religion into law then its not West‐
ernized.

Reply

Cab Bro 1 year ago 0  2  
jeez, you mean not everybody agrees with US?

Reply

J H 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

1  8  
In related news, the U.S. expects to experience a
sharp decline in population as Republicans realize
what an earthly paradise of traditional family values
and Christianity Russia has become.

Reply

Michael 1 year ago 0  5  
Hollywood "Out of Business"

Reply

B 1 year ago 1  5  
soon American will start leaving to Russia...

Reply

EdwardPC 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  12  
At least Russians know what is perverted.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 0  3  
Am I the only one that sees 6 asexual mittens making
out???

Reply

Lrobby99 1 year ago 1  4  
At last, a home for all you repressed, latent-gay Ameri‐
can CONS.

Reply

A Yahoo! user 1 year ago 0  3  
russia wants to rid their country of hooligans,they are
growing stronger,with china at their side we wont
stand a chance
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Reply

John John 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  0  
Too bad the Russians gave up their right to bare arms.

Reply

Adam12 1 year ago 1  3  
Hooliganism, is that in Websters New Dictionary?

Reply

OSPREY 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  3  
Time to return to the closet where they all should have
stayed or, seek help, relinquish your perversion, defy
the devil.

Reply

Noah 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  5  
The aligning of Church and State.....it's enough to gag
a maggot!

Reply

liberty s 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  5  
Oh those Rusky homophobes.

Reply

Money Shot 1 year ago

Expand Replies (7) 

21  88  
If you are gay keep it in the privacy of your home. I
dont want my family and kids to see it.

Reply

ThinkTank 1 year ago 1  3  
I bet Santorum loves this article.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  1  
So if Putin and the Russian fanatics think that homo‐
sexuality is "western propaganda," where do they
think all the Russian homosexuals came from? Is the
contention that they were brought in from somewhere
else to make Russia look "gay?" What a bunch of id‐
iots.More
Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 0  2  
ha ha, and the modern totalitarian 'liberal' worships
Russia.

Reply
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Viper27x 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  6  
I'm no gay rights activist, but the presence of homo‐
sexuals doesn't put me in a rage either, what the hell
is it with Russia?

Reply

Michael 1 year ago 1  3  
Jesus hated gay people. He also hated the homeless
and poor. When a sick homeless person asked him for
help, Jesus replied thusly: "That would be socialized
medicine. Get a job instead, lazy bum."

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  4  
Don't like #$%$? Don't have it. I don't like fat chicks,
so I don't screw them. It's as simple as that.

Reply

Zack Alright 1 year ago 1  4  
But I thought the Russians were always left-wing com‐

mies. What'dya mean they glorify the military,
weapons of mass destruction, censor music and
crack down on homosexual behavior? It's almost as if
the hard-liners were temperamentally mirror clones of
our own militaristic, right-wing nut-jobs. How can that
be? 
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 0  2  
Russia young men are hot!

Reply

Tom 1 year ago 2  10  
Russians and the Republican Party sound like they
have alot in common!

Reply

Michael 1 year ago

Expand Replies (7) 

1  3  
Did Jesus hate gay people?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  5  
Finally, a place where Rick "man on dog" Santorum
and Michelle "crazy eyes" Bachmann can win a presi‐
dential election.

Reply

. . 1 year ago 2  7  
the christian / muslim religion.....revere their pedophile
prophet and priests....
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Reply

They Live 1 year ago 1  10  
Maybe we should pass laws on things we don't like
about you to.
Humans the most judgmental opinionated life force on
earth and we wonder why we war so much.

Reply

Divided. Conquered. Vote Libertarian. 1 year ago
1  1  Denyahooey, Putin.

Reply

Bill 1 year ago 0  0  
Hopefully Putin can then put the kabosh to all that
nasty Russian porn so we can see some normal
nekkid ladies again.

Reply

Tom 1 year ago 1  5  
Just another nation going the way of oppression and
tyranny.

Reply

Brian 1 year ago 1  5  
It's the "in your face" style of recent gay rights ac‐
tivism that provokes such a backlash. If people did it
in private, not many would care. Frankly, I also think
that heterosexual displays of sexuality like kissing and
over-the-top affection are totally inappropriate. The
public space is no place for emotion. In public, be se‐
rious and proper.
More

Reply

Betsy 1 year ago 0  2  
No "hint of mint" in Russia?

Reply

Curious J 1 year ago 1  7  
The Russian Orthodox Church! This and things like
those girls being arrested are what happens when you
let Religion get into government.

Reply

Mosin Nagant 1 year ago 0  2  
I tell ya' folks, those Russians are like a K Mart ra‐
dio..They don't play.

Reply

Terry 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (5) 

4  17  
Man there tough in Russia.I just worry about the exile
part, to where?

Reply

Eugene 1 year ago 1  1  
Lenin legalised gay marriage.

Now Russia has Tsarist hooligans and criminals run‐
ning the show.

Reply

hx 1 year ago 1  1  
They ought to contact Lawyers Committees in US or
similar non-profit law groups here.

These lawyers can get them asylum in US, fast and
free. 

The melting pot of the world will be so big that even
More

Reply

todd 1 year ago 1  4  
Hey right wingers I think I know where you can go.

Reply

Jon 1 year ago 0  2  
They can just come over no questions asked...our
new immigration policy.

Reply

Retired 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

4  17  
Why do I give a #$%$ what happens in Russia when
our own government is an embarrassment?

Reply

Val 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  17  
Russia is more advance than the US concerning de‐
cency in sexual behavior.This anti gay laws provides
protection for the morals of society much needed in
the US.

Reply

BIG DADDY 1 year ago 1  7  
"Back in the USSR you don't know how lucky you
are"

Reply

Dr. 1 year ago
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1  4  
Nancy Pelosi is still trying to get her lips around this
one

Reply

3 of 5 1 year ago 2  9  
America needs to take lessons from Russia.

Reply

PlainJaneInCA 1 year ago 0  0  
Ps. I have an excuse! I am suffering from the flu. If my
first paragraph is confusing there? I'm talking about
media employment opportunities.

Reply

RJ 1 year ago 2  7  
For a country that had a large segment of its popula‐
tion and resources decimated by Hitler, it's a little iron‐
ic that they are so eagerly embracing his policies.

Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  4  
Why is it if a #$%$ approaches you in public and
grabs your butt while trying to make out with you and
you defend yourself from their unwarranted and un‐
wanted sexual assault and attempted rape of you it's
called a hate crime?

Reply

Francisco 1 year ago 0  1  
Ho(mo says what............?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 0  1  
Those poor lesbians can warm themselves up in my
house anytime. I just want to watch.

Reply

G P 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  5  
I wonder if the Russian politicians have looked at how
well this type of stuff worked for the GOP. It did get
them small gains for awhile but eventually you actually
have to do something to fix actual problems instead of
making them up.

Reply

I. P. Freely 1 year ago 2  7  
In many countries around the world men kiss men and
it has nothing to do with SEX! It's about love, affection
& respect!!
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Expand Replies (2) Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  5  
This is why we have a second amendment in our Con‐
stitution and men willing to fight for it. So I ask the
gays of the USA should I really give up my "assault"
rifle?

Reply

Al 1 year ago 0  1  
It would seem Elton John can now sing his famous
"Come back to the USSR" only OUTSIDE of RUS‐
SIA!!!!! Or else he will be charged with Hooliganism
and send to SIBERIA ( yes, they still have ACTIVE
PRISON CAMPS there).

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (17) 

10  50  
The Taliban outlawed homosexuality. Just sayin'.

Reply

mosquito 1 year ago 0  0  
Guess they will ship them all to Siberia, just like the
old days, how heart warming they are getting in touch
with their roots.

Reply

Timothy 1 year ago

Expand Replies (7) 

3  10  
Guess they ran out of Jews and dark skinned people
to terrorize. So it's on to the gays. Wonder who'll be
after that?

Reply

A N 1 year ago 1  4  
Putin for President, Hitler for VP

Reply

Inzax 1 year ago 2  7  
Conservatives around the world are against modern
society and are living with medieval views. They are
intolerant bigots and hate gays, minorities, women's
rights, healthcare for women, immigrants, science, re‐
search, civil rights, etc. We see this all around the
world in the Taleban, Iran, Orthodox Jews, evangelical
Christians, the Tea Party, Russia, far right neo#$%$ in
More

Reply

D.M 1 year ago 2  7  
Russia won't let the US adopt Ruski orphans, but they
will gladly send their #$%$'s.

Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago 2  6  
You let Illegals stay in our country and feed cloth and
house them drag you to the 3rd world status. And bitc
about Gay marriage. People who work just as hard as
you do but want to spend there lives happy and free.
What a shame.

Reply

Eugene 1 year ago 2  6  
Putin is gay with Medvedev.

Reply

FRED L DIEBOLD 1 year ago

Expand Replies (9) 

27  106  
Is Russia turning Christian, and America turning Pa‐
gan?? As the world turns!

Reply

william 1 year ago 2  7  
They'd make great republicans. Heck maybe Putin
can be a guest False News commentator.

Reply

Cranes 1 year ago 1  1  
♫ IT'S FUN TO STAY AT THE Y-M-C-A... Y-M-C-
A..eh...

Reply

Colonel 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  6  
I do not know what the actual percentage of homo‐
sexuality is in the world. Estimates range from 8% to
11%. But whatever the number it is a consistent one
in all of earth's 193 nations. Therefore such intoler‐
ance shuts out a huge number of human beings.

Reply

Stuart 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  3  
Some countries move forwards, others backwards.
Where do you want to live?

Reply

EDWARD B 1 year ago 0  3  
Yep, Americans are weak in the Russian leaders mind‐
set.. They would NEVER allow it in military. Wonder
what the future brings..

Reply

Vegas 1 year ago
Only one agenda is Russia... git moose, git squirrel......
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1  2  Reply

Magneto 1 year ago 2  8  
Russia sounds like a Conservative's wet dream!

Reply

N. Hale 1 year ago 2  6  
I skipped the story and went right to comments. LOL
Too many funny post to thumbs up!

Reply

Jason Jason 1 year ago 0  4  
Why do you never here of Russia having immigration
problems? because nobody is trying to move there

Reply

Billy 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

2  11  
Everyone loves a law that enforces their beliefs, until
they get hit with one that don't. Guns are illegal in
Russia. So is free speech. I guess it is either oppres‐
sion or freedom. Not pick and choose.

Reply

loren 1 year ago 1  4  
The Page about Sitting in Judgement of Others is
Missing from their book.

Reply

Tia 1 year ago 0  3  
If you didn't want the government and general popula‐
tion in your bedroom I suggest you keep the door
shut!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  7  
Russians are headed in the right direction to bad
America isn't

Reply

DB 1 year ago 1  4  
Those dam hateful republicans.......if only we were
more like Europe..........errr wait.......

Reply

DavidL 1 year ago 2  9  
This is what happens when you try to push your agen‐
da faster than history is willing to go.
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Reply

Frankie Coletta 1 year ago 1  6  
See, even Russia is smart enough to fight against
"western liberalism".

Reply

J. Snow 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  0  
гомофоб

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago 1  3  
The harm that a person does by believing that homo‐
sexuality is a sin is and not hating that person, is the
same as those who hate homosexuality and the gay
person

Reply

arcolargo 1 year ago 0  0  
The associated Press prolly staged that picture.no‐
body in Russia is that stupid to schpritzer on Putin's
shoes.Free trip to the Siberian coal mines.

Reply

JEFFREY 1 year ago 1  0  
and they think it's bad here in the USA where people
only oppose calling their union a marriage

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  10  
It's convenient to blame the low birth rate on homo‐
sexuals, ignoring the rampant alcoholism, schidty
economy, incredibly high rate of domestic problems
including spousal abuse and abandonment, adultery,
and simply having to live in Russia. Yeah, let's blame
the gays. Idiots.More

Reply

Hammer Time! 1 year ago 2  7  
Putin is a beady eye'd punk.

Reply

Philobeto 1 year ago 0  3  
That's pretty gay.

Reply

deadfish 1 year ago 1  3  
it used to be nice in america when they were all in the
closet and now they have made it where its cool to be
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Expand Replies (1) 

gay in america ..great thing for the chikdren growing
up in america to know ,,before long every highschool
kid will be bi sexual or gay aint liberisum great
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

2  5  
Yep, they're going to wish it
away...............................Putins a regular Rocketscien‐
tist

Reply

BONES 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  11  
We don't need anymore confused gendered people
coming to America.

Reply

George 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

7  26  
Is this what Obama meant when he said we would be
more flexible ?

Reply

Praise Jesus 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  9  
Jude 1:7 Even as Sodom and Gomorrha, and the
cities about them in like manner, giving themselves
over to fornication, and going after strange flesh, are
set forth for an example, suffering the vengeance of
eternal fire.
2 Peter 2 6 And turning the cities of Sodom and Gom‐

orrha into ashes condemned them with an overthrow,
More

Reply

Joe 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  8  
Russians !

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 6  27  
Dang hooligans.

Reply

E-Dub 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

7  28  
People who hate Russia and gays must be really con‐
fused this morning.

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago 1  4  
There are several forms of hate. Some forms are overt;
some just hide behind the Christian Bible and call ho‐
mosexuals an abomination; some even say they hate
the sin and love the sinner - all of the forms have the
same devastating effect on a group of innocent peo‐
ple.More
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Reply

smitty 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  6  
This is a direct slap to obama's face. I like it.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  9  
I don't care what gays do as long as they do it private‐
ly. To see 2 men kissing in public. yuck

Reply

iCantBelieveItsNotBetter 1 year ago 0  
5  ban gay men. . .but dont ban sexy lesbians!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  3  
A nation of gangsters, alcoholics, racists and bribe-
takers.

Reply

shadow 1 year ago 2  6  
i guess the russians have a better idea then us ameri‐
cans! good for russia!

Reply

Brian 1 year ago 0  3  
Put things in context: Russia (socially) was a very hier‐
archical society when the communists took over. They
did NOT seek to totally DESTROY the hierarchical
structure, but to substitute the Communist Party for
BOTH the Czar and the Church. It wasn't a simple
one-for-one substitution, though, because commu‐
nism requires an ABSOLUTE dependency by the indi‐
More

Reply

Dennis 1 year ago 1  1  
i bet that the gays in russia really like shirtless putin
now... lol

Reply

Scott 1 year ago

Expand Replies (8) 

5  15  
FYI, I've heard gays say that they should get equal
rights, because all men are created equal.

But most of them are against life and support abor‐
tions; go figure. 

Abortions stand against everything life liberty and the
More

Reply

LICKSPITTLE 1 year ago
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3  10  
Russia has balls.

Reply

M. 1 year ago

Expand Replies (8) 

3  10  
Just as we celebrate MLK today.....and his idea of
equality for all....ironic, isn't it?

Reply

integrator 1 year ago 3  10  
Wow. All you far righties admiring Russia. Explains a
lot.

Reply

Norm 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  19  
Wow, 17 years married and faithful to the same
woman, two children that are are growing up to be an
outstanding young man and woman and now I find
out that my family values may be jeopardized because
two men are kissing.

Naa, I think my marriage is fine.
More

Reply

Hunter 1 year ago 5  17  
They say only 2% of the population here is gay. If that
is true then why the hell do they have such a loud
voice? They all should be muzzle like a mad dog.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  6  
these laws are the reason america has refugee status
we will be getting more russians in america

Reply

Monk 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  10  
At least the Russians are still sane.

Reply

DukeoftheNorthernWoods 1 year ago 5  
21  Uh oh. They'll lose all that Hollywood backing

they've so long enjoyed.

Reply

James 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  5  
Americans don't get that Russia is not of the West! Go
look on a map. Much of it is basically is in the Middle
East, South Asia, and the Far East. The Russian
speaking world borders Iran, Afghanistan, and China.
There is no country more diverse on earth.

Reply
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Eugene 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  8  
Religion is the heroin of the masses!

Reply

Niners2015 1 year ago 1  3  
What is Russia's stance on Abortion?

Reply

Slim 1 year ago 1  3  
San Francisco gonna be crowded.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  3  
While this law is vile, if it gets some of the conserva‐
tive trash and seething Christian Talibanists out of
America, it may be worth it.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (7) 

5  14  
The most blatant and indiscreet public displays of af‐
fection I've ever witnessed were by hetero couples.
Should they also be jailed?

Reply

DARKSKY 1 year ago 2  4  
I don't like enemas, and certainly wouldn't allow a hu‐
man enema!

Reply

AntiSlaveLaborInAmerica 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  
4  Odd that Obama is all about more Gay rights

and Russia is saying that gay rights will make
them lose there Christianity and moral founda‐
tions. 

Looking at our downhill spiral into a total lack
of moral foundation and the results thereof,,,
More

Reply

Stan 1 year ago 1  3  
Since Obama wants to rule our lives every bit as the
Russians do their citizens & promote his immoral
lifestyles, Russia is looking better & better as a choice
to live. At least, I can agree more with how my taxes
would be spent there versus how the US is using them
now!More
Reply

Commenter 1 year ago
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2  6  
Why is it that the fight for civil rights and equality un‐
der the law and to be free from discrimination and per‐
secution is called an "agenda" by the same people
who threaten to murder people who call for any re‐
strictions on gun ownership?

Reply

JJ Xiagos 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  2  
The evil empire, as Pres. Reagen called it, remains the
evil empire. You can murder freely, steal what you
want, even own slaves. But, you can't enter into cer‐
tain interpersonal relationships.

Reply

Nathan 1 year ago 2  7  
Russia jumped the shark a long time ago. That coun‐
try's a hot mess.

Reply

Patti K 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

4  12  
religious men should worry about wars and starving
children and get their dirty minds off sex for
awhile..plenty of straight guys like the backdoor and
bj's..why do you care who somebody loves?

Reply

Todd 1 year ago 2  6  
Because its cool to oppress people because of some‐
thing that they have no control over....

Reply

Sean 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  3  
So making gays illegal would get them off the street
huh? Wonder why we have not made hero‐
ine,crack,meth illegal.....

Reply

Joe O 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

5  17  
At least in Russia,when someone tells you their a c***
sucker, you wont need to guess their gender.

Reply

Sean 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

3  8  
God bless the Russian people and the Orthodox
Church.Together they will lead the west back to sanity

Reply

joebigelk 1 year ago
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1  3  
America get ready for the Great #$%$ migration of im‐

migrant,,,,

Reply

EdwardPC 1 year ago 1  3  
At least they do not have a gay President.

Reply

Ben 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  0  
In Soviet Russia, Party always find you!

Reply

Noodlerr 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  0  
in other words Dru World favors saving a Gy Man vs a
Warrior

Reply

Ryan 1 year ago 0  4  
#$%$ spreading more diseases around the world,
horrible job russia, do not follow that horrible leader
obama.

Reply

Anubis 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  6  
the GAY Party the DEMOCRATIC party will welcome
all the russian gays .

Reply

John 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  2  
Obama will save them...........................

Reply

Xcalmexican 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  6  
Smart move for Russia. Dumping their undesirables
on us just like Castro did. I foresee millions of worth‐
less garbage coming America seeking free school,
free medical and unearned social security. The Dems
and all the Liberals would love this.

Reply

WayneS 1 year ago 1  0  
Well,it just shows there is a middle ground between
gay persecution and gay adoration.

Reply

Emily 1 year ago 1  4  
From Russia . . . with love.

Reply
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Uncle Sam Gone Bad 1 year ago 1  1  
We certainly have a lot of hooliganism in the USA ---
Not that there's anything wrong with that.

Reply

Kewl 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  3  
Standby for a wave of russian gay folks moving to
Amerika.

Reply

David 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  5  
Looks like Russia is going to lose a lot of gay tourism.

Reply

The hermit 1 year ago 2  5  
Gay people are perverts.

Reply

Bill S 1 year ago 1  6  
They can move to Gaylifornia.

Reply

John 1 year ago 1  6  
I guesspeople are safe to bend over in Russia.

Reply

Mark ... 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  10  
So the right wingers in the United States are in the
good company of the French and Russians, eh? And
they complain that President Obama is a communist
and socialist.

Reply

dogsoldier 1 year ago 2  5  
Russia is looking better and better all the time. At least
they still have moral values.

Reply

louis 1 year ago 2  8  
It's a mental disorder to blame your insignificant use‐
less existence on gays.

Reply

HumphreyBeauxregardOglethorpe3 1 year ago

Expand Replies (11) 
2  4  GOP, the Communist party!

Reply
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Cards Fan 1 year ago 1  1  
If it turns out that Maria Sharapova is gay...I want to
be a fly on the wall in that room!!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  10  
Without gays, the G.O.P. would have one less thing to
distract their base with.

Reply

shydreamguy 1 year ago 2  7  
I bet the Russian Government would be real mad if
they realized how much money that comes into thier
nation is from the Gay Porn they Export from there?

Reply

Beeky 1 year ago 4  14  
I never thought I would say it, but the Russians are
right in this matter.

Reply

clifton 1 year ago 2  5  
Funny, the gay 'world view' is a limited one it seems..

LOL

Reply

3 of 5 1 year ago 2  8  
Putin doesnt put up with any fudgepackin.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

1  0  
So this "Orthodox" priest is from which church again?

Reply

Marie 1 year ago 1  1  
Oh-oh. Doesn't look good for the Bolshoi Ballet.

Reply

john 1 year ago 1  2  
{"were attacked by a much larger group of anti-gay
activists who hit them with snowballs."}

Coulda been worse. They might have knocked them
down and washed their faces.

Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  3  
Excellent. Canada doesn't want all the right wingers
who claimed they would move their if Obama got re-
elected. Now they have a place that will take them.
What are waiting for? Airfare is at its cheapest right
now.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  3  
It's a good thing we have 2nd amendment rights in
the US. If someone tried to oppress my 1st amend‐
ment rights, they would soon find a 45 slug between
their eyes.

Reply

john 1 year ago 1  1  
Societies make moral and other judgement all of the
time. Outlawing public signs of homosexual support is
not a huge burden to endure.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  6  
Russia is very progressive!

Reply

mike2u 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  6  
Russia is right on the concept of people doing their
own thing in private. This is good and too bad the
United States cannot protect it's children from the
types of parades that have now become part of a sick
nation. We the individual are put in jail for being
naked, but in the San Francisco The crazy people feel
that they can walk aroung nude and nothing is done.
More

Reply

TM 1 year ago 1  3  
I guess Gay Pride Parade in Moscow is out of ques‐
tion.

Reply

Js 1 year ago

Expand Replies (7) 

4  10  
Obama to mandate immoral education on schools.

The Radical Homosexuals infiltrating the United States
Congress have a plan(Please continue reading below):

Indoctrinate an entire generation of American children
with pro-homosexual propaganda and eliminate tradi‐
More

Reply

We R Screwed 1 year ago 2  5  
Thats perfect, now we will have oduma calling for
them to come over here and save their $16 then we
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will give them all entitlements.. Disgusting #$%$
packers

Reply

just me 1 year ago 1  1  
Straight to the comments..........

Reply

Realist 2011 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  0  
You can take Russia out of the Soviet Union, but you
can't take the Soviet Union out of Russia. Totalitarian‐
ism at it's finest.

Reply

Christine 1 year ago 2  8  
Thank you Russia.

Reply

Poosamig1 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  3  
Oh, no. Now all gays from Russia will be immigrating
to US as refugees.

Reply

Sidney 1 year ago 2  6  
Russia has already tried everything Obama's doing
now and found out that none of it worked.

Reply

Mark H 1 year ago 2  7  
Ah, the new model for freedom in America ... Russia.

Reply

battousai 1 year ago 0  2  
Damn you can get arrested for saying what what in da
butt

Reply

Hoodoo 1 year ago 2  6  
With all the problems in the world, why do evangeli‐
cals and totalitarians (who are often atheists) through‐
out the world want to create more? Why? There is an
answer. These folks cannot stand the idea of people
being able to make free choices. Being gay is a choice
of sorts, although I think there is genetic predisposi‐
tion to just about everything in people, we are our
More

Reply

Paul Jackson 1 year ago
The Cons should move to Russia.
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Expand Replies (1) 1  4  Reply

Leland 1 year ago 0  2  
obama sends his love..

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 5  18  
go back to the closet where you belong

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  4  
I'm really glad that the conservatives in this country
will have another option to move to when their hatred
and stupidity is finally overcome here.

Reply

3FL 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  4  
Where's the outrage from the Liberal Media.

Reply

Jack D H 1 year ago 6  23  
Send Barny Frank and the rest of the wierdos there.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  3  
Its the 21st Centry grow up please and play nice to‐
gether

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  6  
yup, that is Russia for you.

Reply

Snap dog 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  7  
A step in the right direction for Russia!!!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  2  
They are to tied to Europe can't see that this will be
too successful.

Reply

cattleman 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  6  
russia is looking better and better every day

Reply
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M. 1 year ago 0  2  
Homosexuals are the "enemy of the state" created by
the corrupt Russian government to divert attention
from the govt.'s own questionable activities. As long
as Russian citizens gang up on the state identified
and state acceptable "enemies" they won't have time
to focus on the corruption and outrages committed by
the their own government. People everywhere should
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 0  1  
i guess they'll all be moving to austin TX with jesse
james

Reply

Michael 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

3  7  
If you're a Conservative... please move to Russia. You
have so much in common!

Reply

Georgr R 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  4  
As the country (Russia) evolves back so does its moral
compass! Is America de-evolving? Be what you want
to be but just shut up about it.

Reply

zzipper 1 year ago 0  2  
Now we'll have the Russian gays sneaking into the
country.

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

2  5  
Christians know nothing about how their God and reli‐
gious doctrines were created by man. This talk about
how God is against gays, how their Bible says it is an
abomination, how JC calls it a sin, and all of the other
statements the make show this ignorance. For exam‐

ple, Christians do not realize that the Jewish God was
a combination of Jahweh, the vengeful, jealous, spite‐
More

Reply

Just Me 1 year ago 0  3  
Religion rears it ugly head again:
1- On the next day, an Orthodox priest said he regret‐
ted that his religious role had not allowed him to par‐
ticipate in the beating.
2- "Until this #$%$ gets off of Russian land, I fully
share the views of those who are trying to purge our
motherland of it," Rev. Sergiy Rybko was quoted as
More

Reply

David 1 year ago
Viva Russia. Drive out the evil ones, while you can.
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3  7  Reply

HotSunnyboy 1 year ago 1  2  
Russian values ? please, it's obvious this is all part of
the religion of the Orthodox, a very effective tool Putin
intents to use for control. It also means even if you're
a gay bashing religious nut ( not Orthodox ) you're
considered immoral and a threat to the Orthodoxians

Reply

Noneya 1 year ago 3  9  
Flamers gone wild hahaha

Reply

khat 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  12  
Meanwhile...In the land of the "free"....Leftists infringe
on the rights of law-abiding normal people to give
special rights to people based on behavioral choices.

Reply

OttoS 1 year ago 0  0  
Islam will help them with gay rights. the religion of
pease

Reply

American Party 1 year ago 1  4  
Chip away enough of the peoples rights and Russia
will be the next civil war after Syria

Reply

Stephen 1 year ago 0  2  
Great now look for Russian language to be basic in
SF!!!

Reply

Oldschool 1 year ago 0  3  
Tsar Putin has spoken.

Reply

Orange Man 1 year ago 1  7  
Even the Russkies have sense.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  6  
russia is now tea partier paradise

Reply
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inagaddadavida_loca 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  11  
In another era, right-wingers would say to anyone crit‐
icizing America, "You don't like it? You can go to Rus‐
sia!"

Today, the right-wingers can go to Russia and live in
their Utopia.More

Reply

PlayfulAtHeart 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

8  32  
And people didn't see this coming with Putin gaining
power again? Too funny.

Reply

John 1 year ago 0  0  
Does that apply to pets?

Reply

ZzzsnoreszzZ 1 year ago 1  6  
Gays! Head for the closets, quick!

Reply

wayne 1 year ago 0  1  
did they name the law after Jidge Scalia?

Reply

dapper 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  1  
who would have guessed that the commie were anti‐
gay, how about abortions

Reply

????EVERYTHING 1 year ago 0  0  
Your biggots towards biggots,and poop is your fa‐
vorite

Reply

ConeyIslandBaby67 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

0  4  
Putin is just trying to find a scapegoat to distract from
the fact that he leads a toilet of a country.

Reply

feelin' good 1 year ago 0  0  
can you imagine their accents

Reply

tssr 1 year ago 1  4  
What is weird is obsessing over how two adults have
sex. Quit thinking about it for goodness sakes. It’s just
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nature’s birth control. Kinder than wars or starvation
for controlling over population and the last thing the
world should worry about. Not that it matters, but I’m
71 and straight.More

Reply

Jeffrey 1 year ago 0  7  
I must say I don't really understand why some people
care who other people are #$%$. What're you afraid
of, that you'll be turned gay by some kind of osmosis?
I bet most of you have never even seen gay people
kissing in real life. I have, on the streets of SF. Guess
what I did? I WENT ON WITH MY DAY!More
Reply

Thomas 1 year ago 1  2  
Christians know nothing about how their God and reli‐
gious doctrines were created by man. This talk about
how God is against gays, how their Bible says it is an
abomination, how JC calls it a sin, and all of the other
statements the make show this ignorance. For exam‐

ple, Christians do not realize that the Jewish God was
a combination of Jahweh, the vengeful, jealous, spite‐
More

Reply

Jack D H 1 year ago 3  10  
Long live Chic - fil - A

Reply

kevin 1 year ago 0  1  
RELEASE THE KRAKEN!!!!!!

Reply

Bob Awesome 1 year ago 0  3  
haha russia is still a 3rd world country I see.

Reply

Dad Davey 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  3  
Does this mean that Russian is now the moral soci‐
ety?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

0  0  
What would Jesus say about this?

Reply

P.A 1 year ago 1  2  
Good for them

Reply
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DTB 1 year ago 1  5  
If only "hooliganism" were a crime here.

Reply

LindaP 1 year ago 1  0  
I guess Obama won't be allowed to visit. We all know
that the marriage between Michelle and Barack was
set up by Jesse Jackson to further Obama's political
career.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  3  
While unfortunate, I'm for anything that gets more
conservative trash and Christian Talibanists out of the
U.S. Get packin'....

Reply

Dawg 1 year ago 1  5  
Now a country with balls instead of sissys

Reply

Brian 1 year ago 1  4  
When they came for the gays, I did nothing, because
I'm not gay...And then when they came for the...

Reply

Ali Snack Bar 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  3  
"Kremlin and church" that does not sound like Russia.

Reply

None of ur Dang Business 1 year ago 0  
3  Seems like the Orthodox CHurch has become

HEAVILY invloved with Putin in making and
FORCING laws on issues the church or putin
doesn't like... Democracy? SOunds more like
Communism at it's strongest. The Patriach
better watch his #$%$ in backing Putin be‐
cause chritianity will be banned again in RUs‐
More

Reply

Derek Smith 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  1  
I wonder how Fox is going to spin this. They're not go‐
ing to praise Russia but conservatives hate
gays....what to do?

Reply

Donnie M 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  0  
DAMN, those Reds sure know how to crash a par‐
ty!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago 2  5  
"gays should be prohibited from donating blood,
sperm and organs for transplants, while after death
their hearts should be burned or buried."-- this is
ridiculous

Reply

Marc B 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

9  29  
Traditional Russian virtues.....would be what, exact‐
ly??

Reply

Omnipotent 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  5  
Putin continues to sow the seeds of revolt. He will be
the source of his own undoing.

Reply

Joe KIDD 1 year ago 0  2  
This will #$%$ off the gays in this country.

Reply

John 1 year ago 2  7  
Back to the 19th Century.

Reply

illegal 1 year ago 0  5  
So, I guess the gay marriage industry won't be setting
up shop in Russia.

Reply

John 1 year ago 2  8  
I had to open this article just for the comments; to see
if the Right Wing Conservatives were jumping on the
"Oh, we like Russia NOW" bandwagon. And, I wasn't
disappointed. (lmao) Forget all the religious persecu‐
tion perpetrated over the years by the communist par‐
ty, as long as they don't like gays, we'll embrace them
with open arms. They’re our kind of people!
More

Reply

Randy E 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  3  
I remember the cold war. In fact when I was trained in
the Army it was for Russia invaded West Germany.
Lots of stuff too numerous to fill a post here made,
and makes me think that Russia is NOT our friend,
and really has never been. This outrageous act is just
the latest event marking another abuse of human
rights. While I am not gay, I sure know abuse of a pop‐
More

Reply

Gregory House 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (3) 

2  5  
Republicans should consider moving to Russia.

Reply

TB 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  6  
It requires an astonishing amount of ignorance to
cheer for Putin and one of the most repressive and
un-American regimes in the world.. Congratulations
haters, you continue to define yourselves as the low
life's you really are.

Reply

Scott 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

11  45  
looks like the homophobic republicans have a place to
go

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  8  
Always knew conservatives were trying to turn us into
Russia. They love those commies. Look at how many
jobs they've shipped to china just so they can get a
bigger bonus.

Reply

1America 1 year ago 2  7  
Christianity is an unnatural lifestyle choice. By defini‐
tion. In your "natural" state, you have original sin, and
must "choose" to accept Christ as having died so that
that sin can be forgiven.

Reply

EwartP 1 year ago 0  0  
Just as the existence of a "Democracy" does not ne‐
cessitate acceptance of all things anywhere consid‐
ered "Human Rights" (consider Gaza), an antipathy to‐
ward homosexuality and "homophobia" are not syn‐
onymous.

Reply

terry booth 1 year ago

Expand Replies (12) 

3  4  
Normal is what most people do, by definition. Homo‐
sexuality is the exception. If it wasn't, everyone would
be doing it.

Reply

TaxTheChurchesNow 1 year ago 1  8  
Oil and water is like government and religion. They
don't freakin mix and shouldn't mix.
Religion is detrimental to the progress of mankind.

Reply
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Get Sum 1 year ago 2  8  
GOD BLESS RUSSIA , a country that still has balls

Reply

Lloyd 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  3  
The way the press goes out of its way for the protec‐
tion of choice for gays is an exact opposite of toler‐
ance for those of us who choose to own and use
firearms. Far more people suffer from and die from
aids than guns and much of that is attributable to
#$%$.More

Reply

Michael 1 year ago

Expand Replies (7) 

4  8  
So you are telling us what "Russians" think and you
call them ignorant? All people should be treated the
same. There are no "look at me I am straight" rallies.
Keep your orientation out of the public view I don't
care what it is. There should be NO laws against being
gay nor any laws giving them special "rights", period.More

Reply

FunkGnome 1 year ago 0  0  
So first they will be charged with hooliganism in the
first week of the law being passed and then well be
hearing about "Little Moscow" in San Francisco....

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  5  
our country hasnt even been around for 250 years and
we're already deteriorating. we have so many free‐
doms and rights they have actually began to restrict
us, criminal cases and trials are one-size-fits-all and
the bureaucracy of it all leads to no punishment and a
broken justice system, we are in need of serious
change and soon.
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  6  
in other words, you better be PUTIN it in the right
hole.

Reply

GunnerM134 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

6  19  
So I wonder if the ACLU will open up an office there...

Reply

stekelbeezeken 1 year ago 1  4  
The most steaming porn (also gay porn I am told) is
made in Russia. What a hypocrit country. 
Pjotr Illitsj Tsjaichowsky is turning himself upside
down in his grave. He got insane for nothing.
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Their gay Prince Yussopow tried to help out by mur‐
dering Rasputin, but they are still as stupid.More

Reply

JackO 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

16  60  
What a disgusting photograph...Uhg!!!

Reply

Scott 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  5  
To Gays

Huge double standad, you say all men are created =
and all should have = rights.

But babies don't apply, as I've found most gays are
for abortion.
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  6  
Ok, now all you anti, T-bagger types, you have a place
to move to among your own kind!

Reply

David 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  20  
So the Russians and Conservative Americans share a
common view. Who would have thought?

Reply

Toney 1 year ago 2  11  
Good for them, unlike the liberal Americans!

Reply

Genrih 1 year ago 3  6  
In Muslim countries there are no gays, so Muslims will
soon dominate the world and USA will extinct cause
gays don't have children...

Reply

USOSAD 1 year ago 2  13  
Religion using government to enforce their "beliefs",
as history shows us, is always an excuse to punish
the innocent. Can anyone spell "Inquisition"?

Reply

Hunter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

2  4  
All gays should be placed where they cant indoctri‐
nate young kids into their sickness. Then in time they
all will die off and the world will be free of them .

Reply
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Cranes 1 year ago 2  4  
I don't mind the really flamboyant gays at all.
Prancing around, calling each other "girl" all the time.
Like the Smurfs - they make me laugh.

Reply

michaelwoodbury 1 year ago 1  2  
If they people in there society accept their current
leadership and their values, then that's that! It does
not make it fair for the gay minority, but their country
is not ready for change.

Reply

Kong_of_FL 1 year ago 1  3  
Republicans wanted to secede from the Union after
the election, and now they are praising Russia. Why
don't we just pay for their 1-way ticket to Russia?
Then everyone can be happy.

Reply

Walter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

2  3  
Shouldn't Obama do something to make laws like this
unconstitutional! Why is Obama standing around do‐
ing nothing! Were is he?

Reply

D 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  6  
Outlawing gays, just like outlawing guns, won't make
them go away.

Reply

Hello Again 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

6  22  
"President Vladimir Putin's rule."

Interesting that the media calls it "Putin's rule" and
"Obama's leadership" when they are both elected offi‐

cials.

Kind of makes it sound like Putin is a demon and Oba‐
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  1  
Homosexuals and Muslims will band together against
TRUE CHRISTIANITY og the Bible.....

Reply

Hunter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  7  
Maybe Putin will run in 2016.

Reply

Manny 1 year ago
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2  6  
Good. Santorum and the yahoo haters can move
there.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  8  
Yeah, like that's Russia's biggest problem. Derp.

Reply

Tommy Freedom 1 year ago 2  8  
Could this be another reason that ultra-rich French ac‐
tor moved to Russia? Only 13% taxes and no gay pro‐
paganda.

Reply

michael g 1 year ago 2  4  
Yes, and our President will rush to condemn them in
the strongest words possible-- but never mention their
funding of terrorism, their corporate espionage, mas‐
sive Russian crime syndicates nor their aggressive nu‐
clear missile build-up that threatens all of Europe...

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (7) 

2  5  
You know gays are mentally ill with how they always
think making out in public is a good form of protest.
Remember when they made out in front of the Chik-
Fil-As? So I guess to get more people to accept them
and think there is nothing wrong with them, they are
going to simply try and gross them out which will have
the complete opposite effect. Those are not the ac‐
More

Reply

Glad2NotbeAsheep 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  13  
Gee Russia, get with the program. You'll only suppose
to ban things like any sodas above 16 oz, public
smoking, the right to own a firearm, cocoa butter on
your popcorn, public displays of religion, you know,
stuff like that.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  2  
Hitlers Brown Shirts were led by Gays. Yep, most of
their leadership were fruitcakes. And boy did they help
Hitler.

Reply

larry d 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  8  
Man, if it wasn't so cold there, I might consider mov‐
ing to Russia.

Reply
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Albacorewing 1 year ago 2  2  
If you are a Russian in this day and age, approach
Vladamir Putin with a smile rather than a club in hand.
It is the same with the Orthodox Church. These peo‐
ple went out of their way to embarrass Russia, Putin,
and that Church. They are going to be slapped down.
If they had approached them in a friendly manner,
things would not be on such a hostile footing.
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  3  
MOSCOW: PRAVDA: Putin: We will arrest and im‐

prison American obese, sodomites, and agitators if
they dare enter Russia.”

Reply

shawn 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  20  
Putin could be a conservative republican in America
and win.

Reply

Stenton23 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  3  
Funny to read all of the supportive comments from
right-wing Fundies. Hey, you don't like it here in Amer‐
ica, you can all move to the new-new U.S.S.R.

Reply

RugmasterD 1 year ago 1  4  
Does Karl Rove work there during the off years?
Sounds like his kind of stuff.

Reply

C.S. 1 year ago 1  3  
Well, this is the end for Russian Ballet!

Reply

David 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

4  8  
The first Step for a country to regain it`s morality

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  2  
So?

Reply

dana 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  1  
Don't aski, don't tellski."

Reply

rann 1 year ago
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1  3  
Food for thought; Gays are a group of people virtually
guaranteed to never have abortions.

Reply

BeverlyJ 1 year ago 2  6  
Funny. The left enjoys making homosexuality a reli‐
gious issue in the US because it polarizes people and
makes homosexuality an issue of basic freedoms like
the separation of church and state but Russia is about
as agnostic a state as you can get... and the Russians
still see endorsement of homosexuality as a net nega‐
tive for society.
More

Reply

Jerry 1 year ago 1  4  
Ewwwe....... Obamie is NOT gonna like THIS............ I
see another bow down, feet kissing to Putin in his fu‐
ture.............

Reply

Brian J 1 year ago

Expand Replies (13) 

4  8  
Don't you just LOVE how the 'gays' will mercilessly
mock someone, for say, believing in 'Creationism',
and then, of their own accord, ALSO place them‐

selves, 'above nature'? "That sexual dimorphism
thing? That only applies to 'breeders'......."

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  7  
Conservatives love fascism.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  3  
Russia moves to enact anti-gay law nationwide as
America cheers and Obama is silent – Hip Hip Hooray!
U go Russia!
By MANSUR MIROVALEV | Associated Press – 6 hrs
ago

Reply

kenny 1 year ago 2  6  
Now America needs to make Barney Frank our am‐

bassador to Russia..

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  4  
well than FRANCE 100000 protested gay marriage
...the russians enacting anti gay laws ...and we the
people .......love gay marriage lol

Reply
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Zac 1 year ago 1  2  
Russians are more comfortable in cold weather cli‐
mates, so they will be moving to the northeast and
other cold weather states. Welcome them with open
arms, but don't bend over.

Reply

Noodlerr 1 year ago 1  0  
Tanks are no longer useful.. oops nm

Reply

HumphreyBeauxregardOglethorpe3 1 year ago
1  3  Another denial of freedom endorsed

by Republicans, the Communist par‐
ty.

Reply

Aubrey 1 year ago 1  2  
Fear-mongering, the universal boogeyman. Works
everywhere or double your hate back.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  4  
We could sure use a version of this in the USA!

Reply

Matthew 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

3  6  
List of countries that support same sex marriage: 

(Argentina, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Iceland,
Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, South Africa,
Sweden)

Small sample of countries that have laws against any‐
More

Reply

Sara 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  7  
Just don't send them here.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  9  
Wow, what a breath of fresh air in Russia! While the
US has legalized sodomy in preparation for gay mar‐
riage and child adoption, Russia has been making the
right moves to preserve their families and quality of
life. If the US had the same united opposition from the
churches, we will not have the problems with gays
who think sodomy is equal to normal sex.
More
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Margie Foster 1 year ago
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2  3  
sounds like a bunch of closet doors will be opening
back up..................................

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  3  
Conservatives admiring Ahmidinajad and now Putin.
Could the 9/11 hijackers be next on their "friend" list?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  1  
Liberals always spewing their hatred for God and
God's Rules......

Reply

Coop 1 year ago 1  0  
I don't care for gay people, per se. But, as long as
they leave me alone, I don't have a problem with
'em...

Reply

Cliff Areol 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  2  
Sucks to be gay in Russia.

Reply

BytheSea 1 year ago 2  7  
Russia has the highest suicide rate anywhere. Appar‐
ently Putin does not feel that needs to be addressed
as much as homosexuality.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (8) 

3  4  
Can someone please explain why and how you think
homosexuality, in and of itself, is "immoral" and "dan‐
gerous" to our society? And if you could do it using
rational, factual comments, it would be appreciated.

Reply

C.S. 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

3  8  
I just can't believe Conservative/ religious wackos
praising Russia for this bigotry. As far as I know the
only time Jesus got REALLY mad was when he saw
supposedly Xtians selling #$%$ inside the temple. I
NEVER heard of Jesus banning, killing or putting any‐
one in prision because he/she was gay. I don't know
about you but I will NEVER support a country that op‐
More

Reply

Dr. Bob 1 year ago 1  1  
"are those potatoes in our pants or are we just glad to
see each other Commrade?"
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Reply

GeeWizFolks! 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  3  
"...traditional Russian values..." ? Oh, yes: rampant al‐
choholism, rampant hatred of 'the masses' by govern‐
ment, rampant disregard supression for any sign of
people acting as though they have actual Freedom
and Democracy (not that U.S. is 100% Democracy,
yet), rampant patriarchy and theocracy (like Israel,
Iran, etc.), etc.etc.etc.
More

Reply

Constantine XI 1 year ago 2  6  
The Russian Orthodox church has forsaken its role as
a treasure of world history for bigotry. Russian leaders,
taking full advantage of Soviet-educated rural voters,
are finding ways to scapegoat gays, Chechens and
other Caucasians, Georgians, Americans, Jews, and
gays. Thus such leaders can escape the conse‐
quences of their criminality.
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  4  
An anti-gay bill described as a Kremlin crackdown. Do
they want them to sit on it?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  3  
Rick "man on dog" Santorum's wet dream.

Reply

rann 1 year ago 1  4  
Heh,heh. That darned Russia, they REALLY miss their
Communism.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  1  
we just need to all live on separate planets for each
race and religion and sexual orientation

Reply

JonathanS 1 year ago 1  1  
Russia enacts a fascist anti-gay law while the Ameri‐
can President uses his inauguration speech as an op‐
portunity to promote gay rights and equality.

Even though I voted for Romney, today I am proud to
be an American and I stand behind my President
100%. Good for you Barack and #$%$ YOU Russia!
More

Reply

David 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (3) 

1  3  
In 1935, Nazi Germany enacted Paragraph 175 mak‐
ing gay/lesbians sub-human and illegal. Not again,
Never again. This was greeted with silence from oth‐
ers, and then, they came for those others. No person
is illegal.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  3  
It's funny how conservatives rail against "big govern‐
ment" ... but are cheerleaders for big government in‐
dulging their hatred. The right-wing losers are ulti‐
mately dependent upon gay marriage amendments
and draconian laws like the one by Putin in order to
"validate" their bigotry. It just shows how narcissistic
and mentally unstable the militant right is.
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  7  
Agree with Russia 100%.
Throw that homosexual filth out of your country.

Reply

S.M.Z. 1 year ago 1  2  
Cally me crazy, but America should be emulating the
top rated countries in terms of population happiness
and prosperity (Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Australia,
New Zealand, Canada), not a Russian theocracy, con‐
trolled by religious zealots and criminals.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  3  
Conservatives and Christian Talibanists siding with a
Russian tyrant is no more surprising than them siding
with radical Islamists. Conservatism and fascism go
together like coffee and donuts.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  7  
And you thought Putin was all bad.

Reply

Phineas Phogg 1 year ago 1  1  
Repression is repression.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  2  
Or they'll put ya in prison..no gays there, right?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago
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0  1  
Come on, some of the biggest gays in Russian are in
the KGB and military. Where does a ruthless amoral
KGB trained killer like Putin get off playing Saint Putin
with Russian Orthodox Church (which also has many
homosexuals hiding in it)?

Reply

M S 1 year ago 1  3  
This is why Russia does not want their children adopt‐
ed by Americans.

Reply

Sulda 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  1  
"The bill is part of an effort to promote traditional
Russian values as opposed to Western liberalism,
which the Kremlin and church see as corrupting Russ‐
ian youth and by extension contributing to a wave of
protest against President Vladimir Putin's rule."

Oh, no, the gays are going to get us!!! What the hell is
More

Reply

Hans Sprungfeld 1 year ago 1  3  
Sounds like a conservative's paradise, maybe the anti
gay crowd should move to Russia since they seem to
think alike.

Reply

White Lightning 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

3  8  
Any article about gay rights brings the intolerant, in‐
sipient, gung-ho AMERICANS out in mass. If we all
just stayed out of each other's personal business, we
wouldn't have issues. Coincidentally I'm straight just
hate hate hate intolerance, especially coming from
people with supposed "morals." What a joke.More

Reply

Melvin 1 year ago 1  3  
So what is so bad about life in Russia. At least they
have it right about homosexuality. May be a good
place to go for the 48% of Americans who are sup‐
porting the other 52% that want free stuff and to be
able to marry their same sex friends. It is discusting
that we allow such a thing in this country - especially
when I see how other countries are handling the mat‐
More

Reply

ppg pilot 1 year ago 4  12  
Russia is looking better and better every day. They are
running from deviance while Obama is leading the
USA to it.

Reply
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Barry 1 year ago 1  2  
GET READY for more DEMOCRATS ameriKa....

Reply

Richard Tator 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  8  
Funny and sad how the far right in America doesn't
realize how close they are to communism!

Reply

N/A 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

15  48  
So in other words, Russia isn't falling for the Democ‐
ratic Socialist agenda ?

Reply

Bob P 1 year ago 1  4  
The gay Russians should move to San Francisco
where everything goes.

Reply

dcaterer 1 year ago 1  8  
Wow a nation with Backbone!

Reply

PBMo 1 year ago 4  10  
Dang, the days of Lenin and Stalin have returned.

Get government out of the underwear of the people!

Reply

J77 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

5  16  
I don't care who is gay or what they do in private. Just
keep their "in your face" out the public so my kids and
grand kids don't have to view it.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  4  
The fact that conservatives refuse to differentiate be‐
tween consenting adult relationships and criminal sex‐
ual assault against children explains why there are so
many conservative child molesters like Jerry San‐
dusky (best buds with right-wing hero Rick "man on
dog" Santorum).More
Reply

knuckledragginrightwingnutjob 1 year ago

Expand Replies (9) 

1  4  So for all you gay kids that are going
on about hating America, here's a
thought.....

Reply
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Brando 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  2  
Looks cold.

Reply

Bishop Lenbrennan 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

5  13  
Levada polls conducted last year show that almost
two thirds of Russians find homosexuality "morally un‐
acceptable and worth condemning." About half are
against gay rallies and same-sex marriage; almost a
third think homosexuality is the result of "a sickness or
a psychological trauma," the Levada surveys
show.......We used to feel the same way here.....then
More

Reply

Brian Jones 1 year ago 0  0  
Blondie.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  2  
I bet Tammy Baldwin won't be on that FREE trip to
Russia with the straight TAX Teat leaches huh?

Reply

Noodlerr 1 year ago 1  4  
GAYS BS did not Exist in all that

Reply

Matty 1 year ago 1  5  
The beer, cheetos and porn were abound in my house
last night. Having an orange rod didn't help my cause
when the wife came home.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  8  
If you short haired whiners, religious misfits and loony
teabag radicals don't like it here in THE LAND OF THE
FREE take your unamerican aszes to Russia. And take
a bath, ya hippie!

Reply

jukebox 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

4  8  
You shall not lie with a male as one lies with a female;
it is an abomination“ (Lev 18:22).

Romans1:26 For this reason God gave them over to
dishonorable passions. For their women exchanged
the natural sexual relations for unnatural ones, 54 1:27
and likewise the men also abandoned natural relations
More

Reply

Stevo-14 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (1) 

3  9  
So Russia, the bastion of socialism, now has a flat tax
and is enacting laws restricting the rites of minorities.
Who'd have thunk it?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  3  
Seems like a very sound law.

Reply

cattleman 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

1  6  
well there goes my ideal of opening a gay bar in mos‐
cow

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  4  
"Lawmakers have accused gays of decreasing Rus‐
sia's already low birth rates"

So, do they think gays will suddenly decide to repro‐
duce even if they are somewhat pushed back into the
closet? Those ninnies need to get real.More

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

3  6  
Discrimination and hatred towards homosexuality is
bullying that has caused severe mental distress, in‐
cluding suicide among a group of people that just
want to be left alone

Reply

Tommygirl 1 year ago 0  1  
Maybe Russia will want to build the wall that was torn
down in East Germany?

Reply

Tang L 1 year ago 1  1  
Something tells me that Putin digs bi chicks.

Reply

Ishmactner 1 year ago 0  0  
I thought Obama was the communist. I guess the old
ways are the best for Russia!

Reply

CC 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  9  
Now Russian gays can marry American gays, lol. Pret‐
ty soon they'll be no one reproducing. End of days, lol.

Reply
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Louisiana Stephen 1 year ago 2  7  
It will be interesting to see when Russia actually
leaves the dark ages. So backwards, so non-Euro‐
pean.

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  5  
Discrimination and hatred towards homosexuality is
bullying that has caused severe mental distress, in‐
cluding suicide among a group of people that just
want to be left alone.

Reply

northernpike 1 year ago 3  8  
Sounds like Putin needs more cheap labor in the Gu‐
lag!

Reply

Rick 1 year ago 2  3  
Hmmm - whatever happened to the Siberian Express !

Reply

1America 1 year ago

Expand Replies (8) 

5  13  
Great! Now, all these homophobic, bigoted, pseudo-
Christians have somewhere to move!

Reply

Sandy 1 year ago

Expand Replies (11) 

3  9  
How sad. As long as some elements of the human
race continue to invent reasons to hate and reject oth‐
er human individuals the world will know no peace. So
easy to find "differences." So difficult to find interests
and concerns we share in common.

Reply

been trodded on 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  11  
Well at least Russia isn't going to stone them to death
like the Muslims do. You know those people the Gay
liberals love so much.

Reply

Richard John LeBoeuf 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  14  
Anyone who supports the castration and setting afire
of men's genitals to be lawful has more issues than
the homosexuals.

Reply

Real Ist 1 year ago
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2  3  
Antagonizing others with their kiss-ins sure isn't help‐
ing their cause

Reply

Nxt 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  4  
How about instead of slamming the gays, you pass
laws to encourage Russian homosexual couples
adopt a Russian orphans? Russia faces a significant
demographic threat from the very undesirable Cauca‐
sus rabble.

Reply

Mark 1 year ago 0  3  
The average Russian has as much chance of coming
up with $16,000 to pay a fine as I do of walking on the
moon next week.

Reply

Vois 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  4  
Thanks Almighty God for at least Russian government
officials have enough common
sense and human decency to stop the terrible human-
mind perversion, the Clintons-
Obama&Bison,Reid,Pionlosy&Lie-berman's style turn‐
ing their country into the newly perverted&dark days
of godless and ruthless Sodom and Gomorrah.
More

Reply

ManoftheRepublic 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  3  
Well, here is the end game of the liberal left..... But
they will play all of the people along until they get full
power.... Then those people with the free Obama
phones will find assigned to a job whether they like it
or not and get to stand in lines for bread after working
40-60 hours per week... Gays will be outlawed and
people that want to protest will be shot...
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  7  
guess that puts a little crimp in Gay-bama's "flexibili‐
ty" after all...

Reply

richard 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  4  
Way to go Russia! We need some of that over here.
Have you noticed that Russia is moving to where the
US use to be and we are moving to where thay were?

Reply

MagnumMan 1 year ago 0  5  
Very funny that the "christians" should be involved
here. Maybe the Commies will come back into power
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Expand Replies (1) 

and knock them back to the middle ages where they
belong with this kind of nonsense!

Reply

GG1000 1 year ago 5  17  
You can take the boy out of the KGB but you can't
take the KGB out of the boy. Putin's a tyrant.

Reply

Abinico Warez 1 year ago 2  4  
Who would have ever thought that the only sane and
moral country in the world would end up being Russia.

Reply

mike 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  3  
GOD SAYS NO #$%$ IN ANOTHER MANS #$%$

Reply

Nedmorlef 1 year ago 2  6  
Good for Russia. Somebody needs to step up and be
a moral guiding light in the world. It sure as hell won't
be the United ApoStates Of Amerika.

Reply

Anubis 1 year ago 2  5  
if this makes obama voters suffer ... GOOOOO RUS‐
SIA !!!

Reply

Louisiana Stephen 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  8  
Russia - still hating freedom since its foundation.

Reply

dana 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  4  
The legislation being pushed by the Kremlin and the
Russian Orthodox Church would make it illegal nation‐
wide to provide minors with information that is defined
as "propaganda of sodomy, lesbianism, bisexuality
and transgenderism." THIS IS WHAT GAYS WANT TO
FORCE ON US IN OUR SCHOOLS.More

Reply

CLASSICAL LIBERAL 1 year ago 2  8  
"Russia's widespread hostility to homosexuality is
shared by the political and religious elite."
They have seen all the good it has brought in the USA.

Reply

yeah 1 year ago
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3  8  
Good for Russia ; They Have far More Morals Then
This Natiion .

Reply

Greg 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

8  24  
Isn't Putin the one who rides around shirtless on a
horse in very homoerotic poses? How weird.

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

2  2  
Many of the posters here criticize gays because of
their interpretation of a 2000 + year old manuscript
that condones genocide, executions, torture, incest,
rape and other immoral acts. They base it on a con‐
cept of "sin", a concept created by man. Luckily as
evil attitudes towards racial and gender discrimination
is dying out, immoral attitudes against gays will con‐
More

Reply

Niners2015 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  29  
I never thought I would see the day when Russia was
more Conservative than the good ole USA?

Reply

JEFF 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  7  
This proves the Right wingers and Catrholick Church
are the REAL Commies

Reply

Gary 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  1  
Pretty soon they will be a nation based on biblical
principles and we will be the athiestic police state

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  6  
Conservatives call Obama a dictator while openly
cheering a known dictator. They should move to Rus‐
sia and try living there for a year. They would wish they
were back living in their parents basements.

Reply

Sean 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  4  
Putin should have ran for the republicans against Oba‐
ma, he is just their type, makes his own rules, subju‐
gates his people, enforces his will through force. Re‐
publicans would love the guy.

Reply

Paul E 1 year ago
Talk about progressive.... Keep it at home boys/girls
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1  2  Reply

Libertarian 1 year ago 2  3  
Wait till hyper inflation tears Obama's plans to pieces.
The government will not be able to pay the interest on
the debt.

Reply

Longhorn_72 1 year ago 0  0  
Sick foukers!

Reply

jjc 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  2  
Sounds like a Russia has more belief in the Bible than
the U.S. does!

Reply

Yamaduta 1 year ago 2  6  
Finally some place in the world with a lick of sense.

Reply

BROWN 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

4  8  
Why is it that Russia is starting to make more sense
that the US of A?

Reply

Open Yun Nated 1 year ago 3  8  
Backwards #$%$ country.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  5  
More evidence of how much conservatives hate free‐
dom.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  8  
Maybe Santorum will move to Russia.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  16  
The republicans now have a place to vacation!

Reply

EdwardPC 1 year ago 3  8  
The Russians have taken the high ground.

Reply
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Tom 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  8  
"We either become a tolerant Western state where
everything is allowed — and lose our Christianity and
moral foundations — or we will be a Christian people
who live in our God-protected land in purity and godli‐
ness." Truer words are rarely spoken--just look at us
here in the U.S.More

Reply

acgogo 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  7  
You all missed the part where there are gay Russsians
saying they love their country despite its flaws and will
remain to fight for their rights. I admire and respect
Russian gay people for standing up for their rights.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  3  
CDDSF is a troll

Reply

Eugene 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  1  
"Religion is one of the forms of spiritual oppression
which everywhere weighs down heavily upon the
masses of the people, over burdened by their perpet‐
ual work for others, by want and isolation. Impotence
of the exploited classes in their struggle against the
exploiters just as inevitably gives rise to the belief in a
better life after death as impotence of the savage in
More

Reply

Divided. Conquered. Vote Libertarian. 1 year ago
2  3  Russia, the new vacation hot spot

for GOP tourism.

Reply

. 1 year ago 2  5  
"The bill is part of an effort to promote traditional
Russian values as opposed to Western liberalism,
which the Kremlin and church see as corrupting Russ‐
ian youth" ... yep, liberals ruin everything.

Reply

Mike 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

0  4  
It is ironic that Russia is becoming more like America
and America is becoming more like the former Soviet
Union.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago
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2  3  
Just like here Gay people will not go away they all are
here to STAY. If you do not like it ok Move to Mother
Russia see ya

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

2  3  
Poor bigot conservative trash in the U.S. (they don't
deserve to be called "Americans," since they support
fascism). Their heroes are Putin, Al-Queda and Ahmid‐
inajad. Fortunately, they're old and dying off and will
finally become useful to society ... as fertilizer.

Reply

Don C 1 year ago 0  0  
San #$%$cisco. Get ready for an influx of some heavy
dudes.

Reply

jimd 1 year ago 0  3  
the rooskies compassionate side surfaces again. nice.

Reply

rann 1 year ago

Expand Replies (7) 

4  11  
In 45 years, me, a straight white male,mid-road inde‐
pendent, has been messed with by; rednecks, garden
variety bullies, white trash, white business criminals,
Hispanics, blacks, door to door religious peddlers, city
code goons, Republicans AND Democrats chipping
away at my rights, and criminal members of "law en‐
forcement". Never once had any trouble from a gay
More

Reply

Fustrated 1 year ago 0  0  
I guess Putin hasn`t re-discovered himself.

Reply

Tom 1 year ago 1  0  
Yawn Russia has become a drunken rustbucket with
nothing left but 900 nukes that would probably blow
up on the launch pad.....what a pathetic decline...well
at least Russia still act tough with gays and orphans!

Reply

Javid 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

3  4  
Arguing for gay rights is very different than arguing
against it. One group is fighting for their civil rights
while the other is fighting to force their beliefs on oth‐
ers and discriminate.

Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago 0  3  
First they came for the homosexuals, but I didn't
speak up, because I was not a homosexual...

Reply

chasman 1 year ago 2  6  
Finally, a country with some backbone!

Reply

Gene C 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  5  
How do you say I'd like to defect to your country in
Russian/

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  5  
Conservatives in bed with Commie fascists and mili‐
tant religionist fundamentalists ... same as it was 25
years ago.

Reply

X 1 year ago 2  4  
Get 'em up against the wall! That one in the spotlight,
he don't look right! Get him up against the wall! And
that one looks Jewish... and that one's a #$%$! Who
let all this riff raff into the room? That one's smoking a
joint! And that one's got spots! If I had my way, I'd
have all of you shot!More
Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  0  
So if KISS performs Hooligan in Moscow, what does
that cost?

Reply

DarkGreen 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  2  
There goes the Russian Fashion, Decor, and Entertain‐
ment Industry!!!
Gays comprise a significant proportion of fashion de‐
sign, interior decor, arts, and entertainment... 
Oh Snap! Russians can replace all these with copious
consumption of VODKA!More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  0  
well they can imigrate tooooo America to help socially
engeneer ....the new America,,,,,homosexual marriage
and all

Reply

Steven 1 year ago
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0  3  
Will they get a cell next to P*ssy Riot? Equal rights for
all!

Reply

tufluv 1 year ago 1  0  
That means that Vladimir Putin is "Putin" it to the
gays? Shame, now he can't use the nickname Vlad
the Impaler when he's around the boys at the Kremlin.

Reply

Chuck 1 year ago 2  8  
It's interesting that the U.S.A. now leads the world in
number of prisoners per capital.... We have a corrupt‐
ed Attorney General, a Corrupted Treasury Depart‐
ment, and some say, a corrupt congress, all led by a
President who won't open his college transcripts for
scrutiny while demanding others to show their person‐
al data. I rather don't care if people want to be a same
More

Reply

MechanicalMan 1 year ago 1  3  
Now all of you bigots can just move to Russia and live
in blissful oppression. Don't forget to pack a scarf.

Reply

M. 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  10  
Sad day for millions of Russians...and sad they for hu‐
manity and the world.

Reply

There are bigger problems than this! 1 year ago
0  0  If more gays are in the military,

would there be fewer wars? Russia
should study this. They fared poorly
during the last two world wars. The
third one would not be better.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  2  
So Putin is your new role model for morality? Why
stop there? Satan is only a tad more to the right.

Reply

No2Extremism 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

0  3  
Well,... completely alienating/abusing their gay, bisex‐
ual, lesbian, and other citizens will be a great blessing
to the various intelligence services around the world,
including our own C.I.A.... How much do you want to
bet that Irans' regime has long shot itself in the foot by
such (even much MORE so...) grotesquely thuggish
barbarism(?)... REAL smart "comrades",... it merely
More

Reply
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Lone Wolf 1 year ago 0  2  
Now all that Russia has to do is kick out all illegals
and ban Mosgues ..

Reply

Kmac 1 year ago 0  5  
Looks like "Glee" won't be coming to Russia anytime
soon.

Reply

Jae 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  6  
Well, even if you don't agree with it, you do have to
give Russia props for not following western world
trends.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 7  23  
Disgusting homosexual filth.
Putin and Russia doing exactly the right thing.
Why is America on the wrong side of this issue?

Reply

Doug B 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

0  2  
I am so glad We The People of the United States of
America have freedom of speech, right to assembly
and petition, and the freedom of religion.

Reply

coachrdp 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  3  
The Dems ought to love this. The #$%$'s cant pro‐
duce any more tax payers.

Reply

Deter Balough 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  4  
At first glance, it looked like they were following us
and baning guns, but alas, they are baning gays. For‐
got that no one but the military and the mafia have
guns over there. I wish them well, but human nature is
sort of an intractable thing, and people are going to do
what comes naturally, or unnaturally. So glad to see
that they are so prosperous and happy that they can
More

Reply

StephanieP 1 year ago 1  3  
Boy, anyone who has anything at all that distinguishes
them at all had better watch out in Russia. We're talk‐
ing, blue eyes, big ears, shortness, too tall? etc. And I
noticed that one of the religions stuck its nose in. How
about if they imprison hypocrites or would that over‐
whelm them?More
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Reply

Bill Moody 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  7  
The USA can no longer adopt Russian children, but I
bet they'd gladly send their gay population our way...

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago 2  6  
There are several forms of hate. Some forms are overt;
some just hide behind the Christian Bible and call ho‐
mosexuals an abomination; some even say they hate
the sin and love the sinner - all of the forms have the
same devastating effect on a group of innocent peo‐
ple.More
Reply

Cassandra 1 year ago 0  4  
Almost, almost, but not quite like our friend Saudi Ara‐
bia.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  7  
"On the next day, an Orthodox priest said he regretted
that his religious role had not allowed him to partici‐
pate in the beating."

Sounds like the priest needs a good dose of his own
medicine. Conservative thug trash.More

Reply

noone 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  2  
America...take notes.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  14  
I Agree with the Russians.

Reply

WilliamH 1 year ago 0  1  
Let's see how does that go? i think it starts, "We the
people.." and then " All men are created equal...ex‐
cept homos.." and then what hmm.......

Reply

OG 1 year ago 1  6  
I just can't understand WHY so many people even
care whom others like to go to bed with. How does
the choice of sexual partner affect ANYTHING else
about a person? Blonde or brunette, thin or fat, man
or woman -- what does it matter?
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Reply

Lydia1 1 year ago 0  1  
One-word answer should suffice. Fail.

Reply

eric 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

0  4  
I love how all you freedom fighters jump ship when it's
something you don't agree with. Do you believe in
freedom or not? You're the same people that argued
that slavery was supported by the bible.

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  8  
There are several forms of hate. Some forms are overt;
some just hide behind the Christian Bible and call ho‐
mosexuals an abomination; some even say they hate
the sin and love the sinner - all of the forms have the
same devastating effect on a group of innocent peo‐
ple.More

Reply

Brad 1 year ago 2  6  
Sounds awesome!

Reply

User 1 year ago 0  3  
Don't worry Russia will start exporting these slightly
flawed souls here to the USA

Reply

joseph 1 year ago 1  0  
Kiss me, let's play Russian Roulette.

Reply

Jesus=Only Way 2 God 1 year ago 0  0  
Yes. Good move, comrades! The US can't threaten
the Ruskies over this, they have a lot of missiles. Too
bad Russia is on the wrong side in the Book of revela‐
tion.

Reply

I'M Lovin' It 1 year ago 3  7  
As the US push for more gay rights, the other parts of
the world are pushing for less! Let's you know how in
touch Obama is with the rest of the world...

Reply

Norm 1 year ago
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0  3  
All this talk about sodomy makes me wish my wife
would hurry back from the store.

Reply

Octavius 1 year ago 2  3  
Something else to add to the immigration reform plat‐
form.

Reply

sharon 1 year ago 4  11  
sodomites,,,nasty,,nasty

Reply

Callas123 1 year ago 1  2  
Russia is a cesspoll of corruption and thievery. If you
visit there watch your belongs all the time. Even on the
Amazing race one teams belongings were stolen!!!!!!!!!

Reply

B G W 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  3  
I did not realize that Russia was that backwards.

Reply

oldman 1 year ago 1  7  
We knock down one wall, only to build new ones. The
Soviets were against all religion and now that religion
is accepted in Russia, the Russian Orthodox Church is
partnering with the Kremlin against its gay citizens. I
guess the self-righteous always know what best for
everyone else.More
Reply

Darcy Barnes 1 year ago 0  7  
Putin is the hooligan!! another horrible human be‐
ing!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Reply

Tony 1 year ago 2  3  
Let's see, repressing the gays, bringing back the Cos‐
sacks, rigged elections, chosen successors. Yep,
things are back to normal in the good ol' USSR. Care‐
ful, Georgia, Vlad looks like he's going all the way, full-
retro, and heading back to the 50's. 

Ah, Cold War, how I've missed you ...
More

Reply

matt 1 year ago 2  9  
I fought three wars against communisms and I never
thought that I would ever have any thing good to say
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Expand Replies (2) 

about the Russians. But I applaud their sense of
morality and decency when it comes to dealing with
perverts .
More

Reply

Gino 1 year ago 0  1  
In YES OPEN CORRUPTION is LEGAL IN MOSCOW

Reply

scorpluvr 1 year ago 1  5  
Back to the closet where it belongs

Reply

Dude 1 year ago 2  3  
They should play reruns of the James Bond movie
from Russia with Love.

Reply

Andy 1 year ago 3  7  
Sweet

Reply

A M G 1 year ago 1  2  
"You don't have any human rights down there," he
said. "Anything can be done to you with impunity."
and liberals want a bigger government.... HA.. they
have no idea....

Reply

Steve 1 year ago 3  11  
Smart move.

Reply

A Person 1 year ago 0  5  
The world needs to ban gays and gay propaganda.

Reply

jerry 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

6  22  
Now that's progress ! Good job

Reply

Roy 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  3  
wow maybe its time to move back to russia

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (1) 

2  6  
You can be gay if you join us in our international credit
card fraud business otherwise known as our national
pastime

Reply

Norm 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  3  
One minute the communist and socialist are going to
ruin America's way of life, the next minute they are an
example for America to follow because of anti-gay
legislation.

Reply

rickw 1 year ago 0  4  
I think that all these Russian lovers here should move
there. What's a little loss of freedom to you since you
enjoy taking away freedoms here.

Reply

Wise Old Man 1 year ago 2  6  
Banning any thing doesn't make it go away! Try ban‐
ning Islam and see if it goes away. The Russian
church is just hiding it's head in the sand.

Reply

Carl 1 year ago 0  0  
For those who think church and state should act to‐
gether this is the result, as it is with the muslim coun‐
tries!!

Reply

nathan 1 year ago 0  2  
Ah I love how humans try to act like they are better
than animals. It's in human nature to hate each other.
Survival. We will destroy each other. Good riddance.

Reply

sandman77 1 year ago 1  0  
Putin a queen ?, him and ole limp wrist franks could
forge a bond

Reply

Wise Old Man 1 year ago 1  3  
Just another example of a crocked-up religion! A
friend once told me he never let religion get in the way
of his good sense!

Reply

nathan 1 year ago
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0  2  
Putin is just manipulating the Orthodox church so he
can stay in power. He doesn't give 2 #$%$ about gay
people.

Reply

Corona 1 year ago 2  13  
Well looks like Obama will not be visiting there!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  7  
Flock the gay agenda...

Reply

cjj 1 year ago 1  2  
Get Ready Gays ...Just as soon as President X is in
office ...He will do the same thing ...All gays will be
banned in this country also...Presidents dont have to
follow the law...Just ask democraps and Obama...they
break them everyday...LOL..!!!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  13  
Russia is sounding more and more like a Republican
heaven.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  7  
I suppose our butt pirates won't.be going to Russia
anytime soon...

Reply

EvilLawyerBarsKilledJFK 1 year ago 0  
2  God speed Russia, I am on my way. I want to

leave #$%$gy Klaggy schizo insane nation.
Thx 'Worthless Goyim Windsurfing (Dubuque
Iowa Corn Fed ) Animal'

Reply

Krysium 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  8  
well I havent heard of kids massacring each otehr in
russian schools, maybe they ahve a point. we have let
our self control degrade as we embraced the "what
makes everyone feel good is right" atittude. Whats
next running man style game shows and child porn
made legal?More

Reply

Lissainlenoir 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (1) 

0  4  
We should just allow other countries to make their
own decisions and deal with their own societies as
they see fit and quit getting involved, unless that
country attacks us or our citizens. Let them take care
of their own business and we take care of ours, the
whole world would be better off.More

Reply

Anthony 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  3  
Anyone still think Putin is not Stalin's twin ?

Reply

Talon 1 year ago 2  6  
LOL!

Reply

American 1 year ago 4  13  
Wish they did this here. Sick of seing gays kissing and
explaining to my kids. Its gross. Even if you are hetero
there is a time and place to do this. Not out in public
trying to prove a point.

Reply

Michael 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  4  
Thank you, founding fathers, for establishing a CON‐

STITUTIONAL REPUBLIC, instead of a theocracy!!!!
"This loathsome combination of church and state." -
Thomas Jefferson.
"Strongly guarded is the separation between religion
and govenment in the Constitution of the United
States..." - James Madison.
More

Reply

autumnday21 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

0  0  
I only agree with the part about banning distribution of
sexual literature to minors. I think the same should be
done here. Homosexual or Heterosexual this kind of
material shouldn't be forced upon children.

Reply

Frank 1 year ago

Expand Replies (10) 

3  16  
Good move Russia. Wish more people in america
would stand against Immorality. Wish America would
stop with the propaganda that this abominable life‐
style is normal. It is not and is not healthy. I hope they
lock them up as well as fine them all 16k. I normally
don't congratulate Russia but this time they deserve it
regardless what the brain washed masses of America
More

Reply

Big Red 1 1 year ago
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0  2  
No.. repeat after me, I am not normal, I am not nor‐
mal.....

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  1  
"Until this #$%$ gets off of Russian land, I fully share
the views of those who are trying to purge our mother‐
land of it," Rev. Sergiy Rybko was quoted as saying.

Come to my country, father, we will send you home
nailed to a cross.More
Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  0  
I must crush you.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 0  5  
I always find it amazing (and pitiful) that people hold
up signs and say "hell yeah this freedom and that free‐
dom should be taken away from this group I don't
like", forgetting, conveniently of course, that freedoms
are privileges and when they start being taken away
its a snowball effect. 
My family is from Russia- there's a reason we came to
More

Reply

Reverend Clint 1 year ago 0  1  
the next libertairian/tea bagger paradise

Reply

Spikey 1 year ago 0  2  
If they didn't flaunt their sexual preference, nobody
would care. Keep waving the gay flag and problems
will come with it.

Reply

Douglas 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  9  
Time to think about moving to Russia

Reply

Stewie 1 year ago 1  5  
No more cockinov in the poopski for YOU!!! HA!! HA!!
HA!!

Reply

Dee 1 year ago 1  1  
While this looks like homophobia, it isn't. Banning US
adoptions and gays is part of something bigger. Rus‐
sia is unique. When they develop a game plan, they
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act. Our explainations are too simplistic. Methinks the
Bear is trying to form Muslim allies. Gays are just a
small thorn in their side. Bigger, more ominous thingsMore

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  7  
The right doesn't want Government telling them what
to do, yet they want to dictate to Gay's and tell
women how to treat their bodies.

Reply

Pascal 1 year ago 0  1  
There there calm down

Reply

clem 1 year ago 1  3  
well i guess all gay russians should move to the USA
for the gay rights and welfare checks

Reply

LumL 1 year ago 0  2  
I had no idea I was a hooligan.

Reply

Bytheway 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

4  14  
If you want to cornhole each other into oblivion can
you just have the common decency to do it in private?

Reply

Dream 1 year ago 3  10  
It si their country...you dont like it...move

Reply

M 1 year ago 1  1  
Good thing we got rid of communism, right?

Reply

Tim 1 year ago 0  1  
How will I ever realize my dream of adopting a gay
Russian child now?!

Reply

knuckledragginrightwingnutjob 1 year ago
0  1  FACT: Most things following the

word "FACT:" are made up on the
spot.

Reply
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Dave 1 year ago 0  1  
FACT: According to WHO (World Health Organization)
fully 80% of ALL persons on Earth who are living with
HIV / AIDS are HETEROSEXUAL. Most of those per‐
sons live in Sub-Saharan Africa.

Reply

Princess Jean 1 year ago 0  8  
Homosexuality was once considered a mental illness
because the behavior mimicked that of an addict or a
reaction to a trauma. This was not a bigoted diagno‐
sis, but a conclusion after 100+ years of research by
mental health professionals. Homosexuality was
showed to have occurred in people from something as
simple as loneliness or to a reaction as something se‐
More

Reply

Robert Paulson 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

1  6  
There you go social conservatives, move to Russia
and join the ultra orthodox church.

Reply

Dave 1 year ago 0  1  
You can't legislate human nature. The notion that you
can legislate human nature demonstrates a failure of
Russian theocracy. Remember the Salem witch trials?

Reply

Ronald 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  3  
Great.....Then maby all the tea jerks will move perma‐
nently to Russia.

Reply

Somedunce Kid 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

4  13  
Down with COLON JOUSTING, throw all sissies#$%$
in gaols deepest holes with other sodomites.

Reply

Dave 1 year ago 0  1  
If god had wanted me to be otherwise, he / she would
have created me to be otherwise. "To Each His Own",
Shakespeare.

Reply

D. 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  14  
Ya know, I dont care for the whole idea of homosexu‐
ality and I'm not a subscriber, but even stronger than
that feeling is that our country is free. I dont have to
like how people are in their personal life, but I do toler‐
ate it because our country is based on individual free‐
dom.More

Reply
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Dave 1 year ago 0  1  
If you are straight, keep it to yourself !!!!!!!!!!!

Reply

hard 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  1  
Great now San Francisco and New York are going to
be invaded by an exodus of Russian Gays destined
for freedom. Thanks President Puto.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  3  
Maybe Putin isn't such a bad guy after all, eh?

Reply

Ferd Burfel 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  3  
Hmm a backlash. Russia is of course going too far,
criminalizing homosexuality is taking a step back‐
wards into the dark ages. But, you could make the ar‐
gument that the West has gone too far as well. Forc‐
ing society to accept homosexuality as wonderful and
pure doesn't sit well with most people either. There is
a middle ground, tolerance of homosexuality is fine,
More

Reply

linda 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  4  
Hope people read this! Our country is not so
bad!!!!!!!!!!!!

Reply

American for American 1 year ago 1  3  
I'm moving to RUSSIA!!!!

Reply

theodorew 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  2  
Strange how the former Soviet Union is now embrac‐
ing conserative values when the west has abandoned
its long held moral values.

Reply

Col Korn 1 year ago 1  1  
GREAT NEWS
Now all the repukes will be moving to Russia

Reply

MARC 1 year ago 1  0  
anti-gay activists ... hit them with snowballs.
in USA not snowballs, gunfire!

Reply
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Bodhidharma 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

4  10  
wonder how many in the politburo are of different sex‐
ual orientation.

Reply

Honeylocust 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  0  
Hey you Russian gays go to CA but don't come to AR.

Reply

Bill Bill 1 year ago

Expand Replies (22) 

38  126  
Good for Russia, I'm so sick of the gay agenda!

Reply

RASCALZ 1 year ago 0  2  
I guess I'll have to change my vacation plans.

Reply

joe h 1 year ago 1  0  
I guess this is the ultimate don't tell and they will do
the asking.

Reply

cad1949 1 year ago 2  2  
obama has offered to take all the gays for a small "do‐
nation" and promises them free citizenship.

Reply

cbecomis 1 year ago 1  3  
and gay people in the us think they have it bad lol!!!!

Reply

david 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

9  28  
Gay means: happy & light of heart. Boys that do with
boys are: HOMOSEXUAL. Call it what it is. Not so
cutesy is it? HOMOSEXUAL.

Reply

J.E.H. 1 year ago 1  4  
Wow. Sounds like the Salem witch trials.

Reply

Slick Willy 1 year ago 4  13  
"Hooliganism" = engaging in any lifestyle practice of
which Putin and his cronies are intolerant.

Reply
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elad 1 year ago 1  3  
Should be a great Gay Pride parade in Siberia coming
this Winter.

Reply

MoreCOWBELL 1 year ago 2  3  
Russia is everything that America is not, imprisoning a
band for free speech, outlawing Americans from
adopting children because of openly violating human
rights and now being gay is a federal crime. I seriously
have very little respect for their government and they
have officially become of the as shole of the world.More
Reply

They Live 1 year ago 1  2  
Don't judge others faults based on your own opinion.
That is how wars start and people are killed. If you
know someones faults why mock them?

Reply

RAPTOR 1 year ago 1  6  
Russia finally got something right.

Reply

Wolv1000 1 year ago 0  1  
Playing in the background of the homosexuality ban
and the adoption ban is the fact that Russia's tradi‐
tional populations (white or turkic) are collapsing and
their great land mass is threatened by both the Chi‐
nese and the muslims. Without nukes Russia would
be swept away post haste. Now it will just take a little
longer. The Russians/Siberians on the periphery prefer
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  3  
Hey paranoids! Putin is calling you home. Go live in
repressive Russia with such high morals unlike the
dirty liberal freedoms you enjoy here. No guns allowed
though.

Reply

grunt 1 year ago 0  3  
And a religion runs the country. Because, as history
has shown, that never goes wrong.

Reply

Rowan Rowan 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  7  
...and this, my friends, is what the social justice peo‐
ple should be fighting, not whether or not a 12 year
old boy uses the word "gay" as a pejorative.

Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago 1  0  
why dont you guys just move to states that have laws
that are more in-line with your beliefs? if enough peo‐
ple do it, when the voting comes around everyone
like-minded will vote for their beliefs and create per‐
fect states of conservative, liberals, and some middle-
ground states. wow what a conceptMore
Reply

K1NG 1 year ago 1  0  
In Mother Russia, road forks you!!!

Reply

Charles 1 year ago 0  2  
Coming to a hyper-religious, nationalistic country near
you...

Reply

Jeff 1 year ago 0  2  
I thought guns were already banned in Russia-----
huh?........OH, GAYS! Are they dangerous?

Reply

Malcolm Indamiddle X 1 year ago 1  2  
Homosexuality is nature's way of slowing the spread
of the viral plague known as mankind. There are too
many humans on the planet right now. Let the fruits
be fruits. Don't let them bother you. Pass laws against
all lewd public behavior to keep them, and anyone
else, from engaging in improper public displays of vul‐
garity and be done with it. Otherwise, live and let live.
More

Reply

Yahoo censorship 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

1  3  
I have one thing to say... Where can I get my applica‐
tion for Citizenship!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 0  1  
Ayn Rand wrote about these tactics in 1957 - still true
today.

Reply

Fatdogtavern 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  6  
I love Russia! Outlaw gays and 13% income tax, SIGN
ME UP!

Reply

Murphy 1 year ago
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1  2  
That is going to be the least of the worries the Rus‐
sians will have coming from camrad despot Putin.

A fool who didn't see what he was about....Putin/Stal‐
in/Lenin

Reply

Bill 1 year ago 1  5  
What do you call an Arab with a goat under one arm
and a sheep under the other?. *.*. Bisexual!.

Reply

El Kabong 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

4  9  
I liked it better when Gays were in the closet & weren't
all in your face about it. I'm getting sick & tired of the
Gay Agenda.

Reply

X 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

7  22  
And suddenly... all the conservatives think Russia real‐
ly has it going on.

Reply

Robert 1 year ago 1  2  
This has been an ongoing issue in Russia for decades,
as most of the women there look like men anyways.
Not sure this law is going to help.....

Reply

Earl 1 year ago 1  9  
Is it possible that the USA and RUSSIA are exchang‐
ing positions on moral and christian beliefs? WE
NEED TO RETHINK OUR VALUES AND REINSTATE
THEM!! GET BACK TO THE CHRISTIAN VALUES THIS
GREAT NATION ONCE SHARED!!

Reply

Peter 1 year ago 1  5  
I think there might be a lesson here....

Reply

gogo 1 year ago 2  2  
"or we will be a Christian people who live in our God-
protected land in purity and godliness." Add that with
nuclear weapons, poverty, death squads, terrorists,
drug and arms dealers.

Reply

Don'T Be A Hypocrite 1 year ago
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1  5  
So, liberal free nations have legalized Gay Marriage,
but dictatorships, Theocracies, and Communist coun‐
tries have not. 
Sounds about right.

Reply

JS 1 year ago

Expand Replies (13) 

27  81  
Gays.....if you want to be gay then be gay. That is your
lifestyle choice. That's between you and whatever
God you do (or don't) believe in. But don't expect the
rest of us to hop on the gay bandwagon and laud
you're lifestyle, and make certain laws for you. You
chose your lifestyle, now live with it!More

Reply

old guy 1 year ago 1  4  
Wow. Now Russia won't have any gays. Just like Iran.
They don't have any either. Just ask their Pres
Imanutjob.

Reply

Richard 1 year ago 1  3  
The bill is part of an effort to promote traditional Russ‐
ian values as opposed to Western liberalism, which
the Kremlin and church see as corrupting Russian
youth

LOL! They have republicans in Russia?More
Reply

stella 1 year ago 1  3  
Can't wait to hear the American communists, such as
Valarie Jarret raise their voices against this.

Reply

Johanna 1 year ago 1  4  
"Traditional Russian values" haven't seemed to work
so well for Russia in the past...

Reply

MarkS 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  4  
Keeping people down is always a recipe for disaster.
This actually may be a good thing for now, as it will
spur change, particularly from the younger Russian
citizens.

Reply

Gary 1 year ago 1  0  
Hay you there. Yeah you comrade. Don't touch that
thing. If you do we will put you in prison and you will
spend the next ten years knitting women's panties.
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Now, put it down right now.

Reply

Dave 1 year ago 1  6  
Homophobia . . . that is sooooooo 80s!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Reply

Garrett 1 year ago 1  5  
Wow, Russia is not sick in the head.

Reply

Jack D H 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  6  
The sleaze and slime of the left is turning America into
the worlds sewer.

Reply

V 1 year ago 1  11  
Good job Russia, keep those sick homos out of the
public eye.

Reply

Phil 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

12  37  
Those Ruski's have the right idea.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  4  
Homosexuals, Muslims, Hindus, and Catholics HATE
the God of the Bible EQUALLY!!!!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  6  
More evidence religion is a cancer.

Reply

Scott 1 year ago

Expand Replies (11) 

5  10  
I feel really bad for the parents of gays, as you know
they never wanted them to be grow up to be gay.

Just like parents dont want their kids to end up in jail
or on drugs!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  5  
If I was a woman, Id be a lesbian.

Reply

jerry frisque 1 year ago
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1  5  
Jailing a couple of girl punk rockers, attempting to end
US adoptions of Russian
orphans and now a planned pogram against gays in
Russia. If Vladimir Putin is
wondering why so many nations are so cold to his ap‐
proaches, he should look
no father than his mirror. The Churchills of the world
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  4  
So many countries still have moral values, But Ameri‐
ca keeps falling into disgust and indecency!! Soon this
country will just be a laughing joke. Other countries
look at us and wonder how can a country of such
strength just continue to fall. We have destroyed our‐
selves. We have no discipline anymore.More
Reply

James 1 year ago 1  4  
Good. This is a godless nation showing more restraint
and wisdom than the former USA. Anybody care
about what Jesus thinks about public policy lately, in‐
stead of what all the various special interest groups
think?

Reply

CANELO 1 year ago

Expand Replies (8) 

1  4  
....Russia opposed to West liberalism....as if homosex‐
uality was something that can be called "liberal" it‐
self.....a sexual orientation that comes out of the hu‐
man being "naturally", "uncontrolled", "involuntary",
"not deliberately", "unintentional", and consequently
"unchosen".....an insult to those professionals, Psy‐
chiatrists, Psychologists, and Researchers !!! 
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  4  
I think all the GLBT community in America should go
over there IMMEDIATELY, and stand in solidarity with
the Russian gays until Putin gets the message that he
is violating their human rights. They should also hold
their breath until it happens.

Reply

McBane 1 year ago 2  5  
America has a choice in its approach to homosexuali‐
ty. We can go the way of Russia, Africa, and the Mus‐
lim world or we can go the way of Europe.

Reply

GordonC 1 year ago 1  2  
I wonder if the; "t.A.T.u Girls", are going to stage a
protest.
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Reply

They Live 1 year ago 2  6  
Mankind is so opinionated and judgmental that we
make laws 
that make sure people don't have the right to live
there own free lives.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  9  
hey retards, you all remember our consitution right? i
used the consitution to defend my rights to bear arms
and ill use it to defend some gay, turd pusher the
same. liberty and justice FOR ALL, even the ones we
dont like

Reply

Walrus1956 1 year ago 2  3  
Maybe it's a little extreme in method but I certainly
agree with their attempt to promote traditional Russian
values as opposed to Western liberalism. Here we
have lesbianism, homosexuality, atheism, and deca‐
dence shoved down our throats and if we don't like it
we are prudes, prejudiced, or intolerant. No one stops
to think about those that really don't care what some
More

Reply

Noodlerr 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  2  
S is a NITWIT

Reply

. . 1 year ago 2  3  
the christian / muslim faith.......will be the downfall of
humanity....

Reply

William 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  7  
one of the few good ideas out of russia. gay life styles
are all immoral. public displays are disgusting.

Reply

Stelio Kontos 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

8  28  
So the Russian people demand a return to the strong
willed hand of the Empire!

Reply

Joe 1 year ago 1  6  
I almost hate to say it, but the Russians have the right
idea here.

In America, the politicians will bend over backwards
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(pun intended) to pander for the gay vote.
More
Reply

Noodlerr 1 year ago 2  3  
Ignoring Contexts btw is a favorite of ALL LIB writers
called Revisionists... they write hoping theose who
know are dead or with allzy's

Reply

B-D 1 year ago 1  5  
Help!!! America has fallen and can't get up!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Reply

Fnorb 1 year ago 1  1  
Woah, Russia is developing backwards, tumbling into
crazy times, removing the traces of freedom that were
left and turning it into a prison cell.

Reply

Russell Onks 1 year ago 2  3  
I love the "lost Americans" They "love" what they think
this country is , and have actually got to a place where
they now applaud Russia and curse American Citi‐
zens. You have to be a pretty hateful b hole to side
with Russia over good old American Freedom.

Reply

Mt. Pilot 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  2  
You can't legislslate sin out of existance. Perhaps the
Russian Orthodox church should spend a little bit
more time in telling the people how they can avoid the
punishment of hell, rather than pushing them towards
it.

Reply

American_Sigh 1 year ago 1  0  
Stalin, Trotsky, and Lenin were lovers....

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

2  2  
Another cautionary tale on the dangers of the church-
state collusion demanded by the GOP and the Christ‐
ian Taliban. Freedom-hating fascists.

Reply

bogart 1 year ago 1  2  
Now..if you don't find that picture repulsive, your con‐
tinence is seered.

Reply
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don c 1 year ago 1  0  
YPA!!!

Reply

Noodlerr 1 year ago 2  3  
Because Russians are the ugliest pcs of #$%$ on
Planet earth

Reply

Life is good! 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

1  4  
In MY long View. If you are gay that is great. I dont
wanna know and dont really care..keep it in the bed‐
room and live your life. when you put it out there to
much. I guess this is what it gets you in say Russia.
Last time I checked. being gay is not a right,reli‐
gion,nationality or country. More

Reply

Dave 1 year ago 1  6  
"We must make it clear that a platform of 'I hate gay
men and women' is not a way to become president of
the United States.", former President Jimmy Carter.
Maybe intolerance will work in these backward com‐

munist countries, but not here in the USA!!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  3  
Gays suck.

Reply

Mere 1 year ago 1  5  
Ah yes, censoring the media, arresting people for be‐
ing homosexual and allowing the church to dictate
government policy....it's the Republican utopia!!! Per‐
haps you guys would be more comfortable living in
Russia after all, if these laws pass you won't have to
put up with those sinful gays anymore lol.More
Reply

CUL8R 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  4  
Mass, CA, get ready for Sodomizing Russians !!

Reply

Morpheous 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  4  
Only our future generations wil tell if the world's great
nations can withstand this rot from within.. In return
for a brief and barren lifestyle of promiscuity, we are
turning our backs on thousands of years of culture,
heritage, and the teachings of our greatest minds.

Reply
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Sean 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

3  6  
Just like the conservative religious republicans, they
do not want individuals, they want drones, conformity,
obedience. Sounds alot like the church and its "rule
book". Sounds like if everyone thought what you did,
people would be very easy to CONTROL...idiots.

Reply

the american patriot 1 year ago 1  5  
To put an end to all this bull. Just keep your sexual de‐
sires and exabitions in the bedroom were they belong.
I don't kiss in public and I am not going to let anyone
see me having sex other then the person I am having
it with.

Reply

GW 1 year ago

Expand Replies (11) 

20  79  
Thomas Jefferson..."History, I believe, furnishes no ex‐
ample of a priest-ridden people maintaining a free civil
government. This marks the lowest grade of igno‐
rance, of which their political as well as religious lead‐
ers will always avail themselves for their own pur‐
pose." - to Baron von Humboldt, 1813More

Reply

Javid 1 year ago 2  2  
Typical argument of "protecting our children" being
used to justify hatred. In reality all they are doing is
spreading the hate.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  5  
It's funny that when a story about attacking gay rights
come up, the conservative trash come on here and
yammering about gay people "forcing" things and
"shoving" things down their throats. What they're real‐
ly whining about is that gay people, like the ones in
the picture, refuse to be intimidated by them and
won't live in the closet. So the next time some bloated
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  4  
ill be honest, i dont like openly flamboyant gays, but i
still think this law is wrong, im an American, i believe
in freedom and liberty FOR ALL. even the ones i dont
like

Reply

James Keeley 1 year ago 2  4  
Russia, get ready to receive a slew of bigots.

Reply
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Cap'n Swizzlestick 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

12  36  
Good for them! Some people still know what perver‐
sion is!

Reply

Scott 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  2  
I don't see how if a baby has 99.9% chance of living,
their life can be ended!

I find it sad, that most gays don't support life! Its a
huge double standard!

Reply

Sean 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  4  
So does this mean the republicans have to stop telling
everyone that Obama is communist?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  2  
TEABAGGER are homsexuals living in West Holly‐
wood and Frisco.....

Reply

Professor X Ambassador 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  
5  Never thought I'd stand with Russia on any‐

thing. Here is the thing about American gays,
they FORCE IT DOWN YOUR THROAT. (No
pun intended.) If you're gay? Keep it to your‐
self. I don't want to have you flaunt it in my
face and in my kid's face. Half naked parading
through the streets, attacking people's charac‐
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  7  
Putin is the G.O.P.'s kind of man.

Reply

Scott 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  1  
Who says we're all created equal? Babies are aborted
everyday!

We're supposed to be endowed from our creator, with
the rights of life, liberty and the pursuit happiness, but
it only applies to some! HUGE double standard!More

Reply

Fnorb 1 year ago

Expand Replies (10) 

5  10  
You can only oppress millions for a certain time. Then
they will either achieve equal rights, or things will turn
ugly.

Reply
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Thomas 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

3  6  
Those who hate gays usually are the downtrodden
and the ignorant. If I was a Christian, I would have to
feel sorry for them. Oh wait, that is the cause of the
hatred to begin with.

Reply

bald eagle 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  6  
Maybe we could send all our butt rangers to Russia,
and he will recycle them for us. We can even through
in Obama as a bonus, since he likes them so much as
well.

Reply

Scortch Dearth 1 year ago 2  3  
But, but ... who will design their window displays?
Who will be their interior designers? Who will come up
with fabulous new women's attire?

Just who will chase their underage congressional
pages around?More
Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  5  
Religion isn't the issue people. It's morality. We are
lots of different religions, and you will find the non-reli‐
gious on the same side as the religious against im‐

morality. No one wants trash thrown in their yard. No
one wants promiscuity, and the numerous diseases it
spreads, whether the peoole are straight or gay. I
know many atheists who hate smut every bit as much
More

Reply

1America 1 year ago 2  5  
Finally, a country where bigoted pseudo-Christians
can live in peace. Pack your bags, comrades.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  2  
It never ceases to amaze me how the most hateful
and violent comments tend to come from those claim‐

ing to be Christians, and are doing so in the name of
their god. And they wonder why membership in orga‐
nized religion has been dropping.

Reply

CK 1 year ago 2  3  
That's one way to hold the line against militant GAYS

Reply

A Yahoo User 1 year ago
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3  7  
Finally !!!! A place where Conservatives, the Tea Party
and the Evangelicals can find exactly what they're
looking for. 

A place that fits with their political and social views.

Communist Russia !!!!
More

Reply

Hubert Comberdale 1 year ago 4  10  
Alot of butt holes can relax in Russia today.

Reply

Yitsdik 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  3  
If everybody were gay, humanity would die out in one
generation.

Reply

John Z 1 year ago 2  3  
KGB.... Killin' Gay Boys....

Reply

Jeffery 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  4  
I can see that there are many people here that don't
believe in the Constitution. After all, equal rights for
means equal rights for all, whether you like them or
not.

Reply

anthony hunnicutt 1 year ago 7  20  
damn I wish we had such politicians

Reply

Russ Brooks 1 year ago 2  4  
Russia NEVER supported human rights to begin with
anyway!!! Down with Russia and whatever it is that
they stand for!!!

Reply

kali 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  4  
What! How are GOP congressmen and senators going
to visit Russia on jaunts now?

Reply

NWOISHERE 1 year ago 2  2  
I'm moving to Russia!

Reply

RK 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (1) 

3  7  
Now American conservatives can move to Russia.

Reply

DavidS 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  7  
Absolutely, they should stick with traditional Russian
values like tyranny and intolerance of minorites.

Reply

Capt. Howdy 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

5  15  
Here in America we let <2% of a population dictate
policy in Russia they aren't going to. 
Here in America, #$%$ Marriage is struck down
EVERY time it's voted on yet demented Judges (S)hit
on the peoples vote, Not in Russia.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  6  
Why do gays feel as though they have some right to
gross people out with their perversions? I don't want
my son watching two #$%$ making-out in public.
Keep your sex in the bedroom where it belongs.

Reply

Frank 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  5  
"The bill is part of an effort to promote traditional
Russian values as opposed to Western liberalism,
which the Kremlin and church see as corrupting Russ‐
ian youth ". He folks, regardless if you agree or dis‐
agree, it is THEIR country and they can run it like they
want to.More

Reply

Caxton 1 year ago 3  7  
Well, there you have it, people called Africa backwards
just because they find homosexuality disgusting, to
the extent that the UK prime minister threatened to
put sanctions on any African Nation with Anti-gay law.
Now Cameron, are you going to threaten Russia with
Sanctions? you wouldn't dare. Only have the gut to
bully smaller nations.
More

Reply

Michael 1 year ago 2  5  
Way to go!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 5  17  
Who ever thought Russia would be a country we
would someday look up to as being the sane one?

Reply
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Gooozoo 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  6  
Smart, very smart...Send the #$%$, #$%$, homos,
lesbos back into the closet. Put the dealers, pimps,
drugers, gun runners, crooks/thieves in jail (toss the
key). Put away sickos, wackos, perverts and killers
forever. Russia will be a great place to live then. Low
taxes are a plus.More

Reply

David A 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  3  
California is Full--We have Illegal's and it has taken it's
toll on Our economy Big Time!!
Benefit Programs cost $Billion's & $Billions/Year in
California alone, We The People
USA/Citizen's have paid for Illegal's now we are
broke. Plus California has the Honor
of The Worst Run State 2 Years in a row!! Without a
More

Reply

Herbert Hoover's Ghost 1 year ago 2  
3  GOP: Vote for us. Our policies have been en‐

dorsed by the Kremlin

Reply

No Name 1 year ago 2  6  
So funny that christians weren't even allowed to prac‐
tice openly until a few years back, and now that they
can, they're showing their true hateful, commie colors.
Christians and russians are smut .

Reply

Dr. 1 year ago 2  5  
Obama is offering Free vibrators if they move here and
vote Liberal in the next election!

Reply

Dee 1 year ago 2  4  
What exactly are traditional Russian values? LOL

Reply

M S 1 year ago 2  6  
Seems Russia understands family values, unlike
Obananna pushing the Gay agenda on all Americans
and overriding his sworn oath to the Constitution. Life
, Liberty and Pursuit of happiness...??? Really
??...well maybe some people choose not to indoctri‐
nate their own children and family's with the Gay
agenda, maybe their idea of happiness is living in a
More

Reply

dangler 1 year ago 2  3  
Looks like Russia might be a good place to move to
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Expand Replies (2) Reply

mikec 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  4  
A liberal in a tight spot..liberals support gays , that is
agiven then liberals also support muslims and com‐

munism . So when the chips are down guys ,muslims
or communist ..who do liberals support?

Reply

Bluejacket 1 year ago 2  3  
And gays think they have it rough here

Reply

3 of 5 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  4  
Putin declares war on buttpirates.

Reply

Herbert Hoover's Ghost 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  
5  Republicans: In Proud company with Commu‐

nists and Jihadists. Now we now why those
secessionisst are coming out of the woodwork

Reply

bopdaddy 1 year ago 3  8  
if it wasn't so tragic it would comical as the Russian
and our Christians are in agreement concerning treat‐
ment of gay folks

Reply

Archie Bunker 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  6  
I'm even prouder of my Russian heritage than ever.

Reply

Earthquakers 1943 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  2  
Look up the "Subversion Factor" by G. Edward Griffin
on the internet and you'll find it on youtube, and you'll
see how they've infiltrated the U.S. with their treason
since the 1920s to present.

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago 2  7  
slowly but surely the nemesis becomes the hero. look
at the liberals, they say its ok to be gay, the russians
dont. the russians stopped communism in their coun‐
try, only to have liberals here take up the torch. i hope
adolf shows up soon, thats my families point of ori‐
gin,,More
Reply
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mikekelly 1 year ago 2  6  
You don't know how lucky you are. Back in the USSR.
THE BEATLES

Reply

soraye 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  5  
Down with the #$%$ and all the homosexuals that are
destroying the American fabric and everything that
once made it great.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  7  
Ever notice how conservatives are always wetting
themselves and throwing hissy fits about all the base‐
less conspiracy theories about how their "rights" are
supposedly being taken away (with no proof, of
course) ... but then they're always cheerleading when
others are oppressed and rights are attacked? Truly
vile un-American trash.
More

Reply

Jack D H 1 year ago 2  3  
Act like slime, get treated like slime.

Reply

Bob 1 year ago 2  4  
Putin would be a better leader in America than Oba‐
ma. The former at least has the balls to make mean‐
ingful decisions.

Reply

JEFFREY 1 year ago 2  3  
I wouldn't vote for gay marriage but this law is ridicu‐
lous and would be unconstitutional in the U.S.

Reply

Richard 1 year ago 2  5  
If you want your daughter to be safe from aids... her
best chance is to become a lesbian.
LOL

Reply

Scott 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  3  
Hey, I guess the Russians are not that bad after all!

Reply

Scott 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  6  
Parents want the best for the their kids, which is way
they don't want them to grow up to be gay!

Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago 3  9  
Conservatives and militant religionism -- the twin dis‐
eases that result in fascism.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  2  
It never ceases to amaze when people finally get
some freedom the first thing they want to do is take it
way from someone else. I am straight and I could care
less what adults do in private. Traditional Russian val‐
ues? Like what happened to the Romanovs or do they
plan on spreading across Europe again?More
Reply

Thomas 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

4  8  
Many of the posters here criticize gays because of
their interpretation of a 2000 + year old manuscript
that condones genocide, executions, torture, incest,
rape and other immoral acts. They base it on a con‐
cept of "sin", a concept created by man. Luckily as
evil attitudes towards racial and gender discrimination
is dying out, immoral attitudes against gays will con‐
More

Reply

trueknowledge 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  8  
They should make a law like this in the United States.

Reply

KL 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

2  1  
I am sure some people will be happy about this. This
is something about these laws from Wikipedia
Lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender (LGBT) persons
in the Russian Fedration may face legal challenges not
experienced by non-LGBT residents, though many ad‐
vances have been made in the past two decades. As
of 2008 (when Men who have sex with men were final‐
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  5  
I you look back in history you will see that the adop‐
tion of sodomite practices has been the downfall of
many civilizations !!!

Reply

ROBERT S 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  10  
they have a degenerate government and even they
know homosexuality is wrong. the more immoral
america gets the further we will sink intyo oblivian.
with satan as president we are a lost nation. he will do
nothing to help us only destroy us so he can proclaim
himself king.More

Reply
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John 1 year ago 3  6  
Good!!!!!!!!!!!!

Reply

Fnorb 1 year ago 3  7  
When you read the comments of the haters, you real‐
ize just how much they have in common with the Tal‐
iban. Maybe they should team up?

Reply

GordonC 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

7  24  
"When dudes kissing dudes is outlawed, only outlaw
dudes will kiss other dudes!"

Reply

W. 1 year ago 2  6  
everyone has the right to be happy.

Reply

Torgo 1 year ago 2  4  
This is what social conservatism looks like.

Reply

Simba 1 year ago 2  4  
"Russia's widespread hostility to homosexuality is
shared by the political and religious elite."
This is a country with endemic alcoholism, corruption
and crime like Mexico and a life expectancy that is de‐
creasing with their population.
Oppression has a a way of of sucking the life out of a
country.
More

Reply

elsker 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  8  
Finally American conservatives can find someone else
besides militant muslims who share their point of view.
Must be reassuring to know what sort of company
they keep intellectually.

Reply

Tom 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

3  3  
Conservatives and communists have more in common
than they thought.

Reply

Dale Bird 1 year ago 3  11  
This is wonderful, Russia will become a class act
venue, not like the US where flaunting your queerness
is cosidered an okay thng to do!

Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  2  
If all conflicts could be settled with snowballs it would
be a better world, yes?

Reply

kathy 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  5  
"The legislation being pushed by the Kremlin and the
Russian Orthodox Church..." This is yet another ex‐
ample of religion being the root of all evil. 
Next, the Russians will ban the eating of shell fish.
They will always be a backward nation so long as they
listen to and take their marching orders from their sick
and disgusting Orthodox Church.
More

Reply

Tony D 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  10  
I side with the Kremlin and majority of Russians on
this one.

Reply

Pickaname 1 year ago 3  6  
Sounds like a good law.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  3  
CDDSF is a troll

Reply

RealAmericanPatriot 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  9  
Russia would be paradise for Republicans.

Reply

Wild Thing 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

3  10  
Banging your head against the wall and repeating "I
am normal" is not not normal.

Being gay is not normal.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  0  
I thought homosexuality did not exist in Russia. What
man in his right mind would want to kiss Nikita Kr‐
uschev?

Reply

Helorider 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  3  
"Same Sex Love" = Same sex sexual activity. What
does love have to do with it?

Reply
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Craig 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  4  
Yes, we absolutely must pass a law and constitutional
amendment declaring a marriage is between a man
and a woman. If we don't the world may end. Howev‐
er, that is not nearly enough. If you don't make more
laws and define it more thoroughly than that, then
cousins will marry each other and fathers will marry
their daughters and mothers their sons, and brothers
More

Reply

UpW 1 year ago 3  7  
People are not tied to a country any more, outlawing
this just means you will lose a lot of your creative peo‐
ple to another country. Your loss.

Reply

chris 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  8  
This brings hope for the world, if only other nations
are to follow. Look what's happened to our country,
these people are unbelievably sick and bring about
bad things of all kinds.

Reply

creditcollector 1 year ago 3  6  
Russia is starting to look more like the good old USA
used to look. Now we allow anything into this county,
freaks & illegals to roam our streets and have our
young dumbed down so much for the sake of "diversi‐
ty" many can't even make an intelligent choice as to
who to elect potus.More
Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  7  
We're going gay big time in this country and Putin is
cutting them out over there.

Reply

GG 1 year ago 3  8  
Goes to show you Boris & Natasha have more Morali‐
ty than America today, who would have ever Thunk it!

Reply

jimt 1 year ago 2  9  
The tea partiers have some place to go now!

Reply

ken 1 year ago 3  8  
Putin went to church the other day too. Hmmm

Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  4  
Russians: "Go away qu33rs! Put a cork in it."

Reply

Marc B 1 year ago 3  7  
"On the next day, an Orthodox priest said he regretted
that his religious role had not allowed him to partici‐
pate in the beating."
An interesting take on Christianity.

Reply

Ferd Burfel 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  5  
Hmm a backlash. Russia is of course going too far,
criminalizing homosexuality is taking a step back‐
wards into the dark ages. But, you could make the ar‐
gument that the West has gone too far as well. Forc‐
ing society to accept homosexuality as wonderful and
pure doesn't sit well with most people either. There is
a middle ground, tolerance of homosexuality is fine,
More

Reply

Watcher 1 year ago 3  7  
First the California gold rush next the California gay
rush.

Reply

Donny Coach 1 year ago 3  5  
An anti-gay law? I guess you take the barbarian out of
Russia but you can't take the barbarian out of them.
Another backward slide to the Dark Ages. Sad!

Reply

loren 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  7  
Will They test every straight Person in Russia? They
Need to make sure NONE breed a Gaybie! After All
That is the only way to make sure NO gays are Born.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  5  
Why are you looking at my but and you are not gay,
there are no gays, you are a heterosexual like every‐
one else, but for what ever reason, abuse, manipula‐
tion, curiosity, rebelling, lack of attention, propaganda
and promotion by the entertainment companies in mu‐
sic hollywood, news, fashion, art and science, recent
political liberalism in the west and america as obama,
More

Reply

Molon Labe 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  8  
We need that bill

Reply
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lyavu 1 year ago 4  14  
All I say is God made adam and eve not adam and
steve.

Reply

Elad 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

3  5  
I think Russia's anti#$%$ bill is a bit harsh but it's do‐
ing the right thing in the face of increasing homosexu‐
ality. For some reason this disease is increasing
throughout the world and needs to be stamped out
much the same as other dangerous diseases have
been.More

Reply

Skyflyer 1 year ago 2  3  
I think TV uses sex of all kinds too much as it's sub‐
ject. The soap operas are the worst.

Reply

Dave 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  9  
The Bible contains six admonishments to homosexu‐
als and 362 admonishments to heterosexuals. That
doesn't mean that God doesn't love heterosexuals.
It's just that they need more supervision.

Reply

G 1 year ago 1  3  
Give us your illegals, crimnals, drug dealers, child mo‐
lesters and homos.... We will move them to californa
land of the fruit and nuts.....

Reply

Your Obligatory Response 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  
6  when will our hollywood elite fly to Russia to

protest there like they do here? Oh,wait,I
know.....Never. They don't have the stones.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  6  
Ever notice how the anti-gay trash are such pathologi‐
cal liars? But it's not surprising, given that these con‐
servative thugs are cheerleaders for fascism and know
that lying is the only way to push their agenda be‐
cause the facts and the Constitution aren't on their
side. Un-American trash.More
Reply

JimP 1 year ago 3  7  
Well, I suspect American gays won't feel so bad now.

Reply
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Mohamad 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

6  15  
go Russia. as it should be. Russia, please adopt Cali‐
fornia.

Reply

Rich 1 year ago 2  4  
Comment;
Does anyone expect this President to act against a
fruitcake lifestyle, when there is speculation that he is
a switch hitter himself. Obama and Biden would yield
to any group to stay in office. I am glad Russia sees
#$%$ as what they are and puts the hammer down on
this type of open gay demonstrations. Hooray for Rus‐
More

Reply

cruitire 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  6  
First they come for the gays; and you cheer. Then,
they come for the Jews; and you cheer. Then, they at‐
tack the unions, and people of colour; whiile you qui‐
etly cheer. Then, they take your neighbour; and you
hide under the bed.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  5  
Sounds like something the republican party would go
for.

Reply

jo3077 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

1  5  
LOL....never thought the good, moral conservatives
and their hated Communists would ever have com‐

mon ground.

Reply

David 1 year ago 0  2  
Make Love not War. mom

Reply

#1Polock 1 year ago 1  4  
Two world powers heading in opposite directions.

Reply

GerryInColorado 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  2  
We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men
are created equal, that they are endowed by their Cre‐
ator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these
are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.--That to
secure these rights, Governments are instituted
among Men, deriving their just powers from the con‐
sent of the governed, --That whenever any Form of
More

Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

3  7  
Nice to know that American conservatives has the
same morals Russians. Was it every really a ques‐
tions?

Reply

Louisiana Stephen 1 year ago 1  1  
Russians are so backwards. No tolerance but yes
please to more corruption (and poisonings!) So muck
more Asian than European.

Reply

Debbie 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

4  6  
I wanted to throw up when I see that picture of the
same sex kissing. It is sick that they have to put there
life style out there maybe if they would of stayed in the
closet things like this would not have to happen.

Reply

Fabio 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  4  
Wow, I don't know how anyone can support that
regime in Russia? I would never support anyone who
would do that garbage here to anyone. I would rise
and try and stop the system that promotes this police
state. Maybe people will wake up and stop this
garbage from happening here?More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  5  
You would figure hammer and sickle would clash on a
rainbow flag.

Reply

Dedicated 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

4  3  
Russia is turning into the Germany of Hitler's time.

Reply

No Religion 1 year ago 1  2  
You can always count on the Christian Taliban to com‐

mit Human rights violations.

Reply

Gfh 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  3  
Youtube this:

bbc reported building 7 collapse 20 minutes before it
fell

its helairuosMore
Reply
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Nanook50 1 year ago 1  1  
I'm sure Putin would be happy to let the gays in Rus‐
sia come to the US, and Obama would embrace them.
nomesayin'

Reply

Frankie Coletta 1 year ago 1  3  
See, even Russia is smart enough to fight against
"western liberalism".

Reply

Dave 1 year ago 1  3  
If Putin was a muslim passing islam's anti-homosexu‐
al and anti-women laws, Obama would be giving bil‐
lions in foreign aid to Russia.

Reply

Angel G 1 year ago 1  2  
They should outlaw corruption but then there wouldn't
be any Russians left

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  3  
What AIDS couldn't do...Putin could!

Reply

TK3 1 year ago 2  2  
So much for "live free" in Red Russia.

Reply

Michael From Seattle 1 year ago 1  1  
Would Putin get in trouble for kissing little boys on the
tummy?

Go to YouTube and search for:
The kiss of Putin

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  0  
LGBT members. We are having a Gay Pride rally in
Moscow the first week in March. Call the office for
your airline tickets. Sorry, but you will have to make
hotel arrangements on your own.

Reply

Glenn S 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  4  
So i guess we want to be like Russia?

Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago 2  5  
Gays are always saying that all they want is to be
treated Equal. So I propose an amendment that pro‐
claims all Gays are equally perverted!

Reply

Christopher 1 year ago 2  3  
Rainbow Association? I've heard it all! Get ready Cali‐
fornia you are about to have an increase in Russians.

Reply

Nick 1 year ago 2  9  
Now a portion of Americans have a place to move to,
Russia!

Reply

David 1 year ago 4  7  
I don't celebrate perversion.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  1  
It's obvious Russia needs more lions.

Reply

Rusalkash 1 year ago 1  3  
Like it or not, but traditionally Russia's decisions ben‐
efit the majorities and minorities either trying to fit in to
it or get out. Seems much more logical to me then this
theater of absurd going on in this country. The majori‐
ties cowardly trying to make a look like they love
what's going on. 
So as a logical result here we are.
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  4  
You can't fix religious.

Reply

Dave 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  8  
Maybe the right wing homophobes would be happier
if they moved to Russia.

Reply

Michael 1 year ago 1  4  
"Strongly guarded is the separation between religion
and government in the Constitution of the United
States of America." - James Madison.

Reply
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davidh 1 year ago 1  1  
I am so confused, how a country with a government
said to be devoid of religious beliefs can take such a
moral stand, perhaps our argument of homosexuality
being so ungodly has finally wore itself out? or just,
there's not enough God fearing believers left to man
the defensive walls of moral corruption. I find it very
unsettling that Russia is holding the moral compass
More

Reply

Third Party V a g i n a 1 year ago 1  5  
I'm sure Obama would welcome them in the US...

Reply

Poverty Declares War 1 year ago 1  0  
Putin knows he can't come out of the closet no matter
how much karate he knows.

Reply

JohnETNSN 1 year ago 1  0  
NEWS FLASH! Russia executes the entire Olympic
team for deviant behavior. Russian Cosmonaught
takes final spacewalk with fellow spaceman. Russian
porn industry tanks.

Reply

No O 1 year ago 1  1  
should say emperor putin changes reality to suit his
own fantasy once again...fool will not last much
longer, some one will put him down....

Reply

x 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  7  
>>>make it illegal nationwide to provide minors with
information that is defined as "propaganda of sodomy,
lesbianism, bisexuality and transgenderism." 

You know - THIS isn't that bad of an idea!

Reply

Art Faye 1 year ago 0  3  
Legislating morality creates a criminal class where
there is none. It hasn't worked for the past 5000
years, but one more try just might do it. (that was sar‐
casm in case you knuckle-draggers missed it)

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 5  10  
Way to go Russia!! Who would have thought that a
once communist society would be so correct on this
one. Branding the gay movement as wrong. The US
should be listening to this and doing the same......be‐
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Expand Replies (3) 

cause LGBT lifestyle IS WRONG.More
Reply

Tim 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  2  
Gay Russians will flock to California by the thousands,
while Real Americans will flock to Texas by the mil‐
lions. Now we can understand how ancient migrations
worked.

Reply

Charles C 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

1  8  
Looks like the Russians will always be backward peo‐
ple. Why can't others let people be. These folks who
are gay are not hurting any one! Let them live thier
lives as they feel is right for them.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  2  
if republicans would just come out of the closet it
would be easier to find open stalls in airport bath‐
rooms.

Reply

Hawkeyes 1 year ago 1  0  
The U.S. Patriot Act is much more intrusive than Rus‐
sia's.

Reply

AntiSlaveLaborInAmerica 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  
5  Russia will export every pervert they have to

the USA and we will give them all government
jobs to finish destroying our once great maral
nation FROM WITHIN... WOW the USSR does
win the cold war in the end...

Reply

John 1 year ago 7  17  
So Russia doesn't want to be a "Sodom and Gomor‐
rah" like America. Good for them.

Reply

MissLabeled 1 year ago 2  8  
The the bigots in the US want to be JUST LIKE THE
COMMUNISTS. What's that tell ya?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  5  
guess that Gay-bama isn't going to be quite so "flexi‐
ble" with the Ruskies after the election as he
thought...
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Reply

Jimmy 1 year ago 1  1  
good for russia,all countries should do the same, the
Bible teaches it is a sin!

Reply

Lee 1 year ago 0  0  
Looks like the return of the Soviet time. If you are
found to be a 'golden boy', then you will go to the gu‐
lag to be re-hole-billysated.

Reply

guesswho 1 year ago 1  0  
This is just the beginning, if you thought the Soviet
Union / Communist Party were tough, you ain't seen
nothing yet. RUSSIAN NATIONALISM in full flight is a
sight to behold.

Reply

FYI 1 year ago 1  1  
""It's a pity I can't spend my life on creative projects
instead of banging my head against the wall and re‐
peating, 'I'm normal, I'm normal.' " Dude, you are not
normal. What ever happened to realize you are differ‐
ent and being OK with that?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  7  
Gay bashing homophobic government.

Reply

Sanity 1 year ago 0  4  
Why is it propaganda when they do it and not when
we do it?

Reply

None of Your Business 1 year ago 2  1  
Gerard DePardieu will be upset

Reply

Full Yoda 1 year ago 1  1  
Equality under the law vs intolerance. Makes you real‐
ize how fortunate we are to live here in the U.S., al‐
though judging by comments here in support of these
anti-equality measures, there are many who would
prefer to live in Russia. Don't let the door hit you on
the way out.More
Reply
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Isaidso 1 year ago 0  4  
Don't care if you are gay or whatever, just stop putting
it in my face or trying to ram it up my backside all the
time, be what you are without constantly trying to at‐
tract attention to yourself and others like you.

Reply

Raymond 1 year ago 1  3  
hooliganism better known as Republicanism in the
United States Of America...

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  5  
I've always said that conservatives never thought of
the Soviet Union as the "evil empire," but as a "blue‐
print." The comments on this story are just more
proof.

Reply

tina-marie 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  2  
Because the U.S. can't get any more strait troops to
fight Obama's Wars!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  0  
The poor Russians can't win. Now if they had laid up
and made a boat load of babies sitting in poverty folk
would of applauded that. I guess like they do here in
the U.S. with immigrants having a whole lotta babies.‐
Like one immigrant lady said : You need to learn
Spanish i don't care if you were born here.You have
no babies, i have four. You need to learn spanish.‐
More

Reply

Ed 1 year ago 1  1  
Back to Stalin-like authoritarian rule! THAT will back‐
fire in the 21st century.

Reply

true democrat 1 year ago 1  3  
WOW, 6 people protesting and not getting their way,
and who says Russia isn't a democracy?????????

Reply

Edward 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

4  5  
this is my favorite part of the article, "Seconds after
Samburov and his boyfriend kissed, militant activists
with the Orthodox Church pelted them with eggs." It
might be wrong be wrong, but I wish we had some
this in our country

Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago 1  2  
They were better off when they were atheists. Let a
pope in of an kind and you lose your liberty and life to
his stupidity. The only good thing about communism
was its atheism. We need more of that not less.

Reply

hard 1 year ago 1  1  
What does Hitler and Puto have in common?

Reply

Noah Flood 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  3  
At least they know how to make a decision over there

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  0  
Well, I guess there will be alot more fellas sneaking
around at night then on the Down Low, then running
back home before 11 PM to their girlfriends and wives
keeping up a really good front and appearances..But
what you don't know will hurt you when you're down
at the doctors office ill and don't know what has
caused it because everyone has been " hiding" what
More

Reply

Happy 1 year ago 1  3  
Lol, Russia...what's one more bullet to the foot?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  2  
Russia is moving closer and closer to theocracy. Putin
has relied on the blind and fierce support from the
ROC, which put him back into power, and now it looks
like he's aiming for "dictator for life." Why is that in
any way a good thing?

Reply

DougR 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  7  
Dang, maybe Russia isn't all bad.

Reply

rann 1 year ago 1  2  
All you right-wing phuctards praising Russia for this
are invited to visit there and see just how messed up
the place is. You can't have any guns, by the way, and
some gay people will be the least of your worries. Try
the neo-nazi street gangs, for example, who go
around beating and killing anyone they want to with
impunity, and you without your gun,too.
More

Reply
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The Professor 1 year ago 1  4  
Gee, isnt that what the Republicans want to do here??
And they call Democrats communists.

Reply

Injun Injun 1 year ago 1  1  
Great idea, deport gays.

Reply

Karen 1 year ago 1  4  
Unbelievable display of hate and discrimination here in
the comments. Simply disgraceful in this great coun‐
try.

Reply

O Bomb a Nation 1 year ago 2  3  
I should have known there was some religious cult be‐
hind this. Russian Orthodox Church, Pope's
Catholic's--all the same

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  2  
Conservatives = child molesting fascists

Reply

Half-Evil D 1 year ago 1  2  
If we really, really want to screw up Russia's youth, we
should send them all of the (c)rap CDs in America. Ac‐
tually, let's do that anyway, so perhaps we can protect
our own younger citizens....

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  2  
Putin stated that our society is, '-decadent.' Euro‐
peans are flocking to Russia
because of their income tax demands; 13% of gross
income.

Putin is right! Coupled with citizens being allowed to
keep more of their income....
More

Reply

True Patriot 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  8  
Hey...it looks like we found a home for Conservatives.
You all can move to Russia and they would would wel‐
come your discrimination and anti everything morality
of OUR WAY or NO WAY morals.

Reply

Alaine 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (1) 

3  6  
This is not "demanding their rights" its about shoving
their skewed, bizarre, corrupted way of life down the
throats of everyone else.

Reply

Flint Ironstag 1 year ago 3  7  
When did Russia become Texas?

Reply

Bruce 1 year ago 1  6  
Republicans should be rejoicing, we found a nation
that believes in the same legislation and infringing on
others civil liberties and rights. Looks like Russia is the
nation for the extreme right

Reply

Hairball 1 year ago 1  5  
Those mean ole Russians; but it's ok, Obama will al‐
low them to immigrate to the USA; they wont need a
job, the American Taxpayers will support them.

Reply

shydreamguy 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

5  9  
God Loves Gays thats why he Made so many of Us

Reply

Thieving Witch 1 year ago 1  3  
Russia. Exemplar of Freedom.

Reply

H 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  3  
Obama will sign an ececutive order allowing these
gays to come to America and leach off the taxpayers
like other illegals do

Reply

Parson 1861 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  2  
There was a time when "gay" meant happy,.......and
another word was used, one that rhyme's with:
steer..........

Reply

rags 1 year ago

Expand Replies (13) 

5  12  
the Russkies finally get something right

Reply

Completely Satisfied 1 year ago
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2  2  
Just wait til Susan Rice objects to this in the UN. She
is in the vanguard for global LGBT equal rights.

Benghazi, however = crickets.

Reply

RealAmericanPatriot 1 year ago 2  5  
Republicans do love Communism!

Reply

Eagle 1 year ago 3  5  
Looks like San Francisco will have to build more con‐
do's to house the Russian gays...

Reply

Yahoo censorship 1 year ago 1  4  
I really don't care what people do in the privacy of
their own home, but one thing is certain... If a hetero‐
sexual couple is making out in a restaurant the man‐
agement would tell them to either stop or leave...
Most gays do this for the "shock value" which I find
very disturbing, because I don't want my kids watch‐
ing that stuff... I have left a restaurant because a gay
More

Reply

LUCKY LEROY 1 year ago 2  3  
if obama had not embraced #$%$ and let them mar‐
ry,,,and buger each other, he would not have been re‐
elected....by only 3 million.....Motherfxxxer!!!!

Reply

Mike 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

11  32  
Given the gay assault on marriage here, they may
have a valid point. Russia has the right to protect it's
culture (I never thought that I would be defending the
Russians), and I wish that we had the same respect
for our culture.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  4  
I can’t honestly say I disagree with anything the Russ‐
ian government is doing on this issue.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  7  
I guess Justin Bieber won't be visiting Russia anytime
soon

Reply

David 1 year ago
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1  1  
Riiiight. Putin wants there to be no record of gay peo‐
ple in Russia? As everywhere, approx. 10% of the
Russian population is homosexual. Get over it. Will we
see new gulags in Siberia? This is disgusting. Where
is the UN condemnation of this?? Where is the US
condemnation?? The US ought to now welcome these
political and civil rights refugees.
More

Reply

Buckwheat 1 year ago 1  1  
Chix wit dix

Reply

t h 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  1  
Thank God I'm in america. If I could just get the Oba‐
ma voters hands off my wallet, gun and childrens edu‐
cation.

Reply

I. P. Freely 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  6  
All humans are "more or less" bi-sexual!

Reply

Norm 1 year ago 0  2  
That darn liberal media; if we would all just listen to
Limbaugh then we would all be in happy heterosexual
marriages just like the bible teaches. Three of them
actually,

Reply

MobRules 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  5  
See that. Putin is a leader with a backbone.

Reply

Peter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  4  
"... The bill is part of an effort to promote traditional
Russian values..."
Murder, Genocide, Communism, War, Nuclear prolifi‐
ration, Dictatorship, Oppression, Spying, Terrorism,
Human Rights violations.....

Reply

Paul 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

0  0  
I doubt if these catagories of sexuality even existed in
ancient times, or that society spent so much time fo‐
cusing on the issue of what consenting adults do in
bed. It is certainly not the place of any government to
legislate morality and consumption...You can't have it
both ways...either individual liberty, or mass tyran‐
ny...God is not so overbearing that he fails to see our
More

Reply
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Watson 1 year ago 3  5  
Hurrah for Russia. I f a person wants to be homosexu‐
al go right ahead but not "in your face" please.

Reply

Ruth 1 year ago 2  5  
So glad to see someone stand up for man kind. How
appalling to see the same sex openly affectionate.
They can do all they want privately as well as hetero‐
sexuals. Please quit smacking it all over publicly.

Reply

Charlie 1 year ago 1  2  
Wow, the Russian Orthodox Church now controls the
Kremlin? Russia has moved from one for of tyrany -
Communism - to a new one.

Reply

Craig 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  1  
Geat they will flock here to join the "Western Liberal‐
ism" movement

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  1  
The Soviet Union is back. And this time it is the fault
of the Russian people, who seem unable to tolerate
freedom.

Reply

David 1 year ago 0  4  
An influx of aliens that the dems will give immediate
citizenship to and then put them on social programs
like they do their lifetime voters.

Reply

anonymous 1 year ago

Expand Replies (7) 

14  37  
Liberals, progressives, feminist, and gays, please go
protest Russia. Let's see what happens.

Reply

jvest 1 year ago 1  1  
Way to be up with times...

Reply

Computertech 1 year ago 0  3  
So the communist republicans here, are trying to be
just like their fellow communist republicans in russia.
How nice.

Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (10) 

5  9  
Still nobody able to offer a rational and factual expla‐
nation of why they think homosexuality, in and of it‐
self, is immoral. Funny, so many people claim that it's
immoral, you'd think at least ONE would be able to of‐
fer a reasoned and fact-based answer.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  4  
Homosexuals CHOOSE to be gay.....God didn't make
them like that.

Reply

O'Bum Err 1 year ago 2  6  
Well now... George Clooney, John Travolta, Tom
Cruise and the rest of Obama's Hollywood Weirdos
won't be invited to perform in Russia anytime soon.

Reply

Dee 1 year ago 1  0  
This has nothing to do with homophobia. This is a typ‐
ical Russian reaction to as of yet not identified event
which has severely ticked off the Bear. First, US adop‐
tions, then gays. Ironic part is, the churches think the
secular government is their friend. A return to the Stal‐
in era is a decision. Sadly, their gay citizens are caught
up in whatever the real problem is. They better dust
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  6  
LOL! This should outrage the twinkies over here!

Reply

Alexander S 1 year ago 0  0  
And all Russian gays will have an official reason to ask
US for a political asylum!

Reply

bla bla 1 year ago 1  1  
Putin gave Obama space to run re-election so Obama
is not saying anything about it. Our media are not
challenging Obama on this either.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  3  
The more Russia becomes an oppressive right-wing
state, the more Republicans like them.

Reply
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THORS HAMMER 1 year ago 0  0  
Are they going to round up all the gays and banish
them to San Francisco?

Reply

Joseph 1 year ago 0  2  
Gregg I am a male and no you will never have any of it
so to your gayness my you met your maker the same
as I will and he will judge us separately as well as your
partner!

Reply

rann 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  5  
Ever been there? It's one of the most screwed up
places you'll ever see. A few gays should be the least
of their worries. You don't see gangs of gay, neo#$%$
going around beating and killing with impunity, but
you DO see straight ones!

Reply

Mike Mike 1 year ago 2  2  
Improving our culture needs to come from within, not
from big government. Unfortunately, it seems we're on
the wrong track.

Reply

bobby 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

4  7  
" Levada polls conducted last year show that almost
two thirds of Russians find homosexuality "morally un‐
acceptable and worth condemning." So, don't make
this a Putin/Church vs Gays.

Reply

Bob 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  3  
Hooray for Russia, Uganda, and Saudi Arabia. Soon
the pendulum will swing the other way, here too!

Reply

Bootstomp 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

6  17  
To prove they were normal, not creepy, and just like
everybody else, they decided to have a public orgy.

Reply

Kris 1 year ago 2  4  
Love how GOP Teabaggers are in agreement with
Putin's totalitarian regime.

Reply

droachman3 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (8) 

30  85  
I do not care who or what a person wants to do be‐
hind closed door but why do gays feel they have to
put their activities on the front page?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 0  1  
People should live however they choose. That said, I
have no idea what impression the Levada Center is
under, because the general consensus amongst soci‐
ologists is that gender and sexuality are the products
of society and individual experience; there may be a
genetic basis to "sexual deviancy", but as to date
there is no scientific evidence to support the "born-
More

Reply

Greene 1 year ago 1  3  
I invite all homophobes to come join me in Russia!

Reply

Steve 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  0  
Ladyes in the pic seem to have the problem licked

Reply

Steve 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  3  
"The bill is part of an effort to promote traditional
Russian values..."
Can someone explain what these "values" are?
From a country where the corrupt rule and there are
people who starve to death, women marry strictly for
money, crime is the highest of any civilized country
and they want to concentrate on a tide they can do
More

Reply

First 1 year ago 1  3  
The self-hating homophobe rednecks are coming out
of the cracks today. Funny reading their hate-filled
posts about how great they think a thug dictator, Putin
is. Scary thing is, the mouth-breathers vote, at least
some of them. You can console yourself that most are
posting from their mother's basement.More
Reply

James 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  0  
Surprising development, or not ---- Consservatives
love Russia

Reply

Kenny 1 year ago 0  0  
They have come a long way from the gulags where
millions to include homosexuals died from starvation
and being worked to death. I've heard stories of gays
being placed in places for the insane in Russia.
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Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (9) 

4  7  
As the left embraces communism. I think it is funny.
Liberals don't have a clue as to what they are voting
for.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  0  
Except for a brief flirtation with "free love" right after
the revolution, the Communists used to jail or execute
them.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  2  
I would have thought this kind of legislation would
come from a Islamic Country.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 0  1  
Wow, Russia telling everyone how "Christian" it is
when they were officially atheist for the whole commu‐
nist era? There are hardly any orthodox priests in Rus‐
sia as they all ended up in the gulags...

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  4  
Do the Russians support anything?

Reply

POLYBAG 1 year ago 1  4  
Russians need to take care of their child sex traffick‐
ing before worrying about gay rights. So many little
girls each year go missing, and force in to prostitution,
it's so sick.

Reply

Gloveman 1 year ago 1  1  
Drink some Vodka do some butt!

Reply

Billy 1 year ago 1  2  
For all conservatives who complain about govt con‐
trolling peoples lives, this is what russia is doing. Glad
you are so supportive of their involvement. Don't cry
when the US govt does something you don't like.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago
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1  3  
Sounds like an ideal place for repubs who have been
ostracized from our great society.

Reply

Rudy 1 year ago 0  1  
This is what happens when the climate is cold and
your natinal passtime is drinking vodka. Politicians
stop using their brains. Why don't they just spend the
country into the poor house like our politicians do?

Reply

dmom05 1 year ago 2  3  
There you go hicks. A place where people think just
like you. Russia!

Reply

Doc Bill 1 year ago 4  10  
putin for prez in 2016

Reply

knuckledragginrightwingnutjob 1 year ago
1  5  Hey! Gay kids! Call Putin a "bigot".

Or even call him a "homophobe".
That'll show him!

Reply

Dittonot 1 year ago 2  4  
Hey republicans! Modern day Russia has the follow‐

ing:
Anti-gay laws
13% income tax
Very few entitlements for poor people
0.12% of their population is blackMore

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  3  
See!!! We should all be happy the republican party is
only made up of only old white men! They are unrepre‐
sentative of the USA and would ensure we become as
messed up as russia.

Reply

PSER 1 year ago 0  0  
"Hooliganism" is going to be a new slang word for
something else.

Reply

Hank 1 year ago
Anyone who thinks Russia is an ally is delirious.
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0  1  Reply

T.M. Rhyno 1 year ago 1  1  
Russia...always the leader in progressive legislation.
Way to go, Russia. What's next? Giving women and
minorities the right to vote?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  1  
Good.Their football players won't assume the "KNEE"
and TeBLOW the Referee in Russia.

Reply

Esteban 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  4  
Putin - finally a Real American leader for the GOP!

Reply

slv 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  2  
"Lawmakers have accused gays of decreasing Rus‐
sia's already low birth rates and said they should be
barred from government jobs, undergo forced medical
treatment or be exiled." With all the kids in orphan‐
ages awaiting adoption, it seems like the problem is
not low birth rates but ability to support the kids they
have. Tell me which is more shameful -- having a gay
More

Reply

Ferd Burfel 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

6  13  
Hmm a backlash. Russia is of course going too far,
criminalizing homosexuality is taking a step back‐
wards into the dark ages. But, you could make the ar‐
gument that the West has gone too far as well. Forc‐
ing society to accept homosexuality as wonderful and
pure doesn't sit well with most people either. There is
a middle ground, tolerance of homosexuality is fine,
More

Reply

ramjet 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  5  
HOORAY for russia

Reply

Izudin 1 year ago 0  4  
Way to go Russia...clamp down on these sick people.
Maybe our government here in USA can learn some‐
thing from you...or maybe not because these are peo‐
ple in our government that are homosexual. Disgust‐
ing when you think what kind of people we call lead‐
ers and trust them with our country.More
Reply
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De 1 year ago 1  3  
Cool!! Russia and anti-Gay!! They are smarter than the
USA!

Reply

Tom 1 year ago 1  7  
there are alot of things i really like about russia, this is
one of them......

Reply

beej 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  2  
Alright all of you America bashers.....would you like to
move to Russia?

Reply

Sage 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  2  
Gays don't reproduce, so how can this mental condi‐
tion be inherited.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  3  
God gave them over to a depraved mind - Rom.1

Reply

David 1 year ago 0  2  
If they did that in England, they would not have a par‐
liament!

Reply

m 1 year ago 0  4  
All Russian homos will come to USA now since this is
paradise for them!!!

Reply

Clay 1 year ago 0  4  
I am a Christian and I don't endorse gay marriage. At
the same time, I don't think it is o'k to legislate morali‐
ty. That is what we Christians refer to as "legalism".
We are supposed to live as best we can to be an ex‐
ample that others want to emulate. If Christ gave us a
choice to accept or reject his teachings we should do
the same for others.
More

Reply

Kathleen 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

3  9  
So they want to ban homosexuality in part because
they have a low birth rate? So do they think that gay
people will just switch teams and start procreating be‐
cause of this?

Reply
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Jason Jason 1 year ago 0  1  
say goodbye to Russian theater

Reply

Sally Johnson 1 year ago 2  5  
For all of you who comment that you want to move to
Russia ... maybe you should. Don't change lose your
US citizenship, though, because you'll want to come
back (and maybe with a better attitude).

Reply

Suit 1 year ago 1  4  
Sending some of those guys to prison is like sending
them to heaven.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (7) 

2  0  
GO RUSSIA! God says execute gays!

Reply

Haywood JaLisen 1 year ago 1  2  
To tolerate does not mean one has to agree or except
anothers view.

Reply

John Z 1 year ago 2  2  
Pick all them degenerates up and toss them into the
furthest north Gulag in Siberia for life.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  0  
Wow. I guess that the only propeganda that is still le‐
gal in Russia is that which says Russia is still relevant.

Reply

Archie Bunker 1 year ago 2  4  
When they call for public executions of homosexuals,
they will be the true leaders of the world.

Reply

Realist 2011 1 year ago 2  1  
Is the Russian Fuhrer, Putin going to send them to the
gulags wearing pink triangles? Now I know why Russ‐
ian honor guards do the goose step in Red Square.
Russia has always had a love-hate relationship with
the Third Reich.

Reply
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David 1 year ago 2  6  
sound like what happened in germany to the jews and
what many christian americans want to happen in the
U.S. as well.

Reply

Hajimullah JP-ullah 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  3  
Unfortunately, the same patrimonialism will keep them
a second world country economically. The names
have changed, but Russia is the same as it was from
the days of its founding.

Reply

NdiliMfumu 1 year ago 1  3  
Russia proves once again that, nothwithstanding its
many fine mathematicians and physicists, it is hardly a
normal society. "Normal" societies do NOT beat,
maime, and otherwise trod upon the minorities within
them, the do NOT oppress minorities and attempt to
extinguish the diversity within them, and they do NOT
undertake to impose a single, "pure" vision of what it
More

Reply

Paul 1 year ago 0  0  
Sometimes I get the impression that special interest
groups, who seek special rights, do not understand
that if the liberal agenda of one world government is
achieved, they will be persecuted or eliminated. It was
not within the design of the US Constitution and Bill of
Rights for our Government to control morality and
consumption and so forth. THat is the place of local
More

Reply

Hello Again 1 year ago 2  4  
Well Kudos to Putin and Russia. Nice to see that
someone has a functioning moral compass.

Reply

pip t 1 year ago 2  3  
I guess Russia decided its about time tog et these
sodomites under control. good for them, they will
probably be replacing us as the world leader soon.

Reply

A Yahoo User 1 year ago 2  2  
Finally !!! A place for where the Tea Party and Evangel‐
icals can find happiness.

Reply

larry 1 year ago 2  0  
Funny how the supposed Liberals don't like Democra‐
cy and voting and the freedom for others they hope to
hijack only for themselves.
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Expand Replies (2) Reply

RAYMOND 1 year ago 2  1  
I'm glad to see a major Nation tackle this issue and
put #$%$ in jail.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  4  
Pressure from the Orthodox Church. Only priests are
allowed to have same sex relationships, but their part‐
ners must be under 12.

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  7  
Discrimination and hatred towards homosexuality is
bullying that has caused severe mental distress, in‐
cluding suicide among a group of people that just
want to be left alone

Reply

david h 1 year ago 1  9  
I'm moving to Russia !! Where men are men and the
women are hot!!

Reply

larry 1 year ago 2  1  
Putin doesn't rule, there is VOTING.

Reply

me 1 year ago 1  0  
Now, there is an image.....hot russian babes kissing....I
like it !!!!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  1  
i scream rape when they check my prostate. one doc
even went so far as to say he had a small finger, and i
told him where he could put it. but i hate it more when
they put a hand on each shoulder and still able to
check it. never understood that. oh well.

Reply

Kody 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  4  
Only trash want to limit the right for two consenting
adults to love each other. Perverted in their own
thought that their love is somehow superior. Love is
love and anyone who supports this bill are the degen‐
erates of humanity. People are disgusting. Let me
come into your home and tell you that you can't kiss
your wife. I have to put up with your gross affection,
More

Reply
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Richard F 1 year ago 1  0  
Russia plans to ban everything.

Reply

Pablito 1 year ago 0  5  
Guys and lesbians are outlawed in Saudi Arabia too.
Yet, the US support the Saudi regime without any
reservations.

Reply

Larry 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  22  
Obama will issue all of them US citizenship.

Reply

The Professor 1 year ago 1  4  
Do you remember the Gay Civil Rights March on
Washington in the early 90's? You don't, do you? The
young people here have never seen any re-broadcast
TV footage from that March for a very good reason:
the majority of gays were acting like wild animals in‐
stead of serious protesters marching for their Civil
Rights. There was a skinny little white guy naked ex‐
More

Reply

trish 1 year ago 1  5  
Next he will be marching them off to the consentation
camps like stalin did,,hes nothing but a stalin wan‐
abe,,,soon he will be lining them up and shoot
them,gay or not,,its his idea of being a dictator which
he is one already,,someday,I hope the russian people
get rid of this jerkMore
Reply

Dave 1 year ago 1  5  
The radical right is so homophobic that they're now
blaming global warming on the AIDS quilt. It's just
ridiculous !!!!

Reply

jeff 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  4  
Kinda what our republicans want.

Reply

J 1 year ago 3  4  
It'll be interesting to see how this works out. While I'm
a conservative and heterosexual, I have no problem
with homosexuality (I don't care for the word "gay" as
it's used by the homosexual community). The Rus‐
sians are still a bunch of authoritarians who are not re‐
ally democratic (small "d") and still want to quashMore
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Expand Replies (1) Reply

Larry 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  4  
Speaking of Adam and Eve, the Lord Jesus Christ
said that in the beginning God made them male and
female.

So Jesus did not believe in evolution. He knew that
God created the universe and humans.
And He believed in marriage being between a hus‐
More

Reply

Sea Bass 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  1  
You can't legislate morality. Plain and simple.

Reply

Jake 1 year ago 0  2  
In the larger picture of the geoploitics of the world,
Russia is neither part of Europe, or Asia, East or West.

Russia is Russia, they will always be independent of
any other lands or nations. Russia has more than
2/5th of the world undeveloped natural resources.More
Reply

michael 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  2  
Something in common with the GOP here,not too ac‐
cepting or inclusive

Reply

Dave 1 year ago 0  4  
Man! I can just see the U.S. Media jump all over this &
support it! :D :D :D I liked the idea of putting all the
#$%$ men on one island and all the Lesbos on anoth‐
er island! Due to not being able to breed & reproduce,
they'll ALL just DISAPPEAR!!

Reply

Chapaszodek 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  5  
finally, we have a place to send the conservative right.
Pack your bags Rush Limbaugh, you kind of country
is Russia and its fascism. You can't go to Israel that
has a similar type of government because, ya know,
you have to be Jewish.

Reply

P.G. 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  2  
Da! New law...If your da gay..you're going to pay!

Reply

LukeS 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (1) 

3  5  
Tyranny of the majority, rears its ugly head again. Hu‐
mans never learn, maybe the cockroaches that re‐
place us after the Great Nuclear Exchange will devise
a better way of life. Scotty, I've been waiting a really
long time to be beamed up. I sure hope you didn't for‐
get me?More

Reply

Scott 1 year ago 2  1  
I thought the dame would never come when France
would have bigger cojones than America regarding
Muslims/Islamics/terrorists, and now Russia has big‐
ger cojones than America regarding homosexuals. At
this rate, Greece will fix their economy before Ameri‐
ca...More
Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  2  
Sodomy is sin and the wages of sin is death, repent
and sin no more.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  3  
doesnt god hate gays?

Reply

robert 1 year ago 1  1  
. . . ! ! ! W I D E ! ! S T A N C E ! ! ! . . .

Reply

Don 1 year ago 2  6  
The stupid American government will probably wel‐
come the gays as immigrants.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 0  3  
The reason that other countries can get away with this
is that the U.S. takes all their "undesirables." When
the U.S. finally fills up, all hell will break loose, be‐
cause foreign citizens will no longer be able to run
away from their problems, and will have to face them
head on.More

Reply

jack 1 year ago 2  1  
I'm so beside myself, that I broke a nail throwing a
tantrum, at the demonstration last night at the The
fizzy worm hole club, in West Hollywood! This is just
too much to deal with, I think I'm going to faint!!!!!!!

Reply
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Sidney 1 year ago 2  2  
Looks like Obama's not welcome in Russia!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  3  
hooray for lesbians!! say no to gay dudes though

Reply

been trodded on 1 year ago 2  1  
This is what happens when you give total control to
the polititions and you have no way to defend against
it. They promise you the world but if you can't force
them to abide by the laws they create you will then
truely know what it means to live under oppression.
And you people would like nothing more than to give
Obama and his supporters the power to make all the
More

Reply

Herbert Hoover's Ghost 1 year ago 2  
2  GOP 2016: Putin and Zimmerman ('Cause

Timothy McVeigh isn't available)

Reply

No Religion 1 year ago 2  6  
Religion has always been about the smart few manip‐
ulating the dimwit masses.

Reply

Elaine 1 year ago 0  3  
Yeah, Russia is certainly a country we should emulate
in all it's laws beliefs and laws...

Reply

Chi-townBrown 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  3  
If the Russkies are against it, that will certainly throw
the liberal suck-ups for a loop.

Reply

Roy 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  6  
Great news. Now all the conservatives in this country
will have to move to Russia to live someplace that
supports their beliefs. Good riddance.

Reply

Jack D H 1 year ago 2  2  
Chic - fil -A on every corner.

Reply
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The Riddler 1 year ago 2  5  
sometimes i think only 10% of us are straight...the
majority are the angry gay bashers who are secretly
gay themselves.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  5  
Conservatives cheerleading fascism ... it must be
Monday.

Reply

DJ 1 year ago 0  3  
Good- now there is a place for all you gay haters in
America to move to-get packing!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  1  
Spasiba!

Reply

Bunny FU 1 year ago 5  10  
I love it when conservatives ending up agreeing with
Communists and the Taliban on this issue. I would call
them hypocrites but they don't know what it means.
LOL!

Reply

HenryC 1 year ago 2  5  
Human sexuality should stay in the bedroom and not
in public. This is for hetero and gays.

Reply

Old Coot 1 year ago 0  2  
Yahoo is owned by pooper poppers!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  3  
I guess this proves Republicans are the Commies they
pretend to hate.

Reply

Jay 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  7  
Good for Russia, starting to believe soviets are not all
bad

Reply

JohnG 1 year ago 0  1  
Communist and conservatives have one thing in com‐

mon!
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Reply

charles 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

7  18  
Hope it catches on and becomes law here as well.

Reply

~X~ 1 year ago 2  6  
Whatever ~ Just keep these sick Homosexual de‐
viants away from our Children...

Reply

William L 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  12  
Maybe Russia is alright, after all.........

Reply

Jim 1 year ago 0  2  
Wow...so progressive.

Reply

Timothy 1 year ago

Expand Replies (13) 

51  140  
The gay should have just stayed in the closet, trying to
make it mainstream is the problem, nobody cares
what you do, just like no one cares about the sex life
of a man and women, but you gays have to tell every‐
one all about it and how it is not fair. We don't give a
damn, teaching this lifestyle to children is immoral and
wrong
More

Reply

YahooGarbageReader 1 year ago 0  2  
Russia is ensuring they dont end up like America. Well
expect more gays in America, amigos. Is this consid‐
ered political asylum too? because you know all these
gays would want to move to the land of the so called
"freedom"

Reply

Dan 1 year ago 0  0  
When one considers the long sweep of historical atti‐
tudes toward, and sociocultural constructions of, sex
and sexuality in general and homosexuality in particu‐
lar, one is struck by the wide variety of methods
adopted for accommodating less common sexual acts
and preferences in the wider community. One also
notes the overwhelming uniformity of the end result –
More

Reply

Citizen concerned 1 year ago 2  5  
What would you expect from a Communistic coun‐
try????

Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

4  6  
Good! It's about time this SICK chosen "life style" be
smashed!! I only wish it would happen here!

Reply

Russell 1 year ago

Expand Replies (9) 

11  28  
The Russians have low taxes and don't like gays!
Congrats to them!

Reply

JenAnn 1 year ago 0  0  
The majority doesn't want it so it should be against
the law. Just like banning assault weapons. One way
or another, but you can't have both.

Reply

Daddy Mike 1 year ago 0  1  
I don't believe that men are supposed to #$%$ other
men! Two women "getting it on" doesn't bother me
too much as long as they are cute and I can
watch.......

Reply

william 1 year ago 0  2  
....rid the world of religion and religious leaders, and
we will find a much more caring world......so many
wars have been about religion.....!!......

Reply

Schoolboy 1 year ago 0  0  
Russian values...try teaching those to the oligarchs
and the gangsters first, then worry about your gay
population

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  1  
Does that mean Mother Russia is going to ban Tinkie
Winkie and SpongeBob?

Reply

GD 1 year ago 0  3  
What is wrong with this picture? American politicians
should be better than Communist politicians. That just
show how far down the gutter, some politicians have
gone to.

Reply

C 1 year ago
GO Russia
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0  3  Reply

TheJokerman1988 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  3  
You idiots supporting this move - yeah it's time that
we take all your guns and other freedoms in the U.S.

You don't deserve to call yourself Americans.

Reply

Rand March 1 year ago

Expand Replies (18) 

40  111  
I hate it when they flaunt their sexuality by walking
down the street, holding hands! I hate it when they
flaunt their sexuality by kissing in public! I hate it when
the flaunt their sexuality by putting their "wedding an‐
nouncements" in newpapers, where anyone - even
children - can see them!
If you agree with the above, but only see homosexuals
More

Reply

Hello 1 year ago 0  0  
Man....If I ever visit Russia...I'm leaving my lipstick at
home......

Reply

dazed and confused 1 year ago 1  3  
Wow looks like there will be a hot time in a cold town
tonight

Reply

Mean Dean 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  5  
somewhere, between Russia and Hollywood there
is a middle ground where gays are not treated differ‐
ently
nor are they Glorified.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  0  
Basic magnets are smarter than so called educated
people.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  0  
Some people are just anal retentive:(

Reply

JBlowsToby 1 year ago 3  3  
Lawmakers have accused gays of decreasing Rus‐
sia's already low birth rates and said they should be
barred from government jobs, undergo forced medical
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Expand Replies (4) 

treatment or be exiled. 

I love it when the left attacks the left.
More

Reply

Friday 1 year ago 2  3  
Aww, poor little fairy boy #$%$! What a disgusting
way to live your life!

Reply

GeorgeB 1 year ago 2  6  
I don't know about you, but if gay people are allowed
to be 'out' in the world, then obviously, I'll love my
wife less. Or something like that.

Reply

Simba 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  3  
"Russia's widespread hostility to homosexuality is
shared by the political and religious elite."
Let me see, the opinion of one man and a group that
WAS outlawed?
Putin - one step away from Lenin and Hitler.
'Pu(ss)y Riot' was right, all along.More

Reply

Joe 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  2  
The author and many others love to use the word 'ho‐
mophobia.' That implies that there's an overwhelming,
irrational fear of it. People aren't scared of it; they see
it for the dysfunction and depravity that it is. The only
real fear is calling it out for what it is and taking a
stance that some behaviors are unnatural and
shouldn't be accepted.
More

Reply

double D 1 year ago 0  3  
i don't like russia but i like there anti gay law they have
got this right

Reply

Not Impressed 1 year ago 0  0  
JDATL, you have a very valid point there

Reply

Gendora 1 year ago

Expand Replies (7) 

5  6  
Here I always thought we would have cured people of
religion by now...the disease is getting worse.

Reply

doug 1 year ago 0  1  
boy oh boy, Obama is gonna be #$%$ at this .......lol
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Reply

Poe's Crow 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  4  
Hm! Russia is not all bad.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  6  
Melanie doesn't go to church and eschews organized
religion (her words), Yet she loves to broadcast her vile
hate from a Christian perspective. Liar, hypocrite, big‐
ot, child abuser, self-loathing lesbian. Did I miss any‐
thing?

Reply

Mr. Cool. 1 year ago 2  6  
Good for Russia. Their population is actually growing
because of births. Our population is only growing be‐
cause of illegal immigration. Gay is immoral. Gay does
not produce children. Whether you believe in Chris‐
tianity, evolution, or both, it is a crime against both.

Reply

.thetruth 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  5  
The rhetoric that defines gay's as a right is suggestive
and is not a valid argument. It is a choice of having
sex with both men and women and a destrution of
family values. It should be a crime. Abdumbikov look
in the mirror, you are not normal when one wants
boys.More

Reply

canv15 1 year ago 0  3  
"gays should be prohibited from donating blood,
sperm and organs for transplants, while after death
their hearts should be burned or buried" What are
they afraid "gay" genes will spread? In case they
haven't figured it out only straight couples have kids.

Reply

Stan 1 year ago 2  2  
I dont blame Russia, just look how the liberals are de‐
stroying out country...

Reply

sparkinu 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  4  
atlease other countries have some normal sense
about what is normal !

Reply

killer 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (2) 

2  3  
Will this law also apply to Vladimir?

Reply

Michael 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  4  
People need to stop choosing to be gay

Reply

Monty 1 year ago 2  1  
what does this mean for Russian lez porn?

Reply

50Cal 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  6  
off to the gulags with them,siberia will change thier
minds

Reply

JamesD 1 year ago 0  6  
Liberalism is a disease.

Reply

tea party fan 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  3  
Some one should tell them this is against the Obama
pro gay agenda. On a serious note don't you like it
where the Democrats will say we must be like the rest
of the world when it comes to no death penalty. But
something they are for they are willing to take on the
worldMore

Reply

Ken Allen 1 year ago 2  7  
I just became Pro Russian!!!!!!!!!!!!

Reply

Bryan A 1 year ago 2  8  
Way to go Russia

Reply

ROMAVICTA 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  6  
Never quite understood why you would throw your
sexuality into peoples' face when you are looking at a
ban. You are stoking the fire. Maybe swapping spit
with your lover in public is not the greatest idea, . .
.just saying.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  5  
All one has to do is search GOP hall of shame to see
the disgusting rap sheet of conservative child moles‐
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Expand Replies (1) 

ters.

Reply

Fnorb 1 year ago 2  4  
Some countries strive to achieve more freedom, hap‐
piness and progress for their society. Russia is doing
the opposite. That won't work for a long time. People
will either riot or flee.

Reply

ConMcCarty 1 year ago 2  3  
Russia has no homosexuals. Just like Iran. LMAO.

Reply

Rich 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  3  
yet here we are trying to guarantee folks rights based
on their sexual orientation...you want right, I have your
rights...10% off Vaseline...now don't bother me with
your agenda and I won't bother you with mine...

Reply

garden gate 1 year ago 2  4  
I like where Putin stands on this#$%$ won't be adopt‐
ing any young babies and ruining the yougster in that
country now will they!

Reply

Debbie 1 year ago 4  8  
Not a bad law to enforce. To bad we here in the US
won't take a stand.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

2  2  
love it........this is what these commie liberals do not
understand about socialism: their is absolutely 0 toler‐
ance for gays, pedophelia, transgender issues - they r
useful idiots in this country to advance a killer agenda

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  5  
church + state = fascism = conservative and Christian
Taliban wet dream

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 5  14  
I agree.

Anti-gay laws would benefit the USA!

Reply
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Ned 1 year ago 2  4  
I'll never go to Russia now peachy face.

Reply

Leonard 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

8  20  
Good for them,exactly what we need worldwide!

Reply

Fnorb 1 year ago 5  10  
Christians were once known for their tolerance,
benevolence, helping those in need, and trusting in
their God to judge.

Now it's the opposite. The Christians are now the
ones who threw their God off his throne and decided
that it's their turn to judge. They got rid of tolerance
More

Reply

MoreCOWBELL 1 year ago 2  5  
Lol the conservitard reaction is SOOO hilarious on
here, they'll be the first ones to throw the constitution
under the bus for their interest but will be the first
ones to start crying like little #$%$ when their rights
are questioned....

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  2  
Hahahahahahahaha!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

6  18  
Wow, Russia's actually doing something right.

Reply

Scott 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

4  5  
31 out of 32 states, when left up to the people said
NO to gay marriage!

Reply

DavidR 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

4  8  
Today they went after one minority group, and every‐
one else didn't care. The next day they went after an‐
other minority group, and everyone else didn't care.
This went on, day after day, until there were no groups
left, minority or majority. Who will you turn to when
they come to make laws against your group and no
one is left because you did not defend the others?
More

Reply

Mary 1 year ago
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4  6  
They could have just sprayed these guys with a hose.
Works on dogs.

Reply

cp* 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  7  
Someone should get the Russian website so 98% of
the American voters could show their appreciation for
such a sensible law. all the proposed new laws here
seem to attack the innocent,a nice change.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  5  
Did Mitt Romney win in Russia?

Reply

3 of 5 1 year ago 2  3  
United States is the only major nation which glorifies
homosexuality and tries to make it seem more normal
than hetrosexualism. Just give these libs time, they
will be forcing their ways into your kids kindergarten
class teaching them safe butt sex with multiple part‐
ners.More
Reply

Concerned 1 year ago 2  1  
in a very short time if America keeps going the way it
is with the debt ans all it is very probable that China
and Russia will have control of the US then what are
the libs going to do ?

Reply

A Yahoo User 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  5  
Finally !!!! A place where the conservative, Tea Party
and Evangelicals can go, where they can share their
Communistic ideas !!!

Reply

thomas 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

6  11  
How communist; not providing sodomy material to
children. An outrage I say (joking).
They should send them to America; where they can
live in happiness with support from the democrats.
Here they like corrupting minors. Porno is a way of life
here; a norm. Just look at any TV series if you doubt
me. It's no wonder they always start out with whole‐
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  2  
i'm sure president obama will let all those gay people
come to america to live . they'll fit right into this oba‐
manation!
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Reply

happybee 1 year ago 4  9  
Well there is at least one thing right with Russia.

Reply

notA2nddime 1 year ago 2  0  
Come, and keep your comrade warm......... Please dis‐
connect the phone......your back in the USSR boy.....
you don't know how lucky you are boy..... back back
in the USSR

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  5  
the gays in the picture above have got to be the least
fabulous gay people on this planet!!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  7  
Russia,the country has seen the error of the rest of the
western world and followed the heart and minds of
their people.too bad America did'nt.Russia was cor‐
rect in not letting Americans adopt their children.

Reply

Jim 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

1  4  
There is NO 'normal' animal in the world that doesn't
procreate with it's OPPOSITE gender...that's what's
'Normal"...........;P

Reply

mick 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  3  
"We either become a tolerant Western state where
everything is allowed —EXCEPT FOR LOSING OUR
RIGHTS TO LIFE LIBERTY AND THE PURSUIT OF
HAPPINESS

Reply

Michael S 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

6  14  
from an outsider looking in....it appears that russia
wants to preserve itself as a nation while the u..s is
falling apart at the seams!!!!

Reply

MDC 1 year ago 4  8  
Sounds like the Russians have the same problem with
perverts - also sounds like they know how to deal with
these weak-minded freaks of nature.. Isn't there a
place we could put people afflicted with unnatural
sexual desires? #$%$, pedophiles and rapists would
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Expand Replies (1) 
do well as a colony - like a modern day Australia!More

Reply

rann 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  8  
For a group of people who loves "thar freedum" so
much, the right wing nutjobs here sure do admire a
country with so little. Basically, they love freedom as
long as they get to decide who gets what freedoms
and who gets tossed in an incinerator "acause thar
differnt!"More

Reply

Garage 1 year ago

Expand Replies (18) 

4  15  
National gay round up day. First five dead or alive gets
a free case of beer.

Reply

larry 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

17  46  
Homosexuality was a non-issue to me for years, how‐

ever in the last couple years its been almost forced on
us to accept it as normal..I hate the fact you can't
question this issue without being accused of bigotry
,racism, or ignorance. Russia chooses to shut down
any discussion ,and thats not solving this issue ei‐
ther...two poles no middle...
More

Reply

Hoff 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

6  13  
Our schools should teach nothing about it. There
should be no shows about it on public television.

Reply

Levi 1 year ago 1  1  
people who think brains can be "gay" have no clue
about brain biology.

Reply

ronald westbrook 1 year ago 1  13  
homophobia? really? it is them that fear us that are
straight. My disgust in their pervertedness has nothing
to do with fear. It has to do with right and wrong. But
they cower behind the word " homophobia", lol,,right!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (7) 

3  10  
Now to be fair, the Russian government does NOT be‐
lieve in civil rights, or in freedom and justice, as we do,
they do not have the benefit of wise Founding Fathers
who created the same kind of incredibly written Con‐
stitution like we do, so it is not that surprising that
their government is resorting to these kind of tyranni‐
cal tactics. Good thing that this kind of persecution
More

Reply
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bob 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  2  
finally! whether you agree or not somebody has to
stand up for values

Reply

Mencken 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  3  
Look conservatives -- someone else besides Muslim
extremists agrees with you about gay marriage! You
have two allies now.

Reply

tim 1 year ago

Expand Replies (7) 

6  12  
i wonder why, throughout the history of mankind, ho‐
mosexuality has been frowned upon ?

Reply

Javid 1 year ago 3  4  
Religion being used to discriminate and help control
the masses. Typical Stalinist totalitarianism.

Reply

RONALD G 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  5  
While Obama announces in his coronation
teleprompter reading to advance perverted homosex‐
uall and lesbian behaviors even more since they are
like him.
This is making Russia look like a better place to live.
Soon with Obama, Russia will have nuclear defense
and a military stronger than ours. Yep, Russia, Cuba
More

Reply

Bob 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

3  9  
Why on earth would a guy want to do it with another
guy?

Reply

NPC 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  8  
When Putin cracks the whip on homosexuals I will
give him credit for something good.

Reply

ICE Slice 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  8  
Russians don't have to think long to realize that 2
guys playing butt darts is wrong.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  2  
"propaganda of sodomy, lesbianism, bisexuality and
transgenderism."
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Expand Replies (2) 

I see the Democrats have a new slogan for 2016.

Reply

shadow 1 year ago 2  1  
good for the russians! im an american male and i dont
want the promotion of taking it up the keister either!

Reply

Richard 1 year ago 1  2  
There you go thrillbillies, call the travel agent get a one
way ticket after selling all your crummy belongings,
pack up the guns and relocate. Almost overnight the
US obesity rate plummets and literacy rate jumps.

Reply

Gregory 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

14  49  
Good for Russia. At least they have a little common
sence and decency.

Reply

Nick D 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  10  
Russia has the right idea, too bad Obuma feels the
need to bend over.....does that mean he is gay?

Reply

Lovelance 1 year ago 4  11  
Putin is the only one with any sense. Defeat the rain‐
bow menace.

Reply

What Dat? 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  7  
Should have had a photo of a fat hairy legged old man
chomping on a fat one to drive home the point. That
would have had all the homosexuals in the country
heading for a gay bar to get a slurp of a salami.

Reply

Jim 1 year ago 4  8  
Russia doesn't want their society to go to hell-in-a-
handbasket? I sure hope Obama doesn't declare war
on them over this.

Reply

Ferd Burfel 1 year ago 3  2  
Hmm a backlash. Russia is of course going too far,
criminalizing homosexuality is taking a step back‐
wards into the dark ages. But, you could make the ar‐
gument that the West has gone too far as well. Forc‐
ing society to accept homosexuality as wonderful and
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pure doesn't sit well with most people either. There isMore
Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  9  
AWESOME!!!!

Reply

average citizen 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  7  
notice how the Russians are smarter than americans?
they protect their children from predators.......

Reply

William 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  8  
BRING THEIR POLITICIANS OVER HERE!!!! They can
have ours!!!

Reply

Annette 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  10  
This is why separation of church and state is so im‐

portant. I'm not gay, nor do I have gay friends, but
freedom is precious.

Reply

Z-train 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  9  
Backlash is a beech-ain't it?

Reply

william8 1 year ago 1  3  
Good, now marshall all the clowns that support that
measure here in the USA and ship them to Russia.

Reply

steves 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  2  
Ahh, ''Gay Rights''....what are those rights?

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

2  2  
Many of the posters here criticize gays because of
their interpretation of a 2000 + year old manuscript
that condones genocide, executions, torture, incest,
rape and other immoral acts. They base it on a con‐
cept of "sin", a concept created by man. Luckily as
evil attitudes towards racial and gender discrimination
is dying out, immoral attitudes against gays will con‐
More

Reply

dealwithit 1 year ago 2  3  
This gives all the gay bashing Conservatives some‐
thing to cheer about. Russia, that bastion of democra‐
cy, not giving everyone the same freedoms. Conserva‐
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Expand Replies (1) 

tives are fasists!

Reply

Smokes 1 year ago 3  4  
Yet so many of the gay community are Communist.
Then again, they do favor a president that arms the
Muslim Brotherhood.The Muslim Brotherhood tend to
frown upon Homosexuality. By frown, I mean they
chop off their heads.

Reply

R 1 year ago 0  2  
BUENO

Reply

I. P. Freely 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  6  
I support Conservative Republican's moving to Rus‐
sia!!!

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  4  
Does any one else fell we are in the wrong country as
consertives

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  8  
I also oppose the normalization of homosexuality. I'm
not joining that cult.

Reply

Jun 1 year ago 2  3  
we all know no can throw any stone at anyone includ‐
ing gay. but Russian orthodox has thrown lots of
stones. religion sometimes blinds mass.

Reply

Joe Johnson 1 year ago 3  7  
How pathetic to witness so many phony Christians
spreading their usual vicious hatred. Do you really
think the Lord would sanctions your vile, debased, re‐
pulsive, iniquitous, abject, squalid malevolence vomit‐
ed onto these message boards? You are clearly abject
servants of the Prince of Darkness. May God have
mercy on your nugatory souls!!!
More

Reply

tina-marie 1 year ago 2  2  
Russia is saying Obama is pro Gay!

Reply
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Joel 1 year ago 2  2  
I love the way America judges every other nation
based on American values. Whether for gay rights, in‐
terracial marriage, pollution, abortion, adoption, child
labor, or defense, the same USA know-it-alls and holi‐
er-than-thous run at the mouth instead of minding
their own business or trying to see another point of
view. That would be silly of course, since we are al‐
More

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago 1  0  
Many of the posters here criticize gays because of
their interpretation of a 2000 + year old manuscript
that condones genocide, executions, torture, incest,
rape and other immoral acts. They base it on a con‐
cept of "sin", a concept created by man. Luckily as
evil attitudes towards racial and gender discrimination
is dying out, immoral attitudes against gays will con‐
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  2  
seems like Putin went to the store and bought a new
iron curtain

Reply

peppy 1 year ago 2  1  
Ever heard of "divine discipline" and "divine bless‐
ings"? The US is in a state of decline due to divine
discipline while Russia is in a state of growth due to
divine blessings. The US had MASSIVE divine bless‐
ings during the reign of the Greatest Generation and
has slowly declined ever since - ESPECIALLY after the
Baby Boomers came into power...
More

Reply

end corruption 1 year ago 2  4  
Oh good, so the rainbow folks here who like stirring
#$%$ where their is no more #$%$ to stir can all got
to Russia and continue their career... outsourcing at its
finest

Reply

jeff n 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  2  
Well, they were attacked with snowballs. They're
lucky. Next time it will be canon balls. What you do in
the privacy of your home is your business. But don't
push your homosexual agenda on people who don't
push their heterosexual agenda.

Reply

Morph 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  6  
Gays are the most intolerant, bigoted, hypocrites on
the planet. ANY disagreement with their perverted life‐
style brings on shrill, pathetic, name calling attack.

Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago 2  4  
Conservatives showing their usual disdain for the free
speech rights of others. No news here.

Reply

hello 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  6  
They could never get away with persecuting gays in
the US like they do in Russia, cuz a lot of the gays
here own guns now. LOL

Reply

Q 1 year ago 2  1  
The movie "Brokeback Dacha" was the final straw.

Reply

David 1 year ago 2  2  
Pretty soon the Russian government will try and ban
rainbows.

Reply

They Live 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  0  
Passing laws based on a judgment of an opinion will
only
hold your nation back from moving forward.if you
know someone has a fault why mock them
for it. Are you that Conceded ?

Reply

R9Q4A7W8Z5X3J6E2M 1 year ago 2  3  
Quite naturually, it would be religious minds who are
offended by personal freedoms.

Reply

Raymond 1 year ago 3  10  
I never thought I would ever agree with a Russ‐
ian/Communist, but they are on to something. Liberal‐
ism is a corrupting influence. You only have to look at
what is going on here in America.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  2  
Christianity gives man a solution to get their life right
in the presence of God. ONLY through Jesus Christ
can man do this......how is that a scourge?

Reply

Sean 1 year ago
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1  0  
Russia has not come very far since marching its
armies across minefields to clear the way for the
tanks, and machine gunning its own men when they
retreated in the face of overwhelming and withering
german firepower.

Reply

Lazaro 1 year ago 1  3  
So the rainbow may be banned soon?

Wonder when are they going to make flowers and but‐
terflies illegal too.

Reply

a d 1 year ago 2  6  
We defeated the Communists but we're letting the de‐
generate libs destroy America. They are the main ene‐
my. They must be defeated so we can be free to fight
all their allies: radical homosexuals; terrorists; and all
who hate America.

Reply

FTW 1 year ago 3  4  
They can just illegally immigrate to San Francisco, I'm
sure they will welcome them....

Reply

Kong_of_FL 1 year ago 2  4  
In 2012, Republicans stood firmly behind Romney in
"being more firm with Russia", but now because of
this Russia is the best country in the world. Republi‐
cans need to be locked up. They are clearly schiz‐
ophrenic.

Reply

Patti K 1 year ago 5  11  
Religion a excuse to treat fellow humans beings like
cr*p...you make god proud while you hate and op‐
press

Reply

User 1 year ago 1  1  
The big print is: "RUSSIA TO OUTLAW GAYS...". The
fine print is "... would make it illegal nationwide to pro‐
vide minors...". Wow, talk about propaganda.

Reply

Douglas 1 year ago 1  1  
"attitudes toward gays have become a litmus test of
democratic freedoms."
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Reply

Abdiel 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  6  
Russia needs to send all these fairies to the US... here
these turd punchers are celebrated like the best thing
since sliced bread. This is not that old style melting
pot... this now is the new and kinder gender blender...

Reply

Beguiler 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

2  4  
Now I understand why there are sooooo many rus‐
sians in San Francisco and Seattle

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  4  
See you liberals what happens when you don't have a
1st and 2nd amendment?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  7  
The world would be a wonderful place---------------If
there were no Gays and lesbians !

Reply

Mike 1 year ago 3  5  
Well, it's official. The Gay haters here in the US aren't
any different than the Gay haters in Russia

Reply

JUSTDESSERTs 1 year ago 1  1  
One sure way to make something seem more appeal‐
ing is to ban it. Look what happens here if you even
threaten to ban guns.

Reply

Daniel 1 year ago 3  4  
Russia has really gone over the edge lately, haven't
they?

Reply

Dan 1 year ago 1  2  
16.000 dollar fines, The US could pay the debt off in
no time.

Reply

Fox Mulder 1 year ago 3  7  
I find it ironic that the same people who have been
worried that our current president wants to turn our
country into the Soviet Union are on here saying how
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great Russia is for their backward views on homosex‐
uality, and their totalitarian attempts to punish people
for being that way.More

Reply

Mackdad55 1 year ago

Expand Replies (9) 

10  22  
Unbelievable, a country with some morals!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  3  
If the gays really think they are equal, let them prove it
to the Russians and the Muslims! Do you have the
balls? I doubt it!

Reply

Dennis 1 year ago 3  5  
Lawmakers accuse gays of causing Russia's low birth
rate. I guess they forgot about the over flowing or‐
phanages in Russia. The idea of gays causing low
birth rates is absurd. People choose to have or not
have children for many reasons. Many people in the
world have put off having children until later in life or
not having children for career and economic reasons
More

Reply

Johnny 1 year ago 1  0  
if u feel u r they minoity than become starit , now u r in
the majority

Reply

bigb 1 year ago 1  0  
fine 16 dollers should of been 69 dollers

Reply

Michael 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  2  
two extremes, block them and give them special
rights. We are ALL people, we should neither be
blocked from living our lives nor given special rights
because we are minorities.

Reply

Pikes Peak 1 year ago 2  3  
Our congress acts like a bunch of hooligans, wonder
what their sexual preference is?

Reply

Mark 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  6  
Hitler's first move was to Outlaw Homosexuals with
his Catholic Based Agenda. The church works well for
Evil Tyrants.

Reply
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Whiz 1 year ago 1  4  
We don't want rainbow association in New York.

Reply

MntnMan62 1 year ago 3  3  
Russia: Land of the Free. What a wonderful democra‐
cy they have there. It just warms the cockles of my
heart. What a crock.

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago 2  4  
Luckily, this country continues to be more and more
moral. Back when I was growing up in the 1950's, so‐
ciety's morals were based on racial, religious and gen‐
der discrimination, and spousal abuse and child mo‐
lestation were rampant, government cronyism was
hidden from public view, etc. As one can see from
these posts, we have a long way to go. But, as these
More

Reply

Bob 1 year ago 1  3  
Sounds like Russia is very lenient In the Muslim coun‐
tries they just cut their heads off or hang them

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  1  
Nobody is tring to force anyone to be gay. That is a lie.
Nobody is trying to "recruit" people to become homo‐
sexuals, or "convince" children to be homosexuals.
More lies. Teaching that people can be different, and
that it's ok, and that you should not hate people just
for being different, is not propaganda, it is actually a
lesson taught a long time ago by a guy in the middle
More

Reply

idacrow 1 year ago 3  6  
Once again religion, & the zealots who propagate such
hate, demonstrates to the world that claiming to act
on behalf of god is nothing more than a sham & an ex‐
cuse to despise & discriminate against what is differ‐
ent & misunderstood. Religiosity is nothing more than
the appearance of godliness as defined by supersti‐
tious people & the ministry who know better, but mis‐
More

Reply

Guitarzan 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  9  
Should be done around the world.

Reply

cashman 1 year ago 3  10  
Good for Russia! Too bad Americans are soooooo F'D
UP!
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Expand Replies (2) Reply

Xcalmexican 1 year ago 1  3  
It sounds like Russia is doing at least one thing right. If
the food was better and the weather was warmer it
might be a good place to live.

Reply

The Psychotic Libertarian 1 year ago 3  
5  Republicans support Russian policy. If that

alone isn't enough for them to realize just how
wrong they are, nothing will...

Reply

Billy Roper 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  7  
It's kind of ironic that the former world headquarters
of Godless Communism is now working on being
more in line with Biblical teachings than the U.S.,
which was founded on Christian values.

Reply

Andrew John 1 year ago 1  3  
If being gay is being wrong, I don't wanna be right!!!

Reply

L. G. 1 year ago

Expand Replies (8) 

3  14  
Oh God, I don't have any words. How awful. I guess
I'm a conservative, but one of my best friends is a les‐
bian, and I just can't understand why someone would
want to beat her or imprison her just because of her
sexuality.

Reply

John 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  3  
Telling people who they can kiss and hug, and what
they can do in their bedroom is sure sign of failure.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  3  
Putin knows how to take care of frags....

Reply

EPJ 1 year ago 2  3  
Well since you gays take away our gun rights how
about we take away your gay rights? I think you have
way too many now!!

Reply

Tim 1 year ago
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2  6  
At least someone is crackign down on perverted be‐
havior!

Reply

Chucko 1 year ago 2  2  
The Soviets injected other western societies with can‐
cer during the cold war. They are protecting them‐

selves today.

Reply

Michael 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  5  
We need laws like that here in the USA to stop the
sexual deviants from destroying our society. Who
wants their children exposed to the homosexual pro‐
paganda within our country? These freaks are using
the media and politics to "normalize" their depravity to
gain acceptance and political influence. Thanks, Oba‐
ma!!!
More

Reply

Noodlerr 1 year ago 2  1  
Ruskies are worried they have a very Low Birthrate, no
more Afghans in their picture, they launching more
Nuke Subs now

Reply

David 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  10  
looks like russia has the right idea too. all we do here
is embrace the sickness, instead of stopping it

Reply

Trever 1 year ago 3  8  
Can't wait for that law in this country...

Reply

Butcher 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

5  11  
Gay people would simply cease to exists.....

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (7) 

6  9  
I remember when America had "traditional" values .

Reply

Chary 1 year ago 3  5  
And this is what happens after a country become
communistic. Are you listening, progressives?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago
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3  7  
I guess republicans and the thug Putin think alike

Reply

DeportAnIllegalStopPollution! 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  
4  Russia & intelligent people=1, gays & per‐

verts=0

Reply

TDukes 1 year ago 1  1  
Any chance they'll defect to China ?

Reply

JOHN 1 year ago 3  7  
Hi Ho, Hi Ho
The corn holers must go

Reply

Charles 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  4  
I'm beginning to like Russia more and more each
day.... they enacted a 13% flat tax and now they are
telling the gays to act like normal people. Maybe
America could learn something

Reply

tool guy Dave 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  10  
America...where we murder millions of unborn people,
call sodomy "normal", confiscate money (taxes) from
those who work and earn money to give it to those
who WILL not work, have politicians who bribe voters
with freebies, aand we think Russia is screwed up!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  6  
I respect Russia for this !!!

Reply

J 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  2  
sounds like the republicans are in charge over there.
maybe we can do an exchange.

Reply

Noodlerr 1 year ago 2  1  
Look at Putin's face.. and tell me its not cross bred
with a RAT

Reply

I. P. Freely 1 year ago
Putin rides a little "Light in the Saddle"!
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2  3  Reply

Morris 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  4  
First, it was the French... Now the Russians... And Iran
made it very clear years ago... Do they know some‐
thing we don't know... It's probably when they seen
our leader on Time Magazine with rainbows

Reply

James 1 year ago 2  7  
Good luck with that, Vladimir. People aren't gay just to
annoy you, and maybe you should ask yourself why it
annoys you so much.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  5  
Look at all the conservatives embracing commie Rus‐
sia. They should move there.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (9) 

25  85  
Discrimination against gays is everywhere! As a
straight person..I think whatever goes on between
people is none of my business... I only wish they kept
their private lives a little more private... like hetros
do...!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  2  
David---Iran wants you to leave them the f ALONE.
iRAN NEVER HURT YOU RIGHT?

Reply

markj 1 year ago 2  6  
I heard the Russians will be having a Big Party for
gays. They will be serving them Molotov Cocktails!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  1  
Grand Ayatollah Putin & the TALIBAN Church, so how
many journalists did your FSB Murderers KIll Today?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  2  
Propaganda. At least some people have the balls to
call it what it is.

Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago 2  6  
GOOD

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  1  
Name a single position the GOP disagrees with COM‐

MUNIST Putin on...

Reply

Al 1 year ago 2  2  
lol. Russia is driving the fruit flies back underground.
lol.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

3  11  
I'm democrat and its not ok to be gay in my book. Its
a perversion. Should not be taught in schools or
showed on television.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  0  
I thought those articles about Russia becoming a new
"Holy Empire" one day was a joke but it seems to be
moving in that direction...

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  1  
I think I've found a good place to retire...I'm really be‐
coming fond of our Russian frienemies. If only it
wasn't so cold there.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  3  
Do the Russians call a person with atypical orientation
a KONFUSENIK?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  3  
Russia's widespread hostility to homosexuality is
shared by the political and religious elite.
Hostility? How about moral repulsion. In France, hun‐
dreds of thousands showed up for an anti-gay mar‐
riage protest. In Calfiornia and elsewhere the average
people have voted to ban same-sex marriage. This is
not the elite, these are the silent majorities who are
More

Reply

Greg 1 year ago 3  6  
Doesn't Russia have the highest alcoholism rate in the
world? I guess that's a good thing to teach kids.
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Reply

ScottT 1 year ago 1  0  
darn

Reply

SilverFalcon 1 year ago 1  0  
Looks as if they're trying to stop the gay pride pro‐
poganda... Limiting their ability to free speech publicly
is not good, however limiting their "acts" of "physical"
expression pertaining to the issue in a public fashion
could be justified...

Reply

madmax 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  5  
Good for Russia. She will become a strong nation in
the world. The United States is becoming more weak‐
er and weaker thanks to the liberials who allowed
gays and lebsians to flourish. Our military in the U.S.
are getting weaker. Our economy is getting bad.
Seems that God doesn't like the idea of same-sex
marriage in this country. We are being judged by God.
More

Reply

Vet 1 year ago 1  1  
The rouse is almost complete. #$%$'s lured out by
false hope. Then targeted as Bonafide #$%$'s. Thin‐
ning out the population and guess who's first on the
list

Reply

Col Korn 1 year ago 2  3  
if you make gays criminals then only criminals will be
gay

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  3  
Just ship over a few latino immigrants. Once they start
having babies that'll break that up.

Reply

thomas b 1 year ago 2  16  
Giving birth is a beautiful thing, but it doesn't mean I
want to see it in public! Everyone has the right to love
whomever they want, live long and be happy. But it's
wrong for a gay couple to expect the rest of society to
change its laws because of them.

Reply

seymore b 1 year ago
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1  1  
NEWS FLASH--Russia makes "soap on a rope"
MANDATORY!

Reply

Earthquakers 1943 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

6  13  
"Russia moves to enact anti-gay law nationwide"
Good for the Russians that they promote traditional
Russian values and not immoral liberal perversions.

Reply

Violinhunter 1 year ago 1  2  
Europe will soon enact similar laws. Homosexualism is
being kept track of from all those officially "register‐
ing" when they "marry." It is a trap. Officials will know
which doors to knock on.

Reply

Uh huh 1 year ago 2  3  
Wow...who knew the backwards South and the back‐
wards former soviet union have so much in common
with each other - namely poverty, prejudice, and stu‐
pidity.

Reply

Cen Tex 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  6  
Putin for president!! 2016! He at least does somthing
besides taking bribes.

Reply

ahzes ponim 1 year ago 1  4  
What the Russia might do is preferable to how this
perversion is coddled here. What's next, pervert histo‐
ry month.

Reply

Tom 1 year ago 3  4  
To all those opposed to what Russia wants to do, that
is your right. I also feel uncomfortable seeing 2 same
sex people making out in public therefore I feel that
small children too young to understand shouldn't have
to be subjected to it also whether heterosexual or
#$%$sexual (can I use that lat word?).
I have a nephew who came out 17 years ago, but I still
More

Reply

dan h 1 year ago 2  3  
"Russia's widespread hostility to homosexuality is
shared by the political and religious elite."
"Samburov describes the anti-gay bill as part of a
Kremlin crackdown on minorities of any kind — politi‐
cal and religious as well as sexual...."
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Putin is becoming Stalin and Hitler all rolled into one.More
Reply

Hedley Lamar 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  3  
Meanwhile Putin began sending out feelers to run as
an independent in the 2016 US presidential election.

Reply

Longhorn_72 1 year ago 1  3  
Good for Russia!! The world is better off without all
those fahgouts going around showing their sick be‐
haviour in front of kids and real families!

Reply

What'S Up Baby 1 year ago 1  3  
Russia finally did something good.

Reply

truth hurts 1 year ago 0  0  
That will work about as good as banning guns.

Reply

Loupgaroui 1 year ago 1  4  
i would have not minded and took on a live and let live
motto
but since the liberals are trying to take our second
amendment rights away
i say ban the gays due to the diseases they carry you
know a public health thingMore
Reply

JBlowsToby 1 year ago 3  5  
Russia is afraid of Western Liberalism? That's the fun‐
niest GD thing I've heard all day.

Reply

Dorian 1 year ago 2  1  
That still won´t eradicate it. It´s a drive of human na‐
ture. However I think that most would welcome the
opportunity to leave the country since technically from
an economic perspective they would be far better off
elsewhere. I guess the Gay community in Berlin, Paris
and some other cities in the E.U will be getting some
new folks in the future.
More

Reply

TS 1 year ago 1  1  
I can't believe that an athiestic country would adopt
such a good Christian attitude!

Reply
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Grand Wizard 1 year ago 1  1  
Vladimir ain't Putin that in me...

Reply

ShmoeDizzle 1 year ago 1  1  
Did Russia outlaw religion for a few decades?

Reply

Concerned In Ca. 1 year ago 2  4  
To bad we can't send the whole LGBT community to
Russia.

Reply

snoopcat 1 year ago 1  4  
Putin for President of the United States.

Reply

Steve 1 year ago 2  5  
Well, given the Obama socialist agenda, Russia is
looking better all the time.

Reply

Brandon 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  3  
Now that's communism baby!

Reply

dunce 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  2  
Wow! Russia is leading the way for all nations to fol‐
low. Way to go Russia and would it be
out of your control to help our govn't to do the same?
We're in a real mess here.

Reply

Paul WilliamH 1 year ago 2  5  
Yes, one moronic madman can ruined a country, Hitler
was the dean of that school, and Putin is his 'A+' stu‐
dent

Reply

been trodded on 1 year ago 2  0  
This is what happens when you give total control to
the polititions and you have no way to defend against
it. They promise you the world but if you can't force
them to abide by the laws they create you will then
truely know what it means to live under oppression.
And you people would like nothing more than to give
Obama and his supporters the power to make all the
More

Reply
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Sean1 1 year ago 2  1  
Hmmmm. At least they're not lynching and beheading
like hey do in the Middle East...yet.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  1  
Q-ears are sad freaks.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

4  3  
Yeah, no need for such pesky things as civil rights in
Russia. The right wing is working hard for the same
restrictions here. Too bad they'll fail.

Reply

JAX 1 year ago 2  1  
Everbody in hollywood will not be going to Russia !

Reply

ha 1 year ago 1  4  
Separation of church and state Adrian. Look it up

Reply

Dave 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  2  
The Russians appear to be as ignorant as conserva‐
tives here; they seem to think that homosexuality is a
choice. Homosexuality IS NOT A CHOICE!!

Reply

Pat 1 year ago 2  3  
Seriously, conservatives. Are you not just a LITTLE un‐
settled by how readily you are throwing your support
behind one of the more evil and oppressive govern‐
ments in the modern world? It's a little scary how eas‐
ily you seem to be willing to throw away so many free‐
doms just so you can put "the gays" in their place.More
Reply

Ray nack 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  2  
somebody has homophobia in russia?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  5  
The law won't keep people from being gay. Conserva‐
tives and militant religionists have tried all sorts of op‐
pression, violence and right-wing thuggery to try to
exterminate gay people ... doesn't work, heteros just
make more and we just keep fighting back.

Reply
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Randy K 1 year ago 1  2  
It's like the world has turned into a Twilight Zone
episode

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  3  
Let's see how brave and tough Madonna will try to be
next time concerning opening her mouth in Russia af‐
ter this law is passed. It will get her a one way ticket to
Siberia if she tries to promote her gay agenda in Rus‐
sia if she ever dares again. 

Put your mouth where your beliefs are little Madonna
More

Reply

GrandmasterB 1 year ago 1  0  
how can anyone tell what sex these people are under
all of the coats?

Reply

Shocked 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  4  
Look no further than this board to find the rot that is
eating away at America's soul. Here we have people
that hate America and America's president while pro‐
claiming their love for a KGB criminal and dictator that
routinely persecutes his people and is actively rolling
back Russia toward a totalitarian state.More

Reply

A 1 year ago 1  1  
I don't know what they're talking about Western liber‐
alism is corrupting their youth since it seems that
they're doing well with that themselves.

Reply

JEFFREY 1 year ago 2  1  
time for a pu$$i riot

Reply

Centrist 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  0  
Looks like America will be taking in a whole bunch of
gay refugees

Reply

larry n 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

6  12  
Russia on so many fronts is not what is needed but on
this one they excel.

Reply

Tom Jefferson 1 year ago
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2  0  
2021, San Francisco changes its name to New Rus‐
sia...

Reply

Brenda Parrish 1 year ago 1  1  
Hey here's an idea. Russian homosexuals can flee po‐
litical persecution and flee to the U.S.A.! Oboma wont
try to stop them, thereby "more openly" helping Putin,
as promised. Putin wont try to stop them. He may
even pay their transportation, if Obama will not, which
he probably would. Whatever. Welcome comrads and
comradees:)
More

Reply

GuyOnEarth 1 year ago 2  2  
Russia already suffers from a brain drain. The
smartest and most talented people leave, because of
things like this. They just refuse to "get it". Hitler
chased Einstein over here. Wonder who the Russians
will chase out?

Reply

Bonzer 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  2  
And you would think a priest, much less a whole
church would know better. How surprised they would
be to find gay angles barring them at the pearly gates.

Reply

Don'T Be A Hypocrite 1 year ago 1  3  
You want government control over things YOUR RELI‐
GION doesn’t like, but cry like a baby about big gov‐
ernment if anyone tries to take anything from you.
HYPOCRITES!!!!

Reply

Donald Tomaski 1 year ago 1  1  
Well, what do you expect from a country 200 years
behind the times, with no human rights whatsoever!
Hotels don't even have hot water to shower in, and
you have to wait in line for basic food staples, like
bread etc. Most homes don't even have indoor bath‐
rooms. If you find that appealing, by all means move
there.
More

Reply

Bernie W 1 year ago 2  6  
The church and government making laws! That
sounds like the dark ages to me.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (1) 

1  1  
Only after death can certain men attain their eternal
rewards. I look forward to it almost as much as they.
Only then will man cast off stale fairy tale beliefs and
be born again. The death of crishtyanity will be the
new beginning.

Reply

John 1 year ago 1  1  
There's this thing called the internet. Somehow I don't
think this is going to work.

Reply

Bill Moody 1 year ago 2  4  
Bad Yahoo! More pics of girls kissing, less (i.e. no)
pics of guys kissing. Thx.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

2  4  
Isn't it interesting how the agenda of the freedom-hat‐
ing Russians mirrors that of freedom-hating conserva‐
tives and Christian Talibanists in the U.S.? Both love
to use conservative big government to oppress the
rights of others.

Reply

Herbert Hoover's Ghost 1 year ago 2  
2  GOP Election 2014: Vote for us. We have the

same policies as Communists!!!!!!!!!!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  3  
Republicans cheerleading fascism and oppression
and right-wing big government ... and absolutely no
one is surprised.

Reply

Victor A 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  1  
Can US adopt them instead of the not allowed adopt‐
ed Russian kids.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  2  
So god had sex with a human and fathered a hybrid?
Is this why man killed it? No wonder repubs have such
messed up views on sexuality.

Reply

Deidre 1 year ago
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2  4  
Gay kiss = "Homosexual Propaganda" and a $16,000
fine! Oh, Russia, the more you change, the more you
stay the same!

Reply

dontblameme 1 year ago 1  2  
So First, Russia wont let the US adopt anymore Russ‐
ian babies... now they are outlawing gays...Hmmm‐

mm.... seems to me they want to get, and keep as
many children in the country as possible. What are
they doing? shoring up the population for the next
world war? Yeayyyy and we wont have any guns to
fight them off with... weee everyone learn the russian
More

Reply

Ilom 1 year ago 2  6  
Religion kills!!!

Reply

Greg 1 year ago 4  7  
Hate to say it but at least Russia has a backbone
against the gays and their agenda. I wish we had the
same.

Reply

Agri 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

4  6  
Thank you Russia for standing up to what is correct.
God gave Adam a Woman. Marriage is between a
man and a woman. If you any deviant behavior; keep
it to yourself, don't advertise it; descent people are
not interested.

Reply

matt 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  5  
Ok liberals you like the way europe does everything.
They must be right.

Reply

No Political Affiliations 1 year ago 1  1  
"I love Russia, but I want another Russia," said Abdul‐
jalilov, 30, who now works as a clerk. "It's a pity I can't
spend my life on creative projects instead of banging
my head against the wall and repeating, 'I'm normal,
I'm normal.' " ha ha ha ha ha ha ha

...
More

Reply

James 1 year ago 1  4  
Proof positive...there is nothing to be gay about in
Russia.

Reply
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Renn66 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  2  
Homos aren't a minority- not like a racial minority-ho‐
mos are just homos-sexual deviants-always been
around always will be around. They deserve nothing
special deserve nothing different. You can't make ba‐
bies so why the marriage demand? all over money?
Only non-homos can pro-create so why should homos
deserve anything special at all? go be gay-no one
More

Reply

Dr. Figgler 1 year ago 1  1  
TAhe only thing more dangerous than men who
smooch each other, ate all gal pop groups. Both fla‐
grantly assault the Great and Expansive Motherland.

Reply

Ngoo Nam 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  1  
You can't stop Nature! 

Try holding back your urine and see .

Reply

L. B. H 1 year ago 2  9  
Maybe there is one good thing about Russia....

Reply

KIng Ferdinand 1 year ago 2  2  
Russian homosexuals going to San Francisco-- get
ready California.

Reply

RW 44 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  3  
More Russians coming to the USA; we love people
that want to be part of us; it will make the nation
stronger.

Reply

Old white sheetrocker 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  5  
Wow, there are some good things goin on in Russia.
Moral decline is why America is headed where it is
headed.

Reply

NealD 1 year ago 1  0  
IF you can't live by grace, law will come...mostly from
your enemy.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago
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1  1  
The purpose of this article, IMHO, is to show that US
government taking away our constitutional rights is
not that tyrannic. There are some countries even
harsher.

Reply

BenD 1 year ago 2  3  
Wow, never thought I'd agree with Russia on some‐
thing.

Reply

Grim 1 year ago 1  2  
My wife is Russian and I have been there many times
and we know many Russians, both in America (where
we live) and in Russia as well.
There are exceptions of course, but Russians are
VERY homophobic.
They justify this belief as some sort of morality, yet
they are also just as cavalier about having extra-mari‐
More

Reply

Gladys Kravitz 1 year ago 2  2  
Russia has converted from socialism to fascism.
Pooty is a dictator, addicted to power, feared but not
respected.

Reply

Lincoln 1 year ago 2  4  
Someone needs to castrate these basytards in goven‐
rment. Let people live their own lives.

Reply

mick the biologist 1 year ago 1  2  
and this is progress from a country desperately wanti‐
ng to demonstrate that it is ready to enter the 21st
century? just like this country, russia under capitalism
and despotic religious bureaucrats, is wending its way
towards a living fossil. increasingly, old white people
have little to offer that doesnt continue to accelerate
the world toward collapse. putin's backdoor homo‐
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  2  
russan morality is the key to prosperity not american
hedonism and debauchery

Reply

Don'T Be A Hypocrite 1 year ago 1  3  
You are against the government controlling peoples
personal lives when it comes to owning guns, but all
about the Government controlling personal lives when
it comes to gay marriage. 
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Hypocrites!More
Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  1  
OMG this is A F#$#ING DEMOCRAT LIBERALS
DREAM COME TRUE in America! Tie these #$%$,s
together and light them on fire like they used to in
MORAL TIMES of the 1600s..

Reply

Beergood 1 year ago 2  2  
Thats gay

Reply

chris 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  7  
I always liked Russian people, and this of course is a
sound decision. May God be with them!

Reply

loren 1 year ago 2  3  
Government Force Religion at its Best! Russia Needs
America's Wall of Seperation Between Church and
State~

Reply

Douglas 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  4  
gay rights are not synomonous with human rights in
GODS eyes. Mankind who exercise the"right" to prac‐
tice gay behavior will get the sentence of HELL. "Fear
GOD and keep His commands for this is the whole
duty of man"! "All HIS ways are law and justice!"

Reply

Levi 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

3  4  
well at least Putin understands the political device gay
people have allowed themselves to become. I'm sur‐
prised he never tried to use them the way our own
president does.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  8  
Now the religious right has a place to move to... Rus‐
sia!

Reply

Zacojam 1 year ago 1  3  
"We're back in the USSR
You don't know how lucky you are"

Reply
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Rex 1 year ago 0  1  
How quickly those pathetic Orthodox Russians forget
that they were banned too during the Communist era.
They were oppressed and now they assume the role
of the oppressor. Wonder how they would feel if the
nation went commie again.

Reply

Flash 1 year ago 1  5  
Russia has this one right. Exhibiting Gay activities in
public should be banned!

Reply

Saturnfwd 1 year ago 2  8  
Putin should announce a gay cruise featuring Elton
John and using an outdated submarine, send them to
the bottom permanently.

Reply

Verandah Simian 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  5  
YO! Rosie, Ellen, Anderson, etc.... only an 8 hour
plane ride and you can show support for the gays in
Russia. And be out of our hair (literally and figuratively)
for a while.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  4  
Melanie, how many screen names do you have? How
many besides "Unhappy Mom?" And since you have
children (or at least claim to have children), it is the
duty of responsible citizens to report your irrational
behavior to the proper authorities.

Reply

CLASSICAL LIBERAL 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  5  
Russian Media Fail! They didn't brainwash their kids
into worshiping gays. If your not gay at least have gay
friends and act metrosexual! America is (sc)rewed!

Reply

Scott 1 year ago 4  8  
I've never heard a parent say that want their kid to be
gay; because its gross and wrong!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  6  
well we have their mafia imigrating their drunks ..their
prostitudes ...and now their gays ...they will have a
clean society ..and we accumulate their trash....well
done cold war won ...by proxy
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Expand Replies (1) Reply

newheadlines 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  6  
yup hear comes the hate comments

Reply

GW 1 year ago 1  4  
"I believe that I am acting in accordance with the will
of the Almighty Creator” “…I am fighting for the work
of the Lord," -- Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  5  
The Taliban also banned homosexuality. Just sayin'.

Reply

Tim 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  4  
OMG, ramapant voting fraud, murder of people who
criticize corruption, abuse of power and theft of public
money and the loss of freedom is all they focus on?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  5  
And that's a good law!

Reply

World Traveler 1 year ago 2  7  
For once I agree with Russia...The USA has gone too
far to the left, and we will be destroyed for it...every‐
one is a victim, it is nobodies responsibility to do the
right thisng, kids are passed in school whether they
can do the work or not...

Reply

Gary 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  6  
This was America 50 years ago!

Reply

AllenP 1 year ago 2  6  
Good for them

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  4  
We should pass out Rosetta Stone for Russian for re‐
pubes.

Reply

David S 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (2) 

1  7  Russia seem to be a republican wet
dream. Everything russia does
seems to be what republicans want
America to do yet still the republi‐
cans say they are not communist. If
you agree with what the russian are
doing by your own republican defini‐
More

Reply

FredF 1 year ago 1  5  
Well guys,,, the die is cast... we will be paying to bring
all Russia's Homosexuals to the US. We of course will
give them houses, food and Medicaid. We gotta pro‐
tect them from thier own country ya know. Just what
we need,,, another minority group

Reply

Pawl T 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  11  
How is perverted sex allowed anywhere? These peo‐
ple are mental cases and should be institutionalized.

Reply

HypocrisyAtWork 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  4  
Who would have thought that Russia would be leading
the way with defending the church and letting the glbt
understand that their choice of sexual enjoyment bel‐
ings in the bredroom and not in public, the classroom
or specially protected. 
America has cast its moral center of religion to the
curb and under the bus just like we have with our old
More

Reply

Motllerraf 1 year ago 2  4  
Good. Maybe the "evangelicals" in the U.S. will move
there now.

Reply

me 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  2  
anti gay laws, very low taxes on the rich.....is Russia
the "Red" Staters model country?????

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  6  
Come on, Melanie, do you have ANY original thought?

Reply

JOHNSONJ 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  9  
The USA needs to follow Russia's lead.

Reply

Youre Not That Important 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (2) 

2  4  
I guess MSNBC won't be sending correspondents to
Russia any time soon.

Reply

Blackhorse 1 year ago 2  10  
Awesome.

Reply

Get Sum 1 year ago 2  4  
They should move to America , this Goverment loves
#$%$

Reply

Native American 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

8  16  
Good job Russia... stop them now before they all over
the place like cockroaches...! Similar to the cesspool
San Fransisco...!!!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  3  
A wet dream for conservatives and the Christian Tal‐
iban. Good thing Mittens got beaten to a pulp.

Reply

Concerned 1 year ago 3  4  
It is funny the libs keep pushing for socialism and the
one world government yet do not see that it will put a
stop to almost everything the support ,

Reply

Fuggaboutit 1 year ago 1  9  
Welcome Back Soviet Union??

Reply

John 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  8  
Russia now has prayer in schools and now
this.........wish America was strong enough to do the
same.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  3  
The intolerance and HATE towards God on this board
from the LIBERALS is on full display today.....

Reply

James 1 year ago 1  2  
In this case, they know what's good for the State, and
don't have that doctrine of demons/principality ruling
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over there.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  5  
Denial of the existence of the only TRUE and LIVING
God is dangerous, very dangerous.....

Reply

Talon 1 year ago 3  4  
Oh Great now Obama will open the doors for the
Russian #$%$. Give them automatic voting rights,
welfare checks and have them teach us about how
wonderful communism is.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

4  7  
france ...germany ...russia everyone has some sense
accept America ..lets their society ruled by homosexu‐
als ...and their agenda ...

Reply

Palpatine 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  6  
Amazing. As the US goes down in slow decline, Rus‐
sia is taking the lead on morals and common sense.
Russia, under a dictator is on the way to beat the
USA... Unreal.

Reply

Joe 1 year ago 0  0  
...how long before a couple of Americans that are ho‐
mosexual go to Russia to create an International
scene.....if any of you try it you may want to get your
affairs(no pun intended) in order before you go.....you
wont make it back and I wont fight for you, you jump
in fire ....you burn....thats the way it is over
there...keep bedroom antics in the bedroom, what is
More

Reply

whitfang 1 year ago

Expand Replies (10) 

11  35  
Americans are going to start defecting to RUSSIA!
Lower taxes, conservative values, etc!

Reply

LICKSPITTLE 1 year ago 3  3  
Go Russia go. The dregs of society don't tell you what
to do.

Reply

lvlisa43 1 year ago 0  1  
Russia is going through some major changes, banning
American adoptions, banning gays/lesbians and mov‐
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ing their people out of Syria ---- Makes one wonder
what is really going on over there. Stay
tuned.................
MoreReply

JR 1 year ago 0  0  
Anyone caught performing any antigay action will be
invited to drink tea in a public place with a total
stranger....

Reply

P 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  2  
Well, there you go Christian anti-gay bashers. You
now have a country to move to, and (GASP) it's Rus‐
sia. Make sure you dress warm.

Hahahhahhhahahhahahhha.

Reply

No2Extremism 1 year ago 0  1  
What is with all this longstanding rumor-mongering as
to Vladimir Putin being a closet case, and yet at the
same time a virulent homophobe who external‐
izes/projects his inner self-loathing upon other
folks?... Well they often went on about the same thing
as regards the F.B.I.s' J. Edgar Hoover, and he sure
was not Ga,....... er,... um,....... never mind..........
More

Reply

Jim C 1 year ago 0  3  
Czars, Bolsheviks, Stalin, Krushev, Putin. All totalitari‐
an leaders. The Russian people now have more free‐
dom. Compared to North Korea, at least.

Reply

JOE PRO 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  3  
The price of housing is going to go up in San Francis‐
co..... a few hundred thousand new immigrants will do
that to the market.

Reply

let 1 year ago 0  7  
We should have president vladimir putin give advice to
obama!

Reply

Brian J 1 year ago 3  2  
Gays! IF, as you say, 'homosexuality is natural and vi‐
able', WHY the 'need' for it to be taught to small chil‐
dren in school and endless hours of 'Sheldons' on
TV? Your OWN demands, give away what YOU really
think, of YOURSELVES.
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Expand Replies (2) Reply

Gerald 1 year ago 4  7  
Surprised Obama hasn't issued an executive order,
giving them citizenship here.

Reply

Yannis 1 year ago 2  5  
Looks like reasonable law. I would not like my grand
and great grandchildren to be exposed to the homo‐
sexual propaganda either.

Reply

Thomas Jefferson 1 year ago 3  4  
Putin's got balls. Our communist leader lacks.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 0  0  
Cool!

Reply

Random 1 year ago 0  3  
So where is the Western Gay Intelligentsia to hit the
streets of Moscow and speak out?

Reply

mike 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  3  
I like what's happening in Russia. It resembles the
U.S. of the past, a country that upholds decency and
doesn't allow a deviant minority to pollute our country.

Reply

Javid 1 year ago 3  3  
Now the religious zealots promoting persecution of
gays have somewhere to go that will welcome them.

Reply

Jeff 1 year ago 0  4  
San Francisco, here they come!

Reply

David 1 year ago 0  6  
Its about time some country takes a stand aginst the
attempt to make #$%$, normal.

Reply

We the People 1 year ago
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0  3  
Why don't lesbians look like the ones in the porno
movies?

Reply

Benny Padilla 1 year ago 3  5  
Russia figured it out, sodomy doesn't produce births.
Someone needs to tell soe of the states in the U.S.

Reply

SuperG 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

5  9  
Homosexuality occurs naturally in other mammals, so
I don't get why it is such a heinous crime to some. If
everybody spent their time minding their own busi‐
ness, they'd not have any left over to mind someone
elses.

Reply

Darrell 1 year ago

Expand Replies (11) 

16  48  
looks like russias got the same #$%$ problems we
have here in the united states ....good luck with that
russia.......

Reply

3 of 5 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  2  
Next headline will read Gays "packing" up and leaving
Russia.

Reply

TigerMike1975 1 year ago 0  0  
Wonder how long until the gay Russian immigration
explosion to the US occurs?

Reply

LindaP 1 year ago 0  1  
"a much larger group of anti-gay activists who hit
them with snowballs.". Now this is how we need to
solve things here, snowball fights. LOL!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  4  
CDDSF is a troll

Reply

Alan 1 year ago 3  4  
One would think Russia would be smarter than this!

Reply

Tymorial 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (2) 

5  8  
Russia is barreling down the road to yet another dicta‐
torship.

Reply

I. P. Freely 1 year ago 3  6  
Looks like Russia is reverting back to the days of the
USSR!!!

Reply

Truth Seeker 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  3  
"promote traditional Russian values" such as mass
murder and Gulags, secret police, funding terrorism,
KGB interrogation techniques and finally Vodka. Op‐
pressing fellow citizens, no religious freedom and no
freedom of expression...these are the Russian values I
knowMore

Reply

warrior 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  5  
Liberals are ruining America...can't blame him for
wanting to prevent them from taking over Russia.

Reply

X7 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

0  3  
Levada polls conducted last year show that almost
two thirds of Russians find homosexuality "morally un‐
acceptable and worth condemning." About half are
against gay rallies and same-sex marriage; almost a
third think homosexuality is the result of "a sickness or
a psychological trauma," the Levada surveys show....
so pretty much it's the same as what the majority of
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (9) 

5  6  
Idiots keep talking about the "gay agenda," yet when
pressed to explain what that is supposed to mean,
they run and hide. How is standing up for basic hu‐
man rights, and to be free from discrimination and
persecution, an "agenda?" I suppose it's like the
"agenda" that black people had to stop being bought
and sold, huh?
More

Reply

Sukenis 1 year ago 0  2  
A democracy is two wolfs and a sheep voting over
dinner. A Constitutional Republic is the sheep being
able to object,

Reply

Craig 1 year ago 3  5  
Bigger threat: Islamic terrorism or kissing gays? Putin-
-you decide..
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Putin just confirmed himself as a bona fide идиот

Reply

Jack 1 year ago 0  3  
Finally, someone's standing and doing something
about this.

Reply

RG2010 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

5  9  
Two thumbs up for Russia. Wish our nation had the
guts to do the same.

Reply

yooper 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  4  
Russia's looking better and better all the time.

Reply

tyler 1 year ago 1  1  
What the GOP wants to do here.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

5  9  
And homosexuals keep trying to convince the world
that they are accepted, loved and that their behavior
is "approved" of by everyone. The U.S. should adopt
some of these laws.

Reply

pete 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  9  
I understand Putin and his dictatorial ways; it is the
church that always boils my blood. At least Putin is
not a hypocrit, but the Church(s) always preaching
love and tolerance and goodness, condemning the
gays, while half their heirarchy are banging little choir
boys.More

Reply

Hunter 1 year ago 3  7  
Why do we still call them gays when the truth of the
matter they are perverted.

Reply

michael 1 year ago 0  0  
so what then is the answer-
which is better and which is worse for a society as a
whole?
to ban the influence of homosexuality from having any
sort of presence in our socieities?
or to tolerate it and allow it's influences to spread toMore
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Reply

S.M.Z. 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  5  
Seems like Republicans would be much happier living
in the Russian theocracy.

Reply

RealAmericanPatriot 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  6  
I see the Reichwingnuts really do embrace Commu‐
nism. LMAO. When it follows their policy of hate.

Reply

Scott 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

7  13  
Gays should feel bad for their parents, as I never
heard a parent say " I hope my kid ends up gay" just
as I've never heard a parent say, I hope my kid ends
up in jail or on drugs. Just telling it like it is!

Reply

Charlie 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  6  
It's funny that the same people that warned us about
Islamic Sharia law in the US are the ones that are
aplauding the Orthodix Church's stance and have no
problem with the Church's Sharia law. So sharia law is
bad as long as it is not your sharia law. Got it.

Reply

SoCam 1 year ago 1  3  
If we charged people with hooliganism here, all of our
politicians would be fined and sent to jail and the
place would look deserted on Capitol Hill...

Reply

CALIFORNIAMARTY 1 year ago 3  3  
I think that the Supreme Court will find all laws, state
and federal that ban same-sex marriages unconstitu‐
tional as a violation of the Equal Protection Clause.
Anti-Miscegenation laws were all ruled unconstitution‐
al in Loving v. Virginia and the Supreme Court will
have some job trying to avoid the language praising
the benefits flowing from being married and then say
More

Reply

hello 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  3  
The Pink Pistols are a gay gun rights organization in
the United States and Canada. Their mottos are "Pick
on someone your own caliber" and "Armed gays don't
get bashed." Inspired by a Salon article written by
Jonathan Rauch,[1] Krikket (aka Doug Krick), a liber‐
tarian activist from Illinois while living in Mass‐
achusetts, founded the Pink Pistols in July 2000. The
More
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cajunbutch 1 year ago 1  2  
allright,good news from russia.about time,even `the
prechers want 2 kick so #$%$enough is
enough.......................

Reply

Taiwe 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  8  
At least for once, Russia government is doing some‐
thing right. America should learn from this.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (8) 

4  5  
did you see the last sentence of the article.abdul fells
like banging his head saying he is normal.NO ABDUL
YOU ARE NOT NORMAL,YOU ARE MENTALLY ILL!.

Reply

PC Police 1 year ago 0  1  
More Proof the Gay in America are not under attack or
fire...

We just find it gross...but Id never vote to make it ille‐
gal

hahaahah thats so damn stupid its crazy
More

Reply

D 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  12  
This world is upside down, when the russkies are run‐
ning their country better than we run ours!!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  1  
i love the story i just reaf where they jailed a pastor in
iran for opening churches in homes.....i love iran!!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 0  0  
peace
Obby normal npot abby normal

Reply

Michael From Seattle 1 year ago 2  3  
What about you and little Nikita, Vladimir? Or doesn't
that count, you hypocrite?

Go to YouTube and search for:
The kiss of Putin

Reply
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Bone Crushers 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  7  
It's a sad day when Russia is sounding better than the
U.S.... they have a flat tax and it's lower than the low‐

est bracket in the U.S.!!

Reply

Randy 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

17  58  
Decency ? Get a room

Reply

Robert 1 year ago 3  4  
I think all gays of America should go to Russia to join
their brethren and protest this.

Reply

Scott 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  7  
kind of ironic dont ya think. Republicans believing
Communist actions against gay minority a good thing.
Republicans agreeing with Communists. Republicans
Communists.

Reply

justie 1 year ago 0  5  
I thought Republicans and Communists are always at
each other throats, but they do share a unique similar‐
ity - hatred toward gay people..!!!

Reply

A Yahoo! user 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  3  
I could not think of anything worse than being with a
man. I am a man and with what a woman can for you
and with you the choice is clear.

Reply

WTX 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  2  
There's nothing better than a beautiful day and to see
two guys swapping spit as I try and usher my children
to school! Yeah right !!

Reply

Big Red 1 year ago 0  2  
For years, the Soviet and Russian governments also
denied that there was a single case of AIDS in their
country. It's easier to deny the existence of a difficult
issue than to actually deal with it in a civilized manner.
Granted, in "democratizing" Russia, the people seem
to have adopted the worst of the west, and not much
of what is good here. But this is not uncommon with
More

Reply

Lonewolf 1 year ago
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3  5  
Why don't all gay's mass together and go over there
and protest.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

6  11  
Good for you Russia. America has lost its moral com‐

pass. On the otherhand the takers and the losers in
America re-elected a Socialist as President!!!!!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

5  9  
You have to love the hypocrisy of the far right, who
condemn people like Muslims and Russians up and
down, until they hit on the same shared bigotry, then
they're quite the pals.

Reply

Lags723 1 year ago 0  0  
There ya go Democrats, more votes.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  2  
Which means the Fundies all now want the US to be
more like....Russia?

Drunk on vodka most of the time and abusing their
spouses?? Having kids they can't pay for (where has
this happened before?) and then not allowing people
here to adopt them? 
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  1  
CDDSF is a troll....post after post

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  6  
Conservatives siding with Commie thug trash ... not
surprised at all.

Reply

jay 1 year ago 0  4  
So now Russia and gay community will have a cold
war.

Reply

Moses 1 year ago 0  9  
I tthank God for Russia, other countries should learn
from them and stop the GAY EVIL.

Reply
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GD 1 year ago 0  2  
The American Russian conflict is not about Capitalism
and Communism anymore; it is between Putin and
Barney.

Reply

Al 1 year ago 0  1  
I had an uncle that was gay during ww2 flying back
from a bombing mission over germany the b 17 was
all shot to hell they crashed in a farm field as for as i
know no one complaned about him being gay when
he was carring them off that burning plane

Reply

Poorme 1 year ago 0  0  
Charles Rollens tried to teach the French Prince the
danger of Enuchs but the Catholic Church objected to
the French Prince being taught lessons from Pagan
History and pressured the French King to fire Charles
Rollens and black list him from public employment
which is why he wrote his Ancient History. Had the
French Aristocracy learned the lessons that Charles
More

Reply

Marylin 1 year ago 2  4  
Enjoy your Putin fascism, Russia.

Reply

KIng Ferdinand 1 year ago 3  5  
Gays check out their sewage docks constantly.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  5  
Republican's please self deport, you now have a
sanctuary!

Reply

Martin 1 year ago 3  4  
Now we see what's next on Obama's agenda, he went
to church today to tell god, he is outlawing homosexu‐
ality like Russia in this country since he won reelec‐
tion.
Congress will support him, especially the both sides.

Reply

GammaGM 1 year ago 3  4  
John 14 15 "If you love me, you will keep my com‐

mandments." I would not be able to love adultery in
myself anymore than I could love homosexuality in
you AND say with honesty that I love God. Don't con‐
fuse calling a deed wrong with hating the person who
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did the deed.More
Reply

Sean 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  2  
Republicans make no sense, you say this is good that
Russia wants gays off of the street but when your
priest rapes a little boy you act like nothing happened
and just kinda make the situation go away.

Reply

Golgi 1 year ago 2  5  
A nation of mobsters is blaming gays for the moral
downfall of their country.
Sounds a lot like the Catholic Church.

Reply

Stanley 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

0  0  
Didn't no Russia had any traditional values

Reply

Lord Luker 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  6  
This is what makes Russia a harsh, tough society.
They don't let their nation rot within.

Reply

Andrew 1 year ago 0  3  
Way to keep it 19th Century, Vladimir.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  6  
Republican are only gay when no one is looking.

Reply

Stephen 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

6  9  
Хороший небеса, не то, чтобы беспокоиться о без
этого?

Reply

EL Gringo Says 1 year ago 3  8  
We wont be able to say Russia sucks.

Reply

DUCKY 1 year ago 0  0  
ODOR FROM WEST MUST BE STOPED!

Reply

YinYang 1 year ago
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0  0  
"The bill is part of an effort to promote traditional
Russian values as opposed to Western liberalism."

The issue is a biological one, not an ethical one. Li‐
bralism has nothing to do with it. If that were true, be‐
ing gay would be an import.......which it is not.More
Reply

Kulture Kritic 1 year ago 0  1  
how thoughtful to ask god to support the ill treatment
of others in his name. sounds like a politican just as
obama says god bless ameica how stupid is that ? As
though god has a political preference (assuming there
is a god right?)

Reply

Eagle 1 year ago 2  0  
I hereby nominate Barney Frank for the post of Am‐

bassador to Russia.

Reply

ICE Slice 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

3  3  
Homosexuality is a birth defect. A species cannnot
multiply if all are afflicted, hence the term.

Reply

Jerry 1 year ago 2  4  
Oh God! Please don't let them boat-lift them over
here. we have enough of our own

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  4  
It's pathetically laughable how the far right reviles
people like Muslim extremists, and Russians, until
they attack homosexuals, then they're suddenly "won‐
derful people." You hypocritical clowns!

Reply

Sergeant Mc 1 year ago 0  3  
Hooray for Russia. They are smarter than lots of
Americans

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  3  
I love hearing this, finally a country with a set..And by
the way our media is #$%$ too...

Reply

GD 1 year ago
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0  2  
Somehow, the threatening corrupted Russian politi‐
cians are less corrupted than some of the US politi‐
cians in this matter. What an irony.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  3  
What the conservatives mean when they say conserv‐
atives are "destroying" America is that they're whining
and throwing hissy fits because the U.S. is slowly re‐
fusing to indulge their bigotry and hatred of gay peo‐
ple. Nothing more than badly aging, whiny conserva‐
tive bigot drama crying because they're becoming ob‐
solete fossils. FOAD already
More

Reply

Mark 1 year ago

Expand Replies (8) 

3  8  
They should do the same thing here in america!!!! Ku‐
dos to the russian gvmt!!!

Reply

tommy 1 year ago 3  4  
Jerry Falwell must have moved to Russia and sleeps
with Putin.

Reply

franz 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

3  2  
and the idiot liberals look up to these commies.i guess
the liberal gays will just have to take a back seat to
socialism.the liberals did like using them though.

Reply

Libssuck 1 year ago 6  16  
We need that here

Reply

Scott B 1 year ago 0  2  
Their defection will become our infection.

Reply

Susan 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  2  
Its kind of like gun control. No one cares WHY so
many young people have turned to a gay lifestyle, no
one asks why? How about considering the fact that
for decades now our countries have all been involved
in some kind of war with one nation or another. War
removes people from thier homes, takes parents away
from thier children, creates division in societies. Where
More

Reply

Steve 1 year ago
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0  6  
Russia? Who knew. Maybe, just maybe, Russia will re-
Christianize the world.

Reply

LUCKY LEROY 1 year ago 2  1  
#$%$s,,,go to Russia and Protest,...Cowards!!!

Reply

Juan Vásquez 1 year ago 2  5  
They're following the 2012 GOP Platform to the tee.

Reply

ERIC 1 year ago 0  1  
That's gay... most of our free lesbian porn comes from
Russia....

Reply

Ms. S.C 1 year ago 2  4  
Their is a lot of homosexuality around the globe, Being
gay isn't right at all. You shall not lie with a male as
with a woman. It is an abomination.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  3  
If Obama were in Russia, he'd be a gay black Russian.

Reply

cynical1 1 year ago 0  0  
while after death their hearts should be burned or
buried. What no stake?

Reply

Morris 1 year ago 3  3  
Ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha... Hooliganism... Ha ha ha ha
ha... Can we use that word on our President, for
spending our money

Reply

Brian Katcher 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  1  
Russia take a giant leap backward.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  3  
As much as I feel homosexuality is immoral and re‐
quires mental help, this is so wrong. 
Any country where FREEDOM is locked up, people
are oppressed, guns taken away, and liberties are
thrown away is no country to live in. 
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Expand Replies (2) 
Sadly, this is where America is going. More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  1  
CDDFSF IS IN THE CLOSET

Reply

howdo 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  4  
Well, guess half this board will not be moving to Mos‐
cow!

Reply

perkulator 1 year ago 0  4  
As a straight man, I really don't like public displays of
affection. I will even admit a peck is no big deal, but
you start using tongue wheather you are gay or
straight is unacceptable. I don't want my kids seeing
that kind of thing while walking down the street.

Reply

Lazaro 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  5  
"What if a rainbow comes up after the rain?" the offi‐

cial was asked.
"It will be illegal to look at it," he replied, curtly.

Reply

dasha 1 year ago 1  6  
So...Anti-gay = Communist. Okay. That clears things
up nicely.

Reply

OTL Player 1 year ago 3  5  
What!? Russia has higher morals than the US? How
embarrassing.

Reply

fredric s 1 year ago 0  2  
with the NWO progressing as planned, don't think i'd
be advertising being gay. history will repeat itself, and
if you don't fit the description of a model citizen, you
will more than likely disappear. and what better way
than to support same sex marriages to find out who
you are? jus sayin!More
Reply

Nick 1 year ago 3  2  
What?? Aren't they one of Obama buddies? Guess
that was what Obama meant about being more flexi‐
ble

Reply
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BILL2612 1 year ago 4  8  
Congratulations to Russia! I guess you've solved ALL
of your economic problems, eliminated the crippling
alcoholism that affects many Russians and can now
concentrate on the only remaining 'defect' in your per‐
fect country: gays. Kudos!

Reply

paul 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  7  
Isn't it funny that the Rabid Right is now more closely
aligned with the Communists/Socialists?

Reply

cp* 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  5  
Maybe the next election we can elect a stronger Presi‐
dent and get America back on the pathway to well‐
ness.

Reply

olderthandirt 1 year ago 1  0  
If they ban gays, only criminals will be gay

Reply

Michael 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  5  
"All religions united with government are more or less
inimical to liberty. All separated from government are
compatible with liberty." - Henry Clay.

Reply

CRHSLSAGK 1 year ago 1  0  
Their country, their laws, their way. I am sure there will
be many gays in Russia looking to come to the USA
for asylum. Just more people for the citizens here to
support.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 5  3  
Some folks here have no clue about how the US sys‐
tem works, that the majority simply cannot vote away
the rights of the minority. That is how our Founders
created it, to prevent tyranny by the majority and to
protect the rights and the voice of the minority. Get
over it, or move to Russia.More
Reply

MichaelI 1 year ago 3  6  
Who cares what gay people do - just like the religeous
nuts , do as you wish but leave me alone

Reply
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Bernie's World/ Nowlive 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  
2  Time for the gays of the world to pick a day

and hour to pounce upon Russia and show
them we will stand by our brothers and sis‐
ters... We gays need to take a day and travel
to Russia and show we stand together which
is more then we can say for them as a coun‐
try....
More

Reply

Ob Server 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  8  
Sounds to me more like a pro-family law.

Reply

Fnerfluous 1 year ago 4  6  
You're not normal. That's the point.

Reply

SS-N-19 Shipwreck 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  3  
Great we send our gays to Russia with love!!!

Reply

Greg 1 year ago 3  3  
I used to feel the same way as these posts. As I got
older, i am too tired to hate.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  9  
Religion caused this. Religion is like a virus, it destroys
and kills people everywhere it goes.

Reply

G Man 1 year ago 2  6  
Funny, I always thought Putin was gay.

Reply

Gate Keeper 1 year ago 4  5  
At least there's one good reason to like Putin! Even as
an athiest, he can see the immorality of same sex sex‐
ual relationships!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  6  
Man we need a leader like them..Cut off the hands of
thieves and fine the homosexuals,Hell imprison them
all ...

Reply
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Give me a Break 1 year ago 2  3  
Time to move

Reply

John F 1 year ago 1  1  
Is this Russia or something? Oh, wait a minute....

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  1  
this is taking it a little far, im no gay rights activist, al‐
though they make me uncomfortable, who am i to
make laws to make me feel safer when they infringe
on the rights of others

Reply

John 1 year ago 2  4  
Religious extremism is the fastest way to destroy a
country.

Reply

Commentor 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  6  
It's shameful that a country like Russia that does not
even have christian roots nor foundation but would
make such an honorable biblical style stand to dissal‐
low unnatural homosexuality to permeate their coun‐
try.

America on the other hand will make proclamation for
More

Reply

Beth 1 year ago 1  8  
So, the Ruskies are like Republicans.

Reply

Sel Y 1 year ago 2  3  
I guess I should start drinking Vodka, must be the
drink because them Russians are smarter than I
thought.

Reply

Joe 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  5  
Russia better knock it off before we send in our gay
military.

Reply

Scott 1 year ago 4  2  
If you the option to take away rights, (legal abortions)
than I have the option not to support gay rights, see
how that works!

I guess we're all not created equal, are we!
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Expand Replies (18) Reply

motorhogman 1 year ago 2  0  
nobama is going to issue an executive soon after
hearing about this. All Americans must be gay or you
will be fined ! Then he will for another department of
gooberment headed up by one of his #$%$ buddies
to over see the fine collection !

Reply

Unknown Sentinel 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

3  7  
One of my favorite lines from Soviet times was their
claim that the West will fall because of its decadence.
Funny thing... we're still here.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  1  
Obama = Stalin

Reply

I. P. Freely 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  1  
You can tell that Putin is gay.. he always stares at
mens crotches!

Reply

one of the only smart ones left 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  
7  Just when i think that we unresolvable issues

here, i just look at Russia. Sounds like the Tal‐
iban in charge.

Reply

I. P. Freely 1 year ago 2  2  
Put looks GAY!!!!

Reply

Kelly 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  4  
I knew a story like this would bring out all the deep-in-
the-closet homosexuals, who are the ones who are
most likely to be gay-bashers. Study after study has
shown this.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  3  
In Soviet Russia, buttplug inserts YOU!!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  6  
Conservatives and Christian Talibanists cheerleading
oppression and fascism. It must be Monday.
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Reply

Noodlerr 1 year ago 2  0  
Little corner of Russia Eastward.. rest is barren and
raw ... targets pls

Reply

Joe Johnson 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  3  
The appalling comments here, full of the most de‐
based, vile, perverted, and iniquitous thoughts imagin‐
able, can only come from the followers of the PRINCE
OF DARKNESS. 
Only a demon of this power could attempt to turn
Christianity into a religion of unrelenting hatred as por‐
trayed by his venomous and pernicious disciples on
More

Reply

Contrarian 1 year ago 2  1  
They thought a bunch of masked men coming into the
club was part of the show? How would people react if
a bunch of masked men came into a club not associ‐
ated with homosexuality? Why does it seem as
though the gay rights movement is more about nor‐
malizing and publicizing personal sexual fetishes of
nonheterosexuals a lot more than it is about an almost
More

Reply

Ob Server 1 year ago 2  2  
Most people still find the homosexual lifestyle revolt‐
ing.

Reply

Matthew 1 year ago

Expand Replies (7) 

5  3  
I really do not care who someone sleeps with. Every‐
one is entitled to my apathy in that regard. I do object
to the demand that I somehow approve or condone
such behavior or risk being called a homophobic big‐
ot. Why they demand such external validation and en‐
gage in attention seeking behavior is for psychologists
to figure out. They should get back in the closet.
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  3  
Idiots keep talking about the "gay agenda," yet when
pressed to explain what that is supposed to mean,
they run and hide. How is standing up for basic hu‐
man rights, and to be free from discrimination and
persecution, an "agenda?" I suppose it's like the
"agenda" that black people had to stop being bought
and sold, huh?
More

Reply

Mike K 1 year ago 2  7  
When you see the photos for the story,you don't have
to wonder why.Guess the won't have to host silly,
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flamboyant gay parades.

Reply

Lippy 1 year ago 2  1  
It used to be illegal in America to have #$%$ but now
that's okay and it's instead illegal to refuse to buy
health insurance if Obama says you can afford it.
Things are getting better for some people while Oba‐
ma is declaring war on others and will soon begin im‐

prisoning all of those who refuse to comply with his
tyranny. 
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  2  
And I thought republican's hated Marxist, but looks
like they have a lot in common.

Reply

Stephan 1 year ago 1  4  
oh "great"...guess where they'll be coming?

Reply

Arjuna 1 year ago 4  7  
"The legislation being pushed by the Kremlin and the
Russian Orthodox Church....." 

That's what happens when there is no separation be‐
tween church and state: certain people become pub‐
licly condemned. It's been happening for thousands of
years.
More

Reply

sbbhbm 1 year ago 4  18  
So tired of it being called "homophobic". Phobia im‐

plies fear. I am not afraid of gay people. I just don't
want their deviance shoved in my face every day, and
have it being taught to my children that it is normal
and acceptable. IT IS NOT.

Reply

Noodlerr 1 year ago 2  0  
Yahoo sucks go leave usa get the fk out go to china
pls go!!!

Reply

. . 1 year ago 2  0  
this is why sarah palin is fillibustering herself.....

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  5  
If conservatives want to stop seeing gay people hav‐
ing sex, they should stop watching gay porn.
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Expand Replies (1) Reply

Chucko 1 year ago

Expand Replies (9) 

6  9  
"Gay" is a fetish! Nothing more. Russia sees how it's
destroying other western societies and is protecting
themselves. Gay people are simply people with poor
self-esteem looking for attention. "Look at me! I'm
gay! I'm different than you! I mock traditional values!
Aren't I neat?"More

Reply

Hugh 1 year ago 2  8  
Sounds like Russians are smart people, maybe we
should do the same.

Reply

Karen W 1 year ago 2  5  
At least the whole world isn't kissing their gay #$%$

Reply

MLC 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  8  
the US can learn something from the USSR

Reply

Cen Tex 1 year ago 1  2  
They want to silence those who oppose them, they
control the ministry of propaganda, they want to re‐
move freedom of speach as a right, schools became
brainwashing centers, and they want citizens guns
and absolute control. They reside in Washington DC,
not Moscow.More
Reply

Yahoo 1 year ago 2  1  
Netanyahu is like the abusive parent in the neighbor‐
hood, who when your talking to him, smacks his
daughter upside the head...out of politeness you say
nothing and try to continue the conversation...but your
conscience urges you to rebuke him for abusing his
kid. This is the dilemma of Barack Obama....and other
past American presidents who have dealt with Is‐
More

Reply

philip 1 year ago 1  0  
san fran here they come

Reply

1984isnow 1 year ago 3  9  
Some people are born gay, just as some are born
straight. There have always been gays. This is not a
new phenomena that has just occurred in the last 30
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years. There has also always been people full of big‐
otry and hatred. Funny how many of them profess to
be Christians. Also amusing how many of them trollMore

Reply

Boats And Oars 1 year ago 4  7  
Russia, just what America needs.

Reply

mb 1 year ago 2  1  
GOT TO LOVE AMERICA!!!

Reply

Bud 1 year ago 2  7  
Even Russia gets it right every once in a while.

Reply

CARL 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  3  
I do think America's liberal views toward homosexuali‐
ty is making our youth think it is OK to be gay or les‐
bian, which it is not.

Reply

OBomBa=TradeWars=WW3 1 year ago 1  
3  Russia! The only hope to keep the white race

alive!
While Westerners continue to commit suicide!
There is nothing wrong with being gay!
It does have consequences! Such as extinc‐
tion!More
Reply

psionycx 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  6  
This is what American conservative Christians want. A
nation where "freedom" is just a word and rights are a
function of whether you belong to the right majority
group. Normally they would think it a paradise, except
for the fact that the Kremlin does not allow freedom to
bear arms, nor do they tolerate missionaries from
churches other than the Russian Orthodox.
More

Reply

mike 1 year ago 1  3  
Coming to America under socialist doctrine by the so‐
cialist democrats party... Not long now..History re‐
peats itself !!! I didnt vote for Obama myself

Reply

David 1 year ago 1  3  
Yeah because telling homosexuals it's against the law
is going to prevent them from doing it anyway, this law
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Expand Replies (2) 

won't last long.

Reply

We the People! 1 year ago 2  0  
Typical Russian thing to do....wake up fools....this is
not goping to go down well with the population..this is
not STALINS Russia anymore!

Reply

Chris 1 year ago 1  3  
First they came for the Socialists, and I did not speak
out--
Because I was not a Socialist. 

Then they came for the Trade Unionists, and I did not
speak out-- 
Because I was not a Trade Unionist. 
More

Reply

Alpha 1 year ago 2  3  
Maybe America will follow their lead one day!

Reply

AKEducator 1 year ago 2  1  
Wow, now all of the world's homophobes will have a
place to unite!

Reply

Pop Poopdeck 1 year ago 1  1  
Poot/n Is a Nazi wanna be. Ole stupid Russia just has
to have somebody to persecute. So the oldsters are
going after the young people. Big step foreward ya
dorks

Reply

Only proven facts 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  11  
I didn't know the average Russian was so ignorant of
the 21 century or just stupid. If Russia was really a
free country, their educational system would contain
the experimental data from two schools in England
showing proof that being a gay male is bio-chemical
and not a choice. And what about the overwhelming
reproducible proof that there is no God. Wouldn't join‐
More

Reply

Founder's Blood 1 year ago 4  7  
The world is moving in one direction...
The US, not so much!

Reply

Jeff 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (1) 

4  5  
Gay community: After reading this article, life isn't so
bad here in the USA after all.

Reply

BarSchickObama 1 year ago 2  2  
See, Regan did start something good when he asked
Gorbachev to tear down the wall. Russia is actually
advancing societally. In America we are going back‐
wards. We are politically correct to a fault, and the be‐
havior we condone has been conducive to the de‐
struction of every past civilization that has adopted it.
Obama wants to rule the world as evidenced by his
More

Reply

RB 1 year ago 4  7  
Well, under putin the Soviet Union will reform itself.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  8  
First thing that comes to my mind seeing this after I
want to puke--- I SWEAR-- SODOM AND GOMOR‐
RAH and you all know what happened to those cities?
Maybe we'll get lucky and that will happen there and
in WASHINGTON DC TODAY ?

Reply

Raymond 1 year ago 2  5  
There you go GOP the Russians are making a new
home for you when you are tired of this one...

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  4  
We should all wear the same clothes and we should
all eat the same food. That is right no diversity every
one should be the same and think the same way. Now
go and move to Russia.

Reply

Alexander 1 year ago 2  2  
It is called majority rules, just like an election conform
to to the majority in public and what you do in private
is none of sociaties bussines

Reply

Mike 1 year ago 2  0  
So where is all the Liberal outrage at a country sup‐
posedly democratic & larger then the USA taking such
a non cilvi liberty stance? Is Obama going to condemn
this? He didn't seem to mind the ban on Americans
adopting Russian children. Guess this is part of the
"understanding" Obama has with Putin.More
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Reply

Repeat Offender 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  6  
Some countries where gays and lesbians are jailed,
perhaps executed: Russia, Iran, Saudi Arabia, Pak‐
istan, Zimbabwe, Uganda.

What kind of people want America to follow their ex‐
ample? Religious bigots, living in the Dark Ages.More

Reply

pete 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  6  
Well after all, it is completely disgusting! Be gay all
you want but why constantly throw it in my face. Go
away.

Reply

Robert 1 year ago 1  1  
This is soooooooo gay.

Reply

Richard Krueger 1 year ago 0  3  
So THIS is why Russia banned US adoptions of their
orphans! Makes sense.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  1  
Looks like from the comments here the conservatives
are on Russia side. GO FIGURE.

Reply

Drink And Make Merry 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  4  
are they going to prosecute priests that cvhoose to
unload their sexual deviances on children? probably
not, they are of god.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  3  
what a #$%$ country...........

Reply

CITIZEN PATRIOT 1 year ago 2  4  
I'm glad the Russians are finally doing something right
for a change. Problem is, Obama will now welcome all
of those #$%$ here under the guise of being political
refugees.

Reply

Robert 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (5) 

5  9  
The moral decline of America will continue to destroy
us. The anti God- pro Aclu, Anti-Family thinking has
this country on a path of declining values . I Hope we
wake up one day and realize that we need to re-instill
the family as the core element for us to all prosper...

Reply

cecil h 1 year ago 1  2  
Good job Russia!! "hooliganism" ...I love it!! LMAO

Reply

JosephD 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

4  8  
About time some stands against these evil homosexu‐
als.

Reply

Mark R 1 year ago 1  4  
I wish everyone who is against civil rights for gay peo‐
ple in the US would look at Russia and Uganda and
ask themselves if these are really societies we should
be emulating.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  5  
When you believe that god had sex with a 13 year old,
and adam and eve's sons and daughters had incestu‐
al sex, then you will believe in many other atrocities as
well.

Reply

momarchist 1 year ago 3  3  
Putin is a closet homosexual himself.

Reply

yeah 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  2  
Every Great Empire and Nation Have Fallen from With‐
in . ! America . You Are Not above The Fall ; And Cer‐
tainly on Track . !! Time Tells All . ! Monetarily or Moral‐
ly ; Possibly Both . !

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  1  
Look a place for American Nutters to move.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  4  
Who cares what a bunch of f a g s who take it up the a
s s think about anything? I mean seriously. I respect
Russia for this.
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Reply

Chuck 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  9  
Homosexuals are around 1% of the population. They
push their ideas on our children. We don't want it or
need it. They would be better to head to their closets
again. The Bible is against any form of Homosexuals
women or men . This is a disgusting way of life that
nobody cares to hear about.More

Reply

Cesar 1 year ago 1  4  
Once a dictatorship, always a dictatorship.......Watch
Russia closely.....They will never change.....Not for a
long, long time. Russia believes that its citizens must
be owned.....It's in their genes, from the Tzars, to the
present.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  2  
Gays and Lesbians need to stay in Russia after the
anti-gay laws are passed the United States does not
want you. We already have our problems.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

5  8  
Conservatives and Christian Talibanists in the U.S.
keep some highly questionable ideological company:
Putin, Al-Queda, Ahmadinejad.

Reply

Jennifer 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

9  23  
Sounds good! I'm moving to Russia!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

2  2  
When will people ever learn to "live and let live?"

Reply

Douglas 1 year ago

Expand Replies (12) 

21  52  
What's wrong with an anti-gay law? Should have one
here, we need good, traditional values.

Reply

GD 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  7  
What a breath of fresh air to hear this.

Reply

bobby 1 year ago
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2  0  
They should just let them have gay rallies. It would be
interesting to see an all out brawl between the gays,
skinheads, and conservative youth.

Reply

riptide 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  5  
Being able to enact these kind of laws started with
gun control.

Reply

loren 1 year ago 2  2  
Government Force Religion is the Way to GO. I just
HOPE its MY Religion they Pick! GO RUSSIA!

Reply

Scott 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

6  9  
Parents don't want their kids to end up on drugs or in
jail; 

Just like they don't want their kids to be gay! Just say‐
ing! If it was so good to be gay, why haven't I ever
heard a parent say that??More

Reply

SweetLatte 1 year ago 1  1  
Good for Russia, they are doing something about the
propaganda of sodomy and gays in general. More
countries should do the same and protect their chil‐
dren from all the perversion and propaganda.

Reply

Nunya 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  5  
Oppression is what happens to any helpless group.
Russia, like the Republicans, is going after the last
helpless group they can find to assert control over an
awakening nation. Always remember that YOUR
group could be the next group to be oppressed by the
right wing conservatives.More

Reply

NdiliMfumu 1 year ago 1  1  
Russia and the Orthodox Church move to embrace
ever greater repression of the natural rights of the
Russian people, while everyone else is turning against
such repression.

Fascinating, isn't it?More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago
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1  2  
Seems like we have hit the point where America could
learn a lot from Russia...!

Reply

Voice of Survival 1 year ago 2  4  
How quickly we fell from grace, that one might use the
words "Western liberalism"
So disgusting and sad.

Reply

Cornelius Pigg 1 year ago 1  2  
bet this is one aspect of a real communist country
(and government) that right wingers in the U.S. would
be A-OK with....

Reply

God 1 year ago 2  0  
Oh, those commie libs!

Reply

Michael 1 year ago 2  1  
Sounds to me like the author of the article is a pansy.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  0  
Wow, Russia continues to be a leader on the world
stage. First, they have a very low flat tax which en‐
courages commerce and private wealth. Now they are
taking a stand for morals and values that America
once had but lost; to think that America had lectured
Russia on economics and morals is laughable these
days. There is no coincedence that Russia is on the
More

Reply

Help USA Taxpayers 1 year ago 2  2  
if you are Russian and gay don't go knocking on Is‐
rael's door for immigration, they are bigots and only
accept hebrew Russians

Reply

Jeff F 1 year ago 2  2  
Very progressive position.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  4  
Next up for the HATEFUL LIBERALS will be the NOR‐
MALIZING of PEDOPHILIA as just another sexual ori‐
entation.....

Reply
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Ted S 1 year ago 2  1  
Why not just execute them like they do in Iran and
other Muslim Nations? Fast end to the concern.

Reply

Johnny Pro 1 year ago 1  5  
Conservatives from the US may want to move to Rus‐
sia

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  4  
American Homophobes, you Karma will be a Gay
child or grandchild! Ha Ha ha Straight people make
Gays children!

Reply

hadenough 1 year ago 5  10  
Well done, some real men left in the world afterall

Reply

JustRight 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  5  
About time...homosexuality is wrong and perverted.

Reply

Dr. 1 year ago 2  2  
San Francisco has declared war on Russia

Reply

jim 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  4  
Russians know that tolerence for homosexuality is a
symbol that country is on the verge of collapse. Many
countries that support the decadence of homosexuali‐
ty are on the verge of collapse which the US is one of
them. Basically tolerence of homosexuality is like tol‐
erence for drug addiction both senarios's embrace
mental illness as normal behavior. Most "NON GAY"
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  1  
I like Russia in regards to their stern handling of this
gay matter. I'm gonna move there.

Reply

Ashton Elder 1 year ago 2  1  
Just get the people the mental help they need.
In the US the mental handicapped are for gotten.
What's not to understand about 50% of non straight
men DIE of HIV AIDS.

Reply
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American_Sigh 1 year ago 2  1  
blowski jobs in public were becoming a bit of a social
problem.

Reply

q0w9e8r7 1 year ago 3  7  
Conservatives are applauding this move and saying
they wished America was more like Russia.

Reply

C 1 year ago 2  4  
Think what you want, but Russia is slipping ever so
slowly back to an Iron fist type mentality. Looks like it
will eventually become a dictatorship again!!

Reply

Noneya 1 year ago 2  8  
Way to go Russia!

Reply

Zod 1 year ago

Expand Replies (7) 

2  2  
Funny how the left in the U.S. praises Russia and
wants to be just like them...well, here you go....like
lambs to the slaughter...so sad.

Reply

LG 1 year ago 1  1  
The Iron curtain rises again.

Reply

David 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  10  
GOOD! We need to follow suit. Had enough of #$%$
gone wild "

Reply

Cabo San Dan 1 year ago 25  59  
if one man mounting another mans rear end, and mak‐
ing love to his feces hole is deemed normal to you,
then you really need some mental help.
homosexuality is a perverted sexual fetish that needs
to remain hidden away from a normal society.
good for russiaMore
Reply

Eagle Man 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  3  
Kudos! Kudos! Kudos! to Russia. I love it!!!!!!

Reply
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Robert 1 year ago 3  3  
Some in this country don't get onboard with"western
liberalism"either.

Reply

Matthew 1 year ago 3  5  
List of countries that support same sex marriage: 

(Argentina, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Iceland,
Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, South Africa,
Sweden)

Small sample of countries that have laws against any‐
More

Reply

Doggoneit! 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  7  
If you are gay, and you can not help that you are gay,
why should you be victimized? That is so wrong.

Reply

keith 1 year ago 2  5  
It hasnt been that long since that was the sentiment
here in the US. And, if you took a double secret poll
here now, I beleive you would get some surprising re‐
sults that would align itself with the Russian agenda.

Reply

The Duke 1 year ago 2  3  
Wake up---Russia was a socialist country--they had
enough of big government and socialism, so they
know--what di we do, we are doing exactly what they
broke away from and why??? We have been invaded
by liberals, traitors and the enemy, we must fight back
or get out...I say we fight backMore
Reply

Marc 1 year ago 2  8  
Good for russia. That's what we need here...................

Reply

Joe 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  5  
That's it I'm moving to Russia

Reply

EvilLawyerBarsKilledJFK 1 year ago 1  
4  You insane evil people #$%$ and crying about

Russia sim0ple little law. Tell me something
were does it say they will be jailed for being
gay ? It is a law against publically promoting
the sickness, absolutely nothing wrong with
this. Way to go Russia.More
Reply
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Norm 1 year ago 1  5  
Russia-GOP sometimes it is tough to tell the differ‐
ence

Reply

hotwire 1 year ago 2  3  
Way to go Russia!

Reply

Bud 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  2  
The commies got it right this time!!!

Reply

Noodlerr 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  2  
So Libs can tax the hell out it all and rake the TRUE
Americans #$%$

Reply

My Opinion Matters 1 year ago 2  6  
To think this all started because someone wanted to
be treated fairly.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  1  
So American conservatives have now climbed as high
on the social and moral ladder as the Russians? Good
for them. In another 200 years, they'll be right in line
with the #$%$.

Reply

compdocjoe 1 year ago 4  5  
The Russians got it right, No gay propaganda!

Reply

Niners2015 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  4  
Assyria, Meshopotania, Egypt, Rome, Canaan,Israel,
Judah,........All destroyed by God. The LAST STRAW
of God's great Patience and Mercy, is when Citizens
of these Countries allowed massive abortion and Ho‐
mos became overt! 1,500,000 Abortions in the USA in
2012. Americans burning their children in the fire to
their IDOL of Convenience, Baal! Gay Marriage, politi‐
More

Reply

Po Zest 1 year ago 1  4  
Funny how they put them in jail so they can be gang
raped by straight prisoners.

Reply
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jpavlvs 1 year ago 1  4  
Purity and goodliness in Russia? ROFLMAO!!

Reply

Bradley! 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

1  2  
The majority want the legislation and yet they blame it
on politics. This country (America) is not normal any‐
more. God has let us allow this to happen, it must re‐
ally be the end of times.

Reply

IndianaFrank 1 year ago 5  10  
Glad to see that Russia has just a s many dumba*s
politicians as we do.... It renews my faith in the stupid‐
ity of man....

Reply

Biggreyoldman 1 year ago 3  3  
The Christians love Russia now. Always thought the
christisans were pinko commies.

Reply

steve s 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  2  
Is bammy still gonna be their friends, now that he has
more flexability?.lol

Reply

NightShift 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

8  14  
I'm sick of hearing about the Gay agenda. Gays are
not normal in nature simply because their lifestyle in‐
hibits propagation. They are sickening!

Reply

Sidekicker 1 year ago 3  5  
This is exactly what is needed in the United States.
Mental exams should be a must. The liberals are de‐
stroying our values. California will welcome all the
weirdos with open arms for they are wacko them‐

selves.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  4  
church and govt are always a bad mix

Reply

Lloyd 1 year ago 3  2  
I dont see how sexual orientation has any protected
group value,. What you do on your own is your own
business. When you try to gain protected status like
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Expand Replies (2) 

here, you are now forcing your desire for apporval on
those who choose to reject your chosen actions! You
are covered under the same laws as everyone else!More

Reply

Samuel 1 year ago 1  2  
America will take all the russian gays with open arms

Reply

Brian J 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  2  
OFFENSIVE! 'Civil rights for women and 'blacks'(no‐
tice the exclusive nature of the quote, 'blacks', NOT
'minorities'), are NOT 'the same' as giving in to de‐
mands that a certain group, not only be allowed to
continue as genetic defects, but to be admired and
praised for it. 'Sexual rights', is NOT the same as 'civil
rights'.
More

Reply

Emily 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  8  
How bout making any public display of affection illegal
then. Do I really need to see 2 straight people all over
each other either?

Reply

Sammie 1 year ago 1  3  
They stopped the girl band from blasphemy in the
church and now this. Why does immorality have to be
accepted in this country? Do we really have to watch
gay couples making out in public?

Reply

Brofarnk 1 year ago 5  16  
Do sheep fall under the "Alternate life style" category?

Reply

kevin 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  6  
First, they came for the gays and I said nothing be‐
cause I wasn't gay. Then they took away the jews and
I said nothing because I wasn't jewish. Next, they took
away away the muslims and I again said nothing be‐
cause I wasn't muslim. When they came to take me to
an extermination camp, there was no one left to say
anything.
More

Reply

blainev 1 year ago 1  4  
we need more border patrol now, thanks russia.

Reply

Mike 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (3) 

13  29  
All those conservatives wantng to move out of the
U.S.A., might find Russia accommodating.

Reply

Tami 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

3  8  
The amount of hatred in this world is amazing, and
terrifying. People will jump on any "band wagon" that
they can in order to single out and discriminate
against others. And we think we're "civilized."

Reply

Erik 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  1  
Christ taught us to neither condone and embrace sin,
but also not to judge in our hearts and hate. I think
that is what the narrow gate is all about, and it is a
very difficult path to walk.

Reply

Sane1 1 year ago 3  5  
Might as well reinstate the Soviet Union and commu‐
nist dictatorship.

Reply

Dave 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  3  
FACT: Homophobia is a defined phobia (an irrational
fear) in the DSM manual and has a real diagnosis and
several successful treatment options!!! Hooo Ray!!!!!

Reply

Dave 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  2  
Gay Rights ARE Civil Rights and "Civil Marriage Is a
Civil Right", Mrs. Coretta Scott King (one-time leader
of the largest Civil Rights movement in U.S. History),
in a speech at Richard Stockton College; Galloway,
New Jersey; March, 2005.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  6  
Medieval barbarity. Divide and conquer. Sounds like
Russia has hired Republican strategists.

Reply

Ponzi schemer 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  4  
That ought to help solve their economic problems.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  3  
I agree that the homosexual lifestyle should not be
promoted and pushed on people as being normal. I
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don't think brutalizing them is the answer though.

Reply

Dr. Figgler 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  0  
The Russians should abandon all mores and taboos
and turn their country (the institution) over to the in‐
mates (the freaks) like we did here in Amerfreaka. We
have set the example for the world to follow.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  9  
We need to be more like the Russians on Gays and
perverts. We certainly, as aminimum, shouldn't allow
them to adopt normal children and expose them to
perverted behavior in their childhood years! I mean,
DUH, another pervert will result..........that should be
child abuse! Put them on an Island some where and
let them die off!
More

Reply

Philobeto 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

1  1  
You can resist being gay by punchin up your butt
cheeks.

Reply

Rdoggy 1 year ago 1  7  
This legislation is beautiful. I wish we had the will to
protect children from homosexual propaganda in the
US.

Reply

Robert T 1 year ago 1  6  
Way to go Russia! We need that here.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  5  
Finally a Government that does not bow down to such
diseased abominations. The U.S. can take pointers
from Russia when it comes to political correctness.
God created Adam and Eve, not Adam and Steve or
Eve and Evan.

Reply

Rewind 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  5  
Good for the communist, at least their government
isn't owned by corporations and their decision making
is based on the majority not the minority in their coun‐
try!

Reply

Gary 1 year ago
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1  2  
Still nothing gay about homosexuality! Hooligan‐
ism..................Don't know?? Maybe we need that law
to arrest people for impersonating stupid people??
Some may not be "impersonating??

Reply

ArthurH 1 year ago 3  11  
I knew that there was something I liked about those
Ruskies!

Reply

Seattle206723 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

3  2  
Now if they could only pass a Gun Rights Constitu‐
tional Amendment....

Reply

Peter 1 year ago 1  2  
...."two thirds of Russians find homosexuality "morally
unacceptable and worth condemn‐
ing.".....................Geez, same as America!!

Reply

Dave 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  1  
According to the AVA (Adult Video Association) 80%
of all "straight" porn contains anal sex. scenes. Appar‐
ently someone else likes anal sex too!!! Anal sex . . .
it's NOT just for the Gay people any more!!!

Reply

Google User 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

1  5  
With all that open land, a 13% flat-tax and a ban on
gays, Russia looks good these days!

Reply

POW! Right in the Kisser! 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  
1  Iran and Russia have this in common. Intoler‐

ance.

Reply

The Doctor 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

5  6  
One country that gets it! Man, I am loving the USSR
much more the USofSodomy

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  1  
Even Russia has religious fanatics. People use religion
as a weapon to justify their own bigotry and hate.

Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago 1  1  
Yeah their Pres, is turning out like ours. Can you say
DICTATORS?

Reply

Google User 1 year ago 1  7  
Good for Russia, they have it right! Don't sell out to
minority and special interest groups.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  1  
Why so much hate?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  1  
Guess there's no rainbows in Russia.

Reply

jim 1 year ago 1  3  
All the Morons who think its politically correct to say
that you love homosexuality and gay marriage . please
say " I AM HOPING THAT MY CHILD GROWS UP
GAY" or else you are a big phoney.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

1  0  
So Russia sounds like a dream world for conserva‐
tives. No gays, low taxes for the top earners, blantant
discrimination, govt suppression of freedom. This is
what you want in America but it is not gonna happen.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  5  
Good for you Russia! Carry-on! Here come the bigot
racist discrimination gay and atheists crying about
now! Gays are such bigots!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  2  
I like the idea they do not want it promoted openly to
influence the kids that it is normal and acceptable.
Sounds like if the gays stay in the closet they should
be fine. If however they go parading around the
streets promoting it they will go to jail.
Seems reasonable.More
Reply

Commenter 1 year ago
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1  3  
so in addition to Cuba sending their diseased crimi‐
nals to the US, and Mexico sending their unemployed
to the US, the Russians will be sending their sexual
deviants to the US. We're becoming the world's
cesspool.......yecccch!

Reply

Jeff 1 year ago 1  4  
Don't here anyone bithching about muslims BEHEAD‐

ING homosexuals. What? can't talk about that? Sorry!
Oh, hey- maybe we should ban guns then.

Reply

Glenda 1 year ago 3  2  
I guess Hollywood will be getting a new wave of
screen and song writers.The rest will be deported to
israel to serve as sex slaves for government appa‐
ratchiks.

Reply

Diana S 1 year ago 3  4  
lol Sometimes Russia surprises us. PC was never their
problem! Makes me wish things would turn out differ‐
ently for them at Armameggdon.

Reply

Dave 1 year ago 1  3  
Well if god didn't make Adam and Steve then who
made Steve cuz clearly Steve is here . . .

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  7  
WAY TO GO RUSSIA!!!!!

Reply

Tom 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  4  
Works for me!.....When do we ban gays?.....They have
killed millions compared to my AR-15!

Reply

Tim 1 year ago 3  5  
Usually that means they are trying to hide their own
conflicting attraction to men

Reply

Harold 1 year ago 3  5  
I guess I need to move to russia, It seems the ruskies
have it right.

Reply
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James 1 year ago 3  8  
The gay demon won't stop until it gets to rule in rebel‐
lion, and bully its perversion, like it did in Sodom and
Gomorroh until the Lord had had enough.

Reply

Max Fubar 1 year ago 1  0  
Czar Pootin' Putin the First doesn't want a Tom Cruise
moment.

Reply

Stuart 1 year ago 3  6  
The Gay's think people don't like them because of
their life style, what they fail to see is that other people
don't care that they are gay, just tired of the way they
act. It's nearly impossible to go out and not be sexual‐
ly assaulted by one any more, if a Straight person tried
what a Gay person gets away with they would spend
the next 20 years in prison.
More

Reply

gary 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  5  
gays should move to an lsland but no sheep allowed

Reply

Dan 1 year ago 3  6  
They're throwing out the trash -- now THAT'S what I
call 'progressive'!

Reply

Kevin 1 year ago 2  7  
Shame they didn't make it a capital crime and start
executing the sick b(astards

Reply

Javid 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

4  2  
Gays hurt no one.

The legitimate powers of government extend to such
acts only as are injurious to others. But it does me no
injury for my neighbour to say there are twenty gods,
or no god. It neither picks my pocket nor breaks my
leg.
More

Reply

pannindan 1 year ago 1  8  
we need to look closer at this , I still want a gay to tell
me WHY I need to know they are GAY ??? It must be
that they want me to judge them .Otherwise WHY
would I care ?

Reply
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CptSnark 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  4  
Dear Mr Putin,
We would be happy to trade homophobes for or‐
phans. Any day at any ratio.

Reply

james 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  2  
Do the Russians have the right idea about homos???

Reply

Snipe 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  3  
Egad... Apparently, Russia is incapable of learning that
'disappearing' people doesn't make an idea vanish....
Why is it that throughout their entire history they at‐
tempt to bend their population into shapes they're just
not capable of maintaining? The sooner the politburo
gets that message the sooner they'll actually make
some progress... 
More

Reply

Arjuna 1 year ago 3  3  
Obviously, many of the people commenting here be‐
long in Russia, not in a country that prides itself on
"freedom".

Reply

Lawrence 1 year ago

Expand Replies (8) 

13  36  
Gays are not normal by the very definition of the word.
That of itself is not a big deal. The real problem with
Gays are they so damn annoying, constantly pushing
their perverted life style in every ones face demanding
we accept it as normal.

Reply

Timothy 1 year ago 3  4  
I"m surprised we don't see more conservatives wear‐
ing "I <3 Russia" t-shirts. They say they don't like dic‐
tatorship, but you know they really do just as long
they're conservative ones).

Reply

Nada Gonteja 1 year ago 3  5  
trying to legislate away homosexuality is as stupid and
ineffective as trying to legislate away left-handedness
or red-headedness. all it does is oppress and encour‐
age discrimination and abuse, and more will be born,
just as they have been since the dawn of time.

Reply

beng 1 year ago
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3  17  
soldiers in the US army now need to watch their back
when they drop the soup in the shower! do to Obama.
Gay men are foul because the fantasize about all men
gay and straight and normal man will never accept a
gay man checking his #$%$ Putin is building up a
tight nation while Obama is braking us up.More
Reply

Kevin 1 year ago 3  7  
Russia has got it right this time

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  5  
CDDSF is a troll. he has no life he posts comment af‐
ter comment because he can't even make a friend

Reply

Michael C 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  2  
This ought to inspire a bunch of right wingnuts and
teabaggers to put up the For Sale signs and start
planning to become Gerard Depardieu's new neigh‐
bors.

Reply

Kira 1 year ago 3  7  
Russian Values = Return to being bloodthirsty sav‐
ages ?

Reply

Francis 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

4  4  
Good , Its unatural anyway.

Reply

Brad 1 year ago 2  2  
The US is stuck in a cold war mind set. I mean why
can't we get strong leadership like this in the United
States? Send all the gays to their own country, they'll
be eliminated by their own selfish and sefl serving atti‐
tudes in 100 years.

Reply

ron 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

15  47  
common sense from Russia good timeing.

Reply

KennethK 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

5  7  
Can we send ours to Russia??? I'm tired of listening
to their whining!!!

Reply
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John W 1 year ago 3  4  
This is a law discriminating the love of two people be‐
cause they are of the same gender...You would think
at this juncture in time, we would stop the prejudices
against the gay community world wide...Can't we all
just get along?

Reply

Herbert Hoover's Ghost 1 year ago 3  
4  Putin: Sure we copy Republican Party. They

are perfect for us. 

We both hate capitalism. They help us kill it by
giving all money just to rich so no one can buy
things soon. Then you have feudalism like was
in Russia. We are patient. We know we can
More

Reply

KIng Ferdinand 1 year ago 3  4  
Gays are not normal just like liberals. These humnas
are truely sick in the head.

Reply

Allen 1 year ago 3  5  
hahahaha, lol, no more GBLT tours to Moscow now.
This will really shove a corn-cob up the bhu nghole of
the homosexual crowd.

Reply

Scott 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  4  
Over 500k babies were killed last yr from abortion and
99.9% were not life threatening. Gays want = rights,
start with abortion first. 

Since if one group is not given their rights, it makes it
easy to say that others don't get them as well! Just
saying, there is a double standard!
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (7) 

4  4  
Gay is natures way of saying extinction to humans.

Reply

Ron 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  3  
I don't get why people think this legislation is wrong?
Why should uneducated people get to dictate the
laws of a country... like those here in the Unisted
States? If you think people are born gay.. You have
some serious mental deficencies. It is a choice and
one that harms society.More

Reply
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FreeTruth1945 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

3  3  
America needs to draw the line between suppression
and approval.
Freedom is American.
Perversity is not American.

Reply

ICE Slice 1 year ago 3  4  
Of course pro #$%$ will claim Russians are just living
in denile of their true desire to be gay.

Reply

Cranes 1 year ago 4  5  
I'm sexually attracted to squirrels!!!
So GIVE ME MY parade! GIVE ME MY rights! And
SUCK MY AGENDA!

Reply

Realist 1 year ago 2  5  
At least the Russians are not going to let perverts ruin
their society....Maybe we need a 'Putin" to run for the
presidency here!

Reply

Scott S 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  7  
good job Russia We Americans are afraid to make
anyone mad, we allowed Homosexual life and you see
what we got for it, be strong and stand behind what
you make law, homosexual activity is just wrong and
gay marriages ,well its just a joke, and no children
should be brought up in that life style.More

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago 2  2  
Many of the posters here criticize gays because of
their interpretation of a 2000 + year old manuscript
that condones genocide, executions, torture, incest,
rape and other immoral acts. They base it on a con‐
cept of "sin", a concept created by man. Luckily as
evil attitudes towards racial and gender discrimination
is dying out, immoral attitudes against gays will con‐
More

Reply

Full Yoda 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

6  10  
Reading comments here, it's amazing how many [sup‐
posedly] Americans don't believe in equality under the
law, or the Bill of Rights, and would apparently rather
live in a theocracy. No one's stopping you - I hear Iran
is lovely this time of year.
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cp* 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (3) 

4  2  
Russia is taking the lead and setting the example for
the rest of the world. President Obama should request
a copy of the russian law and request that each state
governor have it passed in the state senate's the next
session. Although we know that is beyond Pres Oba‐
ma's capability it was a cleansing thought. Maybe we
can elect a real president next time.
More

Reply

Yahoo 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  8  
Bullying and violence against homosexuals and others
seems like a type of rape/forced sodomy to me...it's
just not as overt, it's implied...and it's driven by hatred
or perhaps repressed homosexuality....which is ex‐
pressed as violence/bullying against homosexuals.
Most people who have issues with homosexuality
don't approach these levels of hatred and violence. If
More

Reply

GammaGM 1 year ago 3  3  
They set a standard for right and wrong, in their own
country. Yet I see that there are those here who judge
and hate them for doing as they see right.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  2  
surprised that Obama did not have those topless
women protesters who were removed from the Pope's
service as special guests of honor at his inaugura‐
tion...they could have forwarded Obama's pro-gay,
anti-religion agenda, both at the same time...

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  2  
The silver lining is that it will make it easier for gay
people suffering persecution under the Putin dictator‐
ship to file for asylum in the U.S. Perhaps we can
send some of our useless conservatives and Christian
Talibanists over there?

Reply

average citizen 1 year ago 3  3  
amazing! America has become more secular than
Russia.....Russia is run by atheistic communists

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  6  
What do you call a stool turned upside down in a gay
bar? Seating for four...

Reply

jack 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (1) 

3  6  
Finally a breath of fresh air from the East. We should
do the same in the West. I am SOOOOO tired of the
#$%$ homos promoting their lifestyle like it's what we
all should aspire to. Keep it in the #$%$ closet where
it belongs. You don't see heteros holding hetero pa‐
rades and acting like a bunch of idiots over their sexu‐
ality do you? I don't give a rats #$%$ what anybody
More

Reply

USAlien 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  2  
If homos in Russia don't like it, they should stop
choosing to be gay.

Reply

TS 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

4  5  
Wow, Russia is more progressive than America now . .
.

Reply

Stenton23 1 year ago 4  5  
This would be excellent pamphlet material to hand out
at Tea Bagger conventions. "For more information
about opportunities in Russia, please call..."

Reply

UpW 1 year ago 4  5  
Can we deport the Westboro Baptist Church to Russia
now?

Reply

Chuck 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

9  19  
I hate to say it but Putin is taking Russia in the right
direction .Obama is heading to the old Russia dicta‐
torship.

Reply

David 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

4  4  
Isn't this how the holocaust began?? Making a seg‐
ment of the population 'illegal?'

Reply

TP 1 year ago 0  0  
Still think America is homophobic?

Reply

USAlien 1 year ago 4  3  
Good for Russia.

Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago 3  4  
Russia passes a law NOT to promote mental illness.

Sounds fine to me.

Reply

Herbert Hoover's Ghost 1 year ago 4  
7  Gays: More threatening to Communists than

Star Wars

Reply

Richard 1 year ago 4  9  
Rube bigots: pack up the pistola sell all your crummy
belongings hopefully getting you enough for a one
way ticket on Aeroflot to your new favorite place,
Ruskieland. Almost overnight the US obesity rate
plummets, and our literacy rate skyrocket. Everybody
wins.More
Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  6  
Q-ears sicken the whole world. They need to crawl
back under their rock and stay there.

Reply

Dan 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  3  
between the muslims ,leftist Marxist ,$0d0mlte$..and
baby butchers Amerika is done for

Reply

fred f 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  5  
I think Russia finally has something right.

Reply

Chuck 1 year ago 4  6  
The Democratic Party is doom with all their belifes.

Reply

Pro Second Amendment American 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  7  I wonder if gay bashing will be al‐
lowed

Reply

Frank Lee Deer 1 year ago 4  7  
Russia is enacting anti-gay legislation while our presi‐
dent uses his inauguration speech to affirm that we
are all equal, including gays. This is one reason why I
am proud of the USA and feel fortunate to be a citi‐
zen. 
More
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Expand Replies (1) Reply

Fnorb 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

5  7  
Well, uploads are finished, and so it's time for me to
continue working. To those who continue debating
here, and who value education, tolerance and respect:
relax, have a cup of tea and good nerves. To the oth‐
ers: knock yourselves out with your hatred. Rant on as
much as you like. It's not like you could ever achieve
anything remotely useful with your life anyway.
More

Reply

1America 1 year ago 2  2  
Something else the GOP has in common with other
enemies of Freedom.

Reply

Beeblebrox 1 year ago 3  1  
Hmmmmm? The American religious right could learn a
thing or two from the Ruskies. Or is it that the Ruskies
are taking a page from the playbook of the American
religious right, but have the governmental clout to
force the issue?

Reply

D 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  7  
"The bill is part of an effort to promote traditional
Russian values as opposed to Western liberalism,
which the Kremlin and church see as corrupting Russ‐
ian youth and by extension contributing to a wave of
protest against President Vladimir Putin's rule."

The traditional Russian value of the past hundred
More

Reply

Will 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  4  
good. 20 years ago it was okay to be anti-gay. now if
you are, youre looked down upon. things have not
gotten better due to liberal views becoming the norm.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  3  
If you #$%$'s are thinking about going to Russia to
get your fudge packed....think again......

Reply

Sean 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  1  
So much for the Russian lesbian punk band puzzy
riot, but they threw them in jail awhile ago for protest‐
ing inside of a church.

Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago 2  3  
Only conservatives would want the US to be more like
Russia.

Reply

Jeb Stuart 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  4  
See, conservatives, there's a place you can move to.
Government intrusion into the personal lives of others,
limited freedom of speech ... all the things you like.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  5  
Russia is looking better all the time!!

Reply

What Now 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

4  6  
Interesting. Just as I suspected, they are watching all
that is destroying the US and moving to eliminate/out‐
law those things. Kind of a smart move from a coun‐
try's self-preservation stance: Don't do what is not
working for them idea.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  5  
I understand well the business of the religions. 6 pas‐
tors in Brazil are among the wealthiest people in that
country. They are the ones who teach homosexuality
is a sin.
Careful with this shi-ty Jesus you're buying, it's a fake.

Reply

MoreCOWBELL 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

3  3  
Russia is everything that America is not, imprisoning a
band for free speech, outlawing Americans from
adopting children because of openly violating human
rights and now being gay is a federal crime. I seriously
have very little respect for their government and they
have officially become of the as shole of the earth...More

Reply

John 1 year ago 8  18  
Russia is really getting their act together.

Reply

RG2010 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

4  2  
Gee, in a war between between Russia and the U.S.,
makes ya wonder who GOD would be for; the gay
side? or the non-gay side ?

Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago 2  3  
sounds like a plan to me...

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  1  
Wow. Yahoo censors say skkkuuummm (4 letter ver‐
sion) is a dirty word. You Liberal Democrats are pa‐
thetic.

Reply

Bill C 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

2  2  
YEAH RUSSIA !!!!!!!!!! But please remember it is the
activity that is despicable and not the 
people themselves. They are medically and/or mental‐
ly abnormal. Testing for hormonal imbalance should
take place before puberity to establish a treatment
program of hormone
balancing appropriate to the physical gender.
More

Reply

Bob 1 year ago

Expand Replies (7) 

2  7  
We should make a trade with Russia: we'll take your
gays and you can have our ignorant bigots.

Reply

Pete 1 year ago 2  1  
First time Russia has done something I actually
agreed with.

Reply

Randall 1 year ago 4  10  
Never thought I would see the day when Russia
makes a moral stand that is right and the U.S. makes
a moral stand that is wrong.

Reply

God Never Cures Amputees 1 year ago 5  
10  I did not know the GOP was running Russia!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  6  
Conservatives and Christian Talibanists are ideological
soulmates with Russian fascists ... could have told
you that 25 years ago.

Reply

SamuelClemensGhost 1 year ago 2  0  
Send HETEROMAN to the rescue !!!

Reply
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Dr. Know 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  1  
Hmmmm, ..... maybe the Russian socialists have a dif‐
ferent slant on this issue which? Prez Obozo might
consider this slant in his 2nd term ... being that he's
such a believer in socialism! 
He might work out a missile for gay trade deal with
Russia - we give up our national defense missiles and
Russia can send us their gays. .....'nuf said!
More

Reply

Who 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  0  
Who would have thought that Russia would be more
moral than the USA? How sad for us.

Reply

Mr Grey 1 year ago 2  1  
II wonder how much gays harm their own cause with
outlandish displays. Rallys tend to bring out the more
flamboyent among them. Which, unfortunately, only
perpetuates stereo types and does nothing to show
the vast majority of them are everyday people that
you'd never even know are gay. This just plays right
into the hands of the haters and ignorant.
More

Reply

Inluminatuo 1 year ago 2  1  
The Russians are losing the population battle to the
tune of a million each year. This is what happens when
you turn your country over to secular Socialist/Com‐

munists for 50-60 years, who produce nothing, includ‐
ing children, but just feed off the productive capability
of those that do,,,including their children. Homosexu‐
ality is the pure expression of the socialist ideology,
More

Reply

Terry 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

6  8  
The majority of people don't agree with it and wish it
was back in the closet.

Reply

Frank R 1 year ago

Expand Replies (15) 

35  97  
How progressive and open minded Russia has be‐
come under democratic rule.

Reply

WRECKIN' BALLS 1 year ago 2  4  
We used have values.

Reply

Bearcat 1 year ago 8  21  
Yes, Putin is right.

Reply
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ஃஃஃஃஃஃ 1 year ago 2  6  
I like the Russia new law.

Reply

Niners2015 1 year ago 2  1  
Russian World Power is on the Rise. When Gays start
coming out of the Closet, the downfall of that Country
will soon follow.

Reply

Pikes Peak 1 year ago 2  1  
Is there a symmetric property of equality here?
Then we'd know why hooligans in prison have #$%$
sex with each other.

Reply

RonP 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  3  
Good to know but its Not our business.

Reply

Brian Jones 1 year ago 1  1  
I like a woman's downstairs.

Reply

SGT 1 year ago 4  5  
When did Russia become Alabama?

Reply

GordonC 1 year ago 4  9  
Russia has always been the beacon for Christian
morality in this world!

Reply

Leeroy Jenkins 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

7  11  
I wonder how long before Putin makes himself a life‐
time ruler?

Reply

Robert 1 year ago 2  2  
I think it is important to follow God's Word. We do not
hate but love the lost, for they do not know what they
do. The act is wrong between men and men, women
and women or other. Jesus said I am the way, the
truth and the life. God is the same yesterday, today
and forever. In Jesus he will heal the broken hearted,
this spirit of sexual sin.
More

Reply

Tim 1 year ago
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2  1  
Russian masculinity is threatened? he he, bet they se‐
cretly like men

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  8  
As demonstrated by this story, fundamentalists and
evangelicals are mentally ill fascists who delusionally
feel their virulent religionism gives them the right to
oppress others. Time to start taking aggressive action
against these wannabe tyrants ... start by never voting
GOP.More
Reply

Y 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  0  
Международное ПОЗОРИЩЕ

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  11  
SEE THAT...RUSSIA is BETTER than the USA...ha ha
ha ...THEY have COMMON sense..I say KUDOS to
them...go ahead..send them to the good ol USA..they
LOVE #$%$..the PRESIDENT loves #$%$...we are
now...ONE SICK #$%$ NATION UNDER OBAMA
WITH NO LIBERTY OR JUSTICE FOR ALL!!!! WHO
EVER thought they would be better than the
More

Reply

James 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  1  
Onion alert.

Reply

Chocolate Chip 1 year ago 4  9  
The Hooligans are trying to take over the world. Good
job Russia.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  5  
Russia needs Obama ... He's all for it

Reply

David 1 year ago 3  5  
Putin for Mayor of San Francisco.

Reply

Alexi 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  5  
That Orthodox priest needs to be defrocked. How
sad. (And I too am Orthodox.) I was taught to not
hate. Guess these churches and priests missed that
sermon.

Reply
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~X~ 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  5  
SANDUSKY = 'GAY'....albeit he prefers his same sex a
bit younger, still a sick 'gay'.

Reply

rick povero 1 year ago 2  2  
What? Putin isn't gay? Isn't all that he-man cavorting
a stud-muffin show?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (28) 

8  13  
Yes or no: is public display of affection, in the form of
simple (not over-the-top) kissing or holding hands, be‐
tween heterosexuals an "immoral" display that should
be banned?

Reply

Mike 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  3  
Inane comments! The problem is that if you single out
a minority for persecution then where and when will
the persecution stop? In Germany they first came for
the Communists,
and I didn't speak up because I wasn't a Communist.

Then they came for the Jews,
More

Reply

Sir Rober De Peeples 1 year ago 2  2  
Obama would love this program....

Reply

Vancity James 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

2  2  
More proof religion is evil.

Reply

Fox Mulder 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

5  11  
I find hate, bigotry and self-righteousness far more re‐
pulsive than the the picture of two men making out at
the top of this story.

Reply

Amadeus Jones 1 year ago 2  8  
Give the Ruskies credit for sitting back and watching
what the #$%$ movement has done in America and
its overall contribution to the moral decay of society.
Would that our leaders had been as smart.

Reply

Sisyphus-X 1 year ago
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0  3  
In Soviet Russia the closet comes out of you.

Reply

DRD4 1 year ago 1  3  
In Russia, zero tolerance = purity and godliness...ac‐
cording to their church.

I thought that it was hilarious that the priest wanted to
get in on the beating of the gays but felt that his reli‐
gious garb should restrict him to a not too tacit ap‐
proval of the blows rained upon the victims.
More

Reply

T 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  0  
Wow, Obama's not going to like that kind of "Flexibili‐
ty" from his boy Putin.

Reply

A Bush 1 year ago 2  4  
Putin is an evil facist dictator and his actions prove it!

Reply

FreeTruth1945 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

6  10  
Homosexuality is Satanic perversion.

Reply

1984isnow 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  7  
All these negative comments make me think that
there's a lot more repressed gays out there then what
I would have thought. Time for you all to come out of
the closet. We'll support and love you even if your par‐
ents don't.

Reply

T.C. 1 year ago 2  5  
I wish America could trade some homophobic Christ‐
ian Conservatives for some gay Russians....

Reply

Andy 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

2  10  
Im not gay, IM not Liberal, Im not pro-Obama but I AM
astounded at how people could actually support a
Government or action that does nothing but step on
people. Why not just tell the gays community, keep
your affections non public? Why does the Govern‐
ment feel the need to dictate morlaity or define that.
We ARE talking about Russia with an astounding
More

Reply

rann 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (2) 

2  2  
The Russian power base is a rotting old beast making
all the wrong moves on the world stage. Like an old,
diseased, arthritic rottweiler that's touchy and still
dangerous and needs to be euthanized.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (13) 

11  20  
Their has to be a place or country that all gays can go
too and call it home... Make their own govt and soci‐
ety without affecting other norms. Their is no place for
gays in countries that has been founded under god
between a man and woman.

Reply

idontcare 1 year ago 2  2  
Bolshoi's ballet director was attacked with acid by a
reject homosexual "ballerina", told Moscow police.

Reply

Alan Snackbar! 1 year ago 2  1  
Good for Russia.

Reply

. 1 year ago 2  5  
HAHAHAAH LIBERALS GO CRY YOU GAY Q8UEER
A8SS FUDGE8PACKERS!!!!!

Russia is RIGHT on this. As a conservative, I have no
problem admitting I wish the U.S. would do the same. 

Makes me proud to have Russian heritage! Russia has
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  0  
this law better have a clause stating female gays are
OK, since russia's got some hot lesbians

Reply

. 1 year ago 2  5  
SUPPORT for RUSSIA! CHEERS!

Reply

Lori 1 year ago 5  10  
Please Obama if you manage. to do but one thing in
the next four yrs. don't let them move here .

Reply

No Religion 1 year ago 2  2  
It's a well known fact that a stupid population is much
easier to manipulate. Give them Religion, Vladimir!
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Expand Replies (1) Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

6  12  
A move in the right direction go russia let people glob‐
ally see this gay move will destroy the structure of the
world to come

Reply

H S 1 year ago 6  17  
it's clearly obvious that the West can still learn remark‐
ably great progression from Russia..

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  0  
society is a powerful thing, it completely molds how
we view our world and how we feel towards things, its
why #$%$ thought it acceptable to hate jews, why we
look back on that in disgust, why, not that long ago,
society found it acceptable to burn people for scientif‐
ic discoveries and called them witches. i oppose gays
since i was raised that way and everyone i know is the
More

Reply

Kellstrom 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  8  
Russia is beginning to look like my type of town!

Reply

Ray 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  1  
The more oppression, the less innovation. Just go to
the ME or Sahara-Africa for proof. You shouldn't say
''x group of people are banned/restricted'' because
some of those people may be imbeciles but you al‐
ways have the few who are geniuses. A gay man led
to the creation of the computer, and another gay dude
made the frekin FBI.
More

Reply

LAWRENCE 1 year ago 2  2  
I guess it's time to roll out those statues of Stalin that
have been in storage. This latest campaign shows that
Vladmir is determined to restore the Soviet Union of
old.

Reply

Patrick Norton 1 year ago 2  0  
United States has over 8 million in prison that need a
genocide. It has turned into a rotating maggot farm.

Reply

George 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  7  
There aren't any Gay in Russia, only tourist?

Reply
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iowan4u1234 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  0  
Stalin and the communist did not do enough to de‐
stroy the wicked power hungry oorthodox church.
This is a church as or more corrupt than the catholic
church.

Reply

Xeon 1 year ago 28  74  
Russia learned that the USA policies of the 1940 and
1950 are what made us a great powerful nation. A
moral and respectful nation. There was no sex or vio‐
lence on TV and esp no tolerance for Homosexuality.
The USA is on the decline and will eventually collapse
under its own debt and depravity. While Russia is on
the rise. I can see our gay military trying to defend us
More

Reply

Bear Fan 1 year ago 2  2  
Here is the deal. People are born the way they are.
But there is NO NEED to flaunt your gender prefer‐
ence in everyone's face. I don't care what gays do -
but I don't need to have it in my face everyday either.
No different than happy married couples - let them be
as well. What I do not like is the "special" terms and
preferences we need to have today to be politically
More

Reply

Shep 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  2  
Maybe angry rightwing Americans will soon be moving
the Mother Russia.

Reply

R3bel_Y3ll 1 year ago 2  1  
Sniff... from the country that gave us TATU?!?! Say it
ain't so Putin.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  5  
Pack your bags, conservatives, and book those one-
way tickets. Your dream of church-state theocracy
awaits!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  0  
cddf IS IN THE CLOSET

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  1  
Bad move by Putin, but consistent with what his past
exposes as his mindset.
Oppressing the voices of opposition against him won't
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work anymore; he doesn't grap what the internet and
social media as modern communication is capable of,
and doesn't realize that police and military and legalMore

Reply

willyb 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

10  19  
Rather ironic that Russia is moving to stop such per‐
versions and the U.S. is trying to force us to endorse
it. The AP biased article states that it is an attempt to
stop anti-Putin sentiment and deny the rights of ho‐
mosexuals in openly displaying their perversions and
promoting it to young people. Sounds to me like the
Russian people are smarter than the Americans push‐
More

Reply

Don'T Be A Hypocrite 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  4  
If it is a freedom you want (guns) then it is oppression,
if it is a freedom someone else wants (gay marriage),
then it is justified. Right? Hypocrites!

Reply

mascguy4 1 year ago 0  0  
Its not about being gay, its about a weak leader/party
last desperation to hold onto power...

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  2  
Finally a country that doesn't cater to same sex groin
gummers. Maybe Russia isn't so bad after all. Outlaw
#$%$s and zero Obama.....sounds like paradise to
me.

Reply

Brian 1 year ago

Expand Replies (14) 

4  2  
“Our Constitution was made only for a moral and reli‐
gious people. It is wholly inadequate to the govern‐
ment of any other.” -John Adams, Second President
of the United States

Reply

EvilLawyerBarsKilledJFK 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  
5  God speed Russia, I am on my way. I want to

leave #$%$gy Klaggy schizo insane nation.
Thx 'Worthless Goyim Windsurfing (Dubuque
Iowa Corn Fed ) Animal'

Reply

HenryK 1 year ago 3  5  
Who says the Russians are wrong about everything?
They can obviously see what this is doing to the rest
of the world.

Reply
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Hector Gomez 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  1  
And the Gays in the U.S. complain about infringement
of their rights..

Reply

The Spookie 1 year ago 2  2  
San Francisco is already full

Reply

Jon 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  3  
Every picture shown on yahoo of Russia is gray and
cloudy, no wonder they are so grumpy there.

Reply

Christine 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  1  
Dear Mr. L......you should not be treated as second
class citizens, but if you ARE a Christian, the Bible
simply states that homosexuality is against the Word
of God. Don't blame me..if you believe in God and the
Bible, you will not read into it what YOU want it to
mean, but will take it for what it says. Every human
being is given "free will". I think everyone should be
More

Reply

LuckyOne 1 year ago 4  1  
I guess Obama can feel free to restart the cold war.
Just as good, I don't think the Russians really ever
ended it.

Reply

We the People 1 year ago 0  2  
Execute them and process them into cat food.

Reply

ArmyVet 1 year ago 2  4  
Putin is former KGB, and Russia historically has been
a nation averse to genuine democracy that does not
lend itself to openness and respect to the rights of its
people. That combination does not bode well for the
future of human rights in that country. Like every other
dictatorial figure in history, Putin is blaming "foreign
influences" for his push to oppress the people, and he
More

Reply

t. lorenzen 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  4  
that govt is such turds. I salute my fellow gays/les‐
bians in Russia fighting for their rights in that totalari‐
um regime.

Reply
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PeaceOnEarth 1 year ago 2  4  
On this public display issue, I am with the Russians
100%.

Reply

Shocked 1 year ago 2  2  
Russia is rapidly regressing to an even uglier hybrid
form of it's previous self. Those right wing nuts, reli‐
gious frauds and other hate filled American people
that are supportive of this latest attack on human
rights should get over there as soon as possible as it
won't be long before the door is closed.More
Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  7  
I guess there will be a lot of right wing toe tapping in
the men's room!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  5  
....The legislation being pushed by the Kremlin and the
Russian Orthodox Church ....

another poster child for what is wrong with religion.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  0  
CDDFSF IS IN THE CLOSET

Reply

Fred M 1 year ago 2  1  
I find it very interesting that on one day the sight of
two men kissing "makes people sick" but sometimes
"will make people turn gay". Just another example of
the nonsense that idiots will spew about gay folk.

Reply

Quickdraw 1 year ago 2  1  
With a mother like Mother Russia Russians are better
off orphans.

Reply

shydreamguy 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  5  
Do you think Jesus or John was the bottomboy ? i like
to think they were both virsitile.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  0  
CDDSF is in the closet

Reply
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Otis 1 year ago 2  3  
Obama your GAY's are acting up again

Reply

Noodlerr 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  3  
The only thing you can drive a nail into on this idiot
Yahoo driven pc of #$%$ article is ::: Putin is still a
cross breed between a Rat and whatever

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  5  
Religion is like alcohol. It makes some people feel bet‐
ter and gets them through the day and uplifts their
spirits. But then we have the Christian Taliban and
radical Islamists who are alcoholics, who demand that
everyone get drunk with them and everyone else has
"a problem." It's time we start treating militant religion‐
ism like a disease.
More

Reply

~X~ 1 year ago 2  3  
Thank God there are still some sane countries left in
our World that will not pander to these sick 'gays' per‐
versions, and respect true family values.

Reply

Slobo 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  0  
I wonder if any Gay or Lesbian couples were allowed
to adopt children in Russia? What will happen to
them? Take the children away? Make life more hostile
towards them? Deny them certain rights as citizens?

Reply

Truth Hurts 1 year ago 0  1  
One of the 'P-ssy Riot' girls participated in forceful
kissing of policewomen, called 'kissing garbage'. In
the US it would have been sexual battery. She was
never arrested or charged for that.

Reply

Anonymouse 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  9  
“I like your Christ, I do not like your Christians. Your
Christians are so unlike your Christ.”
― Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi

Reply

Orland 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

5  5  
Putin does not want gays to adopt Russian children
either, Hail Putin !

Reply
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Harry 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

13  28  
The Fruit Cakes of America have tried to LEGISLATE
their Legitimacy through their Chicago Gangster King
& his Corrupt Administration...You cannot LEGISLATE
Abominations of God....Anywhere on Earth...

Reply

Roger 1 year ago 0  5  
Mitt went from "Russia is America's biggest threat" to
"Dear god I love that place".

Reply

Biggreyoldman 1 year ago 3  2  
The GOP and christian posters agree with Russia. Al‐
ways thought they were Pinko Commies, this proves
it.

Reply

Booger 1 year ago 2  3  
American Evangelicals are looking at this and drool‐
ing! Oh, if only they could somewhow force their sick
agenda on the rest of the country...! Oh, if only they
could establish a "godly" theocracy here...! Ban ho‐
mosexuality? Hell no!! BAN CHRISTIANITY!!! "Keep
your 'God' out of my government and I'll keep my gun
out of your face!" -- me
More

Reply

The Good Wife 1 year ago 2  7  
Why are we so concerned with what people do in their
bedrooms? What next? In-room cameras just to be
sure everyone is in the missionary position?

Reply

About 1 year ago 2  3  
Great, good for Russia, I can see now USA trying to
impose sanctions on the will of the Russian people.

Reply

CantstandObama 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

6  5  
Great all the Russian #$%$ will want to come here..

Reply

Kervin 1 year ago 0  1  
Russia has created a law to limit/end U.S. adoptions
of it's children, and now will probably pass a law mak‐
ing overt homosexuality illegal. The Cold War is still on
just like the truce in Korea. I know some Russians hat‐
ed the inauguration speech when Obama validated
gay rights. WWRD(What Would Reagan Do)?More
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Expand Replies (1) Reply

ervin 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  5  
I am 3/4 lesbian on my Grandfathers side.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  5  
Russia is rampant with alcoholism, adultery, divorce,
complete neglect for their children, total abandonment
of any kind of family structure (and I'm not talking
about heterosexual family structure, but the basic
premise of parent/child relationships and a stable
home situation), and about a million children in or‐
phanages. But hey, let's blame the low birth rate on
More

Reply

GD 1 year ago 0  1  
Now what? Another reason for the cold war to keep
on going? Barney vs. Putin

Reply

Y 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  4  
We can now give them political asylum.
Will bring in a lot of creative, talented people.
Thank you, Russians

Reply

tina-marie 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  5  
Russia is saying America is Gay and Corrupt,I think
Russia is right!

Reply

Dude 1 year ago 3  6  
Wow Russia is not so backwards after all.. America is
of course backdoor accessible.

Reply

Jakester 1 year ago 0  0  
very interesting

Reply

shydreamguy 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  2  
If not for the Gay Porn they Export thier Nation would
go broke

Reply

DumpFacebook 1 year ago 2  4  
"a public kiss could be defined as illegal "homosexual
propaganda" and bring a fine of up to $16,000." Cool.
We need that law here in the USA.
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Expand Replies (2) Reply

Florish 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  6  
tear down this wall! you're still a moron, reagan.

Reply

Preacher Elliott 1 year ago 2  3  
Can you believe it, Russia has morals. I be ready to
move to Russia. Let all of the gays over there come to
California and be eligible for all of our loving social
programs. Based on "thumbs down" on comments
below, we apparently have about 50 gays so far this
morning.More
Reply

Noodlerr 1 year ago 3  2  
Let all gays move to Russia, join in to convert Russia
from No God to to whatever..make it their country.. for
a while ;)

Reply

shydreamguy 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  3  
God, Please send me a Husband if not from the USA
from Russia is fine. God i never pray for anything for
myself you know that, so this woukd be a first .
Amen

Reply

Stewie 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  5  
Imagine this: Your four year old son is at the city park
and witnesses a gay couple performing oral sex on
each other. The police arrive and suddenly start run‐
ning in your direction, yelling STOP! STOP! The police
run right passed the gay couple who keep doing what
they were doing. The police, Tase, Tackle, Handcuff
and drag YOU away to jail for smoking a cigarette in
More

Reply

Ron 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  8  
At least Russians have morals.

Reply

Noodlerr 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  3  
S is a #$%$ - He cannot QUote in Contxt of his Refs...

Reply

Ralph Wells 1 year ago 3  1  
Sometimes even the commies are smarter than
us,,,,er, Obama, whic woudl make it always!

Reply
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Casualcat 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

2  0  
"Denis Volkov, a sociologist with the Levada Center,
an independent pollster, says the anti-gay bill fits the
"general logic" of a government intent on limiting vari‐
ous rights."

Just substitute "Volkov" for any other American
"Christian Conservatives" name ..
More

Reply

Evan L 1 year ago 0  3  
freedom-hating commies. kremlin's gonna be in full-
on riot mode one of these days.

Reply

ESI 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

5  4  
Russia is politically incorrect and isn't falling apart fi‐
nancially.

hmm, coincidence?

Reply

Just the Facts 1 year ago 2  2  
Bravo. Imagine... a government that refuses to legal‐
ize, let alone celebrate... deviance.

Reply

Tracy 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  5  
HAHAHAHA what a paradox. America A godly coun‐
try, seems to be loosing its morality and connection
with God mean while Russia a former godless mess is
beginning to understand Godly principles. The US of
A is a christian country. I pray for peace in Jerusalem,
I pray for the Justices in our supreme court and Amer‐
ica. I pray for the failure of the reprbate spirit of homo‐
More

Reply

Ashten 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  1  
Harry Truman belived the same way ----

Reply

Flash 1 year ago 2  3  
Let's bring some of Russia's leaders here. They can't
be any worse then what we have now.

Reply

Adrian 1 year ago 0  5  
Once again the Russians are in the wrong side of his‐
tory.

Reply
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SMOKINGUN 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  8  
it is not normal to lick toilets or put anything into your
mouth thats been inside an anal cavity unless you are
a dog or mentally challrnged

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  6  
The gays cannot understand that basic social ethics
are required in life. Social ethics are very different from
religion, but follow a similar path. Like wearing cloth‐
ing, we wear clothing to hide sexuality in public. Now I
know we were all BORN naked, but yet we see it as
not socially correct to walk around naked in public.
Ask yourself why do gays think it is socially correct to
More

Reply

John 1 year ago 2  1  
poor gay people in Russia ... they may not be able to
#$%$ off in publc any more ... so sad and misunder‐
stood...

Reply

STEVE 1 year ago 2  7  
Pretty sad when Russia has better morals than the
USA!

Reply

Obamastan 1 year ago 0  2  
There need to be more gay men. More women for me.

Reply

Morey 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

4  8  
homosexual propaganda is exactly what all this "gay
rights" #$%$ is all about. I agree 100% with what
Russia is doing! Banning and blocking web content
and print publications that are deemed "extremist" if
they are talking about pornography is ALSO a good
idea! I mean any kid or teen can go online at look at
any hard core sex they want including sex with ani‐
More

Reply

Peter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  4  
Gotta like the Ruskies!

Reply

JohnETNSN 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  3  
Finally there is a place for all the anti-gay types to go
and live in....uh,....oppression.

Who would ever have dreamed that our old enemy
Russia would end up representing the extreme right of
the US of A. I think it's wonderful that our "hard liner"
GOP ers have a place to call home and leave those of
More

Reply
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Derrik Lutz 1 year ago 2  3  
great , more butt burglars moving to the U.S.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  5  
Russia may be the last moral country in the world.

Reply

Scorpio 1 year ago 3  5  
I'm not sure which one makes me sicker. Homos or
the fact Russia did something right. ;)

Reply

Genes 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

6  11  
Sorry people but being gay is not normal.

Reply

Confucious 1 year ago 2  2  
We need to put Putin in charge of the USA for about a
year and let him clean up the numerous messes we
have...including all of the gay-rights #$%$ that is
splashed on the pages of all sorts of media on a daily
basis. He would line all the gays up against a wall and
have the KGB shoot them...and many of us would be
cheering as we watched.
More

Reply

Conservalib 1 year ago 2  1  
The new Russia - welcome to hell on earth once
again!

Reply

terrance 1 year ago 4  4  
Way to go Russia. Liberalism in the US over the last
few decades is ruining our country. Don't allow it to
happen to yours.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  0  
I would not want to visit a russian jail,they have evil
ways to pursade you.

Reply

John Florack 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  3  
The religious right of this country must be tutoring the
russians.

Reply
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Tarr 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  5  
I'm worried about Russia these days...seems it's tak‐
ing a backwards turn and that can't be good for the
world.

Reply

Nunya B 1 year ago 1  3  
The only people seeing a potential positive outcome
(read: gay friendly) from this are too young to remem‐

ber the USSR in it's heyday. The politics may have
changed, but the morality DIDN'T. Like it or don't, the
liberal 'morality' won't fly there. The country as a
whole makes Limbaugh seem leftist.More
Reply

RyanK 1 year ago 1  0  
Who really gives a #$%$, if your not from Russia. I
don't care if your Gay or hate Gays, it actually has
nothing to do with you. The people complaining are
the same ones who hate it when other countries get
up in there business. They can do what they want.

Reply

T. Roll 1 year ago 2  1  
Fruitskis - meh. Who cares. Live and let live - no one
chooses to be one way or the other - you're born that
way.

Reply

Eat Dirt 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  4  
Maybe I should move to Russia, not New Zealand.....

Reply

Lee 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

0  5  
Wow... can we expect another holocaust atrocity by
passing HATE laws and making people out to be a
lower class of a citizen? Maybe the reason why the
birth rate is so low in Russia is that very few people
want to raise their kids in a country that is closely
aligning itself with the Third Reich. THIS time... nations
will step in before thousands are killed. Count on it.
More

Reply

Nomad 1 year ago 1  0  
my favorite russian, Ivan Awfulitch

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  1  
Wonder whose next on the hatred list, do they have
the gulags ready?

Reply
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Garry 1 year ago 1  1  
Uh-Oh!!! Have the neo-cons heard about this? Its so
important to Limbaugh and hanity and the gang to
waste your tax dollars forcing liberal western culture
on the rest of the world. This seems tailor made for
them. Fire up the printing presses we need the fed to
print more money to pay for another liberal foreign
war.
More

Reply

Javid 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  3  
Is homosexuality a choice? Thumbs up if yes, thumbs
down if no.

Reply

Markos 1 year ago 0  4  
There you are, wingnuts! There's the new Utopia you
need to move to now! Get packing, and don't let the
door hit your #$%$ on the way out! Good riddance!

Reply

Kong_of_FL 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  7  
Insane how many "Patriotic Americans" are praising
Russia for this. The same group raise their guns
against the President claiming HE'S a Communist.
Time to pool our resources together to arrest all of
these "Patriotic Americans" and deport them to Rus‐
sia where they belong since they hate how America is
a place of Freedom.
More

Reply

screwybruce 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  0  
God for them.

Reply

Niners2015 1 year ago

Expand Replies (7) 

4  2  
Gays, keep your vile preferences to yourselves, just
like a straight person does. As when homos come out
of the closet and start parading, and politicizing their
disgrace, it signals the end for that Country. Refer‐
ences for you, courtesy of "The Holy Bible"!

Reply

H Q 1 year ago 2  5  
Awesome!!!! Finally.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  3  
Now that is how you do it.

Reply
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Tom 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  1  
Russia is going about this the wrong way. Passing
laws that control every aspect of the people's lives is
a sure way to invite open rebellion. Here in the states,
we need to take back control of our media and our
education system, but enacting laws that dictate how
people have sex is sure to result in a backlash. People
are swayed by freedom and logic, not by dictator‐
More

Reply

real athlete 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  5  
Conservatives have always admired Russia.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  4  
What happened to the poor and the needy and or‐
phan? Why gays get so much attention???

Reply

Alucard 1 year ago 0  3  
Stand strong Russia , stand strong for what you be‐
lieve in. Stomp out homos.

Reply

Stuff 1 year ago 0  4  
Lets hear it Russia.....YEAHHHHH!

Reply

Chris 1 year ago 1  5  
wow...sounds like Alabama.

Reply

maggs 1 year ago 0  0  
Russia has been keeping a weather eye on the states
and has decided to head off everything devisive, Did
he already outlaw guns?

Reply

Alucard 1 year ago 0  3  
Three cheers for Russia.Homos be homos , move em
out.

Reply

Dan 1 year ago 0  0  
Same ideals as the gop.

Reply

shydreamguy 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (2) 

3  3  
That is Not Christianity those People who are hurting
them and saying mean things are as close to being
Christians as a Plastic Rinestone is to being a Dia‐
mond Shine it up all you want ist still just Cheap Plas‐
tic. I know Lets do an Exchange with Russia the Big‐
ots who hate gays can all move to Russia from the
USA , and the gay Russians can come to America ?
More

Reply

Javid 1 year ago 4  3  
Finally somewhere for the religious zealots who want
to criminalize homosexuality in America can go

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

5  10  
There are several forms of hate. Some forms are overt;
some just hide behind the Christian Bible and call ho‐
mosexuals an abomination; some even say they hate
the sin and love the sinner - all of the forms have the
same devastating effect on a group of innocent peo‐
ple.More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  1  
I like sucking d/ck!

Reply

Rob 1 year ago 0  4  
Good for Russia ,finally someone sees how wrong and
immoral homosexuality is.Thank you and now I am
going plan some vacation time in Russia.

Reply

Jeffery 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  4  
I see that Russians and our far right conservative wing
nuts have things in common. They want to deny cer‐
tain people their equal rights.

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  6  
There are several forms of hate. Some forms are overt;
some just hide behind the Christian Bible and call ho‐
mosexuals an abomination; some even say they hate
the sin and love the sinner - all of the forms have the
same devastating effect on a group of innocent peo‐
ple.More

Reply

Gort 2012 1 year ago 1  1  
Back in the Day, you used to see photos of Russian
Sailors, for example, walking down the street hand in
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hand and arm in arm. They do a lot of hugging and
kissing over there, too. So, What's Up, Eh ?!

Reply

Lazaro 1 year ago 1  1  
Sounds like the sort of paradise where people get so
happy, they must blow their heads off with a rifle.

Reply

Meatwad 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  2  
I heard Obama was FUMING about this. He LOVES
competition and Putin is currently beating him for tak‐
ing peoples rights away. We only banned guns, they
banned gay people.

Reply

Helen 1 year ago 3  4  
However, I must commend Russia on this
act................Gay's are un-natural behavior, they are
discusting. America needs to realize this is an blight
on Christian's along with abortion.Abortion plain and
simple is MURDER.

Reply

dw 1 year ago 0  2  
The Obama amnesty bill is about to grow

Reply

LoveMyFamily 1 year ago 3  4  
Russia is now smarter than the USA! Go Russia!

Reply

CC 1 year ago 0  0  
Americans need to keep our noses out of other coun‐
tries' business. Kepp all the $ we spend on the foreign
aid & use it in the USA -- and let some other country
be the policeman of the world. 

Not just this issue, but all issues... we have too many
problems in the USA that need $.
More

Reply

Jack D H 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

13  29  
Chic - fil -A rocks

Reply

PhatB 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  2  
Why they want to put "gay" on the West? I am sure
much of it originated in some of these older countries
but it was done in secret.

Reply
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Scott 1 year ago 3  2  
LOL we're all created equal?

Is what I've heard from gays, but hey abortion is legal
and its takes away the unalienable rights that are en‐
dowed with, from our creator (key word created) of
life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness! More

Reply

Francis 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

4  3  
This is how Russia will get rid of AIDS force the gays
into America where they will get free healthcare at tax‐
payer exopense. same thing cuba did. we are going
under- within the next 5-10 years.

Reply

Marlon 1 year ago 3  8  
Photos make me BARF !!!!!!

Reply

Scott 1 year ago 3  3  
FREE PUZZY RIOT!!

Reply

paul 1 year ago 3  9  
Wow Russia being more right then usa?

Reply

The TRUTH 1 year ago 3  4  
neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor
effeminate, nor abusers of themselves with
mankind,6:10 Nor thieves, nor covetous, nor drunk‐
ards, nor revilers, nor extortioners, shall inherit the
kingdom of God. 1 Corinthians 6,9 and 10

Reply

zorkon 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  8  
Someday Russia will be the last western country
standing. All other western countries are commiting
cultural and economic suicide.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  1  
Vodka time!

Reply

Savior Of Reason 1 year ago
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1  0  
The church speaks of corruption...what a freaking
laugh.

Reply

Terri 1 year ago 0  4  
Watch out key west san fransico and really all over the
u.s. We are about to receive a massive increase to our
#$%$ sexual society. Now we will have to find jobs for
the russian immigrants.

Reply

AngelicStormz 1 year ago 0  0  
Any media from another country being used here is
always going to receive scepticism. At best Russia
makes Church sound fun again, but other than that.
The natural phenomenon of sexual exchange is a
world wide demonstration stemming from abuse of
authorities...its when people can no longer communi‐
cate with the opposite sex, as adults.
More

Reply

Ajith Sri 1 year ago 1  6  
The more you suppress them, the more stronger they
[gays] become. Just leave them alone, they did no‐
body any harm. Let them decide on their lives. Please
do not try to dictate to them on how to live on their
lives. If you can't support them, please do not oppress
them.More
Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  2  
Dump the fine - just shoot the perps

Reply

garrettm 1 year ago 0  3  
A bit of an ironic contrast when you consider that
Richard Blanco - a gay Latino - will be reciting a poem
today at the President's Inauguration.

Reply

Tex Williams 1 year ago 3  5  
YAY for Russia!!!!!!

Reply

Zak 1 year ago 2  4  
It's about time.

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago
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0  0  
How did the prior Socialist/Communist governments
deal with this issue?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  4  
Marriage Genesis 2:24 (man and women only) and the
Rainbow (God's covenant with Noah after flood) are
trying to be stolen as their own by the gay agenda of
the world. 

The reason the gay agenda is trying to hijack the Mar‐
riage and the Rainbow is because they are evil and
More

Reply

mungo the seventh 1 year ago 1  1  
HA HA HA MOTHER RUSSIA!

Reply

Just a thought 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

8  16  
great!! I knew I liked Putin for a reason

Reply

Nebris 1 year ago 0  0  
The desperate actions of a dying order.

Reply

Herbert Hoover's Ghost 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

4  
4  GOP Election 2014: Vote for us. Our gay bash‐

ing closet homosexual candidates havve been
working closely with communists to bring to‐
talitarianism to America

Reply

Timothy 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  2  
Alcohol is the main threat to society there.

Reply

If So 1 year ago 1  3  
And which branch of (d)evolution is this?

Reply

Victor L. P 1 year ago 0  1  
As soon as people can leave God forgotten Putinland
and move to a civilized country it is ok.

Reply

RickT 1 year ago 0  0  
Might this become a "make or break" issue for Putin?
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Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

0  3  
I'm more worried about these so call men who act like
a straight man ,then sneak around with other men.The
lack of honesty puts others at risk who didn't choose
this lifestyle.At least the ones who are open about it
are not gonna get a chance to spreed thier STD's to
an unsuspecting woman.More

Reply

Moses 1 year ago 1  5  
Too bad they didn't throw snowballs at Madonna

Reply

PG John 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  6  
Looks like the Tea Party has infiltrated Russia

Reply

Echo 1 year ago 3  2  
FREEPUSSYRIOT!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  4  
I am VERY pleased with this quite POSITIVE develop‐
ment in Russia.

Reply

Truth B Told 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  10  
I'm moving to Russia to escape the Homos!

Reply

JB 1 year ago 0  2  
Perhaps the WBC will now move to Russia and stay
there.

Reply

Stephen 1 year ago 7  11  
Too much pro-gay propaganda in the US. The media
sucks.

Reply

Michaelangelo 1 year ago 0  3  
Wow! We're trying to march in one direction while
Russia sprints in the other!

Reply

Harvestmoon 1 year ago
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3  2  Let's send a boatload of these ho‐
mophobes to Russia, the land of
their dreams!!!

Reply

Kelly 1 year ago

Expand Replies (7) 

5  2  
Once again--why ARE you here commenting on this
story, again and again? What is your fascination with
this story, if you are a straight man? What is com‐

pelling you? Think deeply about this, but I doubt you
are capable of that.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

4  4  
as an atheist i find it funny how some religious people
can choose which parts of their religion to believe in.
its plain and simple, if youre religious, then you cannot
support gays since your god considers them abomi‐
nations and will send them to eternal hell

Reply

far_from_left 1 year ago 0  1  
Wow! Russia refuses to support the radical Muslim
uprisings in Syria and now #$%$ can not kiss in pub‐
lic? What's next, get a job or starve?
Russia is so, not cool!

Reply

Chucky 1 year ago 0  4  
Does that mean Anderson Cooper can't interview
Putin?

Reply

Kelly 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

5  5  
From Scientific American, April 10 2012 "Homo‐
phobes should consider a little self-reflection, sug‐
gests a new study finding those individuals who are
most hostile toward gays and hold strong anti-gay
views may themselves have same-sex desires, albeit
undercover ones."More

Reply

The Great White Man 1 year ago 11  31  
Good Job Russia,we need these laws in the U.S

Reply

Rdoggy 1 year ago 0  2  
While Russia bans homosexuals, the US is on the way
to banning people who don't agree with homosexuali‐
ty.

Reply
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Kenneth E 1 year ago 0  0  
These guys will be Russian to the United States now.

Reply

jrr 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  4  
Glad to see other countries have this problem.

Reply

jim 1 year ago

Expand Replies (7) 

3  4  
I don't care if somebody wants to engage in gay activ‐
ity. Most people with common sense know that the
gay lifestyle is not normal. Its not something that
should be promoted by society. What two consenting
adults do is not my business but when a government
wants to promote through legalized gay marriage and
teaching that its normal to children in public schools.
More

Reply

Cathryne 1 year ago 0  1  
I can't stand it that Putin calls his form of government
a "democracy". He can call it anything else that he
wishes, but don't mistaken call his govnenment an
even "burgeoning" democracy.because it is not.

Reply

SantaFeJack 1 year ago 1  2  
Such a stupid attitude to take, but it is unfortunately
keeping in character for those who rule in Russia to
persecute minorities. I am quite saddened for those
being persecuted. Lucky we live in United States...far
from perfect but so far ahead of the competition

Reply

Charles 1 year ago 1  1  
The right wing anti-gay Republicans & Evangelicals in
the Bible Belt of the USA are seeing that their closest
ideological allies are actually the right wing anti-gay
Orthodox Christians in Russia and the right wing anti-
gay Islamic extremists in the Middle East. It's a won‐
der their heads don't explode from all the cognitive
dissonance. Oh yeah, that's right. Actual thinking is
More

Reply

Hunter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  4  
Soon the prez will make into law gay marriage and we
will then become an official Saddam and Gomorrah
state. Judgement awaits us.

Reply

bob 1 year ago
AMEN !
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0  5  Reply

Pat 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  3  
I LOVE all the praise for the morality of the Russian
state from conservatives on here. Obviously, they
don't know much about the Russian state. Either that
or their version of "morality" is something we all
should fear more than just about anything else.

Reply

dave 1 year ago 0  5  
GOOD FOR RUSSIA, THey are doing it RIGHT

Reply

Sizzling 1 year ago 1  0  
this is what happens when you mix religion and gov‐
ernment glad i don't live there

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  3  
Conservative religions = child molester magnets. A
preview of the scandal that will no doubt unfold in the
Russian Orthodox Church ... unless conservative fas‐
cist covers up and we never find out:

Brooklyn Supreme Court Justice John Ingram handed
Nechemya Weberman a 103-year-sentence without
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 0  6  
I don't agree with much the ruski's do but I give a big
thumbs up on this issue.They have the right idea and
we should rethink our stance on this issue.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 0  0  
You can bet there will be a Little Moscow in a few
years in San Francisco.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  7  
So this is the 21st century???? Gay people have been
made the scapegoat of civilizations for thousands of
years. When these civilizations don't want to look at
the REAL problem, they turn their focus on other mi‐
nority groups... today it is gay people, tomorrow it will
be Muslims, the next it will be African Americans, then
Jews, etc. There is ALWAYS someone else to blame
More

Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

7  10  
Cant believe I actually agree with Russia on some‐
thing...

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 0  2  
My god where was Rick Santorom's Name in here
seems like his kind of place

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  2  
There's a bill that needs to be put in from of every
American. "Ban the Gay Bill".

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  9  
Finally Russia does something worthy of support!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  3  
I respect Russia for standing up for their christian val‐
ues.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

4  3  
This is disgraceful when the Russian government now
stands for high morals above the United States gov‐
ernment and most of those of western Europe. We
should be ashamed because the current state of
morals in western society are not what our fathers,
grandfathers and great grandfathers fought for.More

Reply

MarkV 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  5  
can't approve exactly, but it reminds me of simpler,
happier times in America.

Reply

Reggie 2 1 year ago 1  0  
Great......they will move to US now.

Reply

Morrell 1 year ago 0  2  
With a flat tax of 14% and anti-gay policies they may
be trolling for more people to change citizenship?
(both moving to Russia and moving away)

Reply

Peace 1 year ago
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3  4  
"The wages sin pays is death." Romans 6:23

From the New World Translation of the Holy Scrip‐
tures, the inspired word of Jehovah God.

Reply

H.L. Idaho 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  4  
being gay is a sin before almighty God, we must
cleanse this land of undesirables.

Reply

Bill 1 year ago 1  2  
I'm surprised they hadn't already outlawed #$%$ be‐
havior.

Reply

The Walrus 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  3  
All of our Ultra religious should move to Russia. You
would feel right at home.

Reply

Pat-One 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  2  
Russia promoting anti-gay policies is really ironic.
Vladimir Lenin knew that he could take America down
by ruining our moral values, christian beliefs and our
patriotism to our country. His tactics are being suc‐
cessfully executed in all three areas. Our country is
being divided as corrupt moral attitudes take over the
country. It is time to stop the liberal socialists before
More

Reply

Desiree 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  4  
All you ignorant and morally punishing yahoos have
somewhere to move now. Please do.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  11  
send barney frank to negotiate.

Reply

A Yahoo! user 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

4  6  
My daughter asked me one day why those men are
kissing and I told her they are #$%$. I said they are
getting ready for sex and I had to explain how two
men could have sex. She had to puke and was sick
for days.

Reply

Isaac 1 year ago
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1  2  
Russia just has to look at how the USA has decayed
ever since the start of the "permissive" era back in the
mid 60s. One look at what happened over here is
more than enough to scare Russia into adopting some
pretty hardline measures to keep it from happening
there.More
Reply

Larry H 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  3  
It looks like Republican would be happier in Russia
then our free country. What is stopping them form go‐
ing?

Reply

skipper 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

6  13  
Gays are sick and any one thinks gays should have
rights your sick also.

Reply

Wyle 1 year ago 7  20  
Wow! Russia has a 13% flat income tax and now want
to ban Gay propaganda! Never thought that Russia
would actually move toward Utopia...

Reply

John 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  5  
Our human race is a disgrace.

Reply

Ed 1 year ago 0  3  
You go Russia! Hmm could be a bad thing for the
USA. We have enough pole smokers and hole lickers
but I guess we could make room in Califorication for
some more.

Reply

Mudbath 1 year ago 0  0  
Where are the Bolsheviks when we need them?

Reply

Btshtcrzy 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  4  
Somebody pinch me. Am I really reading this in the
year 2013? Or did I somehow find a time warp and get
sucked back into 1940?

Reply

Omar Ravenhurst 1 year ago 10  15  
If gays have the same rights as straight people, how
does that infringe on the rights of straight people?
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Expand Replies (12) Reply

ERIC 1 year ago 0  0  
That's gay...

Reply

Brian 1 year ago 3  9  
Good for you Russia. Do the right thing don't sell out
for votes.

Reply

J 1 year ago 0  3  
"Purges" in Russia, Rev. Rybko? What could possible
go wrong there? Great idea!

Reply

Drifter One 1 year ago 3  4  
Russia suck, but only behind closed doors. Putin
sucks all the time.

Reply

Herbert Hoover's Ghost 1 year ago 3  
3  Putin: Sure we copy Republican Party. They

are perfect for us. Their policies help us with
our totalitarianism. We both hate democracy

Reply

InDeed 1 year ago 3  3  
Russian Christians are going the way of the Muslim.
Religious authoritarianism is state supported insanity.

Reply

DogSoldier 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  7  
Damn, the Russians finally got something right.........

Reply

Bluerune 1 year ago 1  0  
Can't wait to see film of the protest rallies.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  0  
Does this have anything to do with the secret Obama-
Putin pre-election pact?

Reply

Richard 1 year ago 3  1  
where's putin going to live then ?? - he might have to
go to cal to
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Expand Replies (2) Reply

Toothpick 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

5  7  
We could learn a lot from them Russians. Great move
guys!!!

Reply

David 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  3  
Oh great America will yet again be a dumping ground.

Reply

GodMan101 1 year ago 1  0  
"I love Russia, but I want another Russia," said Abdul‐
jalilov, 30, who now works as a clerk. "It's a pity I can't
spend my life on creative projects instead of banging
my head against the wall and repeating, 'I'm normal,
I'm normal". I think what he meant was he missed
banging his friend while being creative about it.More
Reply

Country Joe 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  8  
Russia and Republicans have a lot in common.

Reply

CountryBoy 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

15  37  
For once, I AGREE with the Ruskies.......

Reply

gold 1 year ago 0  0  
A little clam slamin never hurt anyone...hahaha...

Reply

average citizen 1 year ago 3  2  
we are looking for "gay missionaries" to go to Russia
and preach "the gay agenda" to them

Reply

deepwater 1 year ago 4  4  
And the Russian human rights abuses just keep on
coming....

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  6  
Maybe Rick Santorum will move there.

Reply

Robert L.B 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (6) 

4  6  
I favor this Russian law. If Russia had warmer weather,
I would move there. I do not agree with current US
stance involving gays and lesbians. At least there are
a few US states still do not bend over for gay rights,
and I will move to one of them as soon as I can afford
to move to one of them.More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  5  
"....would make it illegal nationwide to provide minors
with information that is defined as "propaganda of
sodomy, lesbianism, bisexuality and transgenderism." 

So basically they don't want the california public
school criteria.... That's hard to disagree with.More
Reply

@TheStrawboss 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  3  
Interesting to see all these "Christians" and "Patriots"
supporting RUSSIA, one of the most corrupt countries
on the planet that guises hate mongering as morality.
You believe in freedom except when you don't...

Reply

Club Owner 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  5  
Very interesting, how the tide has turned in both na‐
tions. It used to be no praying allowed, but all is equal
in Russia. And vice versa in the United States. Now in
Russia prayer is allowed in , but not homosexuality. In
the United States, Bubba wants to produce a bill al‐
lowing gay rights, but prayer is not allowed. FREE‐
DOM? REALLY? Could of fooled me.
More

Reply

3 of 5 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  5  
Second time i found myself cheering for Russia in the
past year. During the olympics i was cheering for the
little white gymnastic girl to win against that African
American Gabby girl and now today with this.

Reply

50Cal 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  2  
Russia has got it right,a lot of countries dont condone
homosexual activity public or private just the more de‐
genrate countries are in favor of it

Reply

CK 1 year ago 1  3  
Hey Libs. This is what you are fighting for. The more
control you give the GOV, which you love, this is what
you eventually get.

Reply
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Dark Cloud Warrior 1 year ago 2  3  
Thank God for Russia

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  4  
I want to live in Russia!

Reply

GoldenEagle 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

3  5  
That's one smart thing the Soviet Republic is doing...

Reply

ChrisG 1 year ago 1  2  
Just remember, according to the far left America is still
the source of all evil in the world. This is probably
somehow GW or Cheney's doing.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 0  0  
Did Putin check with Obama on this? Maybe he will
use this to bargain for the US to give up some of there
nuclear weapons, starting to make sense now....

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  1  
Traditional Russian values as opposed to Western lib‐
eralism, which will cave in first?
As a traditional modern conservative. I support the
NRA and the constitution from govt and con-gress
tampering

Reply

KIng Ferdinand 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  4  
It was not Adam and Steve nor Eve and Gloria. It was
Adam and Eve.

Reply

Q 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

1  0  
AND........... This is important to us here in the
USA............ WHY EXACTLY????????????

Reply

Steve G 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

3  8  
Finally someone standing up to these #$%$. I'M
MOVING TO RUSSIA!!!!!

Reply

Musical Mom 1 year ago
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3  3  
Let's send all our gay-haters to to Russia. Maybe
they'll come to appreciate the concept of freedom!

Reply

dude 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

6  9  
I'm sure all the straight male politicians in Russia are
really disgusted with two hot women getting it on.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  1  
Ihatelibtards finally got his wish. His conservative par‐
ty has the same moral values as the Russians. Now if
he could just get the pedophilia laws in this country
reduced he could come out of hiding and go back to
terrorizing alter boys.
His membership to NAMBLA was just approved.More

Reply

TrueColors35 1 year ago 3  5  
BAN all commercials that INDOCTRANTE the MASS‐
ES USEING SEX as a means to sell there products.

Reply

Jean and Bill 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

4  3  
Ha! Russia, clearly NOT a Christian nation, is more
righteous than America, who calls itself a Christian na‐
tion.

Reply

Hillbilly 1 year ago 4  5  
Congratulations Russia. You are certainly becoming
the one country that is an even bigger d i ck that the
U.S.

Reply

1sykpuppy 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  7  
Religious fanatics that want to tell people how to live
and what to think is a greater threat to humanity than
any gay man or woman.

Reply

orbs 1 year ago 1  1  
Generally speaking, how do you create a Muslim,
Christian, Buddist, homosexual, Democrat, Republi‐
can, etc.? ANSWER; "Indoctrinate" the very young---
pretty simple

Reply

BobA 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (1) 

3  4  
Russia is reverting to a sort of medieval primitivity in
every respect. Putin loves it! Keep them ignorant and
obedient. It was the same under the czars and the
commissars. Russia as a culture seems to be
doomed. Was there ever a "golden age" in Russia?

Reply

The Conservative Avenger 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

6  
8  Kind of reminds me of America these days.

The government just does what it wants to
do...

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 6  11  
Remember gays: Now that Obama has a second term
he has more "flexibility" to capitulate to Putin's de‐
mands.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  0  
Mortify Your Senses Against Gay Rights

In “To The Priests Our Lady’s Beloved Sons” A Marian
Movement of Priests publication, 1993 Supplement
The Holy Mother speaks at Sant’ Omero (Teramo) May
1, 1993 (She speaks to Reverand Stefano Gobbi) and
The Mother of God said “Mortify Your Senses”. I.E.
More

Reply

Dan 1 year ago 6  11  
thew Russians won't mess around they will put the
$0d)mlte$.. in the gulag

Reply

Ethan 1 year ago 1  3  
Let's seeeeeee...Russia and American conservatives
in lock step? A match made in heaven? Some of you
are probably making travel plans as I type. I'll chip in
for your one-way ticket.

Reply

John 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  5  
Obviously they have a long way to go to become a
free and christian society.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  0  
How to tell who's getting entitlements and who actual‐
ly works for a living. Post a comment that is derisive of
the Right Wing, Republican or Conservative groups
and watch the negative votes go through the roof. It's
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time to end all entitlements and get these idiots off the
internet.
More

Reply

Barry 1 year ago 1  2  
Good

Reply

Erik 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

1  1  
It is possible to reject the sin without hating the sinner.
We sin when we hate; but also, I think that we do our
brothers and sisters no service when we attempt de‐
clare sin to be acceptable in God's eyes, and say that
repentance is not necessary.

Reply

Ed 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  2  
If being gay was the norm, or natural, non of us would
be having this discussion!

Reply

TrueColors35 1 year ago 3  5  
Isaiah 5:20 Woe to them that call evil good, and good
evil; that put darkness for light, and light for darkness;
that put bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter!
RUSSIA is calling EVIL EVIL , AND AMERICA on this
topic calls EVIL GOOD AND PROMOTES EVIL.

Reply

Scott T 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  4  
Wow, who would've thought republican shangri la was
Russia?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  3  
So Russia goes back to the religious dark ages,
adopting Inquisition type witch hunt rules.

Reply

yragu47 1 year ago 2  0  
"Not normal." Abbey Normal.

Reply

Boogalooga420 1 year ago 1  0  
Obama treats the US Constitution exactly the same
way Stalin treated the Soviet constitution. Here's a
few choice selections from the Soviet Union constitu‐
tion of 1936. Enjoy!

ARTICLE 125. In conformity with the interests of the
working people, and in order to strengthen the social‐
More
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Reply

juan chavez 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  4  
Russia has the right idea, make sure the gays can`t
spread their SICK LIFESTYLE, looks like 90% of
americas singers¿ won`t be allowed in russia for a
while, most of the american socalled singers are gay
or lesbian.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 5  11  
it's good to see that russia is doing something good
for their country , unlike our president who is kissing
the #$%$ of all the #$%$s here in the good old USA !!

Reply

Kody 1 year ago 5  16  
Glad to live in America.

Reply

dontblameme 1 year ago 1  0  
its nice to see a government focusing on something
other than gun laws these days!

Reply

GD 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  4  
How come Russian politicians have guts and some
US politicians do not?

Reply

kathleen 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

5  6  
The media loves to report this stuff. Of course this
goes too far, way too far. There are too extremes, and
the media loves both of them. 
One is rampant promotion of homosexuality, which is
what America now has. You are an outcast if you don't
agree with homosexuality, don't support it, don't pro‐
mote it, don't want it, and want to maintain traditional
More

Reply

joe joe 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  2  
Abnormal behavior doesn't always get OK'ed all over
the world.

Reply

Garrett 1 year ago 1  1  
I guess they heard how Obama has America having
anal sex.

Reply
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Ilom 1 year ago 1  0  
Wasnt Mother Teresa a donkey banging prostitute.??

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

12  25  
Homosexuality is strangely the accepted mental ill‐
ness of our age.

Russia is moving in the right direction. You don't PRO‐

MOTE mental illness.

Reply

Frank 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  6  
So the Russians are trying to do there, what the Re‐
publicans tried to do here.

Proof Republicans are not Americans

Reply

Great State 1 year ago 1  1  
Welcome back Soviet Union !!!

Reply

The Delhi Llaama 1 year ago 4  4  
The Russkies may be on to something and Abduljailov
is not normal......

Reply

NJK 1 year ago 2  4  
There ya go Conservatives... now you can choose
from Russian and Iran for your new homeland!

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  6  
Christians know nothing about how their God and reli‐
gious doctrines were created by man. This talk about
how God is against gays, how their Bible says it is an
abomination, how JC calls it a sin, and all of the other
statements the make show this ignorance. For exam‐

ple, Christians do not realize that the Jewish God was
a combination of Jahweh, the vengeful, jealous, spite‐
More

Reply

pdp44734590j 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

4  8  
Welcome to Russia. The reactionary Russian Ortho‐
dox Church and the Putin government want to keep
the Russian people under their yoke. Next, they will
pass laws against anybody that poses a threat to the
power of the Russian Church and the government.
Nothing has changed in Russia: from the Middle Ages
to the communist rule to the New Soviet Russia under
More

Reply
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Andrew F 1 year ago 1  2  
Maybe the gay-rights activists in Paris, San Francisco
and the Vatican can take a tour of Russia with their
propaganda and a side tour of Saudia Arabian Penin‐
sula.

Reply

Portofino 1 year ago 1  3  
They will create a solid foundation of moral families,
which is the backbone of strength for any nation.

Reply

SofaKingWhat 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

5  6  
they'll all be dead soon

Reply

Ken 1 year ago 1  2  
better crhristian then communism

Reply

Charles 1 year ago 1  3  
Yay. Russia is becoming a Mecca for fundies. Let's
send ours over there. Win-win for all of us.

Reply

Chucko 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

7  10  
I think all of you attention-seeking "gays" here in
America should get over to Russia ASAP and help the
cause! Go on now...GET!

Reply

Tommy 1 year ago 1  2  
Hey , Chas Bono got a set of balls , eh?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  0  
GJ Russia.

Reply

cecil 1 year ago 2  3  
Your comments seem typical of the "Red states." i
suggest the old idea of "live and let live."

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  0  
Crazy

Reply
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VN 1 year ago 1  4  
Ignorance, ignorance, ignorance. Silly little humans.
All your world's problems and this is one of your big‐
gest issues. Who and what are these people hurting?

Reply

Jackman 1 year ago 1  0  
OutLaw #$%$s ... Then Only OutLaws will be #$%$ .

Reply

Bob 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  4  
At least Russia is strong enough to offset the lie that
the father of all lies is selling .. homosexuality is ac‐
ceptable and natural ...

Reply

Michel 1 year ago 4  9  
How ironic, a country where all forms of religion was
outlawed, now has the Russian orthodox church dic‐
tating internal policies. From communism to religion‐
ism.

Reply

Tom 1 year ago 3  0  
Oh MY.....how long before Putin is arrested for this
crime (;

Reply

m t 1 year ago 4  4  
the ruskies have it right on this one. #$%$ belong in
the closet.

Reply

mark s 1 year ago

Expand Replies (8) 

5  6  
You cannot be a Christian and condone Sin. You can‐
not be a Chrisatian and support gay marriage.

Reply

GAWD 1 year ago 1  0  
but Putin is the master of Russia! That's why he can
do what ever he wants.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  2  
Yep - The Westerners did all this. For 1000s of years
before the U.S. there were no gays.

Reply
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Not An Obama Fan! 1 year ago 2  4  
At least the Russians know how to handle the special
interest groups.
If you wish to lip lock your same sex friend in Russia.
Move to Devils Island.

Reply

Rich 1 year ago 2  0  
The Question is,is Obama Gay? Read the web to form
your own opinion. Just type in the question, is Obama
gay.

Reply

ICE Slice 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

11  24  
America should have anti - freak laws....Yes....gays
would come under that description

Reply

notA2nddime 1 year ago 3  0  
How does one know what sex the other is with 100's
of lbs of clothing on??
They all could be of the opposite sex....... and not
even know it for sure??

Reply

FDT. 1 year ago 2  6  
Christian TALIBAN anyone? Are we looking in the right
place for them? A former,baptized, Christian Ortho‐
dox. They are not,however,against sodomy performed
on women,or amongst monks and priests in monas‐
teries. Funny? Sad?

Reply

Cpl. Smitty. U.S.M.C. 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  2  
I detest gays of any gender but I'm sure glad I'm an
American.

Reply

REMNANT 1 year ago 5  9  
NO to gay marriage. NO to the gay agenda.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  4  
Sad comment that the RUSSIANS appear to have
higher moral standard than the U.S.A. Perhaps the
U.S.A. has become the modern equivalent of SODOM
& GOMORRAH, or CALIGULA'S ROMAN EMPIRE
where PERVERSION was celebrated and practiced as
normal.More
Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

7  11  
Americans cheering a repressive act by Vladimir Putin!
Wow, some of you have completely gone insane!

Reply

Bobbie Ross 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

7  22  
Homosexual behavior is a naturally occurring practice
in over 1500 animal species of which we humans are
one. To deny this is to display your ignorance to the
world. To say that your god forbids it anyway is to say
that you and your non existent god are pathetic, des‐
perate, relics of benighted times left behind by sci‐
ence and logic. Religion is to morality as the appendix
More

Reply

Steve 1 year ago 2  0  
Wow, repression under Putin is beginning to take Hit‐
lerian proportions. Didn't Hitler want to exterminate
gays? Geez, its not my cup of tea, but I think homo‐
sexuality does come under the "pursuit of happiness"
clause and I certainly defend that! Why don't we just
let people do what they want, as long as it doesn't
hurt anyone? Really! I'm a Libertarian which means
More

Reply

Aunt Paddy 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  3  
They can make it illegal all day long but they won't
"get rid of the problem". The problem is they don't see
the human being in front of them. They see something
they don't personally care for and in the name of "reli‐
gion" decide to act against it. Feeling protected by
something as noble as "religion" they will do as they
please and create a less than human hate across their
More

Reply

flydog 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  5  
darned russia is acting more like america than america

Reply

Greg G. 1 year ago 2  2  
Send Ellen over to meet with Putin to discuss. I think
Putin is such a man he may turn Ellen back to man
love!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

5  3  
It is clear that some people in this country would do
away with the Constitution, especially the First
Amendment's freedom of religion and establishment
clauses, to create a religious theocracy ruled with an
iron fist according to their narrow interpretations of
one specific religious text. Why do those of you who
so adamantly oppose homosexuality hate the Consti‐
More

Reply
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DOG 5H1T 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  2  
Until we change peoples hearts across the world we
will never have true tolerance.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

8  15  
Russia,............The land where God is Welcomed, and
the (F)a(g)s aren't............... Sounds like the America I
use to live in!!!!

Reply

Jeebsie 1 year ago 4  3  
Maybe the US could do the same. Save a ton of mon‐
ey saving people form themselves doesn't make
sense. Rome fell ...so will the US. we MUST think for
the good of the country, not for this group or that
group.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  2  
they need to define sodomy. In some states in the
U.S. it means not only anal sex (ewwww) but oral sex
as well, both heterosexual acts and homosexual acts.

Reply

Harry 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

22  48  
Don't you just love the Political, Militant, Diseased, &
Suicide Prone Gays?....They DEMAND Respect by
GIVING Dis-Respect.....There is more than a Screw-
Loose with these Jokers.....

Reply

J H 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

2  5  
So, on the same day President Obama declares
strong public support for gay rights, Putin and the
Grand Inquisitors of the Orthodox Church take steps
to brutalize gays. I know which country I'd rather live
in!

On a side note, I wonder how long it will take Faux
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  5  
Look at all the (F)(A)(G)(S) so quickly giving us NEGs
...ha ha ha.....butt rangers.

Reply

cjj 1 year ago 2  1  
If you want to live in a law less country ...move to
Mexico...Oh thats right they just kill you and move on
....How about Iran ...Oh thats right they just behead
you and move on ....Hummm I guess that just leaves
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America...!!! Oh but america is so racist...So anti
gay...so anti fee stuff...I guess thats better then any ofMore

Reply

Noodlerr 1 year ago 4  4  
Yahoo the big satan blocks comments anti podal to its
heart

Reply

BerburAtheist 1 year ago 2  6  
Another example of the Church imposing her views on
the rest of society. We must unite to get rid of this
dangerous and imprisoning church practices. Free‐
dom From Religion is the way to go for any person
that strives to be FREE.

Reply

Levi 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

2  1  
So I won't have to worry about Uncle Larry showing
my kids porn? thank you, Putin. You did something
good for a change. No matter how they paint it, mak‐
ing it illegal to "recruit" children is GOOD

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  0  
A friendly advice to all gays, make sure your passports
are stamped 'openly gay' or 'homosexual' by the
State Department so you will be protected in case you
happen to visit Russia. You may have a problem com‐

ing back.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  5  
This little example of Christofascism should be a cau‐
tionary tale to the U.S. in keeping the GOP and the
Christian Taliban (and its warped "rape is a a gift"
agenda) out of power.

Reply

Richard 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  4  
There is nothing wrong with promoting a good moral
foundation in any nation. I don't agree with the gay
lifestyle but that is their choice to decide what or who
they want to associate and have a romantic relation‐
ship. Russia can decide for themselves what they be‐
lieve is correct or moral vs. the incorrect or immoral
lifestyle allowed within the society and the nation. The
More

Reply

Shanquia 1 year ago 4  5  
I don't understand why people are bringing religion
into this. Russia had always had this policy even dur‐
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Expand Replies (3) 

ing atheist times. They did a lot scientific research
during 60s-80s and most Russian scientist have con‐
cluded that is parental relationship during 4-6 age
group that leads to homosexuality. Which links up with
More

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  3  
Luckily, this country continues to be more and more
moral. Back when I was growing up in the 1950's, so‐
ciety's morals were based on racial, religious and gen‐
der discrimination, and spousal abuse and child mo‐
lestation were rampant, government cronyism was
hidden from public view, etc. As one can see from
these posts, we have a long way to go. But, as these
More

Reply

Carlos N 1 year ago 2  7  
This sounds like something our religionists in the USA
would go for big time ! with mandatory therapy in one
of their FEMA love camps.

Reply

Tom 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  2  
What the #$%$'s need to do is find a country --some‐
where ---where they can prance and wiggle all they
want--seriously, none of you will ever be accepted in
the mainstream so, wise up and go where you can live
as you wish. Quit trying to make "normal" people ac‐
cept gross and abnormal behavior. Hell, "normal" peo‐
ple already conduct enough "abnormal" behavior in
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

6  8  
Of course, the irony of all the conservative trash on
here cheerleading Putin's fascism is that it will make it
easier for gay people persecuted under Putin's dicta‐
torship to apply for asylum in the U.S. Funny how con‐
servatives like to talk a good game about "freedom"
but are always showing how much they hate it.More

Reply

Jeffrey Lingford 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  6  
least the russians are trying to keep their morals in
tact, unlike some countries, who feel its not worth it.
and yes, america is one of those countries, next we
will be removing under god, and in god we trust off
out stuff

Reply

Omar Ravenhurst 1 year ago 3  1  
Thought of Equality: As if it harmed me, giving others
the same chances and rights as myself. As if it were
not indispensable to my own rights that others pos‐
sess the same. - Walt Whitman

Reply
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Winnebago 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  0  
Just shows, that in this case, Russia's leaders have a
lot more common sense than our president and his
administration...Quir will always be quir...

Reply

Bob 1 year ago 2  1  
I often wonder if our own "self righteous" attempts at
accepting the unacceptable, will, in fact, lose, the last
war.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  7  
I don't understand why conservatives and Christian‐
ists are always bringing up pedophilia, as most pe‐
dophiles are conservative Christians.

Reply

CLASSICAL LIBERAL 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

5  9  
Those behind the bill say minors need to be protected
from "homosexual propaganda". 
I have to agree with the Russians here.

Reply

RICKY 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

2  4  
It is past time the Divided States of America enacts
the same kind of laws!

Reply

Andrew 1 year ago 2  3  
I guess the GOP does have a future--In Russia

Reply

Cybernaut 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

6  6  
its a sad day when russia knows how to real with 2 %
of the populations abnormal behavior & we cave in.

Reply

Just Me 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  4  
Russia citizenship value just went up. A country where
there is still some common sense left in the world.

Reply

Snippy Girl 1 year ago 3  2  
I hope you anti gay morons cheer as loudly here when
the gove starts gasing the retarded and stupid peo‐
ple...all of you will die in the first wave. You #$%$
can't stand people with enough balls to be openly
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gay...you hide in your closet, and romance your lonely
hands...sad.More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  6  
The gay agenda attack on mankind must cease, Rus‐
sia is doing the right thing.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

5  7  
It is NOT anti-gay as the liberals always describe it. It
is pro traditional heterosexuality, which is normal. Ho‐
mosexual is not normal. We just don't like homosexu‐
ality rammed down our throats, so to speak, as nor‐
mal. They can do as they wish in private.

Reply

David 1 year ago 1  0  
And conservatives are now saying that Russia is
reaching 'towards' morality?
What do you think Americans?
Do you want to live in a free country? Or one where
certain minority groups are ostracized and even
banned? And for the slow thinkers, remember...you
MAY be in the majority NOW, but you may not AL‐
More

Reply

Micky5537 1 year ago 2  2  
They are getting more like Republicans everyday. This
simply means it will be them and them alone that get
to enjoy these sexual pleasures, while the rest of
Russian society will be shamed and scorned. Sound
familiar?

Reply

ExTexan 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  8  
Hey, an idea, all you gay haters should move to Rus‐
sia.

Reply

sasnak 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  3  
Give all gay men their own country.
Give all gay women their own country.
And we'll see how their societies evolves.

Reply

David 1 year ago 4  5  
I did not know you could legislate someone's sexuali‐
ty. These seem like very ignorant people.

Reply
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Takeitorleaveit 1 year ago 3  8  
Well now all the homophobes will have a place to go .

Reply

PlainJaneInCA 1 year ago 2  2  
I don't think Russian moral values are different from
our own. The difference is only that here gays and les‐
bians are very organized and they have made a con‐
certed effort to fill as many vacant employment posi‐
tions with other gay and lesbians that we, in this coun‐
try, THINK that America's values have changed some‐
how. They haven't.
More

Reply

THE REAL AMERICAN 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  1  
Let's send ALL our #$%$ to HAITI

Reply

easy 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

5  6  
They have lower taxes than we do too. When I was
growing up, I never imagined myself saying, "I wish
we could be more like Russia."

Reply

Coop 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

5  3  
You want to be gay? No problem. You want to adopt
children? No way!

Reply

Mousey 1 year ago 8  8  
Christians are ignorant if they only follow Jesus'
teachings. Oh so because Jesus didn't say it, it's not
true? JESUS IS GOD. You learn that in Christianity
101!! SOme of you need to read your Bibles with the
commentary open. Stop saying that because Jesus
did not say it, then it must not be true. Jesus was a
Jew and followed the Torah which means he followed
More

Reply

briank 1 year ago 2  1  
What no liberals over ther pushing their agenda? Oh!
that's right they are all in the gulags so they can't
cause trouble..

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  6  
It's funny that conservatives are always delusionally
dreaming up baseless conspiracy theories on how
their rights are "being taken away," while constantly
cheerleading the oppression of gay people. Conserva‐
tives are fascists.

Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago 3  2  
Gays exhibiting their HATE towards God in Russia and
on this board....Lots of HATE from homosexuals.

Reply

Don'T Be A Hypocrite 1 year ago 2  4  
So if my personal belief is guns in movies makes
young people violent, then I am oppressing your rights
to ban that, but if you believe seeing two men kiss
makes young people gay, then it’s OK to ban Gay
marriage? Hypocritical.

Reply

Annie Lou 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  4  
Bang your boyfriend! Be private, do your thing and do
not expect recognition and you can live anywhere.

Reply

Lazaro 1 year ago 3  10  
Perhaps their "decreasing population" has something
to do with the through-the-roof suicide rate, no? Why
are Russians killing themselves at such an alamring
rate, since it's such a pure Christian paradise now?

Reply

John H 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

5  7  
We finally crossed over:
Russia has now officially become a more desirable
country than the USA.

Reply

Polaris 1 year ago 3  5  
When is the rally for those who sleep with animals? Or
the rally for necro philiacs?

Reply

ScottT 1 year ago 2  1  
put it up their poop chute Russia

Reply

dan 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

7  12  
Looks like Russia is noticing the society break down
of other countries and they are moving to put a stop
to it. First time I must say... good move Russia.

Reply

Kiss The Rings 1 year ago 2  4  
Yeah Russia!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Reply
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We the People 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

4  11  
There needs to be funding available to find out why
there are gay men and lesbians. They're not normal
human beings. The gay men act all effeminate with
feminine voices and prance around, and the lesbians
are all butch looking with male haircuts. Science
needs to figure out why so as to reduce their popula‐
tion numbers. Maybe some disection or something.
More

Reply

Bernhard Goetz 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

2  4  
I'm moving to Russia!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  3  
What a sick picture.

Reply

Loupgaroui 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  4  
with a AIDS death rate of approx 125 per 100k 
and gun related deaths of approx 12 per 100k 
stats taken from the CDC 
i think gay bans should be in order instead of gun
bans
(obama""if it saves only one child's life we should give
it a try"
More

Reply

Tristan 1 year ago 2  2  
cool, an atheist with christain values.

Reply

Gino 1 year ago 2  5  
In yet open corruption......is totally legal in russia

Reply

1America 1 year ago 4  6  
Good news! Now, all these ignorant, homophobic,
pseudo-Christian bigots have somewhere to move to!

Reply

Archivist 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  2  
Good for them.

Reply

Ronald 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  9  
to bad the USA didnt do this same thing

Reply
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Valis 1 year ago 4  8  
Russia = Afghanistan - no human rights, whatsoever.
another shameful, intolerant country.

Reply

Daniel Mackler 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

5  4  
these russian politicians and religious leaders are sick.

Reply

Sean 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  2  
Looks like republican nationalism is taking hold in rus‐
sia.

Reply

Molly Maguire 1 year ago 2  3  
While some nations try to move forward into the light,
others strive to retreat into the darkness.

Reply

Timk 1 year ago 2  0  
putin is in the closet.

Reply

Spense 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

5  9  
Homosexual acts are unnatural, unhealthy, and de‐
structive. They should be made illegal again.

Reply

Bill 1 year ago 2  4  
Do they really stick there nose in it?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  4  
Russia finmaly got something RIGHT! vs leftist!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  2  
Russians don't want to go backwards to the days of
Sodom and Gomorrah

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  3  
I can't wait to hear what the liberals have to say about
this one.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (1) 

2  3  
Looks like I'm moving to Russia to escape Social‐
ism...ironic

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  6  
Conservatives like to "market" themselves as liking
"freedom," but the comments on this story just proves
they're really dirty fascists in league with a corrupt
government and religious extremists.

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

5  5  
There are several forms of hate. Some forms are overt;
some just hide behind the Christian Bible and call ho‐
mosexuals an abomination; some even say they hate
the sin and love the sinner - all of the forms have the
same devastating effect on a group of innocent peo‐
ple.More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

6  5  
God bless them. Now we realize Obama, that your an
idiot & a liar. But here is a law that should be enacted
in America immediately. Right along side impeaching
you for commiting treason against the United States
Of America.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  2  
"Christian people who live in our God-protected land
in purity and godliness."
Sounds just like Westboro Batpist.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  5  
"We either become a tolerant Western state where
everything is allowed — and lose our Christianity and
moral foundations —..." I'm not religious so I can't
quote about Christianity but I do agree with Russia
that we have very little moral foundation in the USA.

Reply

David 1 year ago 4  7  
Dang! I never thought I would be rooting (no pun in‐
tended) for Russia.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  10  
Homosexuality is deviant behavior.Truly disgusting to
think what they do to each other. They should stay in
the closet like they did throughout time. Remember
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the bible and history, The men of Sodom and Gomor‐
rah wanted to perform homosexual gang rape on the
two angels (who were disguised as men) . Look howMore

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  1  
"We either become a tolerant Western state where
everything is allowed — and lose our Christianity and
moral foundations — or we will be a Christian people
who live in our God-protected land in purity and godli‐
ness." More power to them.

Reply

Greaseman 1 year ago 2  6  
Well then, the anti-gay Americans should definitely
move to Russia if they pass this bill.

Reply

Zaruk Acerbus 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  4  
Funny how social conservatives bash on and on and
on about how much they love small government until
something like this happens. Then all of a sudden,
they love Big Brother and want the state to be able to
dictate people's personal lives.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  1  
I see the conservative fascists (sorry, redundant) are
out in droves today.

Reply

Meat 1 year ago 2  3  
Homosexuality was not invented in the west. The
church is full of them....Irony is so Ironic.

Reply

Steven S 1 year ago 3  1  
Lesbian shows should be allowed in Public Bars, but
only on an elevated stage...

Reply

Derek Smith 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  7  
Russia hates gays,, non-whites and America. Conser‐
vatives should move there. They'll feel right at home.

Reply

nowornever 1 year ago 3  0  
State controlled like the The US, but no butt pirates,
hhmmm.

Reply
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ronnyp 1 year ago 4  8  
Homosexuality is real hatred for Almighty God and all
mankind.

Reply

Max 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  2  
Thank God for Russia!

Reply

Robert 1 year ago 2  3  
Perfect Pair: Block headed Russians and American
Republicans, saving us all from The Gays. Geez.
When will they ever learn.

Reply

MeMeMe 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  5  
Thank you Russia!! Please USA next!!!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 5  4  
You can try, but you CAN'T legislate Human behavior
away. It just doesn't work that way...

Reply

Kiss The Rings 1 year ago 2  4  
If only America could have this kind of sense.

Reply

R 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  1  
How about that, Republicans. You're just like the anti-
democracy Russians. What does that say about you?

Reply

Brian J 1 year ago 3  1  
Gays! Since 'homosexuality', obviously is not natural
for a sexually dimorphic species such as humans,
WHY should you be allowed to be either a genetic de‐
fect, or a willing pervert?

Reply

Walking Horse 1 year ago 3  5  
Russian Teatards!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 6  9  
Since homosexual perverts can only increase their
numbers by molesting little boys and girls, or by rap‐
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Expand Replies (6) 

ing drunk teens or college students, let's take all of
the #$%$s in the USA and join with Russia in sending
them to Siberia along with the Russian #$%$s.
More

Reply

reefers the clown 1 year ago 2  1  
how about some fines and jail time for the people and
the president that condone all the abuse of little chil‐
dren in their orphanages that has been going on for
yrs and yrs. how about jail time for the abuse of your
people for decades. sounds good to me

Reply

Jeff 1 year ago 2  2  
Psalm 119:47
And I will delight myself in thy commandments, which
I have loved.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  3  
You cannot ever get rid of gay people!
Who will style our hair and decorate our homes?

Reply

B 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  6  
Geez, the way things are going here in the U.S. with
the Liberals in charge, they will make it illegal to be
heterosexual or white!!!!

Reply

Archie Bunker 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  2  
Aids is non-existent is Mother Russia.

Reply

A Used Yahooer 1 year ago 2  4  
You are not normal.

Reply

Dave 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  6  
Russians have good common sense, in America per‐
verts are a protected class.

Reply

Patrick 1 year ago 2  2  
this planet is a focked up....if they likes peters or
wussies it thier business...you cant control what you
likes or dont likes! im not a gay but respect them sim‐

ple!

Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

5  7  
Just like conservatives and Christian Talibanists in the
U.S., the Russian government wants collusion with the
church to suppress the civil rights of gay people. It's
why I always laugh at right-wing trash lecturing others
about "freedom."

Reply

Shelly 1 year ago 2  11  
We need the same laws here in America. Sexual per‐
version is nothing to be proud of nor should it be re‐
warded.

Reply

Robert 1 year ago 2  3  
I'm not sexist, but would be more ok with two females
- they don't contract STD's like two males, who are 92
times more likely to transmit AIDS - see the CDC (dot)
gov - report.

Reply

notA2nddime 1 year ago 3  1  
Come, and keep your comrade warm......... your back
in the USSR boy..... you don't know how lucky you are
boy..... back in the USSR

Reply

DEEZILSMOKER 1 year ago 9  17  
kudos for the ruskies!

Reply

griffin48154 1 year ago 2  2  
too bad it doesn't happen here...

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  1  
Now if only all the anti-gay, bigoted, people who sup‐
port discrimination would move to Russia. They could
all live together in a perfect harmony of hate.

Reply

Dennis 1 year ago 2  2  
It was'nt so long ago that we had strict sodomy
laws.Putin does'nt want the decadence to destroy
what he believes would be detrimental to Russia.That
photo was really in his face.

Reply
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notA2nddime 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  0  
How does one know what sex the other is with 100lbs
of clothing on??
They all could be of the opposite sex....... and not
even know it for sure??

Reply

sandy h 1 year ago 2  1  
My, my. The Religious Right now has a place to emi‐
grate just like the most conservative Orthodox Jews
have in Israel.

Reply

The Duke 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  1  
Sounds like they learned there lesson on socialism, it
doesn't work.

Reply

KIng Ferdinand 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  7  
Finally a nation going against these sick animals.
(^%&&%Gays) These idiot liberals we have in power
are nothing but trouble here in this nation.

Reply

Genrih 1 year ago 4  5  
What happens? Russia is becoming more rightist and
conservative and USA more liberal, even socialist I
would say...

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  4  
"This is an outrage", said Miranda Stenkenbeaver of
the Disabled American Indian Lesbians Against Fossil
Fuels and Professional Golf. "How can our President
go ahead with betraying America to Russia if they're
persecuting gays??" It's quite a conundrum, Ms.
Stenkenbeaver– quite a conundrum...More

Reply

Creativo4Ever 1 year ago 3  2  
LOL I realize you kookservative IDIOTlogues of the
Republican't Party and the pathetically absurd TEA-
vangelicals have few friends....and in this country they
are dying at a rapid pace, and that you need to seek
NEW ' friends'. LOL..It cracks me up that the RUS‐
SIANS are your new 'friends'....good luck with that.
ALL it shows is how desperate you are to find safe
More

Reply

John 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

3  1  
now we know where to send the homophobes...

Reply
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Jack D H 1 year ago 4  4  
Long live Chic - fil - A

Reply

Poosamig1 1 year ago 3  0  
Russian show business is all gay, what are they talking
about?!

Reply

big camper 1 year ago 2  1  
Let them come, just as long as they are white russians
says KKK!

Reply

Ilom 1 year ago 2  3  
Religion Kills!!!

Reply

Dave 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  3  
Putin is a tryant! He corrupted the election and mil‐
lions protested. Now he's slamming down on every‐
one's civil rights! Next thing we hear, Putin will be
stuffing people into the furnaces!!!

Reply

big camper 1 year ago 2  1  
Think about it. Change Russia to US and Gay to Guns
and the same thing is happening here.

Reply

I don't read your silly replies 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

5  
3  Well just because we have been forced to be‐

lieve a man sticking his wiener in another
mans #$%$ is normal. It's nice to hear every
now and then that their are place where this
gay #$%$ isn't rammed down our throats dai‐
ly.More

Reply

Viva Satire! 1 year ago 2  1  
"You have heard that it was said, 'You shall love your
neighbor and hate your enemy.' But I say to you, Love
your enemies and pray for those who persecute you"
(Matthew 5.43-45 ESV)

Reply

NOBAMANOMO 1 year ago
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2  2  
Now we know what obammy meant when he said, "I'll
be more flexible after the election". The gates will be
open for all the but munchers.

Reply

Dave 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  3  
It is very interesting.that Russia is beginning to look
more like America looked a few decades ago and the
United States is looking and acting more like Russia
did at the peak of their communistic policies. I wonder
why this is?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

4  3  
Save a seal, club a conservative.

Reply

Mark B 1 year ago 3  1  
Will Western travel agencies boycott Russian tourism?

Reply

Jeremy 1 year ago 2  3  
The Russians have learned from our mistakes. Cultur‐
ally, liberals have turned us into a mess. We are a de‐
feated people due to such moral-degeneration.

Reply

slb 1 year ago 2  2  
I guess America will see an influx of Russians gays in
the future...like the Russian Mob wasn't
enough.Watch out South Beach here they all come.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  1  
So now we know where the repubes should go.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  5  
I admire what Russia is doing. You can not make
someone normal but you can limit how much they
bother the normal.

Reply

John 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  3  
I am moving to Russia .Why do the Gays have to
shove their #$%$ry at everyone else they R Buligerant
about it

Reply
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Vaxtar 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  8  
Homosexuality much like liberalism is a mental disor‐
der. These people should be locked away on their own
private island so they can all die off. It takes to oppo‐
sites to tango.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  4  
Conservatives showing what freedom-hating fascist
trash they are ... they are not Americans.

Reply

Gary 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  7  
Maybe Rosie, Ellen, Elton and other undesirables
should go to Russian an begin to protest, maybe then
they will understand the true meaning of jail time.
Keep going Putin.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  1  
Q-ears sucks.

Reply

pogo 1 year ago 1  3  
So the Russians are all republicans now?

Reply

AMERICAN1975 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  2  
Genetic testing and selective abortion will eventually
end such stories in the future.

Reply

masterzvoice 1 year ago 5  4  
Hey yahoo get a grip. I cannot post the word ho‐
mosapien, homosexual, homogenize, which are all
good proper English words. What's your problem you
heterophobic clown of a company?

Reply

Sel Y 1 year ago 3  4  
Suddenly Russia looks a lot more appealing.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  4  
Kudos to russia they know the differance between
man and women I wish america could see gays are
sick and not normal.

Reply
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COAL POWERS YOUR WORLD 1 year ago
1  1  When obama told russia that he

would be more flexiable, putin must
of took it the wrong way. Putins
#$%$

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  9  
Finally Russia does something sensible!

Reply

DEMOCRAPS, THE DO NOTHING RIGHT PARTY! 1
year ago 3  2  
Did Russia ban adoptions to the U.S. to prevent gays
from converting their blood into a preverted life style?

Reply

W 1 year ago 5  7  
AWESOME! Unlike here, where the #$%$ make the
laws!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

4  6  
This is why Russia is not fearing our military, ours is
full of open gays.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  7  
If Putin had also criminalized heterosexual PDAs, he
might have a case. As it is, he reveals his agenda to
eventually criminalize homosexuality itself. Anyone ap‐
plauding what this hateful little man with the
Napoleonic complex is doing is just as vile as Putin.

Reply

Skittles 1 year ago 5  9  
Good move, Russia. You're starting to distinguish
yourself from this perverted nation called the USA.

Reply

markv 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  1  
That activist was right - this ban is a distraction creat‐
ed by the Russian government to take pressure of its
own policies that are becoming increasingly unpopular
in Russia. They crack down on minorities, go after
neo#$%$ and some anarchists and people think well,
that is a good thing and tend to question less the
widespread corruption, ineptitude, and abuses of
More

Reply
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BrianS 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  2  
This is kind of ironic....especially since Putin and Oba‐
ma are "in bed together" as the saying goes.

Reply

Dave 1 year ago 3  8  
"inequality anywhere is a threat to equality every‐
where", Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

Reply

J B 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  4  
No surprise... Guess the economy is going down the
toilet... always a good indicator when real issues are
not being taken care of. The difference between Rus‐
sia to me and other parts of the world, kind of like
Afghanistan that the USSR messed up maybe forev‐
er... The Russia people seem to like pain. I don't get
it... What I do understand just like when the republi‐
More

Reply

Herbert Hoover's Ghost 1 year ago 3  
2  GOP: Vote for us. We will make America over

to be more like Russia

Reply

Kay 1 year ago 4  5  
Russia at least has something right.

Reply

bob 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  9  
Good for Russia. The USA was a much stronger coun‐
try when all are homos were still in the closet.

Reply

dash rendar 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  0  
They gay thing is a tough issue, have a child and try
explaining to them when they see 2 men or 2 women
kiss whats going on. I'm just saying its tough that all,
its telling them its okay to love and eventually make
love to a person of the same sex...just saying....tough
issue.More

Reply

David 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  5  
Homosexuality is unnatural, and the earth is the center
of the universe. 
If you want/need more lies, just give me a call. I can
make stuff up all day long, and I won't charge you for
it.
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zz 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

4  8  
And once again the Russian empire decides to take
500 steps backwards.

Reply

1sykpuppy 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  6  
Religion is regarded by the common people as true,
by the wise as false and by the rulers as useful. -

Reply

Chuck U. Farley 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  0  
"The bill is part of an effort to promote traditional
Russian values as opposed to Western liberalism"
Sounds like they are blaming the US for Homosexuali‐
ty.

Reply

charles 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  3  
I agree with the Russian decision to disallow American
adoptions.....newborns adopted by homosexuals get
NO SAY in the matter.....Putin knows a rotting society
when he sees one!

Reply

DARKSKY 1 year ago 6  7  
The photo gave me nausea.

Reply

PracticalWarlord 1 year ago 3  5  
Gays/Women in the military was/is a mistake.

Reply

Joey JoJo Shabadoo 1 year ago 4  2  
I hate #$%$ and even I think this is draconian.

Reply

Ngoo Nam 1 year ago 3  2  
It's just prejudice , bigotry and hypocrisy. It's corrupt. 

For people of the Orthodox church claiming to be God
believers and then shun fellow humans just because
of different sexual orientation is outright evil.

These gays are not killing anyone or harming anyone.
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  4  
We would have the same laws here but half of our
Goverment is #$%$..........

Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  9  
america is going down the crppr and russia is on the
rise

Reply

ihatelibtards 1 year ago 2  4  
T - it looks like you are in the wrong place to try to de‐
fend degenerate and deviant behavior.

Reply

Early Cuyler 1 year ago 3  4  
Who knew, that Russia would have more common
sense than the USA?

Reply

bgr 1 year ago 3  4  
Putin and his comrades are worse than the Commu‐
nists.

Reply

LICKSPITTLE 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

6  6  
I wish it was worldwide.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  4  
The next time you hear some #$%$ or d.y.k.e com‐

plain, tell them to move to Russia.

Reply

theresa 1 year ago 4  11  
That is whatwe need in this country. The day these
gay birds die off, the world will be a better plsace. A
plague should hit these #$%$.

Reply

SWAMPFOX 1 year ago 3  5  
Thats one law I like to see passed here...

Reply

CLASSICAL LIBERAL 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  6  
If Russia gives their citizens arms again i would con‐
sider the weathering the cold over there.

Reply

RandomDood 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  1  
I support gay marage if both chicks are hot.
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RJ 1 year ago 2  0  
This not something to be handled by the politicians. It
is to be handled in the church house.

Reply

chasman 1 year ago 3  3  
The illegal Mexicans in California can expect some
competition!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  4  
Way to go Russia calling homosexual behavior deviant
immoral and just plain wrong.

Reply

hisisminedammit 1 year ago 4  7  
Russia sees how fast we are going down the tubes,

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  4  
At least Russia can see through all the #$%$ propa‐
ganda trying to justify their disgusting and unnatural
acts!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  0  
As long as they don't grab my rear, why does it matter
what someone else wants?

Reply

Gary 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  6  
Thank God we don't have a common border with Rus‐
sia or we would have an influx of illegal Russians.

Reply

The Pain Train 1 year ago 4  8  
Never thought I'd be complementing the Soviets , yes
they are STILL the Soviets, but I applaud them on this
decision.

Reply

Patrick Norton 1 year ago 3  2  
Don't have any human rights. "Swapping spit" in pub‐
lic is not a "human right" but an aggressive territorial
invasion on others. Just like bringing porno into the
workplace or unable to talk without every other word
being slang for sex. You will have trouble finding a job!
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Poggie 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  6  
Russia makes a right decision. Sodomy is an abomi‐
nation to the LORD! Unnatural, filthy and WRONG!

Reply

Douglas 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  4  
What do ya know, Russia finally got one right.

Reply

Scott 1 year ago 3  2  
I don't have a problem so much with people being gay
as I do the fact that they have to make it everyone
else's business and make out in front of everyone.
What happens if their protest doesn't work, do they
ramp it up by giving hummers to each other on the
street corners?More
Reply

Jessie Mason 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  4  
finally put these misfits behind closed doors.Straight
people do not act like this why should they.Just goes
to prove they are insane social misfits.

Reply

Beatrice 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  4  
Praise Jesus!

Reply

Mr. Spock 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  1  
Why is it that Russia is stepping up their public moral
code and the U.S. is trying to dumb its code down?
Even the RUSSIANS recognize the deterioration of a
social moral fiber as dangerous...

Reply

Tom 1 year ago 3  2  
I can understand why President Obama said he can
have more room to work with President Putin during a
second term, now.......

Reply

kevin 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  9  
Wish our government do the same here in the U.S.

Reply

NP 1 year ago 4  8  
I'm not anti-gay, but I am anti ignorance and lies. How
can we condone, no, how can we CONDEMN people
to a "lifestyle" when there is clear, verifiable evidence
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Expand Replies (6) 

that upwards of 80% of gay people were abused or
molested at some time in their pre-pubescent youth?
We all know the stories of little Tommy that liked dollsMore

Reply

Wowbagger 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  4  
See conservatives, there IS a country for you! Feel
free to move to Russia!

Reply

Bill 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

4  5  
It may be time to learn the Russian language and
move there - Gods' judgement is going to come to
America and look in the WH - it's already here --

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  4  
Stop the sickness

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  4  
May gays hang from lamp posts in the noble grand
country called Russia.American pols need to take a
lesson from their superior counterparts in the Kremlin.

Reply

hello 1 year ago 3  3  
"The bill is part of an effort to promote traditional
Russian values"...............ya mean, like political cor‐
ruption, pornography and alcoholism?

Reply

Dave 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  6  
Perhaps the "christians" forget . . . If god did not make
homosexuals then there would be none. If god had
wanted me to be otherwise he / she would have made
me otherwise!!!

Reply

Daniela 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  4  
What's going on with Russia??? Why is Putin going
back to the cold war days??? I don't understand?!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  3  
hip hip hurgay!!!

Reply

DickyDunkin 1 year ago
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0  3  
Murdering anyone who opposes Putin is still legal.

Reply

David 1 year ago 3  12  
Good for them!

Reply

Dave 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

12  30  
Back to the closet where you belong

Reply

idontcare 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  2  
Immigrants from Russian voted against Obama almost
100%.

Reply

Illuminator 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

6  9  
Abduljalilov said "I'm normal, I'm normal."

A man smokin' another man's pole is NOT normal.

Reply

Santoni 1 year ago 3  3  
This may very well be the solution to controlling the
worlds population. Now if China and India were to im‐

pose anti-gay laws then it would be solved faster than
we think given that gays can't reproduce.

Reply

JimmyZ 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  3  
The 2% of gay population control the other 98% in
America. Everything should be decided on popular
vote. More people would vote if they knew their vote
would count instead of this delegate ph#$%$ #$%$.

Reply

Regina 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

15  34  
I can't believe I actually agree with Russia

Reply

Herbert Hoover's Ghost 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

6  
9  Republicans and Communists: One Agenda

Reply

circleburner93 1 year ago 6  19  
You can be either "gay" or normal. You can't be both!

Reply
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average citizen 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

13  22  
take the guns away to protect the children? what
about abortion and gay brainwashing?

Reply

Magloo 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

5  2  
you want to know why heterosexuals are against
gays? because gays shove their sexuality in our faces,
gay pride parades, have you seen them? they openly
jack off each other in a public display as if that's nor‐
mal for everyone to see, they do what they can to dis‐
gust others. In reality, heterosexuals really don't care
what you do in your own bedroom, just keep it to
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  4  
On the bright side, this law might get some of our
conservative trash and Christian Talibanists to move
to Russia. We won't miss the stench.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  4  
at least the Russians don't have to wipe the skid
marks off the seats in the outdoor bistros like they do
in San Francisco before normal people can sit down...

Reply

Pat 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

1  3  
And I didn't know Russia had Republicans running the
country. I guess I shouldn't be surprised.

Reply

Schnutzzz 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  2  
Isn't "Illegal Homosexual Propaganda" playing Lolla‐
palooza this year?

Reply

Anonymouse 1 year ago 1  2  
@RealDemocrat: Democracy without the protection of
minorities and free speech is nothing but mob rule
and most probably a dictatorship in the making.

Reply

Jaye 1 year ago 2  6  
The Russians are doing a few things right.

Reply

Tom 1 year ago 0  1  
All right, Russia will be sending out Rump Rangers!

Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago 3  2  
Russia is wayyyyy ahead of the US!!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  5  
Well, maybe this time we can learn from Russia!!! Item
number 26 of the 45 platforms from the American
Communist Party in it's quest to takeover America is
the acceptance of the homosexual lifestyle as normal
and healthy. Tell me what's healthy about one
woman/man going down on someone of the same
sex???
More

Reply

Jim 1 year ago 2  0  
Glad some countries tolerate aberrant behavior, but
prohibit being held up to children as normal. I guess
BHO is glad he decided to come to the US instead of
Russia.

Reply

Dana 1 year ago 7  14  
i'm with em on this

Reply

Amahr 1 year ago 1  3  
Huh. Can "Russian" and "values" be placed that close
together in a sentence as used in this article? Just
wondering...

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  2  
we gona get the french homosexuals ..and the rus‐
sians ones ...they will AAAAALLLLL come to America
to enjoy freedom and anal sex lol

Reply

David 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

5  7  
I hope this law comes to the USA

Reply

123456789 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  4  
Good for Russia. I am sure Amerika will take whatever
trash the Russians and anyone else has to send us.
We always do.

Reply

DARKSKY 1 year ago
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5  4  
Mr. Obama, now what are you going to whisper in the
ear of Mr. Putin?

Reply

Frank 1 year ago 0  0  
So much for 75 years of Soviet Rule. And to think
Putin was once a true believer. Russia a country of
Christians? For 75 years they had such strong beliefs
they prayed behind closed doors. Now they are the
protectors of the culture. 
Putin move to the center, or be lost. The guns are
moving across the border faster than you can stop
More

Reply

Ed Twidley 1 year ago 1  1  
back in the pile!

Reply

The Walrus 1 year ago 3  1  
Putin knows he has pushed it a bit far. Most the coun‐
try knows he has taken it and sold off its riches to a
select few who actually wield power in Russia. He is
bringing the church in more to try and consolidate and
strengthen his faction. We will see more cival unrest in
Russia and they will use it as an excuse to reimpliment
a police state for the peoples own good.
More

Reply

Bill Bill 1 year ago 7  11  
@Dan R...Funny how you got that backwards, calling
normal with morals as extremist...

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

6  10  
I'm sure the Christians are rejoicing over this. Fits their
agenda.

Reply

Sean 1 year ago

Expand Replies (7) 

5  4  
If we start making gays illegal then I move religious
documents be banned as well, as nothing has caused
more hate and violence then your fake sky wizards.

Reply

1America 1 year ago 5  8  
I wish we could get Christian conservatives into the
closet. Maybe we just have to ship them to Russia.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago
anti-muslim next
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1  2  Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  1  
good for them.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 0  0  
Why do Amewricans fall so easily for the brainwashing
tricks of mr MANSUR MIROVALEV who writes all
those articles about Russia published on YAHOO!?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  4  
sounds like the Taliban have new cousins. Russian
Kissing cousins LOL

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  0  
This is great!!!!!America is SOOOO screwed up!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  2  
For all of the far righties here calling Putin and Russia
"socialistic" or communistic," please note, Russia is
neither communist nor is it socialist. Contemporary
Russia is basically a plutocracy. Putin is a tyrant who
enables plutocrats. He also likes to single out groups
such as female punks and gays as mortal threats to
Russian society as a means of deflecting attention
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  5  
In the good old days of the USSR, Stalin would simply
make them disappear.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

6  5  
Well, if god is so opposed to homosexuality, then why
are all the countries that allow same sex marriage do‐
ing so much better than we are?

Reply

Kay 1 year ago 1  3  
I'm a Christian, but same-sex relationships and same-
sex marriages are the very least of my worries regard‐
ing what children and teenagers are having to deal
with now.

Reply
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Billy 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

6  9  
Seems as if the FBI should start investigate a whole
bunch of people who have commented here. Seems
as if there are lots of Russian spies here speading
their foolishness about gay people. All you who hate
gays for no reason but your own stupidity, well there is
a place for you in Russia.More

Reply

John S 1 year ago 9  22  
"The bill is part of an effort to promote traditional
Russian values"

Like killing, poisoning, torturing, and organized crime

Reply

Matthew 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  4  
List of countries that support same sex marriage: 

(Argentina, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Iceland,
Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, South Africa,
Sweden)

Small sample of countries that have laws against any‐
More

Reply

joseph 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  0  
Funny how the Left want the Russian style of Govern‐
ment here in the United States, but when they read
this story it must make them crazy !

Reply

michael 1 year ago 1  3  
oh great , now they'll all move over here

Reply

Gary Penton Wears “Sissy Britches” 1 year ago
2  1  What? Tea Bagging Republicans no

longer welcome in Russia?

Reply

Anthony 1 year ago 4  3  
It just dawned on me, this is way Russian fashion and
design is so atrocious.

Reply

josh 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

4  5  
Well done comrades, children shouldn't be subjected
to that filth. Keep it in the shadows where it belongs.

Reply
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Brad Hayden 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

5  2  
A Chinese medical research team discovered a link
between low serotonin levels and gay sexual activity
in rats. It this is confirmed in humans, there could ac‐
tually be a cure for homosexuality. If this turns out to
be the case, then being gay is nothing more than a
chemical imbalance that can be adjusted and correct‐
ed. So it may not be genetic after all. My belief is that
homosexuality is a choice. We are all judged by our
actions and at the end of all things, these actions will
either save us or condemn us. Do you really want to
tip the scale in the wrong direction?

Reply

Jeffrey 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  4  
"An executive with a government-run television net‐
work said in a nationally televised talk show that gays
should be prohibited from donating blood, sperm and
organs for transplants, while after death their hearts
should be burned or buried." Wow, just wow.

Reply

RedFusee 1 year ago 4  4  
right on!

Reply

Rick 1 year ago 2  4  
Sounds like Russia is getting the right idea.

Reply

Sammy 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  4  
I bet all the Putin lovers here are the same ones who
call Obama a communist :-)

Reply

     1 year ago 1  3  
Well that's gay

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  3  
"...an Orthodox priest said he regretted that his reli‐
gious role had not allowed him to participate in the
beating."

Sounds like the priest's head needs some quality time
with the business end of a Louisville Slugger. You reap
what you sow.
More

Reply

jackson 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  2  
Russia is smarter than we are.

Reply
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Howard 1 year ago 1  8  
Finally a home for the Teaparty.

Reply

Bill 1 year ago 1  1  
Rectum! Damn near killed'em.

Reply

Yahoo 1 year ago 4  4  
Bullying and violence seems like a type of sodomy to
me...it's just not as overt...and it's driven by hatred or
perhaps repressed homosexuality....which is ex‐
pressed as violence/bullying against homosexuals.
Most people who have issues with homosexuality
don't approach these levels of hatred and violence. If
homosexuality is un-Godly...maybe we should just
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

6  11  
What a combo: Russian facist leaning dictators and
the Russian Catholic church (Russian Orthodox)! Free‐
dom abounds. LMAO

Reply

Sick Of The Libs 1 year ago 1  2  
God bless Putin!!!!!!

Reply

Liberal Logic = Pretzel Logic 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  
4  Never thought I'd see the day when the

Ruskies get so much right while we get so
much wrong.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  3  
sociologists (gay), fits the logic of a strong govern‐
ment intent on limiting open exhibition of immoral, dis‐
gusting, destructive vomitus behavior prevalent in
western societies

Reply

Thomas M 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  5  
Congratulations Mr. Putin. Now there will be TWO
COUNTRIES WITH NO GAY PEOPLE IN THE
WORLD... IRAN AND RUSSIA.

Reply

Jack D H 1 year ago
Micahel Savage for President.
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3  0  Reply

Zaruk Acerbus 1 year ago 1  0  
You here that, social conservative nutjobs? You can
move to Russia! I know there's that whole "commu‐
nist" thing still attached to them, but surely you hate
gay people WAAAY more that communists, right?

Reply

C.S. 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  4  
Wake up, russians!!!! They started with the Chick
band...then they banned adoptions now it's the
gays.....Get ready for the iron curtain!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

3  2  
Ohhhhh don't hurt their feelings....ohhhh.... after all
THEY'RE more important than you kids, your family,
you're community, your church and your societal val‐
ues....pigs.

Reply

Eric 1 year ago 2  4  
Just what we need - more countries exercising stupid‐
ity and backwards thinking to support a hidden agen‐
da of control and manipulation through fear and igno‐
rance. Like there's no shorage of this. May humanity
one day be free of the small ignorant minds who
cause us more unnecessary suffering than any good
they think they might do. The perpetrators of nasty,
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

5  4  
Conservatives showing their usual disdain of the con‐
stitutional rights of others in this country by their com‐

ments here. Looks like the right-wing trash has a new
homeland.

Reply

Mikey 1 year ago 1  4  
Ironically it looks like the next lesson Russia will have
to learn from the USA is separation of church and
state. Organized religion mixed with the state has
been responsible for a good deal of the worlds misery.
but it's seen as the ultimate alliance by politicians who
want their power "blessed". It's not a East/West thing,
it's a human thing: If you mix political parties and reli‐
More

Reply

AW 1 year ago 1  1  
Dear Rev. Sergiy Rybko, if you claim to be a "Christ‐
ian", I can assure you that I want nothing to do with
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Expand Replies (2) 

your perverted sense of Christianity. Perhaps 1 John
4:8 is not in the Russian Bible. It says, "He that loveth
not knoweth not God, for God is love." Statements at‐
tributed to you that you wish you could have joined inMore

Reply

JustLooking 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  2  
Alot of anti Christain Bigots on here.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  1  
VOTE YES to it.

Reply

Russell Onks 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

4  0  
John Wayne would rather kiss Richard Simmons on
the brown eye than side with the Russians on ANY‐
THING. You Commie and commie sympathies make
me and John Wayne Sick.

Reply

marki7m2m 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  8  
And that is why Russia will remain a 3rd world back
water nation......you must allow each citizen freedom
to be who they are and then they can contribute com‐

pletely to the society they are in.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  4  
"On the next day, an Orthodox priest said he regretted
that his religious role had not allowed him to partici‐
pate in the beating."

Sounds like the priest deserves some of his own med‐
icine. Religionism is a cancer.More

Reply

tony 1 year ago 1  5  
Russia heading in the right direction,U.S.A is heading
towards civil uprising.

Reply

1IbigBIG1I 1 year ago 0  1  
Sanctions?

Reply

Grannie 1 year ago 0  1  
Wonder what Obama thinks of this.

Reply
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Anubis 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  3  
GO Putin , your a much better leader than obama the
dipsheet !!!!

Reply

Mike 1 year ago 0  5  
It's funny because their birthrate is so low their popu‐
lation will shrink to the size of Germany's in another
30 years. That's a sign of the people voting not to
bring more lives into a failing state. So this is their
scapegoat solution. That's why they are going down
the toilet.More
Reply

Noodlerr 1 year ago 4  3  
Lib Revisionists are laboring because the Life span of
those who know tru history are sometimes outliving
Lib Dopers so it has slowed but they still hang out and
wait read Obits and bet on oldies get allzy's

Reply

harp 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  3  
Russia has the right idea to protect it's society from
disgusting and disturbing behavior. If you do not like it
then you are free to leave or just maybe become bio‐
logically normal and stop lusting after your own gen‐
der.

Reply

Dude 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

4  4  
So I see the Communuts and the GOP have the same
problem

Reply

Will 1 year ago 0  2  
can we just go a day without this #$%$? I mean I
don't think homosexuality is right, but everyone has
their own problems and it's no ones place to judge

Reply

JackO 1 year ago 3  1  
OMG, someone call the CDC, the Gay Virus , has
replicated itself world wide:O(
Please, someone plug up those Nasty Gay holes:O(

Reply

mighty mouse 1 year ago 2  5  
finally someone gets the jest, over the learned behav‐
ior. horay for russia .fill them gulags.

Reply
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John from the Moon 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

5  5  
Russia looks like a promising country, as an alterna‐
tive to socialist America.

Reply

Anonymous 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  4  
I don't think it is a good idea to repress gay citizens
with discriminatory laws. Just let it be.

Reply

coachrdp 1 year ago 3  5  
Good for Russia. At least they are aware of the long
term damage this does to a society and they still have
some morals. I know 4 homosexuals personally and I
can honestly say they are 4 of the most selfish, self
centered people I know and one is a relative.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

3  2  
Sounds like a good way for us to get rid of some
Christian Taliban trash.

Reply

Ernest 1 year ago 2  2  
This must be mighty confusing for conservatives in
this country. Police state vs. Theocratic rules.. Russia
has been a police state for many centuries. They nev‐
er actually implemented pure socialism or commu‐
nism, it was always enforced through brutal totalitari‐
anism which is anathema to true communal princi‐
ples..
More

Reply

Facetious Bob 1 year ago 1  1  
Sit Spot - Don't be gay Spot!

Reply

JackS 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  2  
What about that macho image Putin projects? Some‐
thing in the closet?

Reply

Gregory 1 year ago 1  1  
Cracks me up. They are atheist and they still are
scared of us. I love it!

Reply

alicia 1 year ago
Let's trade their gays for our christian conservatives.
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Expand Replies (8) 8  9  Reply

Chuck 1 year ago 5  6  
Madonna spoke out for Homosexuals rights. Aleast
they will have music in hell.

Reply

Edward 1 year ago 1  3  
Russia: a Christian right-wingers dreamland!

Reply

John 1 year ago 5  7  
Well, I'm glad we have a "California" for Christian ex‐
tremists, now. I think I'd rather be gay, if I had to
choose between the two. Russia sounds like an atro‐
cious and atrociously cold place.

Reply

C 1 year ago 4  4  
Well how do you like that? Russia has enough brains
to stop the gay agenda of trying to make people think
sexual perversion is normal. Hooray for them

Reply

Dave 1 year ago 1  1  
There are not many people who's sex lives if they
were exposed to the world would not shock and horri‐
fy the vast majority of others . . . "To Each His Own",
Shakespeare!!!

Reply

MARY 1 year ago 0  3  
NEXT - a ban Tchaikovski? The Bolshoi Ballet?

Reply

ArnoldOfPorcine 1 year ago 1  1  
If America had a "hooliganism" law, just about every‐
one would be in jail.

Reply

LICKSPITTLE 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  1  
If I were in a group who had hemorrhoids in common,
I would not feel so insecure that I thought I must con‐
stantaly remind everyone else that I had hemorrhoids.

Reply

Steve 1 year ago
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2  5  
Hey homophobes, you have a new country to go to.
see ya later!

Reply

Knickschamp Tumblr Com 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  
8  the American Psychiatric Association used to

classify homosexuality as a mental disorder.

Reply

Jackie 1 year ago 1  1  
LOOK OUT AMERICA...

Reply

Honest Abe 1 year ago 1  4  
Thank God there is still common sense and decency
in Russia, #$%$ are arrested not rewarded for per‐
verse behavior, drug dealers are sentenced to long
prison terms for dealing, filthy rappers are thrown in
jail for their music. Putin is a man not a geek like Oba‐
ma.More
Reply

shydreamguy 1 year ago 3  1  
Russia Must have the idea that the Pope is dieing and
they are Under the Delusion that if they pretend to be
#$%$ that he will leave thier government all his Gold
that he hid away when he was a nazi.back durring
WWll ?

Reply

Drive There 1 year ago 3  0  
Russia may not be officially "communist" anymore,
but it is far from free. Russians have never been free.
The US is hardly a bastion of liberty, either. There is no
free place to go, as those who would use the coercive
power of the state to enforce their own rules on every‐
one else rule in all countries. Voting doesn't help,
since most people are stupid or willfully ignorant.
More

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

3  1  
Christians know nothing about how their God and reli‐
gious doctrines were created by man. This talk about
how God is against gays, how their Bible says it is an
abomination, how JC calls it a sin, and all of the other
statements the make show this ignorance. For exam‐

ple, Christians do not realize that the Jewish God was
a combination of Jahweh, the vengeful, jealous, spite‐
More

Reply

Libertarian 1 year ago
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4  2  
Why should any government control your rights to be
with who you choose, be it America or Russia. Keep
government out of our personal lives.

Reply

JMJ 1 year ago

Expand Replies (7) 

5  7  
You always hear people say "why does God let mur‐
der happen in our schools?" The answer is "God is
not allowed in our schools" . Now kids are taught that
gay is ok in school.

Reply

KIng Ferdinand 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

5  5  
Thank God for Russia to think this way.

Reply

Art Vandelay 1 year ago 0  0  
Reminds me of the story of the two gay Irishmen,
Patrick Fitzgerald and Gerald Fitzpatrick

Reply

CBOAFN 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

5  6  
Perhaps America's hateful conservatives should move
to Russia...and stay there.

Reply

mike 1 year ago 1  1  
Sad but under Obamas socialism.. This is only a few
years off in the US...

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 8  12  
Russia doing something we ought to be doing.

Reply

Bob 1 year ago 0  4  
Yuck- I even do not like seeing heterosexuals kissing
in public, all over each other. Keep that stuff private.
There's a time and place for everything, as they say.

Reply

Garrett 1 year ago 1  0  
Obama likes abortion, anal sex, and cant manage
money.

Reply

Truth Hurts 1 year ago
Will YAHOO! tell us if they don't enact it?
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0  0  Reply

No Religion 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  3  
Jesus had twelve boyfriends and he liked it doggy
style.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  2  
laughable reagan. tear down this wall! LOL!

Reply

Timo 1 year ago

Expand Replies (15) 

3  6  
This makes me very thankful that I live in the United
States.....

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  3  
And Putin takes a turn to the right.

Reply

jackpot 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  0  
[ boy-girl ]show me a birth cetificate that says gay

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  7  
Wow, can you immigrate to Russia? Sounds like my
kind of country.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  1  
Putin is gay

Reply

Bernie 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  1  
putin, finally doing something right, wonder how the
man-child feelfs about his friend, he he

Reply

Matthew 1 year ago 0  3  
So by passing a ban against being gay the Russian
population will increase from all the gays/lesbians go‐
ing straight and having kids, yeah okay.

Reply

Common Sense 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (2) 

2  1  
Geez!! That means the "Four Dancing Lesbians",
Rosie O'donnell, Jodie Foster, Ellen DeGeneres and
Lindsey Lohan won't be able to dance for Putin. Lind‐
sey was preparing many of her "acts" such as getting
drunk on vodka , to become one of the guys who are
girls.More

Reply

Doggoneit! 1 year ago 2  2  
How sad.

Reply

VoteThemAllOut 1 year ago 10  21  
Maybe Putin and Obama can switch. Obama could be
King of Russia and Putin could come be president of
USA.

Reply

James 1 year ago 1  1  
Hitler is laughing his #$%$ off.

Reply

trisha 1 year ago 1  0  
More human rights violations. What would we expect
from a bunch of dictators though. Wouldn't want any‐
one having any freedom.

Reply

Kenneth 1 year ago 2  3  
The Kremlin and the Russian Orthodox Church agree‐
ing on something? Boy, have times changed. The sad
thing these Russian dopes don't realize is, first they'll
come for the gays, next it will be the church or any
free thinkers and soon they will be right back to a to‐
tally repressive government. Where will they turn
then? Same thing here with all the gun nuts, scream‐

More

Reply

smitty 1 year ago 3  1  
If Russia could just help us get rid of our current ad‐
min we would be grateful forever.

Reply

GD 1 year ago 1  3  
Maybe all the gays should move to Russia, and Russ‐
ian population will no longer produce babies. There
will be no more needs for America to go on the nu‐
clear arm race because Russia would no longer pose
a threat to the world. Yeah!!! we finally found a way to
destroy Russia.More
Reply
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The Main Man 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  1  
GLAAD wouldn't be glad to hear that Russia is homo‐
phobic.

Reply

matt 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  3  
John,
My God is a loving God who does not foster hatred.
Churches that foster hatred are the ones being infil‐
trated by Demons. Who is your Demon?

Reply

uggtard 1 year ago 5  6  
this is what happens if we become a right wing christ‐
ian theocracy

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 5  6  
Maybe we can get Putin to run for President. He's
every bit as much of an American as Obama and has
a higher esteem for morality issues....

Reply

GD 1 year ago 1  4  
Finally!!! it is a joke to see that Russians make more
sense than some US politicians.

Reply

GordonC 1 year ago 2  0  
Now we know why Ronald Reagan wanted to bomb
them!

Reply

Eric 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  1  
this type of russian activity sounds more like the
southern US. Republicans and Communists have A
LOT in common.

Reply

E Z 1 year ago 2  2  
russia=republican. be carefull America, 47% voted
FOR this.

Reply

Kelly 1 year ago 7  5  
The comments here are excellent evidence that the
modern right-wing American is, at heart a fascist.
There could hardly be a better set of evidence for this.
You people want to lock up harmless citizens, be‐
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Expand Replies (7) 

cause of what they do in their own bedrooms.

Reply

jellybean 1 year ago 0  2  
This is just silly in 2013 to pass laws to make people
feel unwanted in their own country. Just get over it
people there are so many more important issues then
a persons love life.

Reply

Matthew 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  5  
Marriage is a religious institution, and as such the gov‐
ernment treating married people differently than non
married is unconstitutional.

Reply

g.gentry 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  6  
Ah at last, a country just made for right wingers. Putin
seems to hold the exact same sentiments as republi‐
cans. Hurry right wingers, get on the boats and planes
and seek your paradise. Leave the rest of us alone.

Reply

CrackerM 1 year ago 2  4  
A blow :cough: to the LGBT movement in America.
Obama will bow to Putin's will. He's bowed in front of
other men before :cough cough:

Reply

Steven 1 year ago 1  5  
Just shoot the qu-eers on sight. That will fix them.

Reply

Johnny .45 1 year ago 1  1  
Shame that the Russian people aren't armed to pro‐
tect themselves from a government like that! Must
suck to live in a place like that. Thank god we have
the Second Amendment and a Government that we
can trust! Err...wait a second....

Reply

Delonsi 1 year ago 1  2  
To most of us not a problem libeals seem to be on a
unreal crusade to change this. Maybe in their young
lifetime The world isn't going to change because of
some activism call these and other people names.
Yeah everybody wants human rights and you can
crawl off with your activism see how it does in Russia
keep calling them names lot of good it will do you!
More

Reply
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Sam 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  1  
you know... I dont want to hear any gay activist put
down the USA anymore. Not when there are major
countries that does stuff like this.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  1  
Well, that's what you get in a country with very little in
terms of human rights.

Reply

Hov420th 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

5  4  
#$%$sexuality is a Mental illness, it's not something
to be promoted as "Safe, Natural and Healthy".
They're people with mental issues and they should be
shown compassion, but to promote that lifestyle as
something positive is going too far. You have people
who suffer from all kinds of mental sexual disorders.
You have people who have sex with animals, people
who fall in love with inanimate objects and #$%$sexu‐
ality is another mental illness similiar to the others. I
know people don't like to speak the truth because it
hurts gay peoples feelings and homosexuals control a
large part of Western Media so they'll attack you for
speaking the truth. You can make fun of Christians a
thousand different ways on TV and it's no Problem,
you speak the Truth about #$%$sexuality and your a
bad guy. #$%$sexuals only make up 2-3% of the
population, but every show you see has a #$%$ in it,
Brainwashed Much? Western Liberalism is what has
destroyed Western Civilization, that's why it's on the
decline.

Reply

the american patriot 1 year ago 1  0  
Back in the day of old they were not call Hooligans
They were call by the jewish term "NO goodnicks"

Reply

Bigtoe 1 year ago 1  3  
Why can't the United States pass a law like that?

Reply

J Danny 1 year ago 0  5  
How archaic... let's go back 100 years... AWFUL!

Reply

Fnorb 1 year ago 5  5  
I always thought that somewhat modern nations
would develop into a positive direction. That increas‐
ing education of the population would push the soci‐
ety towards progress, freedom, tolerance, respect. It's
sad that for some countries the opposite seems to
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Expand Replies (3) 

take place, thanks to religion. That the religionsMore

Reply

BarackBongHit 1 year ago 1  0  
Here Puppy! Here Horsey!

Reply

JKB 1 year ago 0  3  
Glad to see that country is moving forward to the 19th
century.

Reply

shellyj 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  3  
All forms of sexual affection should behind closed
doors, with no one watching or filming.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (15) 

5  5  
this is great. Let's send all the hyper-christer, anti-gay
bigots from the U.S. to Russia. They'll be happy there.
Low taxes, too!!

Reply

Scott 1 year ago

Expand Replies (28) 

14  23  
Gays are bad, (I feel for their parents) 

Why is because if they were good; parents would
want their kids to grow up and be gay. Now I've never
heard a parent say I hope my kids grow to be gay.
Just as I've never heard a parent say I hope my kids
end up on drugs or in jail! Just saying the truth!!!
More

Reply

Federal Judge Bill Needle 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  
2  So Putin and the church want themselves to

be the only ones allowed to stick it up the av‐
erage Ivan's...

Reply

Skadoo 1 year ago 3  3  
If we were to ban propaganda in this country, the
President, half of Congress and almost all of the me‐
dia would be in prison. Hmmmmm ....

Reply

wombat 1 !كاف year ago 5  9  
Russia is going forward while we drown in a cesspool
of gay sin.

Reply
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Life Happens 1 year ago 5  7  
For once I applaud Russia!

Reply

Joshua 1 year ago 1  8  
We need more antigay laws here.

Reply

Dave 1 year ago 1  1  
Hopefully the people will revolt against this tyrant
Putin like so many other countries have done against
their tyrants and Russia will become a peaceful place
where all people can live their lives in peace!!!

Reply

mud m 1 year ago 1  1  
Russia is doing the right thing, once homosex filth
perminates a society, it goes downhill and commits
national suicide. You see that happening here as the
America we knew decends into depravity and degra‐
dation of rumpant abominations.

Reply

Armond 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  3  
Telling gay people not to be gay - that should work.

Reply

Angst 1 year ago 2  5  
Like Hitler in the 40's, Russia is using gays as "scape‐
goats". Who will be their next victim??

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  3  
why am i disturbed by gay men making out or
poundin each others butt, but lesbians do not bother
me at all

Reply

Taxpayer 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  0  
"Russia's widespread hostility to homosexuality is
shared by the political and religious elite". So this arti‐
cle is an editorial?

Reply

Dave 1 year ago 1  1  
Typical example of how religion is used to oppress the
masses. It's all about power and control . . .

Reply
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Stproz 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

1  1  
if there is one story in the bible that illustrates real life
it is the forbidden fruit in the garden of eden.. if you
tell some one they can not what do they do? A case
for being a libertarian.. I will guarantee gays will re‐
duce in number when the taboo is gone.. humans love
to rebel against the norm they want to be spe‐
cial...same can be said for business... The hard truth
More

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  4  
Russia is against gay activity and the US is making
gay marriage legal?Nikita Kruchev said, "Russia does
not have to destroy America with missles; America will
destroy from within." ...

Reply

WinstonS 1 year ago 2  1  
So, no, "Doctor Who" in Russia.

Reply

james 1 year ago 1  5  
Bisexual women are cool, but the rest of this gay stuff
is sick.

Reply

Mark B 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

7  10  
The world has gone upside down! The Russians have
it right!!!!!!!

Reply

gidget 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  5  
Russians find homosexuality the same way we did un‐
til recently. In fact, many Americans still really don't
like it, and would prefer they not adobt or kiss in pub‐
lic like it used to be. Personally, I don't want to see it.
The Russians have one thing right. I would not want
gay people persecuted, but just keep it under wraps.More

Reply

Turn or Burn 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  3  
I hate it when my date tells me she has eaten more
"Cat" than me and more than I ever will.
Moving to Colorado to smoke a joint. Start a new life.
STONED!

Reply

G 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

6  5  
"Traditional Values", didn't we use to have that in
America ?

Reply
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Thomas 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  3  
Christians know nothing about how their God and reli‐
gious doctrines were created by man. This talk about
how God is against gays, how their Bible says it is an
abomination, how JC calls it a sin, and all of the other
statements the make show this ignorance. For exam‐

ple, Christians do not realize that the Jewish God was
a combination of Jahweh, the vengeful, jealous, spite‐
More

Reply

expressmyself 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  2  
No Russian #$%$. No F(A)G-S anywhere. Stay in the
closet or go back under the rock your crawled out
from under.

Reply

Trouser Cough 1 year ago 2  0  
Colon comrades!

Reply

hubba bubba 1 year ago 1  1  
No matter how I feel about the subject in the land of
gulags it does not pay to P...O... the government. The
Russian bear is still a bear with claws and it is not afri‐
ad to use them!

Reply

Bunny FU 1 year ago 4  2  
Sounds like conservatives again.

Reply

Michael 1 year ago 2  2  
Sounds like American conservatives want us to be
more like Russia. Go figure.

Reply

Yellow Dog Dem 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  4  
Just leave them alone to be what they want to be.
They're not hurting anyone. There are way more im‐

portant things to worry about. Whackos killing small
children with assault weapons comes to mind.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  5  
Hopefully they will make it illegal for those disgusting
American #$%$ to adopt and destroy any child's fu‐
ture! Or any nationality that is ?

Reply

Scott 1 year ago
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0  1  
Looks like Russia has become what so many Ameri‐
cans want to become...a fascist theocracy.

Reply

TUGA 1 year ago 3  0  
Did Putin get approval from Obama?

Reply

Lone Wolf 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  7  
Russia is kicking out the Gays and keeping their
babys and they have a flat tax of 14% on ALL
citzens... while back in the good ole USA we are pay‐
ing people not to work , taxing people who already
pay for %80 of all income into the budget, Tell
churchs that they have to hand out Condoms , we
have deranged kids killing other kids like a video
More

Reply

Curmudgeon 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  5  
At last some sensibilities in the reemerging USSR

Reply

barry 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

5  14  
Excuse me but being gay isn't normal.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

4  3  
maybe they can execute the gays and rid Russia of
the deviants

Reply

Jackie 1 year ago 2  8  
Tables do turn. Now Russia represents more of Christ‐
ian values than America does. Well, you voted for
"change", you've got it !!

Reply

Adrian 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

7  8  
Unlike nowadays America, Russia is still strong in
God. Russian Orthodox Church works closely with the
government on many issues. Shame on our far left
governments.

Reply

joey 1 year ago 0  1  
This whole thing is getting out of hand. Do what you
want but do it in your own home. All i ask is people
show restraint (everybody) in publis. This i got to do
this in front of every one just to protest sucks. Totally
against what the kremlin is doing. But it is still a com‐
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munist country.More
Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  4  
Please , I beg of you, American White Right Wingers,
please move to Russia. Russia and you, perfect to‐
gether.

Reply

Jack D H 1 year ago 7  11  
Go Chic - fil - A.

Reply

eliza 1 year ago

Expand Replies (13) 

4  4  
Of course, the Russian Orthodox Church is behind
this. I wish that organized religion would just die. The
whole thing is so insanely stupid. And anyone who
doesn't belong to their weird club is considered
strange, just as all babies are born with sin. No pa‐
tience anymore for such idiocy.More

Reply

Jus Reflectin 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  1  
Some people don't realize gays have existed long be‐
fore america was formed. Gay behavior has been on
this planet as long as mankind have existed.

Reply

hidss 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  3  
@ Mr. L, Most people are sick of in your face gay-radi‐
calism. And now Russia wants to pass new laws you
call out Christians to help, and then spit on those
Christians who do help you by calling them breeders,
haters and radicals.

Reply

HarryB 1 year ago 0  0  
I guess the moscow desk of yahoo news won't have
much to report on

Reply

MK 1 year ago 0  1  
Welcome to Russia, comrades.

Reply

Randy 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

8  4  
I'm not "anti-gay" but neither am I for it.... call it indif‐
ference as long as I don't see it.

Reply
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Knickschamp Tumblr Com 1 year ago 1  
5  this Hollyweird gov't should be destroyed,

morality is gone with Odumbo and liberturd at
the helm

Reply

Toraco 1 year ago 4  5  
Nice!

Good for the them

Reply

SAM 1 year ago 4  3  
They are not Gay they are Sodomites.

Reply

Charlie 1 year ago 0  4  
Tchaikovsky was gay. Are the Russians going to repu‐
diate his music?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  4  
Maybe the G.O.P. will nominate Putin in 2016. LOL! He
can't do any worse than McCain or Romney.

Reply

Herbert Hoover's Ghost 1 year ago 4  
4  Communists and Republican: Two Parties.

One Agenda

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  2  
Putin has learned from the Democrats and Republi‐
cans in the U.S., as long as he can vilify and attack
the Gays, he can divert the attention of the people
from the real issues of his corruption and tyranny that
are bringing on another Russian Revolution. The Russ‐
ian People are not fooled by Stooge Putin, let the Rev‐
olution begin, take back your country from Tyrant
More

Reply

Texas Veteran 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  2  
Edgar Cayce is and was way more accurate on his
predictions than was Nostradamus, merlin or any oth‐
er predictionist or prophets and he stated in one of his
readings that the United States and Russia would
switch places as the nations of good and evil and that
Russia would become the future nation of morality
and good while America would be the opposite. Hard
More

Reply
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John 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  4  
i guess those gay russians have to move in this free
country. just be aware that gay russians are coming.
don't get too alarmed, americans!

Reply

Prepper1949 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

11  18  
Good For Russia!

Reply

Ronald Mcdonald 1 year ago 2  14  
Seriously? You can't catch the gay. What propaganda
that gay people should want to spend with the person
they love. I find it ironic that the very same people that
feel being gay is immoral is the same people that do
the immoral things. 

Gay people don't have oops babies, they adopt the
More

Reply

Anthony 1 year ago 3  3  
Who knew that Russia and the American christian
right were so much alike.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 6  9  
Think Russia may have learned the NECESSITY OF
FEARING GOD OVER MAN!!

Reply

Get Sum 1 year ago 4  6  
Thank GOD for Russia

Reply

A Yahoo! user 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

2  4  
against morals and freedom of choice, normal conser‐
vative attitudes expressed by religious fanatics. what
ever happened to christian love thy neighbor? oh
wrong neighbor.

Reply

Yog 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  0  
Well, that's one thing the conservatives can share with
Russia, they're equally backwards on the issue of
same-sex marriage

Reply

Great Divide 1 year ago 4  4  
The Islam nations will kill you if you are gay, but the
Associated Press will not say anything bad about Is‐
lam......
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Reply

idontcare 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  2  
Remember, Jerry Sandusky from the Penn State loved
teenage boys, too.

Reply

Cap'n Swizzlestick 1 year ago 4  3  
Sneer all you want you #$%$. You are perverts and
your practice is a SIN! Enjoy walking those hot coals
forever.

Reply

Clint 1 year ago 0  6  
In this case Russia is doing the right thing. Our Liberal
government will be our downfall.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  1  
you know who else hated the gays? God aaahahaha‐
hah

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  1  
All perverse explicit propaganda not just from gays,
but from other straight perverse lifestyles should be
blocked from society. Why should my family be forced
to have our values trampled on to give them more
rights than anyone else? We all have the same rights,
well at least before. Now no one is allowed to say any‐
thing is wrong. Except people who shoot up schools
More

Reply

nbhooligan 1 year ago 4  6  
Yahoo! Now this is Hope and Change I can live with!

Reply

Mahotma 1 year ago 0  1  
can I push your stool in?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  4  
If animals are gay they are deformed.

Reply

Greg B 1 year ago 2  10  
Can you blame them? I mean just look at us, nobody
wants to be like the US anymore....thanks to Obama.

Reply
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. 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  3  
I dont like Putin but have to agree with Russia on this
issue. Gays are totally ruining the West and I am so
sick of having their agenda shoved down my throat.
The Us is a Christian nation, well until Obama allows
enough #$%$ in we will be, and in the Bible it clearly
talks about Gays and Sodom and Gomorrah!More

Reply

joyce 1 year ago

Expand Replies (7) 

5  5  
Far as I'm concerned this is GOOD news for a
change. Living in N. CA we're still not free of these
sexual freaks, but San francisco is much worse. 
Freaks??? YES!! like three headed snakes.
Dont like what I said. LIVE WITH IT. like we have to live
with the filth.More

Reply

PPN 1 year ago 0  0  
The Frankfurt School's agenda: 1. The creation of
racism offences. 2. Continual change to create confu‐
sion 3. The teaching of sex and homosexuality to chil‐
dren 4. The undermining of schools’ and teachers’ au‐
thority 5. Huge immigration to destroy identity. 6. The
promotion of excessive drinking 7. Emptying of
churches 8. An unreliable legal system with bias
More

Reply

Polaris 1 year ago 2  1  
Ah, the daily Yahoo pro-gay agenda story! Not a day
goes by with out one! The motto at Yahoo is: "Every‐
day, post something pro-gay!".

Reply

Gem 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

0  1  
Don't worry, Obama will open the doors and allow all
Russian gays to enter the USA. Plus he will offer
health care and welfare.

Reply

john 1 year ago 3  1  
we have swapped roles! russia USED to be the LIB‐
ERAL SOCIALIST COUNTRY.......

Reply

CharlesR 1 year ago 2  1  
"The bill is part of an effort to promote traditional
Russian values as opposed to Western liberalism,
which the Kremlin and church see as corrupting Russ‐
ian youth and by extension contributing to a wave of
protest against President Vladimir Putin's rule." Good
for them. Strange finding true conservative views be‐More
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ScottT 1 year ago 2  0  
one time in band camp....

Reply

John C 1 year ago 4  5  
You know, I never thought I'd want to live in Russia,
but after another four years of Obama, it might not
look so bad! At least the gays are under control.....

Reply

Thomas H 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

7  7  
The Russians have always had somebody to oppress
-- Jews, Catholics, Kulaks, Hooligans and now gays.
Just the nature of the Russian bear. Always some
"outsider" to blame for the horrible conditions of the
populace. It's never the fault of their corrupt, dictatori‐
al government ever.More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  0  
Narcissistic conservatives demanding that homosexu‐
ality be criminalized because they don't like PDA's
(even though heteros do them all the time). More evi‐
dence that conservatism is a mental disease.

Reply

Sam Bell 1 year ago 2  2  
The madness is spreading.

Reply

been trodded on 1 year ago 4  2  
Homosexuality is a disease.
A Mental Disease! They will do anything to satisfy their
sexual addiction, including preying o our youths. At
least Russia recognizes that.

Reply

joel 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  5  
And the "conservative" right in america wonders why
they keep losing. You now agree with those euro-
trash, socialist, appeasers, the french that you could
not stand so long ago. You hated them so you even
wanted to change french fries into freedom fries, now
you conservatives and the christian coalition sides
with the communists who you all claim this President
More
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4  1  
75% of Russia lies in Asia, why is this the European
news?

Reply

mark 1 year ago 3  4  
Gosh, I guess many of the tea baggers did get up and
move there.

Reply

CMCVIIX 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  1  
Finally a country that agrees with the views of Teabag‐
gers and Republicans. Just hope that they don't have
any Obamacare over there either.

Reply

SWINEFLUx10 1 year ago 0  3  
great now we can send all the homophobes from here
to Russia ...lets start with the wesboro baptist church
family

Reply

michaelc 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  2  
No, you are not normal. You are a gay #$%$ and you
deserve to die!

Reply

RJ 1 year ago 2  6  
good for russia, bad for the US... we will not be able
to keep up with the folks trying to get over here to get
married.
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Knickschamp Tumblr Com 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  
7  these salami smokers in the US needs to be

deported to Hawaii.

Reply

Knickschamp Tumblr Com 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  
7  remember the gay marriage vote in California

the majority are against it then the Obama
govt overturned the majority, that's backward!
Odumbo is gay!
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Tim 1 year ago 3  2  
Putin is a poofer
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Jerry Brown 1 year ago 0  5  
Hallelujah brother, and pass the mustard. Thank god
there at least on straight country on this planet.

Reply

Omar Ravenhurst 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

5  3  
Judge not, and you will not be judged. Forgive, and
you will be forgiven. Treat others as you want to be
treated. Remove the log from your own eye.

Reply

Bam~Bam 1 year ago 2  1  
Stories like this are just Gay!

Reply

Todd 1 year ago 2  4  
Homosexuality is not the problem, religion is the prob‐
lem. We should drive the priests, rabbis, imams and
bishops out of society; hound and persecute them for
a change, so they know how it feels.

Reply

felikx 1 year ago 0  4  
You have to read this guys, it is hilarious:
Q. What did one gay sperm say to the other gay
sperm?
A. I can't see a thing with all this s*h*i*t in here!
Q. What is a lesbian's favorite thing to eat?
A. A Klondike Bar
Q. What did the two lesbian frogs say to each other?
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  1  
A stark example of the dangers of the collusion of
church and state ... exactly how the GOP and the
Christian Taliban wants it in this country.

Reply

NoSharia 1 year ago 4  2  
Back in the closet Komradskis

Reply

Genrih 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  2  
Russia is a high morals country among dirty #$%$
swine...

Reply

B-man 1 year ago 4  4  
LOL... Republicans should move to Russia... I hear
they have plenty of lands available for cheap over
there.
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Expand Replies (2) Reply

The Hun 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  2  
The Russian Orthodox Church has the same verdict
on homosexuality as the Jewish Orthodox Branch of
Judaism!

Reply

T. L 1 year ago 3  0  
Why heck, I guess that the US and Russia do have
something in common after all. The homosexuals are
in Russia too.

Reply

John 1 year ago 4  5  
Promoting traditional values will soon be outlawed in
this country.

Reply

Fast Eddie 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  1  
I am sure Obama will let all the Russian homosexuals
become citizens of the US as soon as he can write the
executive order.

Reply

drill4you 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  0  
and i was going to change my name to Igor Jakoff in
honor of their country.. :)

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  3  
Christian Talibanists are wetting themselves over this.

Reply

Melvin 1 year ago 2  0  
Hey. Maybe Putin will run for President here in 2016!!! I
have heard that he is working on getting a birth certifi‐
cate forged to show proof that he was born in Hawaii.
If we would vote for a Muslim for president (and
twice), I am sure Putin would have no problem cause
he has experience.More
Reply

IslamIsBest4U2 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

4  5  
In the last YEAR or TWO, the GAY'S agenda has been
~RAMMED~ DOWN the THROATS of AMERICANS!!
How is it that a FEW people are afforded so much ME‐
DIA COVERAGE??
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Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

4  8  
We need anti-gay laws too!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  6  
moving back to the 12th century one step at a time...
wonder when they'll reintroduce pogroms?

Reply

Beth 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  4  
You know your god is made up, when god hates all
the same people YOU do. Sorry, but the straight folks
have done a very fine job of screwing up the "idea" of
marriage all on their own. I am not offended or threat‐
ened by two adults of the same sex asking to share
their lives together. I AM offended when my tax dollars
have to go to support out of wedlock welfare moms
More

Reply

Scott 1 year ago 0  2  
Wow...whether you agree with homosexuality or not
those are some extremely closed minded views.

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  3  
Christians know nothing about how their God and reli‐
gious doctrines were created by man. This talk about
how God is against gays, how their Bible says it is an
abomination, how JC calls it a sin, and all of the other
statements the make show this ignorance. For exam‐

ple, Christians do not realize that the Jewish God was
a combination of Jahweh, the vengeful, jealous, spite‐
More

Reply

Jefferey 1 year ago 4  8  
As the US legalizes Gayness other countries are doing
the right thing by outlawing the same.

Reply

Zizou 1 year ago 0  0  
oh my gay..

Reply

dizzy dave 1 year ago 0  0  
Would Someone just Shoot Putin!

Reply

Maru 1 year ago 0  2  
Wow...I'm starting to get a sense of the old U.S.S.R
here.

Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago 4  4  
They're watching amerika go DOWN!

Reply

Patrick B 1 year ago 7  13  
Once in a while the Russians do something right.

Reply

Lukas 1 year ago 0  5  
Sounds like everybody praising Russia really loves
freedom... Yeah, right.

Reply

Hedley Lamar 1 year ago 4  2  
Russia: The new USA

Reply

Joe 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  7  
I Love Putin !!! And after reading this, I LOVE RUSSIA,
too...

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago

Expand Replies (8) 

7  8  
Discrimination and hatred towards homosexuality is
bullying that has caused severe mental distress, in‐
cluding suicide among a group of people that just
want to be left alone.

Reply

Irving Park 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

4  1  
And gay folks and minorities think they have it bad in
America. If it's to bad in America and they think they
can get a better deal elsewhere, then why don't they
move?

Reply

Josh 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

0  1  
A bit of OVERKILL on the part of the moskovites: you
cannot legislate morality..PERIOD!!!
Separation of church & state is absolutely necessary.

Reply

Lost 1 year ago 6  3  
We should be trying to figure why some people are
gay. Could it be from back woods inbreeding? Or
maybe its from muslims raping infidels? Or is it possi‐
ble to Gods way of population control? Aha maybe it
is the fluoride in the water? Maybe the catholic priests
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Expand Replies (6) 
love of male children created the Gay epidemic? OrMore

Reply

. 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

7  16  
We need a law like this in the U.S.

Reply

Kevin 1 year ago 3  0  
So the Russians are about as stupid as we are? Fig‐
ures.

Reply

Danny 1 year ago 2  0  
These must be Bolshoi lovers.

Reply

oohayaz69 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  2  
Knee jerk reaction from a hurting government. I sup‐
pose they view being gay a threat to national security.
Who have they been talking to Cheney and Bush?
Perhaps gays have WMDs and will use them.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 0  0  
If you remember old Soviet times, you should feel
grateful that the fine would be small compared to the
old days. Years ago if you had protested in a church
or same sex kissed in public you might have been
shot. And that is in a country that less than 1/2 believe
in God or worship in a church. Most people do not
want to see public gay demonstrations there, but
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  2  
Can we start shipping conservatives and Christian Tal‐
ibanists to Russia if it passes? They seem so unhappy
here with freedom and civil rights for groups they
don't like.

Reply

Trever 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  2  
It would not be a big deal to most Americans for folks
to be or admit they are gay.. The problem is that it is
always shoved in our faces, put on public display, and
made to seem normal.. IT IS NOT.. You should not de‐
serve any special attention or rights just because your
gay... Get over it,,, leave normal Americans alone and
live your own life..
More

Reply

Jonathan 1 year ago
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4  6  
It's interesting how the liberal media will harp on
something like this as if it is the worst thing in the
world, but they won't hold Obama accountable for
anything, including his most recent executive order
making it a Federal felony to protest near any of his
rallies, or wherever he is.More
Reply

N. 1 year ago 3  4  
How about a law on banning stupid Russian drink‐
ing/girl fight videos? Personally I would be more con‐
cerned about my child drinking vodka at 12, fighting
videos with other kids at 13, and on-line, under-age
Russian porn than homosexuality.

Reply

Kenneth.F 1 year ago 0  0  
A Nationalist State on the rise Russia will become
much stronger in the next decade.

Reply

Ilom 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  4  
Religion kills!!!

Reply

GD 1 year ago 2  7  
Perverts in America want to deceive the average
American that wrong is right. At least, the Russians
have more brains.

Reply

KIng Ferdinand 1 year ago 3  1  
These humans are not normal. They think they are. --
Liberals and gays.

Reply

Dave 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  2  
BAD Russia!!!! Shame on Russia! Shame on Putin!!!!
Shame on the Russian Orthadox church!!!!! The good
people will leave Russia as they won't put up with
this!!! People have choices and Russia will pay the
consequences for irrational fear of homosexuals!!!

Reply

babble.rm 1 year ago 3  5  
Does anyone else feel like we are living in an episode
of the Twilight Zone? Russia championing moral stan‐
dards, the French military kicking the #$%$ out of
someone and the American government being a
bunch of god hating,limp wrist-ed, Muslim loving,
constitution hating sissy's. What the hell is going on
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Expand Replies (3) Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  1  
The word for gay in Russian is... Pushstoolia.

Reply

Phyllip 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  4  
it makes me want to vomit a little thinking about two
guys kissing !!!uuurrrp

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  7  
Wow Russia is going back to the dark ages.. I'm not
gay but dont believe anyone should force their views
on someone else.. For me I dont care what anyone
wants to do in bed sex is sex just dont put it in my
face though!

Reply

Peet 1 year ago 0  5  
sexuality and orientation of does not belong in the
public.. but in your bedroom. keep it these.

Reply

Sol 1 year ago 0  1  
Do they really think criminalizing homosexual acts will
increase their birth rate? Making it illegal won't turn
gays straight.

Reply

Vahan 1 year ago 2  6  
One of the few Russian laws I personally agree with.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

5  5  
American conservatives can move right to Russia.
Since you love adopting Russian children anyway,
why not just go?

Reply

Spanky 1 year ago 2  1  
Sounds like Russia is packed full of GOPers

Reply

a d 1 year ago 3  4  
I'd take Putin over that anti-American, anti-White, anti-
Christian r@g head socialist swine in the White House
any day.
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Expand Replies (2) Reply

easyb 1 year ago 2  5  
first time i have seen the russans do anything right

Reply

ArthurHammer 1 year ago 0  2  
But but... Russian girls are so hot..

Reply

GD 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  8  
The butt is not for sex; it is for bodily rejection of un‐
wanted matters; that is how God designs it for. The
Russian politicians are smarter than some US politi‐
cians to recognize this simple biological function.

Reply

KATSKAN 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

5  3  
OH how i wish we could enact an anti welfare law
here....How SWEET that would be.

Reply

Dave 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  3  
well if god DIDN'T create Adam and Steve then WHO
was it that created Steve?

Reply

Hill, Billy 1 year ago 4  4  
Isn't it strange how Russia is demanding moral stan‐
dards from their people, while the USA just lets it all
hang out to the damnation of what used to be the
strongest country in the World.

Reply

MoreCOWBELL 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  5  
This is truly sad for those who ACTUALLY believe is
freedom, any American who tells you otherwise isn't a
real American... Freedom above tyranny of any group

Reply

RONALD 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  2  
Well I am not Gay, but I would rather be Gay than a
Russian or a Fanatic Republican Tea Bagger Bigot.

Reply

Z 1 year ago 3  3  
See how much you cons have in common with Rus‐
sia?

Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago 1  0  
REMEMBER..we have the #$%$ standing in the N Y
Harbor that HELPED RUIN our CUNTry..like Andrew
Dice Clay said on his new Video.."Let the #$%$ mar‐
ry..thats MORE PUSSIE for US "..KUDOS Andrew !!!

Reply

Dav 1 year ago 2  1  
just the dudes Russia, just the dudes.....

Reply

CLASSICAL LIBERAL 1 year ago 2  1  
Civilized US. Citizens are to be Gay or Metrosexual,
disarmed, and heavily servailed.

Reply

voiceofreason 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  8  
It's a start anyway. While America goes down the toi‐
let, Russia gets it right

Reply

Flash 1 year ago 2  1  
There's got to be something in the water supply!

Reply

Ashten 1 year ago 2  0  
WOW. This is how president Harry Truman thought of
gays, during the 1950s, when we considered our‐
selves in a COLD WAR with the russians !

Reply

DTB 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  5  
Now there will be a place for all the right wing homo‐
phobes to go.

Reply

Gator 1 year ago 3  0  
sounds like kinky sex will soon be expensive

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  4  
Blow the country off the map. No more talk, no more
trade. F Them

Reply

john 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (1) 

2  5  
russia,,,,,,,,good for you,,,,,a lot of moral god loving
people will be moving there,,,,,let the west have all the
#$%$ and lesbians,,,,,,russia wins ,,, the liberal pro‐
gressive west gets all the #$%$

Reply

Gaston Glock Jr. 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  4  
There was a case in New Jersey where a teacher was
fired for giving a student a bible -- even after the stu‐
dent specifically asked for one. Meanwhile, the former
evil, atheist, socialist country of Russia allows bible
study and prayer in it's public schools. How did the
US get so backwards so quickly?More

Reply

Scuba Dude 1 year ago 3  2  
What a miserable assed country to live in.

Reply

ACH 1 year ago 3  2  
well hell and halleluah--maybe being taken over by
Russia won't be as bad as everyone thinks---

Reply

Holy Diver 83 1 year ago 2  6  
Russia stepping up, who would of thunk it?

Reply

mud m 1 year ago 2  4  
the clown on the stage today is gay and that is a big
reason we are going down as a once great nation

Reply

Tugg Mydik 1 year ago 3  3  
God love Putin!

Reply

Retred 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  2  
That's exactly what needs to be done in the USA.
Sure glad I moved to Costa Rica back in 2005.

Reply

Rolph 1 year ago 2  0  
putin and obumba are strange bedfellows to say the
least. makes me wonder if both of them are #$%$.

Reply

JaredD 1 year ago
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2  0  
There goes democracy in russia...i think it's time to
put those missiles in their back yard to deter iran.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  2  
CLOSETED HOMOSEXUAL-One who is in denial that
they themselves are in fact Homosexual. Often typing
out rude comments of a hateful nature to give them‐

selves and excuse for their own self denial. Example
sentence below with most common used words.

God created Marriage between man and women, Aids
More

Reply

Authorvale 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  5  
ppsst....Russia is RIGHT for once...

Reply

Alan 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  5  
Hate to say it but the russians have more sense than
we do

Reply

Zeemanta 1 year ago 5  8  
Sounds like Putin is in the closet.

Reply

CJ 1 year ago 1  11  
I don't really understand how this is never treated as
what it is, just another class of bigotry...
@Matthew Kleid, Bash the Fash!

Reply

Dave 1 year ago 2  4  
Down with Putin !!!!!!

Reply

Yahoo user 1 year ago 2  3  
Gay Russians you can come to America and we'll
greet you with open arms .We have good entitlement
programs and we have hate crime laws to protect you
.Sorry you didn't get here in time for the inaugura‐
tion.Bring your lover and get married on the White
House steps .More
Reply

M 1 year ago 6  5  
We have so far to go still in the United States, but
there is much to be thankful for. I cannot imagine the
horror of living in a country where it's so easy to treat
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Expand Replies (2) 

anyone the way Russia is. Where does it stop?

Reply

Leon 1 year ago 2  1  
"haha" is all I have to say

Reply

Alex 1 year ago 3  4  
Another distraction tactic for Putin. Keeps everyone's
mind off his corruption.

Reply

BUCKSHOT 1 year ago 2  2  
THAT'S A GOOD THING.

Reply

Travis 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  0  
from the looks of the comments, most americans
would be happier in russia....and i'd be happy to see
you leave.

Reply

Manoflamancha 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  5  
For two homosexual males or two homosexual les‐
bians it is a civil union. For a man and a woman it is a
marriage. There is no genetic predisposition to homo‐
sexuality, it is all psychological and should have never
been deleted from the DSM.

Children are this world's future and we must protect
More

Reply

masterzvoice 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

6  4  
The way things are going we might eventually see
mass emigration to Russia just to escape the insanity
here.

Reply

Ron 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  5  
It ain't so much that gays are gay..It's the point that
they keep shoving it into our faces,

Reply

Dr. Evil 1 year ago 5  5  
Go Russia!

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (2) 

5  6  
Discrimination and hatred towards gays is bullying in
its worst form. My wife and I hate bullies; especially
those that show their hatred towards gays.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

6  3  
Russia sounds like a great place for the GOP/Reli‐
gious righ to set up shop.......They can be with leaders
that share their values.......nuff said.

Reply

~X~ 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

4  2  
If I woke up one morning and found out I had turned
'gay', then I would end it there & then...9 mm
style....adios.

Reply

Bafri Bafri 1 year ago 3  3  
"Protect minors from homosexual propaganda?" Or
what, it'll turn them gay? If that were true then with all
the anti-gay propagand in Russia, everybody would
be straight.

Reply

Jim 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

6  8  
Even the commies know gay is a mental disease that
needs to be snuffed out not jammed down normal
peoples throats.

Reply

Ajith Sri 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

6  14  
Just leave the gays and lesbians alone. They have
their rights to choose their partners in life. Do not try
to be their moral guardians. They did nobody any
harm. Why interfering in their ways of life? If you can't
help them, do not oppress them !!!

Reply

Forward thinking 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

4  3  
Only when behavior becomes an anoyance to the
general public does it become a source of new laws. If
homosexuals kept their inclinations private between
themselves and not demonstrate such in your face be‐
havior that they know will be offensive to others, no
one would bother to enact laws against it.More

Reply

NO AMNESTY 1 year ago 176  348  
Good for Russia, and all other Countries who stand
for moral & natural grounds & traditional families,,
there needs to be a World wide ban on this deviant
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lifestyle choice!!

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago 3  2  
The harm that a person does by believing that homo‐
sexuality is a sin is and not hating that person, is the
same as those who hate homosexuality and the gay
person

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

7  8  
I always find it funny when conservative trash comes
here and whines about gay rights being "forced" on
them when it's them that's pushing all sorts of anti-
gay nonsense like this that is forced on gay people. As
usual, conservative fascists are projecting their mental
pathologies onto others.More

Reply

idontcare 1 year ago 3  2  
Many Russians in America join right-wing Republican
party.

Reply

idontcare 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  2  
Konstantinos, Muslims in Afghanistan just love bacha-
bazi (google it).

Reply

HDS 1 year ago

Expand Replies (30) 

7  11  
Be gay. I dont care. Dont be gay. I still dont care. But
when you try to create specific laws giving special
rights to a group of people, whether they be gay or
black or white or short or tall or fat. I DO CARE. Dont
tell me gays should have the right to marry. Why?...the
United States of America was founded on Judeo
Christian beliefs. In those beliefs homosexuality is a
More

Reply

Matthew 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

8  11  
It's funny that (extremist) christians, communist, and
(extremist) muslims all agree on this

Reply

No Religion 1 year ago 4  3  
Was Jesus screwing his twelve boyfriends one at the
time or all at once? The bible skipped this detail and it
might be an important one!

Reply

Cindy 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (2) 

5  11  
I couldn't agree with Russia more on this one. Lay
with whom you want to in the privacy of your own
home. But parading around with banners, kissing etc,
get real. Your lack of class, disrespect and bad man‐
ners are not welcomed by me. Good for you Russia.

Reply

Rowell 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

7  7  
This is what happens when you mix religion and gov‐
ernment.
So glad that can't happen in the United States.

Reply

Hunter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

7  8  
Wow, if only we could do that here.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  2  
Conservatives cheerleading conservative big govern‐
ment ... it's why I always laugh about them when they
start their false polemics about "freedom" and "less
government. They are petty fascists.

Reply

sidartha 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

6  8  
Why don't all the Republicans move to Russia?

Reply

CowboyJ 1 year ago 5  5  
We think Western liberalism is damaging US too.

Reply

Dawn 1 year ago

Expand Replies (11) 

7  17  
Way to stomp on immorality...NICE Russia!

Reply

CBF 1 year ago 6  15  
Russia has come a long way while the U.S., having
voted in a socialist president twice, has backslid. Con‐
grats to Russia for doing the right thing and not allow‐

ing an aberration become acceptable as has occurred
in the U.S.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (9) 

9  9  
When you find yourself agreeing with Vladimir Putin on
moral issues, you're really pretty vile.

Reply
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Anthony 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

3  3  
The biggest issue i have with this country lately is, its
okay to suck your babies brains and kill it, its okay to
get divorced dozens of times in your life time, its okay
to phuq someone and not at least be in a realation‐
ship, Its okay for a man to marry a man and a women
a women, its okay to lie cheat and steal from others
and its considered cool, its okay for the president to
More

Reply

Vaxtar 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

5  8  
Homosexuality much like liberalism is a mental disor‐
der. These people should be locked away on their own
private island so they can all die off. It takes to oppo‐
sites to tango.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 8  15  
homosexuality is not normal no matter how many
times you bang your head, you may be normal, but
the type of perverted sex you engage in is not.
Get that through your thick school, you are a hetero‐
sexual engaging in homosexual activities and that is
not normal, there are no gays!More
Reply

Pro Second Amendment American 1 year ago
2  10  one step in the right direction for

Russia

Reply

Ben 1 year ago 12  34  
america needs to put into place anit-gays laws . the
gays dont deserve rights!

Reply

Pro Second Amendment American 1 year ago

Expand Replies (15) 

2  5  Kind of makes me want to move to
Russia

Reply

NICKH 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  4  
The world was a better place when gays were still in
the closet.

Reply

Keith 1 year ago 3  6  
Putin for President

Reply
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Jack D H 1 year ago 5  5  
Liberalism is a mental disorder.

Reply

Genrih 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  7  
Good for Russia. The only right country left in the
world.

Reply

__A_YAHOO_USER__ 1 year ago 2  4  
There you go. All you conservatives can move there
and then you don't have to worry about gay marriage.

Reply

Mike West 1 year ago 5  6  
Sad that the Russians feel they need to suppress hu‐
man rights for their people.

Reply

George 1 year ago 4  6  
congrats russia you finally did something good for the
world

Reply

Isaac 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  7  
One look at the current state of the USA is enough for
Russia to do everything in its power to avoid getting
to that sorry point of near social collapse. The gay sit‐
uation in the USA has contributed to our social decay
in a big way.

Reply

khiem 1 year ago 4  1  
By Socialist Democrat standards I presume that this
legislation could be called "Progressive"! Shame that
America doesn't have as much "common sense" as
Russia!

Reply

Mr_Mcfeely 1 year ago 5  5  
Great so now we get to watch the fall of the USA and
the raise of Russia.

Reply

Jack D H 1 year ago 6  4  
Why is it when an alcoholic that says he was born that
way can go to a twelve step program to get fixed
when he knows what he is doing is wrong? But all the
gays who think they were born that way want the de‐
cent people to change for them even though what
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Expand Replies (3) 
they're doing is wrong. What makes those a holes soMore

Reply

EricC 1 year ago 3  6  
I respect every ones right to freedom of choice. How‐

ever with our children watching T.V.
as well it is clear why any group would push their
agenda, their beliefs! Recruiting of
converts or plain disrespect !

Reply

Chuck 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  3  
There is so many verses in the Bible against Homo‐
sexuals .Why they think going to Church without re‐
penting . They are wasting their time. Any Pastor who
preaches other wise is surely going to hell.

Reply

Bill Bill 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

9  11  
About time someone other than Muslims took a stand
against that nasty immorality!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  2  
The reason they're trying to stop this is because they
know that normalizing homosexuality is a sure way to
weaken a society. The Soviets plan for us was always
"gay marriage," as a means to divide us and trick
young people that gay unions have no relevant differ‐
ences. As if biological fatherhood were irrelevant to
romantic unions. See the studies on the benefits of
More

Reply

Lost 1 year ago 3  0  
I will be very blunt about my stance. I am totally
against extremism from either the left or the right. The
left tries to think deeper and deeper to logically justify
their extremist causes. The right tries to go backwards
to justify their extremist causes. Extremists from both
sides of the fence should be muzzled.
This is in response to my earlier sarcastic comment of
More

Reply

D 1 year ago 5  9  
One thing I actually agree with Russia about.

Reply

Stargazer 1 year ago 5  3  
See??...Russia gets it!!!....why can't the U.S.? I'm sick
of seeing us always having to appease to every group
just because it's the politically correct thing to do. We
are always suppose to be 100% tolerant...100% of
the time but..those different groups sure don't have to
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Expand Replies (2) 
appease or be tolerant now DO THEY?? Of courseMore

Reply

John 1 year ago 4  6  
Religious extremism has no place in the 21st century.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

9  14  
So Putin supports Syria, Iran, terrorists, but not gays.
Speaks highly of them huh

Reply

Robert R 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  4  
A warning to those of you who think fascism, naziism
and hitler are a thing of the past. Putin would LOVE to
be the next Hitler!

Reply

Thomas 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

5  6  
It is understandable that those who are repulsed by
gays feel that way. They have been indoctrinated in
their religion or just by our culture, especially two male
gays. But as more and more of these culturally biased
people die off, there will be less and less hatred, intol‐
erance, and bullying toward a group of people that
have been subjected to such extreme persecution,
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  4  
CDDSF is a troll

Reply

cheeffer13 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

20  52  
Wow, now i want to move to russia. Its too bad the
united states tolerates such sick individuals acting like
that in public should be against the law. And to make
it worse, religeons are accepting such a sick practice.

Reply

NOHYPJESTRUTH 1 year ago 1  0  
ONE WORLD RULE.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 5  10  
Good for Russia

Reply

Cj 1 year ago 4  3  
Now i know why Obama has been pushing for open
boarders! So his homosexual buddies will not run out
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of partners as they die from aids and other deceases!
Atleast Russia has the smarts to see that the homo‐
sexuality is an unhealthy and unnatural lifestyle! It
does more harm than good to our society's!More

Reply

Breathe With It. 1 year ago 4  8  
all the gays in the US should move there to help the
gays there get their rights.

Reply

Isaac 1 year ago 2  3  
The things that have harmed America most in the last
50 years are the liberal legacy of the hippies and the
Civil Rights Movement. Without those two unfortunate
cancers eating the USA from within with rampant
drugs, crime and immorality, it would still be a great
country and a civilized, safe place to live.More
Reply

Do Not Give Up 1 year ago 4  1  
So what it boils down to is trying to control the youth
vote and advocacy groups so they don't protest
against him. Putin is obviously not studying his histo‐
ry. The more you try to outlaw a lifestyle or behavior,
the more appealing it becomes to youth. And the idea
of gay persons having an effect on birth rate is just
senseless. They are gay, if they must live closeted
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  2  
Is this a remake of "Spies Like Us"? Why does Yahoo
have to give us the perverted pictures with the story...
Yahoo is nothing more than GAY IN YOUR FACE!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

9  8  
I guess the Russkies understand that 4% of the popu‐
lation shouldn't be pushing their propaganda on the
other 96%...

Reply

Debbie 1 year ago 4  1  
Remember Obama telling Putin to wait until he's re-
elected because he'll have more ability? Anyone who
believes Obama is on the side of gays is an idiot. He'll
say anything he can to gain power, then use that same
power to stomp all over everyone ... including gays.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  2  
This is a conservative dream. They get to bash gays
and act like Russians at the same time.
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Expand Replies (2) Reply

Jonathan Liebowitz 1 year ago 5  4  
Russia has a better idea (other than the beatings) than
the U.S. Shows how far America has fallen from its
roots.

Reply

DEWEY 1 year ago 5  3  
it seems russia, is smarter in some respects than the
US.

Reply

Pandora 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

5  5  
It appears they have someone to run their country
much better than US.

Reply

Katmandoo 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

5  4  
Meanwhile, Righteous Russia, continues to be the
world's #1 exporter of X-Rated movies and internet
porn. In Russia a woman and a woman are filth, but a
woman and a dog are "money makers". They must be
getting their "values" from our "Christian Evangeli‐
cals"?More

Reply

SamC 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

4  7  
Why do gays feel the need to openly practice or pro‐
claim their sexual preferences? You can be whatever
you want, but showboating is going beyond.

Reply

Foghorn Leghorn 1 year ago 6  5  
You go Russia !!! Good job.

Reply

Patrick 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

4  2  
More of that Christian love being promoted. Hey
Christians, I don't p** in your church, please stay out
of my bedroom!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  3  
This and Russia's 13% income tax why is Russia on
the top ten places to live.

Reply

Joe 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (2) 

7  12  
Even the Godless Russians understand it is unnatural
to be Gay.

Reply

Uncle Sam 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  3  
Nowhere in the New Testament does Jesus present
any condemnation of homosexuals. He does judge
rather harshly those who denounce those who are dif‐
ferent from themselves. I cannot believe that he would
acknowledge these Russian Orthodox leaders as his
followers. Putin is, as he appears, a holdover from the
days of Stalinism. Those who love security and slow
More

Reply

M.R 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  6  
What one does behind closed doors in the privacy of
ones own home is nobody's business. Why go public
? Looks like playing victim again for support.

Reply

michael 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  8  
There you go conservatives. Your new home. Have fun
terrorizing the citizens and don't forget to dress warm.

Reply

Kb0Oya: 1 year ago 4  8  
Good for Russia!!

Reply

Bruce 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

2  1  
Russia just started building 50 war shipsI bet we know
what wont be on them.

Reply

Niners2015 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

6  5  
A Major Well Done to Russia. A Country with Far Few‐

er Christians than the so called Christian USA, has
stood up to protect their Society. There is nothing pro‐
gressive about Gays coming out of the closet. It is the
last sign of a Country about to be destroyed. America
needs to stand up. We need a major Patriotic Revival
in 2016, or this Country is doomed! A strong President
More

Reply

DONALD 1 year ago 3  7  
Go Russia !

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  1  
If Gay people don't want to be bothered and want to
be free to flaunt it ,, Then gay people should get to‐
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Expand Replies (2) 

gether and purchase a island and live freely there ..

Reply

LOGICAL CONTRARIAN 1 year ago 5  
14  At last, Russia is taking the lead on something

that we should follow! If you are a #$%$, keep
it in your own closet. Neither I, nor my kids
want to here about it.

Reply

ga 1 year ago 3  6  
Oh those pesky Russians. I guess it'll take a while be‐
fore they join the 1st world.

Reply

drandyd 1 year ago 4  2  
Wise , wise people

Reply

Konstantinos 1 year ago 1  5  
The ENTIRE world Thanks you President Putin !
Viva Socialismo
Viva Putin

Reply

Oriental Ave. 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  7  
Wow USA should take a page from Russia`s play‐
book...thats how far we have declined...we need to
follow Russia`s lead.

Reply

Mr Everyman 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  1  
Russia needs to be told why westerners are allowing
same-sex civil marriage. Gays get a stable relation‐
ship, a reduced mental health problem rate, a reduced
disease rate, a reduced assault rate and, a reduced
victimization rate. Incest and pornography laws need
to be applied where ever children are exposed to gay
information. We have content warnings on TV if the
More

Reply

Yankee Imperial Capitalist Dog 1 year ago
4  3  "History I believe furnishes no exam‐

ple of a priest-ridden people main‐
taining a free civil government. This
marks the lowest grade of igno‐
rance, of which their political as well
as religious leaders will always avail
themselves for their own purpose. "
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (5) 

6  5  
That's it, I'm moving to russia !! I'm so god dam tired
of these gay turd liberal f,a,g,g,o,t,s !!

Reply

Princess Jean 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  6  
Homosexual Agenda

DESENSITIZE! the public Kirk and Madsen, means
subjecting the public to a "…continuous flood of gay-
related advertising, presented in the least offensive
fashion possible.” conversion of the average Ameri‐
can's emotions, mind, and will through a planned psy‐
More

Reply

usr007 1 year ago 4  1  
just wait.. the executions are coming soon.... Russia is
a Dictatorship... never was a democracy. where's
team 6?

Reply

H S 1 year ago 7  13  
Congratulations to Russia.. Unlike mosr of the west,
they comprehend that liberalism is indeed a genuine
mental disorder.. Perhaps they will learn to use those
shock treatments on the #$%$ there.. It renders re‐
markable results..

Reply

Scott 1 year ago 4  2  
When abortions are against the law.

That's when I'll support gay marriage, because the
law of the land as it stands, we're all created equal,
but not all of us are giving equal rights! (abortions that
the rights of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness!More
Reply

Robertaa 1 year ago 3  7  
"while after death their hearts should be burned or
buried."

Dude, they're gay, not vampires.

Reply

PCENEMY 1 year ago 4  2  
be interesting to see how the american media spins
this one - 

russians want to stifle gays ------------ RUSSIANS
ARE BAD AND WE NEED TO PROTEST/BOYCOTT
everything russianMore

Reply
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The Burgermeister Of Purgatory 1 year ago
3  1  Hopefully when the dictator is over‐

thrown Russians will get some
rights.

Reply

1984isnow 1 year ago 5  10  
I get a kick out of seeing all you hypocritical, homo‐
phobic, judgmental, self-proclaimed, supposed Chris‐
tians (do I have enough adjectives in there?) spreading
your hate towards your fellow brothers and sisters. I
certainly don't have all the answers, who does, but I
just can't see Our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ ap‐
proving of your words.
More

Reply

1984isnow 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  9  
Probably most of these negative posters are the same
people who want smaller government and less gov‐
ernment in people's personal lives. Unless, of course,
it comes to issues like same-sex marriage or abortion.

Reply

NJ 1 year ago 1  1  
Former communist countries of Eastern Europe are
still against gays. People were raised during 1960-
1990s to believe that homosexuality is wrong. Eastern
Europe is about 25-30 years behind when it comes to
gays and lesbians. Mostly it is not religious matter
there. People were raised to believe that it is wrong.
And it is wrong.
More

Reply

America Citizen 1 year ago 6  7  
First thing I've seen the Russians do for quite a while
that I agree with.

Reply

Vaxtar 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  3  
Homosexuality much like liberalism is a mental disor‐
der. These people should be locked away on their own
private island so they can all die off. It takes two op‐
posites to tango ya know!!

Reply

Abdiel 1 year ago 4  3  
The US is becoming the cesspool of the world... Cas‐
tro sends us his criminal degenerates, the losers of
the world try to come here sneaking in... and now
Russia is sending us their turd punchers and yeast
licking hos. It's supposed to be "gives you tired mass‐
es, nothing about #$%$ and degenerates.More
Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  3  
The conservative says, "I don't believe gay unions are
the same as straight unions, seeing as gay unions
don't serve any vital social role, the way real marriage
promotes biological fathers taking reproductive re‐
sponsibility. The liberal responds, "You're a Nazi! A
bigot! You don't deserve to live!"More

Reply

Fulanito 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

6  8  
You know we're going down the wrong path when
Russia has higher moral and ethical standards than
the so-called Western democracies!1

Reply

andy 1 year ago 4  3  
This is the sort of religious police state the fundamen‐
tal Christians envision as the ideal America.

Reply

DaveS 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  2  
Maybe if the Russian government would allow gay
couples to marry and adopt instead of trying to deny
homosexuality exists they could make things work in
that country.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  4  
I like Russia even more because of their anti-gay
stance. Think I will run for office here and strengthen
our relationship with Russia.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  5  
Hopefully all our lunatic right wing Fundie nut case
"Christians" will swarm over there and become Sovi‐
ets.

Reply

No Religion 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

7  9  
Religion was invented by the ruling class to control the
dimwit masses by exploiting their ignorance and fear
of death. It seems to work.

Reply

Longhorn_72 1 year ago 3  4  
In America this was the norm before all these liberals
entered government. Now look at the mess our coun‐
try has become. Good for Russia! Hold on to your
family values, becuase ours are lost.
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Expand Replies (2) Reply

Fox Mulder 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

5  5  
This article should make every American think. Is this
what we want in our country? A country where people
who are different than we are don't feel safe? Where
bigots and rednecks are free to assault, injure and kill
people for something they didn't choose to be?
Where ministers ordained to preach Christian love
consider their fellow man #$%$"? I guess we already
More

Reply

H 1 year ago 3  0  
what will Obama the great do?

Reply

Capt. Howdy 1 year ago 3  1  
obammy and his #$%$ swapping pal Larry Sinclair
are fit to be tied. obammy is going to drop to his
knees next time he's with Putin and show him a thing
or two.

Reply

Herbert Hoover's Ghost 1 year ago 4  
3  Voter suppression and homophobia: Policies

of preference for Communists and Repub‐
likans

Reply

~X~ 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  4  
"GAYS" will all go to HELL.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  5  
Conservatives have never seen Russia as the "evil
empire" ... it's a "blueprint."

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (8) 

6  4  
That conservatives refuse to differentiate between
consenting adults and criminal sexual assault against
children and animals explains why there are so many
conservative child molesters and sheep f kers.

Reply

Chuck C 1 year ago 4  2  
Go Russia!

Reply

Jeff 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (2) 

3  12  
If we had any morals in this country , it would be ille‐
gal here to.

Reply

SASQUATCH 1 year ago 4  6  
All right Russia way to go. Control those freaks.

Reply

Katrina 1 year ago 3  2  
Really, Russia? You don't have any real problems to
focus on? How about nancy boy putin parading
around in tiny speedos? Now, there's a real problem.
How about your weapons supply route directly to ter‐
rorists? Now, there's a real problem. How about your
poisoning to death any dissenter? Now, there's a real
problem. How about the number of artists - singers,
More

Reply

Robert 1 year ago 3  6  
I wish they'd do that here in the US.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  7  
SMART COUNTRY

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

6  7  
We need to follow their example.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  4  
Really !!! Maybe it's time to move to russia !! Anything
is better the liberal gay swine !!!

Reply

Nick 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

6  3  
Article in yesterday's paper saying Medical study
shows being a pedophile is also a sexual preference
affecting 5% of men and 1% of women. Guess Oba‐
ma better get on that one too.

Reply

The Obamanese Republik 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  
2  Why don't all you American communist liber‐

als go over to Russia to protest?

Reply

methodical 1 year ago
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1  0  
I wonder if this has something to do with the fact the
alcoholism among Russian males cuts their life ex‐
pectancies to a little over half what it is in every other
industrialized country? I guess this is Russia's useless
attempt to discourage the small amounts of men who
have made it past 50 and have not died from alco‐
holism, to stay in the closet? 
More

Reply

Travis 1 year ago 3  1  
It seems like countries are going backwards with their
policies now.

Reply

Rich 1 year ago 3  2  
Russia apparently isn't ALL bad...

Reply

Kong_of_FL 1 year ago 3  2  
Sweet, now I can call anyone who is anti-gay in Amer‐
ica a Russian Communist.

Reply

Michael 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  2  
I think I could be Russian.....

Reply

mikekelly 1 year ago 4  5  
G O D, save me from your followers

Reply

John G 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  4  
If you're a man and you care about who other dudes
want to sleep with you need help.

Reply

vap 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

3  7  
Gay people are starting to #$%$ me off, they are
everywhere on TV, on every show etc... I have nothing
against them but they need to stop to be the center of
the world, they are not !

Reply

thomas 1 year ago 1  0  
BooHoo :)

Reply

Dwight S 1 year ago
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4  7  
Good for Russia. Ban the gay, you see what they've
done for our country.

Reply

DAVID 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  6  
In this, Russia is far more advanced that the U.S. Per‐
haps the U.S. should follow in suit.

Reply

Chip 1 year ago 4  1  
Unfortunately for some a "true democracy" does NOT
mean that anything goes. Our own country demon‐
strates what happens when the restraints are cut. Man
is at heart a selfish, greedy, lustful, violent beast re‐
quiring a short leash.

Reply

William 1 year ago 2  4  
Wow! I had assumed Obama would have cleared this
up when he talked to Vladimir after the election!
Come to think of it, Obama has never pulled anything
over on Putin in spite of his claiming a "reset" with
Russia.

Reply

Ryan 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

7  6  
Good, a government that hasn't caved to a weak and
society rejects.

Reply

TrueColors35 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  4  
I wish to GOD , I never had to SEE all the evil that so‐
ciety at large PROMOTES . I wish ALL THE MEDIA
EVERYWHERE WAS FILLED WITH HOLINESS ,
GOODNESS AND LOVE .

Reply

ryan m 1 year ago 1  1  
The American Red States and the Old Red menace,
what's the difference?

Reply

Libras-lib 1 year ago 4  3  
we could learn from russia, stop these sick gays

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  1  
in russia, road forks you

Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago 4  5  
RUSSIA........if I were you, I`d clean up the drug ad‐
dicts on your streets, some as young as 9, all hooked
on heroin, and you`re worried about gay people ????
Amazing....Russia is a shithole anyway...orphanages
are way over crowded, children starve, all the drug ad‐
dicts. My cousin adopted a young girl from Rus‐
sia...she was so scared of him because she never saw
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  4  
OOh, my. Those Russians are showing the land of the
free how to do it again! Let people be themselves.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  3  
Don't be surprised westerners, if all of a sudden you
start to see a large influx of Russian gays moving to
your country!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  3  
Russia doesn't want to end up like the U.S.S.A.
........WEAK AND COWARDLY

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

4  2  
I agree with 2/3rds of Russians . Homosexuality on
any large scale is just destructive to any society. Sorry
gays i don't hate you all , but as a heterosexual per‐
son how can we not think that ? America has become
a battleground with more and more people just em‐

bracing anything just because it is different than the
'status quo'. There's too many young people who
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  3  
Russia is becoming more in line with god than the
USofA, figures.

Reply

NO AMNESTY 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

4  1  
Its the in OUR face, accept/condone gays,, "were gay
& here to stay",, dont talk bad about gays or be ostri‐
cized by the liberal media,, civil unions with the same
rights is not good enough,, not enough in OUR face,,
so they want OUR "Normals" Marriage title also,, they
blast anyone, any Religion, that does not accept the
lifestyle choice, they the gays, are the only intolerant
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago
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1  4  
First communism, now this anti-gay law. Backwards
as ever.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  3  
It didn't say being gay was illegal. It said it is illegal to
promote the lifestyle to children, which I agree with.

Reply

Isaac 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  5  
The social fabric of America started to unravel in the
mid 60s with the hippie and Civil Rights movements.
These movements both brought alien values into the
mainstream of the USA and weakened our social fab‐
ric. The gay rights movement of the 80s and 90s
weakened things even more until now we have pretty
much nothing but trashy consumerist garbage for cul‐
ture and little to NO social values. Can you blame
Russia for trying to prevent it from happening to
them?

Reply

slam 1 year ago 2  2  
Oh god, I guess that Putin wants us to adopt them!
Seriously, it's sad to see such raw exercise of blatant
bigotry in 2013. I guess humanity hasn't really evolved
much since the Romans threw Christians to the lions
2000 years ago.......

Reply

Alan 1 year ago 4  7  
Pass that Law Russia, and Yahweh God will bless you
for it. These immoral s needs to be institutionalized in
a mental health facility. If you follow the heathen that
promote this evil in America, then you will receive the
wrath that is to come upon those in America who pro‐
mote, and condone such evil. Next time the degener‐
ate Madonna comes to Russia promoting her homo‐
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  4  
Militant religionism is a disease that should be eradi‐
cated.

Reply

Rman 1 year ago 4  8  
good for russia.

Reply

KIng Ferdinand 1 year ago
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6  8  
To day is a happy day for the world that Russia is
standing against gays .The liberal system here in this
country is pathetic.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  4  
Do I go to America and be gay or do I stay here for
low taxes. Hmmmski.........

Reply

The Duke 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

4  3  
Funny. sounds like a place I might want to live in, also
sounds like a place or a country we do not want to
screw with either, they have there collective #$%$ to‐
gether and we don't. They have morals and seem to
use common sense, no wonder they are going in a to‐
tally different direction than we are, do not be sur‐
prised to see a shift in business and in personal
More

Reply

william 1 year ago 1  4  
I hope the rooskies don't think they can ship them all
to california or massachussets?

Reply

onlyhuman 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  0  
Religious people always say god is against homosex‐
uality but it has survived for thousands of years. This
means one of two things. One, god is not all powerful
or two god has no problem with it.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  7  
Sounds like a good place for all you gay-bashers to
move to. Start packing H0m0phobes, I'll hold the door
for ya!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  6  
Gee who'd have thought? Russia is turning Republi‐
can! What next a Russian Tea Party?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  3  
The nice thing about living in a free country, is I don't
have to accept or tolerate someone else's idea of
morality. I have the right to say being gay is wrong,
just as they have the right to say their peace about
what they think. I don't believe people should be
harming gays or hating them, but I don't believe we
should accept it anymore than accepting human sacri‐
More

Reply
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Commenter 1 year ago 1  2  
No wonder porn over there is so hard core.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (4) 

7  6  
Yay for Russia!!! These people are no more "born gay"
than there is a man in the moon. Its a fad and, hope‐
fully, it will die out soon.

Reply

Fu2 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

5  2  
thought Russia was a democracy now?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (10) 

6  9  
If your gay keep it in the bedroom. No ones wants to
know what you do. As far as i am concerned marriage
is between a man and a women. 

I am not a homophob, i have gay friends. They respect
my views and I respect thiers. They know I am a chris‐
tian and i dont treat them any less than I would want
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  6  
Dictator Putin is at it again - Russia is moving back‐
wards v. quickly.

Reply

Orland 1 year ago 5  3  
Hail ! Putin !!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  9  
Finally, American Conservatives have a place to move
to.

Reply

Bill 1 year ago 2  3  
So goes the fudge packing industry.

Reply

Free4all 1 year ago 4  7  
For Russia, I have to say right on!!! Homosexualality is
a perversion, regardless of what is politically accepted
in the States.

Reply
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Mike 1 year ago 1  2  
You gays do not understand that the majority of Amer‐
icans are not against you or how you live your life. We
just do not like being force fed your ideas and lifestyle
and we do not like having little or no control on how
you want to indoctrinate our children with your beliefs.

Reply

tryston 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

2  20  
'On the next day, an Orthodox priest said he regretted
that his religious role had not allowed him to partici‐
pate in the beating.'

If that can ever bed said of or by you then you are in
fact NO CHRISTIAN. You are a monster and should be
treated as such.
More

Reply

Burbank152 1 year ago 1  2  
And once again a Church is involved. Separation of
Church and state is paramount in any nations survival.
Now if we can only get people to reject them as well.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  3  
Funny....when the Islamists talk about religious laws
(sharia), the conservatives are dead-set against it.
When the Christians talk about religious laws, they are
all for it. Seems like the only difference is which
church is on top...

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  1  
This is making me #$%$ for some d/ck tonight.

Reply

ak-roady 1 year ago 5  5  
Agree with it or not, at least they make a stand based
on morals and not votes!

Reply

Cranes 1 year ago 4  1  
Cut me some slack all you overly sensitive Queens!
I WATCH PROJECT RUNWAY!

Reply

TrueColors35 1 year ago 4  5  
America was ONCE a light to a dark world and
BANNED IN ALL 50 STATES sodomy . THEY HAD
COMMONSENCE back then. NOW WE EXPORT EVIL
of EVERYKIND and if are nation is DESTROYED for it ,
I will understand.
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Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 5  6  
The lesson for today is church + state = fascism, a
conservative's wet dream. Let's make sure it doesn't
happen here. Beat down the GOP and the Christian
Taliban at every turn.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  3  
Well done Russia !!!! Stand your ground against twist‐
ed/deviant people !!!!

Reply

DONTTAZEMEBRO 1 year ago 5  7  
at least they are assuring their country lives on!!! the
US is dying one faq at a time!!!

Reply

tim s 1 year ago 1  2  
Ah, the old "we'll scribble some words on paper and
that'll fix everything." ploy. Newsflash: It doesn't work!
A law against people kissing or holding hands in pub‐
lic? jesus #$%$ christ... I thought Russia was a mod‐
ern country. Just because gays make up at most 2%
of the population, they think they can bully them. Why,
98% of people don't want to see that stuff in public. a
More

Reply

Phil 1 year ago 1  1  
Its appaling how many Americans agree with the ac‐
tions of Putin's Russia and the incredibly retrograde
Russian Orthodox Church.

Reply

Martin 1 year ago 4  3  
Now all the American homophobes can move to Rus‐
sia where they belong!

Reply

friend 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  5  
Gay people are almost always very nice, endearing,
warm , caring, sensitive people. They are also out of
control sexual perverts. So what, enough of the denial
already.

Reply

Mike 1 year ago 2  0  
Russia banning gays. Weapons have already been
banned so there's nothing the people can do about it.
Lesson of the day: allow the government to gain more
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power than the people and the people will be en‐
slaved.
More
Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (7) 

6  4  
I get really tired of conservative bigot trash claiming
homosexuality is being "forced" on them or "shoved
down" their throats. These whiny little fascists aren't
being forced to do anything ... they're just throwing
hissy fits because the U.S. is SLOWLY refusing to in‐
dulge their bigotry. And, of course, they have been the
ones forcing their agenda on gay people, from DADT
More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 3  0  
thats so gay...

Reply

TrueColors35 1 year ago 4  3  
ALL areas of society in America promote sin and evil ,
from music to movies to video games etc , society at
large FEASTS on evil all day long and people wonder
why there EVERY utterance is pure evil .

Reply

LUCKY LEROY 1 year ago 5  5  
Democrats wouldnt make it in Russia!!!! Not only the
#$%$,,,but the welfare also.

Reply

Charles 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  5  
Russia finally did something right.

Reply

JefferyG 1 year ago 2  4  
Gay legislation? So, that's where the Republicans
went? Russia!

Reply

Karlton Banx 1 year ago 2  6  
No surprise there, Putin is a tyrant and is almost as
bad as Stalin

Reply

ROBERT 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  3  
Ugh, gay women are ugly as hell. Gay men are so
feminine its laughable, hell they keep a house cleaner
and more color coordinated than women do and they
gossip more too.

Reply
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GodMan101 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  3  
This is what we need in America and need it now!

Reply

TB 1 year ago 3  2  
It's bizarre that homophobes would be looking to Rus‐
sia as an example of where they want this country to
go.

Reply

Matthew 1 year ago 3  0  
Well, it seems as if Russia is becoming a bigot's par‐
adise...I'll be happy to help you get a passport and
Russian visa Teabaggers!

Reply

Troy 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

6  5  
Girls kissing Girls, is hot. Guys kissing Guys.....
eeeewwww!

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

6  7  
Notice - this law doesn't BAN gayness.

I just forbids it from being promoted as an acceptable
alternative.

It makes perfect sense.More
Reply

Dale 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  7  
I can't wait till America can do the same as Russia on
this perverted issue. How do the homos in NY and MD
determine who is the husband and the wife when the
so called married?

Reply

eisenhower 1 year ago 2  3  
putin, a real leader, decreed 2001, no foreign country/
company can
purchase russias resources..ban weed smokers / ho‐
mosexuals,

Reply

David 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

1  2  
Who woulda thought that the Russian government is
more moralistic than the government of the USA?

Reply
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Swamp Yankee 1 year ago

Expand Replies (13) 

2  3  
If gays don't like it then don't go to Russia. I could
care less what two consenting adults do in the privacy
of there own home. You get to make your own choices
and so doesn't Russia. On second thought if it does
bother you that much book a flight and go to Russia
and try to change the way they think. Let us know
how that works out for you.
More

Reply

MUYINTELLIGENTE 1 year ago 2  0  
"Hit them with snowballs"? Obviously not the kind of
balls the nut monsters want to be hit with. Also, how
dare Russia take away the priviledge of a man bend‐
ing another man over and corking the ol' brown eye.
Sounds like normal behaviour to me

Reply

Patrick Fallon 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  2  
that wouldbe the best law on the world i am begenig
to look at Putin different

Reply

Voice of Reason 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

4  7  
Wow, I'm seeing similarities to Russians and American
rednecks in these posts. Both against equal rights for
all.

Reply

Jeff 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  2  
Deuteronomy 6:5
And thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thine
heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy might.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  1  
When Vladimir Putin is your moral hero, you're a lost
cause.

Reply

Frank 1 year ago 4  4  
Communist's hate Unions -Republicans hate
Unions............Communist's hate gay's-Republican's
hate gay's............Seem's as though the Repiublican
party is a lot more like the communists than the De‐
mocrates doesn't it?

Reply

Anonymouse 1 year ago 3  7  
Looks like Russia is increasing going back to its old
ways of Communism and away from individual free‐
dom. This could start another version of the cold war
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if they get militarily aggressive and here are all the so-
called American Patriots cheering on the suppression
of a minority and the squelching of the freedom ofMore

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

8  9  
This story is a cautionary tale to all who value freedom
in America that the GOP alliance with the militant
Christian right is no different. Their goal is total
church-state collusion to achieve fascism. Never vote
Republican ... just say "no" to theocracy.

Reply

None of Your Business 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

6  4  
Who'd a thunk that a gay story would bring out all the
Bible thumpers. You could set your watch to them.

Reply

tay007 1 year ago 1  5  
Hey tea party, your revolution has started. Just in the
wrong country. Move there, and have fun in the toler‐
ant utopia you so desperately want

Reply

GrandmasterB 1 year ago 3  2  
Sounds like the Democrats are moving into Russian
politics.

Reply

idontcare 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

7  6  
John says: American tolerance to homosexuals even‐
tually leads to the loss of the rights granted by the 1st
Amendment.

Reply

expressmyself 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

9  13  
Mother Russia doesn't want nozzle eaters, peter
puffers, and #$%$

Reply

Dale 1 year ago 3  9  
Russia get stronger as the USA sinks further into a
moral cesspool .

Reply

John 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  0  
Sounds like a great idea Russia, I wish politicians over
here had nuts.

Reply
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Oogie 1 year ago 2  2  
to the gulag with them

Reply

Shocked 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  1  
It's interesting how we have Americans among us that
worship a former KGB criminal and self-appointed
dictator simply because he is afraid of homosexuals
and anyone else that might rock his totalitarian boat.
This is why America is in trouble. We have too many
traitors in our midst.More

Reply

Jack 1 year ago 2  2  
Good thing their not in Iran, Russia just fined them,
Iranians would execute them.

Reply

Sean 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

5  2  
America is the land of the free right? Then how come
the republicans seek to stop anyone from being gay?
Why do you people care so much? Is there nothing
better going on with your life?

Reply

bulbsnather 1 year ago 1  2  
gays will find out if they are normal or not when they
stand before the lord on judgment day, read the chap‐
ter of jude, also rev.21:8 new testament, it will also be
for those caught up in all sexual sins, so the holy bible
says in the word of god, not the new bibles that are
tainted, the lord gave a staunch warning to those writ‐
ters who change the word of god rev.22:18-19, we as
More

Reply

Eric 1 year ago 2  2  
Just as we're complaining how despotic our own gov‐
ernment is, Russia steps in and shows how it's done...

Reply

Max 1 year ago 3  3  
This is why homosexuality is a sin.

Reply

David 1 year ago 1  8  
Sound like Russia is trying to receive God's blessing
on their country. 

Even a long-standing communist country knows right
from wrong.

Reply
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Mr. B 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

1  7  
That is good i will move to russia
a more godly country than usa leaders [pres]

Reply

Norm 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  2  
All this posting about sodomy. If a few of you here
would add a little more oral sex to your life, so many
of you would not be so angry. Don't know anything
about #$%$, but the sodomy stuff ROCKS.

Reply

Teresa 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

2  3  
They can move here as long as we don't have to take
care of them! Obama just said he would expand gay
rights so get ready to move!

Reply

Jean and Bill 1 year ago

Expand Replies (13) 

14  20  
Christian denominations in America need to ask them‐

selves why our "Christian nation" is embracing gay
marriage, abortion, prayer ban in our schools, increas‐
ing pornography and loose sexual behavior, increasing
attacks on any public displays of faith, etc..etc...It's
not because of unbelievers, it's because believers
haven't committed themselves fully to Yahveh (God)
More

Reply

ART 1 year ago 1  5  
THAT'S COOL

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  0  
And I'll bet those of you in the U.S. who support this
wonder why Obama and not Romney took the oath of
office yesterday. LMAO! Enjoy.

Reply

Robert 1 year ago

Expand Replies (31) 

14  25  
I don't care if you choose to be gay, but as far as laws
go, we had DOMA and our law-breaking tyrant Oba‐
ma ignored it, just as he has the 1st, 6th, and 10th
amendments, among many other laws.

Reply

paul 1 year ago 3  6  
America take note, we need to do the same. Our once
so-called enemies are passing us up in power, its be‐
cause we have become weak-GAY-blind-dumb!

Reply
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EPJ 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

5  5  
Instead of banning guns here in the US we should be
banning GAYS!!!

Reply

darrells 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

2  3  
Russia and the religious right on the same side, tee
hee. Maybe you should hold hands, but be sure to al‐
ternate genders or someone might be perceived as
gay. (sarcasm)

Reply

JoeP 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  2  
With the anticipated gay immigration, it could be titled
the dumbing down of Russia. They are losing a large
portion of the intellect when they go. Our gain, their
loss.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  1  
But I believe there is a God, who loves those people
just like Jane Roe. He loves them enough to help
them find the truth they are looking for. But he will not
allow any sinfulness into heaven. If you don't plan to
go, then eat, drink, amd be merry. Get while the get‐
ting is good, cause it's your only chance, there won't
be anthong more. But if you hold the the promises
More

Reply

Leo P. 1 year ago 2  2  
I notice a lot of people here like to bash the Bible but
refuse to acknowledge that homosexual behavior is
also starkly against Darwinism as well. How can you
"evolve" if you can't pass on your genes?

Reply

GD 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

3  6  
NO, we are not bigots, it is just that you are the per‐
verts!!!!

Reply

jukeN 1 year ago 2  4  
Ignorance fosters prejudice.

Reply

NOBAMA 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

6  8  
For once I commend President Putin on doing this
great act as a first step to remove the issue of homo‐
sexuality.

Reply
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B 1 year ago 3  3  
Russia is like the GOP dream. They are moving their
clock back 110 years to a time when the church and
Czar and nobility ran everything. The serfs starved
while Faberge made gold and jewel encrusted eggs
for the royal family.

I hope these days of darkness for Russians end and
More

Reply

Frederick 1 year ago 1  3  
Ryan you are wrong on that comment dude.Lets send
all the #$%$ to russia

Reply

A TEAM 1 year ago 2  2  
russian leaders saw how weak obama is !!!! russia
opened a can of #$%$ be gone !!!!!!

Reply

ha 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

1  0  
Aren't all you pukes against abortion Lady GG?
Maybe you should put your gun in your mouth and
pull the trigger.

Reply

Bill 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

1  4  
Seriously, reading the comments on this site always
gets me angry and depressed. Why do I even come
here?

Reply

Shanquia 1 year ago 2  0  
So in other wards Russian citizen support the govern‐
ment and this unacceptable in the west because it to
democratic. I have nothing against gays depending if
a society is allowed to agree equally on a tolerance
level.

Reply

D. 1 year ago 2  1  
#$%$ and #$%$ - both exist - and we need neither.

Reply

Todd 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  2  
So much for "hate the sin, love the sinner"

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago
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Expand Replies (2) 

5  5  
I'm opposed to homobehavioral equality religion.
There is no religion more easily proved false than gay
sameness dogma.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 1  3  
I despise looking at homosexuals. Especially couples.
So so gross.

Reply

Kergun 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

3  4  
Russia, land of my cousins. Russia was named after
the Viking group called the Rus. Russia is a wonderful
place and I'd immediately pack up and move if I knew
the language. Obummer can't hold a candle to Putin.
Putin is a great man. We have not had a president
even close to Putin since Teddy Roosevelt.More

Reply

Dave 1 year ago 1  0  
If god created Adam and Eve then who was it that cre‐
ated Steve??? Cuz Steve and I got together and let
me tell you that big old hairy #$%$ is pretty darn real .
. .

Reply

James 1 year ago 3  4  
Looks like the Russians have more moral convictions
than the Americans.

Reply

Richard 1 year ago 1  1  
Your not normal!

Reply

Dave 1 year ago 1  0  
I totally do not see what's the problem with #$%$ . . .
I absolutely LOVE it !!!!! Yeah . . . don't take away my
right to have #$%$!!!!

Reply

for the times 1 year ago 2  2  
They never learn in Russia. Had they ignored this and
not made a law it would not be an in your face situa‐
tion. Freedom takes the force of a situation out of it.

Reply

XS n XS 1 year ago
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2  2  
I guess this is just one more thing American Conserva‐
tives have in common with Russia - so if you want a
nation where the government's actions are more in
line with your own beliefs, go to Russia.

Reply

SportsFan 1 year ago 3  2  
To everyone who thinks Russia is headed in the right
direction, move there and check it out first hand. You
will be on the first plane back to the good old USA.

Reply

Jacob 1 year ago 3  5  
This is what we need in this country. We need to elimi‐
nate the Gay,Lesbian lifestyle that we have in our
world. It's a sin, and if they don't repent, hell awaits
them!!!

Reply

RAH 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  4  
They know how to handle the mentally ill.

Reply

pinkeye 1 year ago 2  5  
Good for the Russians. We should take a page from
their book---no illegals problem in Moscow. The U S
allows every political agenda group to "be me" and
feel sorry for me and give me free money cause I'm a
minority. And now we're all paying for it in our taxes.

Reply

RAPTOR 1 year ago 2  3  
I guess Anderson cooper wont be moving to Russia
anytime soon LOL

Reply

Alan 1 year ago 2  5  
It's not so much the gay or straight issue but more of
the 'in your face' issue that turns people off.

Reply

Army Guy 1 year ago 2  8  
Goes to prove that Russians are not totally nuts.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  8  
I aplaud the Russian government for theitr courage to
demand traditional values.There is nothing that can be
said to condone the act of sodemy. The values they
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hold to be truths would have an eventual outcome of
extenction life on Earth.More
Reply

Andrew 1 year ago

Expand Replies (5) 

7  8  
Russia wants to join some Muslim countries in a race
to see who can be the first to travel back in time to the
Dark Ages.

Reply

Michael 1 year ago 3  3  
Wow.. what century is this?

Reply

John 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  0  
Yeah russians are all against the whole gay thing.Plus
they express their views on TV more freely than we
do.

Reply

Elka Bong 1 year ago 1  2  
"Traditional Russian Values": Sending people to
Siberia to starve and freeze to death because the dic‐
tator of the month is paranoid.
Yuri Andropov, Dead, USSR

Reply

Grunt 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  5  
Sounds like Russia is run by teabaggers.

Reply

Robert 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

2  3  
Again, it has nothing to do with homosexuality and
everything to do with a politician who wants absolute
power and is afraid of open-minded, liberal, educated
young people because even the young straight people
in Russia don't care if anyone is gay. What would the
corrupt do without religion????More

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 2  5  
This should be world wide, I agree on [ ADAM AND
EVE ] NOT ADAM AND STEVE

Reply

GOP Tea Klan & Leftwing Libtards - Just Say NO! 1
year ago 5  4  
Putin for world president! Finally, a leader who doesn't
cave to political correctness!

Reply
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Eagle 1 year ago 1  5  
Obama has lost his moral compass. I much prefer the
article yesterday on Yahoo about Russia’s attitude to‐
wards gays:
“The ant-gay bill is part of an effort to promote tradi‐
tional Russian values as opposed to Western liberal‐
ism, which the Kremlin and church see as corrupting
Russian youth.”
More

Reply

PAUL 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

7  8  
Russia has some sense after all. I hate Putin but he is
right on this. America has become way too liberal and
quite frankly, I DON'T LIKE IT! See, the gays opened
their mouths once too often! Good for them.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (2) 

5  5  
Animals that are gay must be killed before they infect
the whole food chain.

Reply

shannon 1 year ago 1  7  
WOW a country with morals. who knew?

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

7  8  
yahoo loves to show same sex kissing pictures and to
put the word gay in every headline.
I have never seen them put straight or anti straight, it's
time to be fair.
yahoo is anti-straight!

Reply

GordonC 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  1  
Isn't this the same country that used to throw people
in prison for bringing in Bibles?

Reply

A Yahoo User 1 year ago 1  5  
Good news. Russia has standards. It will not allow it‐
self to go down the sewer pipe of homosexuality.

Reply

vox humana 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

3  4  
I am imagining those snotty-nose kisses.....yuck.
Yuck....on so many levels, yuck.

Reply
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nonGovEconomist 1 year ago 3  7  
At least the Russian are doing this right!

Reply

The Saint 1 year ago 3  4  
15% flat tax and no gays in your face. Russia is look‐
ing better and better everyday.

Reply

Micheal 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

5  1  
Maybe that is a tit-for-tat between comrade putrid and
comrade barry. Putrid protects Russia's perverts, and
Barry disarms the US.

Reply

Heart Industries 1 year ago 1  1  
This article is written with bias.

Reply

Hardhead 1 year ago 1  6  
Are pedophile born that way?
Are adulterers and people who can’t commit to only
one woman born that way?
Are murders born that way?
I have known people who stole anything and every‐
thing they could lay their hand on. One must wonder if
they were born that way.
I guess morality nowadays is relative.

Reply

yankee hater 1 year ago 3  3  
The ruskies have got it right.

Reply

Heidi G. 1 year ago

Expand Replies (6) 

5  6  
Dagnabit. I didn't think I'd ever be able to find one
thing I liked about Russia, but I just did. At least they
seem to get the idea that it's disgusting. What you do
in private, hey, your business. What you do in front of
my kids, MY business.

Reply

1984isnow 1 year ago 2  2  
Probably most of these negative posters are the same
people who want smaller government and less gov‐
ernment in people's personal lives. Unless, of course,
it comes to issues like same-sex marriage or abortion.

Reply

Harold 1 year ago
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3  3  
Well most Republican Congressmen could probably
get diplomatic immunity, and be safe if they go to
Russia after this law is in effect.

Reply

Bill 1 year ago 2  2  
Looks like the Bubba's need to go live in Russia.

Reply

Niners2015 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

6  5  
Putin Loves His Country, Even a Dictator can under‐
stand the Bible. He knows Absolute Wrath is heading
the Way of America. American Leadership promotes
Abortion and Homosexuality. All previous historic
World Powers followed America's Approach as well.
They were all completely Destroyed! He is positioning
Russia to be World Power #1.
More

Reply

Star 1 year ago 1  5  
Finally, a country with Morals! Stand up to these abho‐
rant deviants!

Reply

Franms 1 year ago 2  4  
For once I agree with Russia.

Reply

FRED L DIEBOLD 1 year ago 2  2  
As like in the days of Noah, Jesus will return. Part of
those days where Sodom and Gomorrah! When the
world is cleansed of wickedness and perversion,
along with ungodliness and liars and murderers, then
we shall have peace come back to planet Earth - Un‐
der His ruler-ship. No more Politics and evil running
our world. Where the lamb will lie down next to the
More

Reply

Jim 1 year ago

Expand Replies (3) 

6  9  
I don't agree at all with the physical beatings and oth‐
er brutalities but I am quite sick of the gay agenda in
my face all day long in the news, movies, and other
media...do what you want behind closed doors.

Reply

Headin' for the hills... 1 year ago 1  0  
Give us your tired and GAY? I guess we should think
twice about continuing to take everyone the rest of the
world doesnt want.....our nation is already stressed to
the breaking point...

Reply
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Steve 1 year ago 1  4  
You mean there is still a country where discrimination
exists ???? Where you can still call the gay and les‐
bo's what they actually are ???? Mother Russia "You
Rook Marvelous"

Reply

Old School American 1 year ago 2  7  
The comment about exile worries me. Obama would
welcome them with open arms and a voter registration
card.

Reply

Gary 1 year ago 2  3  
again russia... the soviet dictatorship descends into
tyrrany... that country has never been free and it is a
horror to the world.

Reply

Alan 1 year ago 2  5  
Interesting....Russia is turning into more like the US
was fifty years ago and the US is turning more into like
Russia was fifty years ago.

Reply

Commenter 1 year ago 4  5  
YEA! Now do it in SanFran and the rest of the U.S. ....
the first time I'd EVER endorse anything from Russia.

Reply

ken 1 year ago 4  4  
The ONLY smart thing the Communist have ever done!

Reply

Lawrence 1 year ago

Expand Replies (1) 

1  2  
I'm ok with homos and lesbians - just keep your filthy
lifestyle to yourself..

Reply

BSM 1 year ago 1  2  
Good for Russia! Ours #$%$ and "thumbs down" too
much for no good reason.

Reply

Larry Ervin 1 year ago 2  4  
a step in the right direction.

Reply
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sia-moves-en‐
act-anti-gay-law-nation‐
wide-125825051.html?soc_s‐
rc=copyAustralian senator's ideal man: rich

and 'well-hung'
An Australian senator who told breakfast radio
she would only date men who were rich and
"well-hung" apologised Tuesday, saying she had
tried to hide her embarrassment with a joke.
Jacqui Lambie, who took her seat in the national
parliament's upper house earlier this month, told
Tasmania's Heart…

AFP

Missing New Hampshire teen home
after 9 months
CONWAY, N.H. (AP) — A 15-year-old New
Hampshire girl who disappeared while on her
way home from school nine months ago is safely
home with her family, the state attorney general
said Monday.

Associated Press

Woman Discovers $3,000 Ring...
Inside a Candle?
A new company sells high end soy candles simi‐
lar to popular Yankee Candles, but with one big
and sparkly difference: Every candle contains a
prize!

Big milestone for Britain's little
prince
LONDON (AP) — The palace is releasing special
pictures, the Royal Mint is striking a commemo‐
rative coin and newspapers are publishing glow‐

ing tributes.
Associated Press

'I no longer talk to Obama': Turkey's
Erdogan
Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan
said he has stopped talking to US President
Barack Obama on the phone, amid growing
strains between Ankara and Washington over
Syria and the Gaza conflict. Turkey, a fierce op‐
ponent of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad and
an open supporter of armed rebel…

AFP

San Bernardino Woman Dies After
Being Stabbed and Calling 911 for
Help
Homicide detectives were searching Tuesday for
a man who stabbed a San Bernardino woman
who died shortly after calling police for help, ac‐
cording to authorities.Jennifer Gould reports
from San Bernardino for the KTLA 5 Morning
News on Tuesday, July 22, 2014.

KTLA - Los Angeles

Detroit retirees back pension cuts
by a landslide
DETROIT (AP) — A year after filing for bank‐
ruptcy, Detroit is building momentum to get out,
especially after workers and retirees voted in fa‐
vor of major pension changes just a few weeks
before a judge holds a crucial trial that could end
the largest public filing in U.S. history.

Associated Press

Why Legos keep washing up on a
British beach
For the last 17 years, Lego pieces have been
washing up on the shores of Cornwall, England,
to the delight of mystified beachgoers.Yahoo News

Israeli mood turns dark with mount‐
ing casualties
JERUSALEM (AP) — For almost two weeks, Is‐
rael practically bristled with confidence and
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Associated Press

7 Unique Sets of Twins Who De‐
fied the Odds
Despite complications at birth, these twins
learned how to survive and thrive. Learn about
these twins who truly defied the odds!

11 parents of Nigeria's abducted
girls die
LAGOS, Nigeria (AP) — Nearly a dozen parents
of the more than 200 kidnapped Nigerian
schoolgirls will never see their daughters again.Associated Press

James Rodriguez signs 6-year deal
with Real Madrid
MADRID (AP) — After scoring the most goals of
any player at the World Cup, Colombia forward
James Rodriguez signed a six-year deal with
Real Madrid on Tuesday.
Associated Press

Dutch experts inspect MH17 bodies
as Russia hits back
Dutch forensic experts on Monday were examin‐
ing bodies from the MH17 plane disaster being
held at an east Ukraine train station as Kiev and
insurgents wrangled over the fate of the remains.
As world leaders deplored the "shambolic" state
of the crash site left in the hands of the rebels
and accused…

AFP

U.S. judge dismisses Republican
lawsuit over Obamacare subsidy for
Congress
By Brendan O'Brien MILWAUKEE (Reuters) - A
federal judge has thrown out a U.S. Senator's
legal challenge to a part of President Barack
Obama's healthcare law that grants health insur‐
ance subsidies for members of Congress and
their staffs. U.S. Senator Ron Johnson of Wis‐
consin had challenged the…

Reuters

Photos of the day - July 21, 2014 (23
photos)
Palestinians sleep at a United Nations school,
where people who fled heavy Israeli shelling in
the Shejaia neighborhood sought refuge during
fighting, in Gaza City, People surround a refriger‐
ator wagon as monitors from the Organization
for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE)
and members of a…

Yahoo News

Body of missing S.Korean shipping
tycoon found
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — South Korean po‐
lice said Tuesday that they have found a body of
a fugitive billionaire businessman sought over
April's ferry disaster that left more than 300 peo‐
ple dead or missing.

Associated Press

53 Year Old Mom's Wrinkle Se‐
cret
53 year old woman surprises family and friends
with her simple wrinkle trick.

YOUNGER COUPLES WEIGH IN ON HOW THEY
HANDLE MONEY
DEAR READERS: On April 11, I printed a letter from "Wondering
in Washington," a man asking why young men in general today
have the attitude that "any money I earn is mine" in a marriage
or live-in situation. He said when he married, he and his wife
considered what they earned to be "theirs" -- not…

Dear Abby

Police: Couple killed by suspects
hired for chores
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — A retired Philadelphia
couple was strangled by two men hired to do
household chores after the wife caught one try‐
ing to steal money, authorities said Monday.
Associated Press

12 things you probably don’t know about Babe
Ruth
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With 2014 being the 75th anniversary of the opening of the
Baseball Hall of Fame, the shrine naturally has turned to the
game’s greatest star to help mark the occasion with its newest
exhibit, “Babe Ruth: His Life and Legend.” 2014 also marks the
100th anniversary of the Babe's debut in the major…

Christian Science Monitor

You’ll Never Guess Which State Just Became a
Haven for Painkiller Abusers
Through contact with local pharmacies and access to prescrip‐
tion logs, Logan tries to figure out how many prescriptions peo‐
ple get and from where. When Logan suspects someone of try‐
ing to fill a fraudulent prescription, "he has been known to jump
from behind the counter and arrest that person on…

Takepart.com

Dutch anger over MH17 crash aftermath could
swing EU sanctions
The missile that most likely brought down Malaysia Airlines
Flight MH17 over eastern Ukraine, killing nearly 200 Dutch citi‐
zens, “was fired indirectly from the Amsterdam Zuidas.” Zuidas
is the city's business district – and the top story in De Volk‐
skrant, a leading Dutch newspaper, alleges that the…

Christian Science Monitor

Obama’s LGBT Executive Order
Threatens Religious Liberty, Say Ad‐
vocates
Unwilling to wait for Congress to pass the Em‐

ployee Non-Discrimination Act, Obama signed
an executive order Monday prohibiting organiza‐
tions with federal contracts from discriminating
against employees who identify themselves as
gay, lesbian, or transgender. For religious free‐
dom advocates, that…

The Daily Caller

Bad News for Agents, Good
News for Florida Drivers
If you are currently insured, have no DUI's, and
drive less than 50 miles per day, you may be
paying too much for auto insurance. Find out
now.
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